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This thesis explores how, through the use of playful talk in discourse, the members of a 
linguistically and culturally mixed peer group comprised of Greek-Turkish bilinguals and Greek- 
speaking monolinguals (Greek-majority language, Turkish- minority language) construct play 
frames and social identities, including a mixed peer group identity, in an Athenian primary 
school. The data consists of tape-recorded interactions among the peer group members, their 
teachers and the researcher across different contexts at school. The analytical framework draws 
on interactional sociolinguistics and conversation analysis and it is further enhanced by insights 
from ethnography as a process of inquiry and its conceptualisation of culture as a system of 
practices. This thesis has identified six contexts at school where play frames are produced. Based 
on combinations of school-imposed features, these contexts are further classified into two 
categories: institutionally oriented contexts and non-institutionally oriented contexts. A key 
finding is that peer group members employ mixed resources as contextualisation cues to construct 
play frames in contact encounters, notably cues mostly from the majority (Greek) as well as a 
limited set of cues from the minority (Turkish) languages and cultures and from the English 
foreign language taught at school. The data analysis demonstrates that, as a rule, peer group 
members employ similar cues across contexts, with the exception of whole-group classroom 
interactions, in which they avoid using cues that require teachers sharing peer group background 
knowledge in order to understand and interpret them playfully. Although peer group members 
occasionally contest the production of play frames, overall, they sustain them across contexts. 
Consequently, in non-institutionally oriented contexts play frames are introduced in talk either as 
main frames or against a backdrop of task-related frames. In institutionally oriented contexts, 
however, play frames are seldom initiated as main frames, but emerge as parallel, embedded or 
forked frames. The examination of playful talk and play frames provides a window into the 
processes of social identity construction at school. To this end, the data analysis reveals that peer 
group members engage in two macro-processes (conversion and diversion) and six micro- 
processes (sharing, appropriating, transforming, localising, contesting and mixing), which lead to 
the construction of a mixed peer group identity and its small culture. The research provides 
insights into the interplay between playful talk, play frames and social identity construction in 
contact encounters at school in response to the increasing linguistic and cultural diversity that 
characterises present day Greek society. 
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The preliminaries 
Constructing play frames and social identities 
0.0 Introduction 
The aim of this thesis is to explore how the members of a linguistically and culturally 
mixed peer group comprised of Greek-Turkish bilinguals and Greek-speaking 
monolinguals (Greek- majority language, Turkish- minority language) communicate 
among themselves, with their teachers and the researcher, by exploiting playful talk, in an 
Athenian primary school. The thesis probes into how, through playful talk, peer group 
members construct play frames and social identities. These include aspects of the peer 
group members' linguistic and cultural identities (including that of a linguistically and 
culturally mixed peer group), their gender and youth identities as well as identities, such 
as those of `the pupil', `the teacher', `the foreign/second language learner' and `the 
researcher'. 
The focus of the thesis on playful talk in discourse is motivated by its salience in 
naturally-occurring interactions across different contexts at school. For the purpose of " 
this thesis, playful talk is viewed as a super ordinate category that encompasses the 
following verbal activities: (1) teasing; (2) name-calling; (3) joking; (4) word play and 
(5) a range of performance-oriented phenomena (see 1.7). The significance of playful talk 
in the data is contrasted with the limited attention sociolinguistic research in general has 
allocated to this topic in the school setting (e. g. Eder 1991,1993,1995; Tholander 2002). 
As a result, by probing into the emergence of playful talk in naturally-occurring 
13 
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interactions at school, this study attempts to readdress an apparent gap in sociolinguistic 
literature. 
One of the most important loci for the examination of playful talk is the peer group 
(Corsaro & Eder 1990). In the thesis, the 4th grade peer group becomes the site where 
extensive linguistic and cultural contact takes place. Through playful talk, peer group 
members exchange, appropriate, transform and reproduce aspects of their linguistic and 
cultural resources as contextualization cues to build play frames. Following Goffman 
(1974), `frames' are regarded as mechanisms through which participants structure their 
social and personal experiences (: 10-11). To interpret the intended frame, participants 
send cues to each other that indicate how a given utterances should be understood (ibid). 
In this context, to construct play frames, participants send cues to each other with the 
message `this is play' (Bateson 1972: 179) (see 1.3,1.7). It is demonstrated that the 
linguistic and cultural resources, which generate the necessary cues to build play frames, 
are drawn from the majority and minority languages and cultures, the institutional culture 
of the school and the emergent, locally-conditioned, `small' cultures (Holliday 1999: 
237) of the 4t' grade peer group and 4th grade class 1 (see 1.3,4.5- 4.5.8). 
Simultaneously, the peer group is transformed into an arena where, through playful talk, 
its members construct, negotiate and contest social identity ascriptions and communicate 
meaningful social relations (chapter 7). 
' For the purpose of this thesis, the 4th grade peer group is confined to peer group members only, while the 
4th grade class includes both pupils and teachers. 
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0.1 Motivation for the thesis 
My involvement with Greek-Turkish bilingual children residing in the centre of Athens 
was the outcome of a combination of personal and professional interests. In the winter of 
1996, a good friend of mine suggested that I join a non-profit volunteer organisation 
(`Hpo, ypaµµa EOEXovctxaaS Ep-yac IaS iou Aijiou vjS AOi va; ', `The Volunteer 
Programme of the Municipality of Athens'), which provided Greek language support 
classes to children whose home language was one other than Greek. This particular 
organisation was active in an area of Athens with a substantial Greek Muslim community 
(see 3.1- 3.1.6, for an ethnographic account). Given my long-standing interest in Turkish 
language and culture, I was intrigued by the composition of this community and 
immediately joined the ranks of volunteer tutors to teach Greek and English 2. 
In the next 19 months, I worked with a number of children of different ages and 
proficiencies. The personal and learning experiences I shared with them became the point 
of departure for this study. Having seen them interact with one another outside the school 
setting (e. g. in the local community centre and in their homes), in predominantly 
homogeneous linguistic and cultural groupings, I was keen to explore how they interacted 
at school, where linguistic and cultural contact was expected to take place. 
The rationale for selecting the school as the site for research was motivated by the fact 
that for school-age children the most important arena where extensive linguistic and 
cultural contact takes place is the primary school. It is there where majority and minority 
members come into daily contact and interact over extended periods of time. As a result, 
2 In Greek state schools, English is taught as a foreign language from 4`' grade onwards. 
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in such a setting, it is possible to examine different linguistic and cultural groups not as 
self-contained, homogeneous entities, but in relation to and as they interact with one 
another (Pratt 1987: 57). 
For the purpose of this thesis, in the winter of 1999,1 set out to do my fieldwork and 
collect data in the local, state primary school. During my fieldwork, I started observing 
that children made extensive use of references from the media and youth popular cultures 
with which I was not familiar and they employed nicknames whose meaning was obscure 
to me. Moreover, they never seemed to stop teasing, calling each other names and 
giggling. Such `marginal' linguistic and cultural phenomena triggered my personal and 
analytical interests, thereby leading to the investigation of playful talk, play frames and 
social identities at school. 
0.2 Research assumptions and questions 
The following research assumptions became the point of departure for the examination of 
playful talk, play frames and social identities at school: 
" Sociolinguistic research on contact encounters at school has indicated that such 
occasions provide fertile ground for the exchange of resources among members of 
linguistically and culturally mixed groups (Heller 1999; Rampton 1995). 
" Greek-Turkish bilinguals have a wide range of resources available to them due to 
their participation in the majority and minority languages and cultures as well as 
their exposure to English language instruction at school. Greek-speaking 
monolinguals have access to languages and cultures other than their own, as a 
16 
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result of their contact with Turkish-speaking peers and exposure to foreign 
language instruction (cf. Jorgensen 2002). 
" The school as an institution and the teachers as its representatives play an active 
role in shaping these contact situations and the types of resources that become 
available (Heller 1999). 
9 Linguistic and cultural resources surface in playful talk as contextualization cues 
to construct play frames at school (cf. Straehle 1993 in encounters among 
friends). 
These assumptions generated the following main research questions: 
1. What are the interactional contexts where playful talk emerges in 
discourse? What are the different types of playful talk generated? 
2. What are the linguistic and cultural resources that surface in playful talk as 
cues to construct play frames? 
3. How are play frames sequentially and interactionally produced? What are 
the types of cues and sequencing rules employed to initiate, sustain (or 
contest) and bring play frames to a close? What is the relationship between 
play frames and other types of frames produced in talk at school? What 
kinds of `participation frameworks' (Goffman 1974) do interactants 
develop and what types of responses to playful talk do they produce? 
4. What social identities do participants oreint to, via playful talk, at school? 
Moreover, these assumptions raise a secondary research question that is particularly 
associated with the institutional setting of the school. This research question, however, is 
17 
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not explored in depth in this thesis; it is only briefly addressed in the concluding 
discussion: 
5. What kind of pedagogical implications can be drawn from the study of 
playful talk, play frames and social identity construction at school, 
regarding bilingual/bicultural teaching and learning, the role of teachers, 
syllabus and materials design and teacher training? 
To explore these research questions, I have undertaken an ethnographic description of the 
minority community in which members of the peer group partake (3.1- 3.1.6). Moreover, 
I have provided a similar account of the school as the setting and the peer group as the 
site of contact (3.2- 3.4.3). Through out the thesis, aspects of these ethnographies are 
brought forth to illuminate the analysis and interpretation of the data. 
0.3 Organisation of the thesis 
I proceed with an overview of the organisation of the thesis, in order to illustrate how 
these research questions are addressed: 
Chapter 1 situates the present study in the growing research on linguistic minorities and 
bilingual/multilingual schools in Greece. In addition, it introduces and discusses the 
major analytical concepts of this study, by drawing on insights from interactional 
sociolinguistics, conversation analysis and ethnography. It demonstrates how key 
concepts from these research traditions as well as findings from the literature on peer 
groups, playful talk, framing talk and identity construction inform this study. 
18 
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Chapter 2 presents the research design and data collection methods. Moreover, it 
addresses issues arising from the relationship between the researcher and researched, 
notably the issue of `the observer's paradox' (Milroy, Li & Moffat 1991) as well as the 
roles and identities the researcher juggled in the field. 
Chapter 3 provides an ethnographic description of the Greek Muslim community of 
Gazi, the school where the research was undertaken and the peer group. As mentioned 
(0.2), these ethnographic descriptions form a significant part of the contextual backbone 
for understanding, analysing and interpreting playful talk, play frames and identity 
construction at school. 
Chapter 4 identifies four contextual parameters that determine the emergence of playful 
talk across six contexts. These are discussed in light of the concept of degrees of 
institutionality of the interactions and are further categorised into institutionally oriented 
contexts and non-institutionally oriented contexts (research question 1). Furthermore, this 
chapter explores the different types of playful talk peer group members produce (research 
question 1) and the linguistic and cultural resources they employ as cues to build play 
frames (research question 2). 
Chapter 5 investigates non-institutionally oriented contexts and explores in depth two 
verbal activities (teasing and name-calling) that emerge as the second and third most 
frequent activities in the data respectively. This chapter illustrates how peer group 
members develop play frames sequentially and interactionally. It demonstrates the types 
of cues, sequencing rules, responses to playful talk and participation frameworks they 
employ (research question 3). 
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Chapter 6 examines institutionally oriented contexts and focuses on two types of talk 
during whole-group instructional interactions (private pupil-pupil talk and public teacher- 
pupil talk). The chapter explores the loci where play frames arise in discourse and their 
relationship with instructional frames, namely lesson and class management frames. 
Moreover, it probes into the cues peer and the responses to playful talk group members 
and their teachers employ. It shows that, through shifts in `footing' (Goffman 1981), 
which are achieved via the manipulation of these cues, participants project different 
alignment vis-a-vis each other and the types of playful talk they generate (research 
question 3). 
Drawing on findings from the previous chapters (3-6), chapter 7 explores, how, through 
playful talk, peer group members make social identities relevant. This chapter 
investigates the peer group members' respective cultural identities and their linguistically 
and culturally mixed peer group identity. It also explores their social identities associated 
with gender, youth popular cultures and the media as well as those of the `pupil' and 
`second/foreign language learner'. Lastly, it investigates how teachers and the researcher 
construct their social identities vis-a-vis the peer group members (research question 4). 
The concluding chapter reviews the key findings of the thesis, identifies its contributions, 
including pedagogical implications that can be drawn, and suggests directions for future 
research (research question 5). 
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Chapter one 
Setting the scene - Research concepts and issues 
1.0 Introduction 
In chapter 1,1 ground this study in a review of the growing research on linguistic 
minorities and (bi)miltilingual schools, in Greece (1.1-1.2). 1 discuss the two discourse- 
based approaches, namely interactional sociolinguistics and conversation analysis, and 
the relevance of ethnography in understanding, analysing and interpreting playful talk, 
play frames and social identity construction at school (1.3-1.4). Finally, I illustrate how 
key concepts from these research traditions and findings from the literature on peer 
groups, playful talk, framing talk and social identity construction inform this study (1.5- 
1.8). 
1.1 Linguistic minorities in Greece: an overview 
Research on linguistic minorities in Greece has been triggered by the increasing cultural 
and linguistic diversity that characterises present day Greek society (see relevant articles 
in Lafazani 1997; Tsitsilikis & Christopoulos 1997). Although immigrants from Asia and 
Africa and Greek expatriates (from the US, Canada, Australia, South Africa, Germany 
and Eastern Europe) had started moving to Greece since the early `70s, from the mid-80s 
onwards this movement took significant impetus. Due to socio-political and economic 
changes in Eastern Europe and the former USSR, large numbers of ethnic Greeks, 
especially from Albania and the former USSR, started moving to Greece. Moreover, 
while Greece had traditionally been the country of origin of scores of immigrants during 
the `50s and '60s, as of the mid-80s, it has become the host country of thousands of 
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immigrants and refugees from Asia, Africa, Eastern Europe and the Balkans (Koilari 
1997). 
Besides addressing the educational and socio-economic needs of those who have moved 
to Greece in recent years, researchers have increasingly been concerned with identifying 
and dealing with the needs of indigenous linguistic minorities (Empeirikos et al. 2001). 
Nevertheless, to date, from a sociolinguistic perspective, both newly established 
linguistic minorities and indigenous ones have received limited attention. Two notable 
exceptions have been: (1) studies on `Arvanitika', a dying variety of Tosk Albanian 
(Trudgill & Tsavaras 1977; Tsitsipis 1991,1995,1998), and (2) studies on Turkish in 
Western Thrace (Sella-Mazi 1992,1995,1997a, 1999a) and in Athens (Lytra 2001a, 
2001b, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c, forthcoming). Moreover, only two studies regarding the 
linguistic vitality of indigenous linguistic minorities have been conducted thus far (Sella- 
Mazi 1997b, 1999b; Trudgill 1992). 3 Consequently, this significant gap in sociolinguistic 
research on both newly established and indigenous linguistic minorities in Greece makes 
the need for the present study more pressing. 
Indeed, this type of research is in agreement with an already growing number of studies 
on indigenous linguistic minorities in Europe and North America, such as the Alsatians in 
France (Gardner-Chloros 1991,1998), the Hungarians in Austria (Gal 1979,1987), 
Native Americans in the US (see relevant articles in Cazden et al. 1972) and older 
migrant communities, such as the Puerto-Ricans in the US (see relevant studies in Duran 
3 Unlike the case of newly established linguistic minorities and indigenous ones, Greek immigrant 
communities abroad have been extensively investigated from a linguistic and sociolinguistic standpoint, 
e. g. Greeks in Australia, Papademetre 1994; Tamis 1990; Tsokalidou 1992,1994; Greeks in France, 
Androulakis 1994,1999; Greeks in New Zealand, Holmes et al. 1993; Greeks in the US, Demos 1988. 
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1981; Zentella 1997), South East Asian and Caribbean communities in Britain (Rampton 
1992,1995,1999; Sebba 1986,1993). This line of research has been extended to 
incorporate more newly established migrant communities, such as Spanish, Portuguese 
and Algerian communities in France (Dabene & Moore 1998), Italian in Germany, (Auer 
1988), Turkish and North African in the Netherlands (Boeschoten & Verhoeven 1987; 
Jongenburger & Aarssen 2001), Pakistani in Norway (Aars2ther 2002) and Turkish in 
Denmark (Jorgensen 1999,2002). 
In this context, the focus on linguistic minorities in Greece is a timely task, since large 
scale migration from abroad and the continual movement of people belonging to 
linguistic minority groups from the periphery to urban centres have rapidly changed its 
demographic and cultural picture. These changes have foregrounded the need to re- 
examine of the role of the nation-state and its institutions, such as the school, where 
language teaching and learning traditionally has taken place. Moreover, they have 
highlighted the complexity of sharing multiple and, at times, conflicting personal and 
social identities and constantly making border crossings (Norton 2000; see relevant 
articles in Martin-Jones & Heller 2001; Norton 1999; Sarangi & Baynham 1996). 
As Heller (1999) argues, members of these linguistic minorities have played an important 
role in bridging the gap among the different worlds they inhabit, by addressing tensions 
and contradictions that arise, when these worlds come into contact (: 15-16). The 
investigation of linguistic minorities becomes all the more necessary since contact 
encounters are no longer confined to relatively small, marginalised groups of people, but 
have become pervasive, especially in urban contexts. 
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In the light of this research, the focus of this study on a school-based linguistically and 
culturally mixed peer group aims at exploring further such contact encounters. The 
sociolinguistic perspective adopted is motivated by the significance of language, culture 
and social identity construction in interaction (see 1.4). 
1.2 (Bi-)multilingual state primary schools in Greece 4 
The growing interest in linguistic minorities in Greece has manifested itself in a parallel 
increasing interest in dealing with the educational needs of pupils whose home language 
and culture is one other than Greek. For this purpose, three E. U. -funded programmes ran 
by the Ministry of Education in collaboration with Universities in Greece were initiated 
in 1997. The target groups of these programmes were: (1) immigrants and Greek 
expatriates, (2) Greek citizens of Roma origin, (3) Greek citizens, members of the 
indigenous Muslim minority of Western Thrace 5. 
Although each programme was designed for the needs of different target groups, all three 
programmes converged upon certain main educational aims. These were: (1) to provide 
in-service training to teachers instructing these target groups and (2) to produce, test and 
amend new teaching materials for teaching Greek as a Second Language, by making use 
4 Note that the term '(bi -)multilingual schools' does not reflect the use of more than one language as the 
medium of instruction. Besides English foreign language instruction, state primary schools provide Greek 
medium only instruction and there are no provisions for teaching the pupils' home languages at school. 
The only exception are the Greek-Turkish bilingual primary schools in Western Thrace which have been 
designed to address the educational needs of the members of the indigenous Greek Muslim minority 
(Baltsiotis 1997). Instead, the term '(bi -)multilingual' reflects the linguistic diversity of the student 
population. 
5A fourth programme was also established which dealt with the Greeks of the diaspora and the learning of 
Greek as a Foreign Language (see National Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs in collaboration 
with the University of Crete 1998d). 
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of new technologies 6. A shared goal of these programmes was the promotion of cultural 
and linguistic diversity and social inclusion in Greece. These programmes sought to resist 
the marginilisation of members of these target groups from mainstream Greek society, by 
enhancing their educational opportunities and experiences and combating inequality, 
discrimination and racism. 
Simultaneously, from the mid-90s onwards, a number of researchers working within the 
fields of education, sociology of education, social anthropology and social psychology in 
Greece have shifted their attention to (bi-)multilingual schools and classrooms 7. Other 
researchers have critically examined the role of schools as social institutions that promote 
the dissemination and reproduction of a homogeneous Greek national identity (see 
relevant articles in Frangoudaki & Dragona 1997). Regardless of the developing interest 
in the study of (bi-)multilingual schools and classrooms, sociolinguistically oriented 
research of Greek classroom discourse has focused primarily on monolingual classrooms 
(Altani 1992; Archakis 1992,1996; Kakava 1993; Kondyli 1990; Pavlidou 1999,2001). 
The present thesis is in the spirit of current trends in Greek educational research and aims 
at redressing the gap in Greek sociolinguistic literature, by contributing to the need for 
grass roots research in (bi-)multilingual schools and classrooms. 
6 For the mission statements of these programmes see: (1) National Ministry of Education and Religious 
Affairs in collaboration with the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens 1998a; (2) National 
Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs in collaboration with the University of Ioannina 1998b; (3) 
National Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs in collaboration with the National and Kapodistrian 
University of Athens 1998c respectively. 
7 See Asimakopoulou & Christidou-Lionaraki 2002; Athanasopoulos 1997; Birbili 1994; Katsikas & 
Politou 1999; Lidaki 1997.1998: Magos 1996; Mitilis 1998; Kanakidou 1997; Vakalios et al. 1997. 
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1.3 Approaches to discourse: Interactional sociolinguistics and conversation analysis 
According to Schiffrin (1994), interactional sociolinguistics is a cross-disciplinary 
approach to discourse that has its origins in anthropology, sociology and linguistics. 
Similar to its disciplinary origins, it is concerned with the study of language, culture and 
society (: 95). This focus has stemmed from the works of linguistic anthropologist John 
Gumperz and sociologist Ervin Goffman. In particular, Gumperz's work is based on the 
premise that meaning, structure and language use are socially and culturally bound 
(Gumperz 1982a). This premise becomes all the more relevant in present-day urban 
societies where an increasing number of people from diverse linguistic and cultural 
backgrounds come into contact, as in the case of the peer group members under study. 
As Gumperz's research in (bi-)multilingual encounters has demonstrated (1981,1982a, 
1982b), such contact situations can cause difficulties in communication and generate 
misunderstandings. These misunderstandings can lead to racial and ethnic stereotyping 
and to unequal access to valued symbolic and material resources. To avoid such 
misunderstandings in communication, it is crucial for participants to share certain 
signalling devices or `contextualization cues' (Gumperz 1982a: 131). `Contexualization 
cues' are defined as linguistic, paralinguistic and extra-linguistic signs that cluster 
together and associate what is said to assumed background knowledge among 
conversationalists (ibid). 
Depending on conversationalists' linguistic and cultural repertoires, these cues may be 
realised in terms of `code, dialect and style switching processes', `prosodic phenomena', 
`choice among lexical and syntactic options', `formulaic expressions', `conversational 
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openings, closings and sequencing strategies' (ibid, see also Gumperz 1992). 
Conversationalists employ these shared cues to accurately inference the meaning of a 
message. During this process, they also have at their disposal assumed background 
knowledge or `contextual presuppositions', which involve shared assumptions about 
`context, interactive goals and interpersonal relations' (ibid: 2). 
Gumperz's work on `contextualization cues' and `contexual presuppositions' is enriched 
by Goffman's emphasis on the structural complexities of situated face-to-face social 
interaction. This takes the form of investigating the relationship between social structure 
and interpersonal meanings. In this context, Gumperz's `contexualization cues' are 
associated with the notion of `frames' (Goffman 1974). `Frames' are regarded as 
mechanisms through which participants structure their social and personal experiences (: 
10-11). In particular, with the term `frame' Goffman refers to: 
definitions of a situation [that] are built up in accordance with principles of organization which 
govern events -at least social ones- and our subjective involvement in them (ibid). 
In this study, `contextualization cues' are seen as framing devices, namely devices that 
indicate the frame in which an utterance should be interpreted. In the following chapters 
(5-6), it is illustrated how certain linguistic, extra-linguistic and paralinguistic cues can 
structure the organisation of social interaction and the production of play frames. 
Furthermore, Gumperz and Goffman's understanding and interpretation of face-to-face 
social interaction has a bearing on their conceptualisation of the self as a member of 
social and cultural groupings. This is grounded in a view of the self as an active 
participant in the interactively achieved social construction of meaning (cf. Schiffrin 
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1994). In this respect, Goffman (1981) locates the self within a `participation 
framework', namely a set of positions or `participation status' which interactants take in 
relation to an utterance that is produced within their perceptual range (: 3). Each position 
interactants embrace is related to codified and normatively defined social conduct (ibid). 
Consequently, interactants recognise and exploit shifts in the different participant 
positions available in social interaction. This becomes possible, since they share norm- 
governed expectations about what is considered as appropriate social conduct in each 
participant position. This view of the self as socially and interactively constructed is also 
reflected in the conceptualisation of identity construction as a process, which has been 
adopted in this study (see 1.8). 
Moreover, the concepts of `frames' and `participation frameworks' can be further linked 
to social interaction via the notion of `footing' (Goffman 1974). `Footing' is defined as: 
the alignment we take up to ourselves and the other present as expressed in the way we manage 
the production or reception of an utterance (: 128). 
Shifts in `footing' or `participant alignments' 8 can be achieved through the manipulation 
of contextualization cues as framing devices. In other words, contextualization cues act as 
devices to convey shifts in footing, through which different changes in participation 
frameworks and frames can be signalled. 
The fruitful combination of insights from the works of Gumperz and Goffman results in 
producing `a richly textured view of the contexts in which inferences about speakers' 
meaning are situated' (Schiffrin 1994: 102). In particular, Gumperz's work attends to 
8 These two terms are employed here interchangeably. 
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how interactants' make inferences about what is meant in a given utterance, by relying on 
interpretations of context seen as background cultural understandings. Goffman's work 
focuses on the organisation of social life and the ways it provides contexts for 
comprehending social interaction. In this view of context, language plays an indexical 
role (: 105). Language indexes background cultural understandings that aid us in inferring 
what is meant. In addition, it provides one of the possible resources to index social 
identities in talk-in-interaction (: 105-6). 
Such a conceptualisation of context can encompass aspects of both `local' or 
`interactional' contexts and `global' or `societal' contexts (Van Dijk 1997: 15). `Local' 
contexts and their relevance in discourse can be more readily identified, by examining 
parameters, such as the participants, their actions and the setting. `Global' contexts, on 
the other hand, may involve penetrating more complex and abstract systems, cultures and 
ideologies. This conceptualisation of context draws our attention to the following 
questions: (1) whether `local' contexts are ubiquitously embedded in more `global' 
contexts and (2) whether the latter are always relevant for understanding talk-in- 
interaction (ibid) 9. In this study, it is demonstrated that there is a strong inter-dependence 
between `local' and `global' contexts and that aspects of the `global' context, such as 
Greek national discourses regarding the self and the `other' and the school's intercultural 
regime, play a central role in the analysis and interpretation of the data (chapters 4-7). 
9 Note, however, that the boundaries between `local' and `global' contexts may not always be clearly 
demarcated (ibid). 
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While interactional sociolinguistics is the main approach to discourse adopted in this 
thesis, insights from conversation analysis (henceforth CA) 10 are employed in order to 
enrich the analysis. CA shares with interactional sociolinguistics a concern for the 
investigation of human conduct as meaningful, rule-governed and influenced by 
background cultural knowledge 11. Moreover, both share the recognition that face-to-face 
exchanges are the site for the analysis of human conduct. This study makes use of the 
conversation analytic notions of `sequencing', `next positioning' and their systematicity. 
As shown (chapters 5-6), these notions are valuable for the investigation of the 
organisation of responses and the rules of turn-taking in-talk-in-interaction. 
The investigation of sequencing is based on the analytical concept of the `interactional 
sequence'. According to Goodwin & Heritage (1990), 
this concept is premised on the recognition that each "current" conversational action embodies a 
"here and now" definition of the situation to which subsequent talk will be oriented (: 287). 
By exploring the way interactional sequences are normatively organised, conversation 
analysts probe into the interactants' `next positioning'. This encompasses the different 
options participants have out of a range of possible next actions to respond to some prior 
talk (: 288). This concept of `next positioning' has been built upon the notion of 
`adjacency pairs'. Unlike `adjacency pairs' that can only account for a restricted range of 
10 CA emerged in the 1960s as a synthesis between interactive and phenomenologicallethnomethdological 
traditions. Having its roots primarily in sociology, it acknowledges the significance of face-to-face 
interaction as the locus for the examination of human action. It explores the ways people organise their 
conduct meaningfully and intelligibly in order to make sense of the worlds in which they participate 
(Goodwin & Heritage 1990). 
<< It is important to note, however, that interactional sociolingistcs and CA diverge on their understanding 
of what makes this background cultural knowledge relevant in a given interaction. While interactional 
sociolinguistics rely on the analyst's inferencing processes, CA claims that any analytical claims made 
must be shown to be relevant by the participants themselves (Pomerantz & Fehr 1997: 66); see also 
discussion in this section. 
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conversational actions, `next positing' can be used to explore a wider range of 
conversational actions (Goodwin & Heritage 1990: 288). As Goodwin & Heritage argue, 
compared to `adjacency pairs', the concept of `next positioning' is a `more generic 
notion' in which: 
a current action may project but not strictly require, one among a range of possible next actions 
[and] a much broader range of actions can be found to function in similar ways (ibid). 
The concept of `next positioning' paves the way for the study of different aspects of a 
given conversational sequence. These may range from the investigation of small-scale 
phenomena, such as the clustering of contextualization cues and shifts in footing, through 
different responses to playful talk to large-scale phenomena, such as the development of 
play frames across contexts (chapters 4-7). 
The systematicity of `sequencing' and `next positioning' can aid in the examination of 
the sequential organisation of turn-taking in talk-in-interaction. In their examination of 
the system of turn-taking, Sacks et al (1974) have identified three fundamental 
components: 
a specification of generic turn-constructional units that provide places for possible turn-transition 
(for example, a sentence that has come to a point of recognizable completion); (2) speaker- 
selection techniques, which include both self-selection by a subsequent speaker and specification 
of a next speaker by the current speaker; and (3) a rule set that orders options for action at points 
of possible turn-transition (reported in Goodwin & Heritage 1990: 290). 
Sacks et al devised this system of turn-taking to explore instances of everyday 
conversational interactions. Research of institutional discourse from a conversation 
analytic perspective, however, has revealed that turn-taking systems during formal 
classroom instruction are differently organised in that they restrict interactants' 
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opportunities for participation (cf. Mc Houl 1978). These insights from conversation 
analysis enable us to explore the different speech exchange systems that are available to 
interactants across settings at school (chapters 5-6). 
Moreover, the notions of sequencing and next positioning provide a window to 
understanding `participation frameworks' and what constitutes `context' from a 
conversation analytic perspective. Both interactional sociolinguistics and conversation 
analysis are concerned with the investigation of `participation frameworks' as a means to 
explore conversational action and participation status (Goodwin & Heritage 1990: 295). 
These two approaches to discourse, however, diverge in their understanding of the 
dynamics of context. While interactional sociolinguistics relies heavily on the analyst's 
inferencing processes, conversation analysis postulates that: 
the categories employed to describe participants, action, and context must be derived from 
orientations exhibited by the participants themselves (ibid). 
This issue brings forth `the problem of relevance' : whether, through their talk, 
participants themselves orient to the categories the analyst employs (ibid). The 
divergence of the two approaches vis-a-vis their understanding of context and the issue of 
relevance, however, does not make drawing insights from them problematic. Instead, the 
use of the interactional sociolinguistic concepts of `contextualization cues', `frames', 
`participation frameworks', `footing', `local and global contexts' complemented by the 
conversation analytic concepts of `sequencing' and `next-positioning' provide an eclectic 
analytical and interpretative framework for the investigation of playful talk, play frames 
and social identity construction at school. 
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1.4 Ethnography: Defining culture 
The present study views ethnography as both `a process of inquiry' (Le Vine 1988: 67) 
and a set of `methods' (Duranti 1997: 84) 12. As a process of inquiry, ethnography 
consists of providing: 
a written description of the social organization, social activities, symbolic and material resources, 
and interpretive practices characteristic of a particular group of people (: 85). 
In sociolinguistic research, ethnography as a process of inquiry has played a central role 
in the development of the Ethnography of Communication as an approach to the study of 
discourse (Hymes 1974,1996). Moreover, it has been extensively employed by 
researches from different discourse traditions to identify and foreground aspects of the 
material, symbolic and other resources and practices of the peoples they are investigating 
(e. g. Eckert 2000; Eder 1995; Heath 1983; Heller 1999; Goodwin M. H. 1990; Moreman 
1998; Rampton 1995). 
An important principle that guides ethnographic inquiry is that of 'openness'. `Openness' 
refers to the fact that ethnographers do not approach a group's shared beliefs and 
practices with a set of a priori meanings regarding how the former should be understood 
and interpreted. Instead, ethnographers discover these meanings through the process of 
ethnographic inquiry (Hymen 1996: 10-15). During this process, ethnographers are 
required to distance themselves from their culturally biased interpretations of the 
phenomena they are examining and attain a certain degree of `objectivity' 
Simultaneously, they are required to provide `an insider's perspective' concerning the 
people they are studying (Duranti 1997: 85). As a result, ethnographers produce: 
12 The ethnographic methods employed in this study are discussed in chapter 2. 
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an interpretation of the way a people lives that is neither imprisoned with their mental horizons, as 
an ethnography of witchcraft as written by a witch, nor systematically deaf to the distinctive 
tonalities of their existence, an ethnography of witchcraft written by a geometer (Geertz 
1988: 125). 
The two perspectives ethnographers need to successfully balance in their description 
bring to mind the `emic-etic' distinction in anthropology. The `emic' perspective refers 
to: 
the point of view of the members of the community under study and hence tries to describe how 
members assign meaning to a given act or to the differences between two acts. 
The `etic' perspective, on the other hand, is: 
culture-independent and simply provides a classification of behaviours on the basis of a set of 
features devised by the observer/researcher (: 172; also Hymes 1996). 
Following Duranti (1997), this study takes as its point of departure that a successful 
ethnography is not confined to taking one single perspective - whether `emic' or `etic'-. 
Rather, it is based on a dialogue between the different viewpoints and voices of the 
people being observed, those of the observers and the latters' methodological and 
analytical principles, as they are specified by their discipline (: 87). 
This thesis takes this premise a step further by challenging the centrality of `the native's 
point of view' in ethnographic inquiry. As Sharrock & Anderson (1982) argue, in reality 
`the native and the researcher co-produce fieldwork' (: 133). `The native', they claim, 
should not be viewed as `an expert', but as an `enquirer' into her own culture. 
Consequently, both ethnographers and subjects have to collaboratively find out what the 
meanings of the latters' shared practices, beliefs and activities are. 
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This approach to ethnographic inquiry implies that meanings and understandings are 
perceived as being achieved and negotiated. They do not exist independently in the 
subjects' minds or actions, which ethnographers are called upon to discover (ibid). In 
addition, this approach brings forth the conditions of inter-subjectivity that connect 
ethnographers with their subjects and highlights the dialogue that takes place between 
them (see 2.7- 2.8; also 7.3) 
The process of ethnographic inquiry foregrounds the relationship between ethnography, 
language and culture. As a review of the literature on culture indicates, the pre-eminence 
of language in different theories of culture varies (Duranti 1997: 23-24). In this thesis, 
culture is viewed as a system of practices 13. Following Bourdieu (1990 reported in 
Duranti 1997), 
culture is neither something simply external to the individual (e. g. in rituals or symbols handed 
down by older members of the society), nor something simply internal (e. g. in the individual 
mind). Rather, it exists through routinized action that includes the material (and physical) 
conditions as well as the social actors' experiences in using their bodies while moving through a 
familiar space (: 45). 
This conceptualisation of culture is based on the following assumptions: (1) culture does 
not refer to an arbitrary collection of independent traits and (2) there is not a one-to-one 
correspondence between form and meaning. Thus, language and culture are not regarded 
as autonomous systems, but are seen as being `actively defined by socio-political 
processes' (ibid). These processes inform the ways bureaucratic institutions, such as 
schools, function (ibid). Furthermore, shared meanings and interpretations are 
13 The notion of culture as a system of practices has been greatly influenced by the intellectual movement 
of post-structuralism, which was developed in the late 1960s- early 1970s (Duranti 1997). 
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dialogically constructed and there is a general recognition that cultures are fluid and 
mixed (: 43). 
Following this dynamic definition of culture as a system of practices, the subsequent 
diagram illustrates the interaction of different cultures in which the peer group members 
partake and from which they draw their resources for playful talk. These are identified as: 
the majority (i. e. Greek) culture, the minority (i. e. Turkish) culture, the school's culture 
(influenced by the school's intercultural regime), the 4th grade class culture and the 4 `h 
grade linguistically and culturally mixed peer group culture. It is worth noting that these 
cultures are not self-contained entities (Holliday 1999). For instance, the majority culture 
incorporates aspects from youth popular cultures and media cultures (see 4.5.1- 4.5.5). In 
similar vein, the minority culture draws from a trans-national Turkish culture (one that is 
disseminated via satellite TV, 3.1.6) as well as from its localised manifestations, in Gazi 
(3.1- 3.16). Moreover, these cultures are inter-connected and inter-related. The fact that 
each culture is represented independently in the diagram does not imply fixed boundaries. 
Instead, cultures feed into each other, thereby creating spaces for contact (cf. Heller 
1999). 
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Diagram 1.1. The inter-relationship of cultures 
majority 
culture 
peer group minority 
culture culture 
class culture school 
culture 
As far as the 4th grade class and peer cultures are concerned, this study adopts the concept 
of `small cultures' (Holliday 1999) 14. Following Holliday, `small culture' is defined as: 
a dynamic, ongoing group process which operates in changing circumstances to enable group 
members to make sense of and operate meaningfully within those circumstances (: 248). 
A `small culture' perspective attaches culture to cohesive social groupings, their activities 
and practices, such as that of a classroom or peer group. This is opposed to a `large 
culture' perspective that identifies groups of people based on `ethnic', `national' or 
`international' affiliations (: 237). In this respect, the `small culture' paradigm is in 
agreement with the definition of culture as a system of practices. In addition, this 
conceptualisation of `small cultures' transforms culture into `the location for research' 
and it becomes `an interpretative device for understanding emergent behaviour' (]bid). 
14 This concept originates from Applied Linguistics and Second Language Acquisition research. 
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In this study, ethnography as a method of inquiry has been employed to produce accurate 
and comprehensive descriptions of the interactants' cultures: the minority, the school and 
peer group small cultures (chapter 3). Simultaneously, ethnography has been used to 
continuously formulate questions and provide possible interpretations of the different 
aspects of the interactants' cultural and linguistic resources, in particular those employed 
as cues to frame playful talk (chapters 4-7). In this context, as Eder (1993) argues, via 
ethnography, 
the most salient issues and activities of a group are allowed to emerge rather than be defined 
prematurely (: 19). 
In the analysis, ethnography is used to contextualise the interactants' resources as well as 
to clarify and/or support analytical claims and interpretations (chapters 4-7). The 
contextualising, analytical and interpretative roles of ethnography become all the more 
relevant when investigating contact encounters. These encounters tend to produce mixed 
practices that make ethnography indispensable (cf. Gutierrez, Baquedano-Lopez & 
Tejeda 1999). 
1.5 The peer-group as the unit of analysis 
Social scientists have employed the concept of the `group' as the unit of analysis to 
investigate a variety of groupings. Group formations, whether these are based on 
ethnicity, age, language or gender and so on, presuppose that groups do not exist in 
vacuum. Instead, they exist in relation to other groups and it is via this relationship that 
groups are constituted. 
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Following Eriksen's discussion of ethnic group formation (1993), this study takes as its 
point of departure that processes of group construction are based on `contact and 
interrelationship' (: 9). Past approaches to group formation have conceived groups as 
having discrete and fixed boundaries: they included within them group members and 
excluded non-group members. Recent approaches, however, have questioned the extent 
to which group boundaries are indeed as discrete and fixed as it had been assumed (ibid: 
9-10). 
In sociolinguistic research, the latter line of inquiry has triggered the investigation of 
contact encounters between participants that share different ethnic, cultural, linguistic or 
gender affiliations (e. g. Heller 1999; Rampton 1995). This research has revealed that 
group boundaries are in fact permeable and negotiable. Moreover, it has identified 
process whereby participants engage in exchanging, resisting, appropriating transforming 
and mixing aspects of their resources and practices (ibid). This thesis draws on this strand 
in sociolinguistics to study playful talk, play frames and social identity construction 
among the members of the linguistically and culturally mixed peer group. 
In sociolinguistics, the concept of the `group' has been widely employed in the study of 
peer groups. This preoccupation could be attributed to the fact that researchers have 
identified the `peer group' as the locus for the investigation of peer cultures (cf. Corsaro 
& Eder 1990; Hoyle & Adger 1998). Corsaro & Eder (1990) define `peer culture' as: 
a stable set of activities or routines, artefacts, values, and concerns that children produce and share 
in interaction with peers (: 197). 
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Following Corsaro & Eder (1990), this study assumes that peer cultures are not mere 
reproductions or imitations of the adult social worlds. Instead, they are viewed as 
`autonomous and creative systems' produced among peers, by effectively appropriating 
elements of the adult social worlds (ibid: 200-201) 15. The centrality of the peer group as 
the locus for the investigation of its members' peer cultures as well as the other cultures 
in which they take part has been endorsed by this study (cf. 0.0). 
Furthermore, the concept of the peer group has been linked with language socialisation 
research. In this research tradition, the peer group is regarded as the arena for language 
socialisation, especially once children venture outside the home and into the playground, 
school, community. Hoyle & Adger (1998) define language socialisation as: 
the acquisition of attitudes, skills and strategies that are manifested and practiced in a variety of 
settings - home, community, street, school, work (: 11). 
In this study, language socialisation becomes an issue to the extent that the school is the 
main site where secondary socialisation takes place. 
A common critique launched against the use of the concept of the `group' as the unit of 
analysis, however, is that it tends to focus on conformity among group members, while 
failing to capture differences at an intra-group level (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet 1992: 
466). To provide a more fine-grained analysis of intra-group variation in language use, 
Eckert & McConnell-Ginet (1992) have proposed the notion of `communities of 
15 Studies on peer cultures have examined peer cultures across ages, ranging from pre-schoolers to 
adolescents and have dealt with such diverse topics as: (1) sharing routines (Goodwin M. H. 1985; Katriel 
1985); (2) establishing and maintaining friendships (Corsaro 1985; Fine 1981); (3) challenging adult 
authority (Corsaro 1985): (4) gender differentiation (Eder 1995; Thorne 1986) and (5) peer conflict (Eder 
1990; Corsaro & Rizzo 1990; Goodwin 1990). 
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practice'. Drawing on the work of Lave & Wenger (1991), they define `community of 
practice' as: 
an aggregate of people who come together around mutual engagement in an endeavour. Ways of 
doing things, ways of talking, beliefs, values, power relations -in short, practices - emerge in the 
course of this mutual endeavour (: 464). 
They claim that, in order to examine how language interacts with different social 
constructs (e. g. ethnicity, culture, gender, age and on), it is necessary to examine the 
linguistic and social practices in which an aggregate of people engages (ibid; see also 
articles in Holmes 1999). In this study, the centrality of the reproductive nature of 
communities of practice and the notions of `novice' versus `experienced' speakers are 
employed in the interpretation of the peer group members' resources and practices in 
framing playful talk and constructing social identities at school (7.1.2) 16 
Milroy & Milroy (1992) have approached the study of intra-group linguistic 
differentiation by employing the concept of `social networks'. By `social network' they 
refer to: 
a boundless web of ties that reaches out through a whole society, linking people to one another, 
however remotely (: 5). 
While the concept of social networks provides a valuable analytical and methodological 
tool to the investigation of linguistic variation and social structure, the scope for the 
examination of network ties tends to be on specific individuals who share strong first- 
order network ties (ibid). In this context, it is a useful tool, for instance, in examining the 
gradual segregation of linguistic and social practices across generations (Li 1994). In this 
16 It is worth noting, however, that the concept of `communities of practice' has been criticised for 
emphasizing commonalities and failing to account for issues of power and asymmetry (see Creese 2002). 
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study, however, the concept of social networks is not used, since the focus of the study is 
on contact encounters mainly between peer group members rather than on their 
interaction with outsiders to the group. 
1.6 Investigating children's playful talk: An overview 
Children's play and playful talk at school, at home and in the community has been 
extensively explored in a variety of research traditions, including folklore studies, 
sociolinguistcs and linguistic anthropology. In particular, research in folklore studies has 
been concerned with the investigation of children's oral traditions across countries and 
has focused on the examination of: 
games, riddles, rhymes, jokes, pranks, superstitions, magical practices, wit, lyrics, guile, epithets, 
nicknames, torments, parody, oral legislation, seasonal customs, tortures, obscenities, codes, gang 
lore, etc. (Sutton-Smith 1970: 1 reported in Bishop & Curtis 2001b : 5). 
According to Bishop & Curtis (2001b), studies on play and playful talk have been 
influenced by the preoccupation of folklore with `performance' and `communication' (: 
7). As a result, these studies address not only the social, developmental and educational 
aspects of children's play, but also its cultural, expressive and aesthetic dimensions. In 
doing so, they explore the different ways children experience their childhood across 
cultures, time and place (ibid). 
Studies on children's oral traditions at school have addressed a breadth of issues. These 
have ranged from investigating children's play vis-a-vis the physical space of the school 
playground (Armitage 2001) to probing into the role of mass media as a source for 
enhancing old play traditions and constructing new ones (Grugeon 2001a, 2001b; Marsh 
2001). Moreover, researchers working in folklore studies have expanded their scope of 
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interest to include the exploration of multi-cultural school playgrounds. In these settings 
children form interethnic friendship groups and engage in processes of multilingual 
transmission of play traditions (Marsh 2001; Russell 1986). This thesis draws valuable 
insights from studies on the centrality of mass media in children's lives at school as well 
as on multi-cultural school playgrounds to examine the peer group members' linguistic 
and cultural resources and practices associated with playful talk (chapters 4-5; also 7.1.3). 
In contrast to folklore studies, research in sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology has 
been confined to the investigation of talk in play activities and routines. For instance, 
researchers have explored talk produced when: (1) playing computer games and engaging 
in role-play (Hoyle 1998); (2) participating in pretend play (Goodwin, M. H., 1990); and 
(3) engaging in outdoor games, such as playing with the jump rope, making sling-shots, 
playing hopscotch (Goodwin M. H. 1985,1990,1998). In this line of research, talk has 
been examined in relation to the ways participants construct, maintain or subvert these 
frames of play during the course of the game. 
Child socialisation studies have probed into verbal play and teasing between children, 
their parents/caretakers or siblings (Eisenberg 1986; Miller 1986; Schieffelin 1986). 
Studies of peer street cultures have focused on verbal play and ritual insulting routines. 
These studies have looked into ritual insulting routines among African-American 
adolescent boys (e. g. Abrahams 1974; Kochman 1983; Labov 1972), Turkish pre- 
adolescents and adolescent boys (Dundes, Leach and Özkök 1972), American white male 
youths (Leary 1980) as well as naming and nicknaming practices among youth gang 
members (Rymes 1996). 
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Although these studies reveal a strong preference for the investigation of playful talk (e. g. 
verbal play and teasing) at home and in the neighbourhood, institutional settings such as 
schools and youth clubs have received limited attention. For example, research in 
institutional contexts has explored teasing among adolescent girls at school (Eder 1991, 
1993,1995) and `noisy talk' among members of a culturally diverse mixed-sex 
adolescent group at a local youth club (Tannock 1998,1999). 
A key contribution of this line of research in sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology 
is its focus on talk-in-interaction, which overlaps with the concerns of this thesis. The 
focus on talk-in-interaction has a bearing on both scope of the research and the data 
collection methods. Playful talk (e. g. teasing, verbal play) is examined in its actual use 
and in the social and cultural contexts, namely in activities and routines, in which it 
emerges. This contrasts the investigation of play in folklore tudies, where playful talk is 
treated as isolated performances, without attending to the talk that surrounds these 
performances. Moreover, unlike folklore studies, examples of actual use of playful talk 
are provided to contextualise the analysis and discussion 17. Concerning data collection 
methods, sociolinguistic and anthropological linguistic studies favour naturally-occurring 
interactions over interviews and tape-recorded elicited interactions, as opposed to 
folklore studies. 
An important limitation of sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology, however, is that 
research on playful talk thus far has been confined to the investigation of a restricted set 
17 Note, however, that linguistic studies of language play seem to fall short in providing examples of the 
phenomena they describe (cf. Crystal 1998) or furnish limited examples of actual use, usually out of 
context (cf. Cook 2000). 
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of verbal activities and routines. In other words, certain phenomena (e. g. teasing, ritual 
insulting and verbal play) have monopolised the researchers' agenda, while others (e. g. 
media-inspired talk, singing, chanting) have received little attention. To readdress the 
balance, this study adopts an umbrella definition of playful talk that includes the full 
range of playful verbal activities identified in the data (see 1.7). 
Another significant limitation of these studies is that, as a rule, their target groups are 
linguistically and culturally homogeneous ones. African-Americans, white or Turkish 
youths have been investigated interacting with peers from the same ethnic group. With 
few exceptions (Tannock 1998,1999), contact encounters among ethnically diverse 
groups, however, have not been explored. This shortcoming further enhances the 
significance of this study. 
Lastly, research in sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology on children's playful talk 
at school has been primarily restricted to examining talk in school playgrounds (e. g. Eder 
1991,1993,1995). Although interactions in other settings, such as school corridors and 
cafeterias have been explored (e. g. Rampton 1995,1999; Heller 1999), the focus of these 
studies has not been on playful talk per se. In response to this playground bias, in this 
study, playful talk is investigated across different settings at school with the purpose of 
identifying possible variation in playful talk across settings. 
1.7 Towards a definition of playful talk and play frames 
An overview of playful verbal activities from a sociolinguistic perspective illustrates that 
humour and conversational joking are the two most common super-ordinate categories to 
which researchers resort in order to group these activities. In particular. Fine (1984) 
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adopts humour as a generic category to encompass a range of verbal activities, including 
teasing, the use of puns, sarcasm and mimicry, kidding and joking (cf. Antonopoulou & 
Sifianou [forthcoming]; Drew 1987; Hay 2000; Papaefthymiou- Lytra 1986). Boxer & 
Cones-Conde (1997) distinguish between two broad types of humour: (1) `conversational 
joking' or `situational humor' that includes the aforementioned activities and require a 
high degree of shared background knowledge among interactants and (2) `joke telling' 
that capitalises on more ritualised cues and routines (: 275-7). Norrick (1993,1994), on 
the other hand, uses conversational joking rather than humour as the super-ordinate 
category to cluster the same verbal activities. 
In the sociolinguistic literature, the concept of performance (Bauman 1986,2000) has 
also been employed as an all-encompassing analytical category to incorporate a set of 
phenomena that occur in different genres. Apart from story-telling (Bauman 1986; 
Georgakopoulou 1995,1997,1998) and joke-telling (Nardini 2000), this concept has 
been used to account for verbal activities, such as parody (Haney 2000), comic 
performances (Jaffe 2000; Pagliai 2000), verbal styles (Farr 2000) and folk songs 
(Dutkova-Cope 2000). Bauman (1986) defines performance as: 
a mode of communication, a way of speaking, the essence of which resides in the assumption of 
responsibility to an audience for a display of communicative skill, highlighting the way in which 
communication is carried out, above and beyond its referential content (: 3). 
This notion of performance highlights the importance of both `the act of expression' (and 
its inherent qualities) and `the performer'. It foregrounds that the latter's actions, verbal 
skills and effectiveness are open to audience scrutiny and evaluation (ibid). Bauman 
argues that performances are structured events that include certain elements: 
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(1) participants' identities and roles; (2) the expressive means employed in performances; (3) 
social interactional ground rules, norms, and strategies for performance and criteria for its 
interpretation and evaluation and (4) the sequence of actions that make up the scenario of the event 
(: 4). 
Concurrently, performances have an emergent quality in that they shape and are shaped 
by the situational contexts in which they are produced. Depending upon the distinct 
interactional circumstances of a given performance, its emergent quality allows for 
variability and innovation (cf. Bauman and Briggs 1990; also see articles in Pagliai and 
Fan 2000). 
In this thesis, the term `playful talk' is introduced and adopted as an umbrella term 
instead. Playful talk is defined as a range of verbal activities identified in the data that set 
up play frames. These activities include the following: (1) teasing; (2) name-calling; (3) 
joking; (4) verbal play and (5) performance-oriented phenomena (4.4.1-4.4.5). The 
adoption of playful talk as an umbrella term is motivated by the fact that existing 
categories in the literature, such as humour and conversational joking, fall short of 
capturing the full range of verbal activities identified in the data. These activities are 
incorporated in performance-orientated phenomena and they are: (1) singing; (2) crying- 
out; (3) reciting and (4) role enactments (4.4.5.1-4.4.5.4). 
In a similar vein, the concept of performance is not an appropriate super-ordinate 
category, as performances do not always set up play frames. Moreover, the data indicate 
that the concept of performance cannot adequately capture the variability in context and 
structure across the different verbal activities that are examined under the umbrella term 
playful talk. If the concept of 'performance' were to be used in this study, it would have 
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been necessary to re-conceptualise it. By broadening the scope of what counts as a 
performance, this concept would come to include deeply context-dependent and highly 
unstructured activities that would allow for varying audience roles. 
As stated, the umbrella term playful talk is defined as a range of verbal activities 
identified in the data that set up play frames. Frames, in general, provide us with an 
interpretation of what is going on in a given interaction (cf. Tannen & Wallat 
[1987] 1993b; Straehle 1993; see also 1.3). To achieve this understanding, interactants 
employ clusters of contextualization cues as framing devices to signal how their 
utterances, movements or gestures are to be interpreted. In the case of play frames, 
participants need to have a certain degree of meta-communicative awareness in order to 
distinguish between those signals or cues used for play and those used for combat, as they 
tend to be similar (Straehle 1993). 
For the peer group members in this study, this meta-communicative awareness is being 
created and renewed against a backdrop of shared cultural associations and knowledge 
(cf. Georgakopoulou 1998,2001). These common cultural associations are co- 
constructed through the peer group members' participation in and reproduction of aspects 
of the different cultures in which they partake (see diagram 1, in 1.4). Moreover, they 
reflect a four-year history of sustained daily interactions at school. 
Frames that are signalled by cues and require meta-communicative awareness to be 
understood and interpreted are viewed as dynamic constructs. This conceptualisation of 
frames emphasises that meanings, understandings and ways of interacting are not static 
concepts. Instead, they are continuously placed under scrutiny against one's past 
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experiences and current understandings and they are adapted and revised to fit new ones 
(Tannen & Wallat [1987] 1993). In this study, the dynamic nature of play frames 
becomes the point of departure for the investigation of how play frames are sequentially 
and interactionally produced: how they are opened, developed and closed and the types of 
participant positions they make available (5.2-5.5.4,6.3.1-6.3.5). 
To investigate play frames, this thesis exploits the ambiguous nature and context- 
dependency of play, notably the fact that regardless of the cues employed to frame 
playful talk, it is not always possible to discriminate between combat and play (Bateson 
1972; Straehle 1993). In this sense, play is understood as running along a continuum that 
spans from play to non-play and can be interpreted as bonding, nipping or biting (Boxer 
& Cortes-Conde 1997). Therefore, it is shown that interactants experiment with different 
participant positions, by exploiting the ambiguity and context-dependency of play and 
construct their social identities, through shifts in footing (7.1.1-7.1.5). 
Simultaneously, this study makes use of the interactively constructed and emergent 
capacity of frames. That is their ability to be juxtaposed against other frames, to leak into 
other frames, to be shifted from one frame to another, to be juggled (when more than one 
frame needs to be concurrently oriented to) or to be in conflict with other frames (see 
Tannen & Wallat [1987] 1993). These characteristics of frames make them a flexible tool 
to examine how play frames are juxtaposed against instructional frames or what happens 
when more than one frame is attended (6.3.2,6.3.4,6.4,6.5). 
In this study, play frames can emerge in the data in relation to both socio-relational and 
instructional frames. As it is illustrated, `socio-relational' or `personal' frames are 
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employed to signal casual talk during free time (5.5), during lunchtime (6.5) and during 
instruction (6.2) 18. Casual talk is related to what Drew & Heritage (1992) describe as 
`ordinary conversation'. It is frequently contrasted with `purposive talk' or `task-focused 
talk' that addresses `the business at hand' (Tannock 1998: 244). Purposive talk is mainly 
linked to `institutional' frames (Coupland et al 1994; Ribeiro 1993,1996) or in our case 
to `instructional' frames. In this thesis, instructional frames include lesson, class 
management and task-related frames (see 6.2). 
It is worth noting, however, that boundaries between social, instructional and play frames 
are not always clearly delineated. Such lack of well-defined boundaries can give rise to a 
blending of frames (cf. Ribeiro 1993). As Coupland et al (1994) claim in their study on 
framing of medical consultations: 
the `medical versus social' dichotomy is, in fact, difficult to establish as an absolute distinction in 
medical discourse, not least because all talk, indeed all utterances, articulate socio-relational 
meanings which interact with and qualify ideational meanings (J. Coupland et al., 1992; Holmes, 
1990; Tracy and Coupland, 1990). Even when a `medical frame' apparently dominates in a 
specific medical encounter, participants will presumably pursue socio-relational goals in certain 
dimensions of their talk (: 90). 
The blending of institutional frames (e. g. lesson, class management frames) and play 
frames is further explored in this thesis interactions during whole-group instruction 
(6.3.4,6.4). 
1.8 Locating identity in playful talk 
As mentioned (1.3), from an interactional sociolinguistics perspective, the self is viewed 
as an active participant in the interactively achieved social construction of meaning. This 
t8 Note that socio-relational or personal frames have also been associated with `phatic communication' and 
`small talk' (Coupland et al 1994). 
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premise underlines a social constructive approach to identity. This is opposed to 
approaches that treat identity as a priori -taken-for-granted-social-fact (Ochs 1993: 296). 
In other words, identity construction is viewed as an on-going process that is constituted 
through daily interactions rather than a quality that a person has or has not (cf. Gumperz 
1982a). Therefore, instead of asking `how does a person having this social identity 
speak', social constructivists address the following question: 
what kind of social identity is a person attempting to construct in performing this kind of verbal 
act or in verbally expressing this kind of stance? (Ochs 1993: 296) 
For the purpose of this thesis, by extending Ochs' definition of social identity (1993) to 
encompass any form of identity (personal or social), the term is employed: 
as a cover term to refer to a range of social personae, including social statuses, roles, positions, 
relationships, and institutional and other relevant community identities one may attempt to claim 
or assign in the course of social life (288). 
The conceptualisation of identity as a process is based on the assumption that identities 
are interactive, flexible and changeable constructs that are heavily context-dependent. 
This means that the type of identity a person may orient to or ascribe to others depends 
on contextual parameters, both those attributed to local/interactional contexts and those 
pertaining to global/societal contexts (cf. 1.3). This implies that a person can identify 
herself and others, by using multiple identifications and projecting multiple identities, 
which may be potentially contradictory. Moreman (1974) aptly captures this context- 
dependency of identities and their multiplicity in his study of Lue ethnic identity via the 
following claim: 
the question is not, `Who are the Lue? ' (cf. Moerman 1965,1967) but rather when and how and 
why the identification "Lue" is preferred' (: 62). 
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Such a conceptualisation of identity is in agreement with ethnography as a process of 
inquiry, which relies on participants' category usage, rather than on taking social 
categories for granted (cf. Moreman 1988). Moreover, it has informed the conversation 
analytic and ethnomethodological traditions (see Antaki & Widdicombe 1998) as well as 
linguistic anthropology (Duranti 1997) and language socialization studies (Ochs 1993). 
The conceptualisation of identity as a process is based on the premise that identities are 
discursively constructed. Interactants communicate who they are within and across 
different sites, at different points in time, through language. This assumption highlights 
that identities are situated in talk-in-interaction and foregrounds the role of language as 
`constitutive of' and `constituted by' the interactants' identities (Norton 2000: 5). With 
the exception of the pronominal system, identities are rarely explicitly encoded in 
language. 
In this study, social identity construction is examined by probing into the ways peer 
group members exploit their linguistic and cultural resources as contextualization cues to 
build play frames. In addition, it is explored through the types of participation 
frameworks, frame shifts, responses to playful talk and shifts in footing in which they 
engage during the opening, development and closing of play frames (for a discussion, see 
chapter 7). 
1.9 Conclusion 
In this chapter, I presented and discussed the main issues and concepts underlying this 
study. In particular, I situated this study in the growing interest in linguistic minorities in 
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Greece and in (bi-)multilingual Greek schools and classrooms as well as in past research 
on peer groups and playful talk. 
In addition, I introduced the key analytical concepts based on insights from interactional 
sociolinguistics, conversation analysis and ethnography. I adopted the concept of playful 
talk, defined as a range of verbal phenomena identified in the data that set up play frames. 
These included the following activities: (1) teasing; (2) name-calling; (3) joking; (4) word 
play and (5) performance-oriented phenomena. Drawing from Gumperz (1982a), 
participants were viewed as exploiting linguistic and cultural resources as 
contextualization cues to construct play frames. Following Goffman (1974), play frames 
were seen as mechanisms through which participants structure aspects of their social and 
personal experiences. Moreover, Goffman's (1981) concepts of participation frameworks 
and footing were supplemented by the conversation analytic focus on sequencing and its 
systematicity (Goodwin & Herigate 1990) in order to probe into how play frames were 
introduced, developed and closed. 
These two approaches to discourse were further enhanced by ethnography as a process of 
inquiry (Le Vine 1988) and its conceptualisation of culture as a system of practices 
(Bourdieu 1990, reported in Duranti 1997). Following this dynamic definition of culture, 
I identified the cultures in which peer group members participated and from which they 
drew their resources: the majority (i. e. Greek) culture, the minority (i. e. Turkish) culture, 
the school culture and the small cultures of the 4th grade class and the mixed peer group. 
In addition, in this chapter, I adopted a social constructive approach to identity. 
Following Ochs (1993), 1 viewed social identity as a cover term to mean participants' 
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social personae, social status, roles, positions and relationships. In this context, social 
identity construction was conceptualised as a process. This meant that social identities 
were seen as flexible and changeable constructs that were heavily context-dependent. 
Moreover, social identities were taken as discursively constructed (Norton 2000), in that, 
through playful talk, participants claimed and assigned social identities and built social 
relations. 
In the next chapter, I illustrate the research design and data collection methods and 
address the relationship between the researcher and the researched. 
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Chapter two 
Research design and data collection methods 
2.0 Introduction 
In chapter 2,1 present the research design and data collection methods, including a more 
detailed account of my involvement with the Greek Muslim community of Gazi that 
paved the way for the present study (2.1-2.2). Drawing on methodological insights from 
interactional sociolinguistics, conversation analysis and ethnography, I explore the 
different data collection methods I used in this thesis (2.3-2.6). Moreover, I examine the 
issue of `the observer's paradox' (Milroy, Li & Moffat 1991) (2.7) and explore the roles 
and identities of the researcher in the field. This is done, by critically probing into issues 
of power and participation, as they arose during and after the completion of the research 
(2.8). 1 conclude the chapter with a discussion of transcription conventions and 
translation (2.9). 
2.1. Research design 
Interactional sociolinguistics and conversation analysis rely heavily on tape-recorded and 
video-recorded data to analyse talk-in-interaction. Tape-recorded data, in particular, have 
a number of advantages. First, unlike more traditional methods of participant observation, 
which depend on the researchers' ability to remember and reconstruct what they have 
heard or seen, tape recordings allow researchers to stop the flow of discourse and go back 
and replay a particular instance as many times as they deem necessary (Duranti 1997: 
116). This gives them the opportunity to capture the smallest details of talk (e. g. 
intonation, aspiration) as well as to explore in depth linguistic phenomena, such as 
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overlapping speech and side-sequences that require paying close attention to the 
interactants' talk. Secondly, by making use of tape scripts, other analysts have access to 
the data researchers are using to support their research questions. This allows the 
academic community to evaluate, accept or contest the researchers' claims (ibid: 117). 
Nevertheless, tape recordings alone cannot adequately capture what is going in a given 
interaction, because of their inability to account for certain contextual information, both 
local and global. Such contextual information ranges from non-verbal cues, seating 
arrangements and the use of props to the interactants' linguistic and cultural backgrounds 
and past interactional histories. This type of information, however, can only be gleaned 
upon through extensive fieldwork and participant observation (cf. Peräkylä 1997). These 
two methods are the cornerstone of ethnography as a set of `methods' (Duranti 1997: 84). 
Ethnography as a set of methods advocates the use of different types of data collection 
(e. g. observation, interviews, tape recordings, video-recordings etc. ). The purpose of 
these methods is to ensure the dialogue between the different viewpoints and voices of 
the people being observed, those of the observer and the latter's methodological and 
analytical principles, as specified by her discipline (Duranti 1997: 87). Ethnography 
objects to the use of exclusively quantitative methods (e. g. questionnaires, surveys) on 
the basis that they are designed in advance (by the researcher), without taking into 
account the aforementioned dialogic processes (cf. Hymes 1996). 
Drawing on these insights regarding methodology, the following data collection methods 
were employed: (1) extensive participant observations and informal discussions; (2) tape 
recordings of naturally occurring interactions; (3) semi-structured qualitative interviews; 
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(4) other sources (i. e. written questionnaires, pupil profiles and a film by an independent 
film maker concerning the school). The rationale guiding the choice to combine data 
collection methods was two-fold: to allow the investigation of the interactants' talk-in- 
interaction in great detail and to capture indispensable contextual information in order for 
the researcher to understand and interpret these interactions. 
2.2 Participant observation 
Participant observation is regarded as an important component of ethnographic research 
(Cameron et al 1992; Duranti 1997; Silverman 1997). The main strength of this data 
collection method is that, through direct observation, elicitation and intensive personal 
interaction with the group of people under investigation, the researcher is able to obtain 
data that better reflect the purposes, aims and research questions raised in the study. This 
is achieved as the researcher participates in and makes a record (through field-notes) of 
the daily activities of the people she is studying. These records are enhanced by 
interpretive comments that are based on the researcher's understandings and perceptions 
of the people and their activities. 
As mentioned (0.1), my involvement with children from the Greek Muslim community of 
Gazi predated the initiation of the present thesis (October 1996- June 1998). As tutor for 
The Volunteer Programme of the Municipality of Athens, I met pupils once a week, 
either at their homes or at the local community centre of the Municipality of Athens. 
My participation in this programme gave me the opportunity to develop ties with pupils 
and their families as well as with other volunteers working in the area. This provided me 
with a network of friends and acquaintances I was able to call upon at the onset of my 
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fieldwork in order to gain access to the school and people's homes. Moreover, these 
initial interactions served as an introduction to the community in relation to its practices, 
preferences, symbolic and material resources and ways of life. Observations and informal 
discussions during that period furnished insights for developing the ethnographic 
description of the community during the fieldwork proper. 
At the beginning of the four-month participant observation period at school, I resorted to 
the network of contacts I had developed before beginning my research degree. In this 
respect, for the school staff, I assumed the culturally recognised social role of `a friend of 
a friend' with the additional roles of `fellow teacher' and `post-graduate student' (see also 
2.5) 19. Form teachers 20 introduced me to their classes by referring to these two 
additional roles: `r) xupia BäXXr Eivai baQxäXa Kai xävEt pia EpEuvc' (`Miss Vally is a 
teacher and she is working on a research project'). Pupils were familiar with outsiders 
(e. g. teachers, teacher-trainees and researchers) sitting in and observing their classes, due 
to the status of the school and the involvement of members of staff from the University of 
Athens. This precedent made my ascribed roles of `teacher' and `researcher' relevant to 
the pupils' past experiences. 
The period of participant observation was divided into two stages: (1) preparing the 
groundwork and (2) immersing myself in the field (cf. Gillespie 1995). The initial stage 
lasted for a little less than a month. The main objective of this stage was to become 
acquainted with the pupils and form teachers of 4 t', 5 `h and 6 `h grades and start developing 
19 I had already obtained written permission from the Ministry of Education to gain access to the school and 
had contacted a member of staff from the University of Athens regarding my intention to do fieldwork 
there. At the time, the University of Athens was running an after-school educational and recreational 
programme for pupils attending the school (3.2.1). 
° In Greek primary schools, form teachers teach all lessons across the curriculum, with the exception of PE 
and English as a foreign language that are taught by specialist teachers. 
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interpersonal relations 21. A second, yet equally important objective, was to ascertain 
which groups and individuals, I would eventually tape-record, when, where and how 
much. At that stage, I was preoccupied with issues, such as how I could record the data in 
the most effective and less intrusive way and ensure their technical quality. 
The second stage was punctuated by the beginning of the tape recordings. It lasted for 3 
months and was more labour intensive. During this second stage, participant observations 
were closely connected to the recording process. I systematically contextualised the tape- 
recorded data by providing seating plans, marking the movements of pupils, taking notes 
on aspects of non-verbal communication and asking clarification questions. I also took 
notes of actual exchanges, which I had not been able to tape record, and points, which I 
wanted to explore further. Eventually, I started to include in my field-notes observations 
and interpretations of the pupils' activities that I wanted to test. 
Overall, I observed: (1) all lessons taught across the curriculum; (2) induction classes, 
which were organised for in-coming pupils with a low proficiency in Greek; (3) Greek 
language support classes, which aimed at addressing specific needs particular pupils had 
and (4) the after-school evening programme. In addition, I observed interactions during 
free time and lunchtime and attended school-sponsored excursions and school 
celebrations. 
Moreover, I extended my participant observation to the neighbourhood, by appealing to 
the network of friends and acquaintances I had developed prior to the initiation of the 
fieldwork. These were areas in the neighbourhood where mainly Greek/Turkish bilingual 
21 See Appendix UA, Table 1, for the distribution of pupils across 40h, 50' and 6`h grades. 
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children aggregated in the evenings and on weekends. Although a significant part of child 
socialisation takes place at home among family and friends, children of all ages gathered 
at the Community Centre of the Municipality of Athens, the local park and in the streets 
outside their homes. Unlike the school setting, participant observations in the 
neighbourhood were more limited, as children tended to be highly mobile. 
In addition, I was able to expand participant observation to the homes of Greek/Turkish 
bilinguals. Pupils invited me to their homes to meet family members, due to my 
association with the school. During those weekly visits, I interacted usually with female 
family members. With few exceptions, male members were absent, either at work or at 
the local coffee shop (3.1.2). Participant observations at home were more relaxed and not 
limited by time constraints. 
Extending participant observation to the neighbourhood and home domains enabled me 
to gain valuable insights into the private worlds of the members of the Greek Muslim 
community of Gazi. I have thus drawn upon these insights to construct the ethnographic 
description of the community (3.1.1-3.1.6). 
2.3 Tape recordings 22 
All the interactions recorded were naturally-occurring exchanges, rather than exchanges 
prompted by the researcher, as in the case of sociolinguistic interviews (Schiffrin 1994: 
235). Tape recordings were made in four settings: (1) in the classroom during instruction 
22 Even though initially I had planned to make video recordings in order to supplement the tape recordings 
and highlight aspects of the interactions I would not be able to capture by relying solely on tape recording, 
during the fieldwork, I decided it would be extremely intrusive to do so at school. Equally importantly, I 
lacked technical support (e. g. video equipment and assistants) to make these recordings (cf. Goodwin C. 
1994). 
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and during free time; (2) in the schoolyard during free time; (3) in the school's dinning 
area during lunchtime and (4) in settings outside the school during field-trips and school 
celebrations. The rationale guiding the selection of these diverse settings acknowledges 
that an important part of the pupils' participation in school life and socialisation at school 
takes place in settings outside the classroom (i. e. in the school playground, in the 
dinning-hall and in field-trips). More importantly, recording in diverse settings allows for 
the investigation of a range of language contact occasions in a wealth of contexts (Pratt 
1987). 
I was present in most of the tape-recorded interactions. Some I recorded myself, while for 
others I relied on informants. Informants were selected on the basis of their interest and 
willingness to engage in the tape recording process 23. Initially, I closely monitored tape 
recordings, checking, for instance, to see whether it was necessary to change the side of 
the tape or whether the volume needed adjustment. Afterwards, I interfered with the 
recordings periodically, confining myself to sporadic checks, since it became evident that 
informants were capable of monitoring them 
A small number of recordings were made in my absence in interactions during free time 
and during lunchtime. Although these recordings provided me with a different 
perspective of the activities taking place, the major drawback was that I missed out on 
indispensable contextual information that could have provided me with a more 
comprehensive picture of these exchanges. 
23 The informants who made recordings for me were: (1) most 4`' graders; (2) one Greek/Albanian bilingual 
attending 50' grade and (3) five Greek/Turkish bilinguals and two Greek-speaking monolinguals from 6`'' 
grade. I gratefully acknowledge their help. 
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I collected recordings of same-age, mixed-age, same-sex and mixed-sex groupings. 
Overall, recordings of pupils in linguistically and culturally mixed groupings 
outnumbered those of pupils in linguistically and culturally homogeneous ones. In many 
exchanges, form teachers were also present. Approximately 53 hours and 40 minutes of 
talk-in-interaction was recorded. Table 2.1 presents the total number of hours and 
minutes that were recorded per grade and setting during the four-month fieldwork at 
school. 
Table 2.1. Total number of hours and minutes recorded per grade and setting 
Grade: Hours In the In the classroom In the school In settings 
classroom, & in the dinning hall, outside the 
during schoolyard during school, during 
instruction during free time lunchtime different 
extracurricular 
activities 
4` : 29h 25n-fin 20h l5mim 4h 25min Ih 3h 45 min 
51: 5h 35min 4h 15 min 35 min 45 min 
6` : 14h 40min 10h 10 min 15 min lh 15 min 3h 
1h & 5` : Ih Ih 
Greek language 30min 
support class 
(5" &6`h) 
Greek language 3h 30mm 
support class 
(4`h grade) 24 
As Table 2.1 demonstrates, the majority of the recordings were made in 4th grade. This is 
due to a number of reasons, both situational and interpersonal: (1) unlike 5`h and 6`h 
grades, 4 `h grade had only one section with a small number of pupils; (2) classes took 
place in a small classroom which made recording conditions favourable; (3) from the 
onset of the fieldwork, I established a very good working relationship with the 4ý' grade 
form teacher and the 4 `h grade pupils and (4) the 4t' graders appeared to form a unified 
24 1 conducted this class with one of the Greek-Turkish bilingual 4th graders. 
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group whose members interacted more extensively than those in other grades (see 3.4). 
This meant that the existence of sustained daily interactions among 4th graders created 
suitable conditions for the investigation of linguistic and cultural contact. 
2.4 Semi-structured qualitative interviews 
From the onset of my fieldwork, I ensured that I asked clarification questions and 
engaged in informal discussions with pupils, teachers and parents. I kept field notes of 
these interactions, which I then used to enhance and test the validity of my 
understandings and interpretations of different aspects of the cultures and groups I had set 
to explore. This was achieved by checking my understandings and interpretations against 
those of the observed (Cameron et al 1992). Constant cross checking was indispensable, 
especially since I was investigating communities and groups in which I was both an 
insider and an outsider (see 2.7, for a discussion). 
For ethnography, informant interviews are regarded as a valuable source of data, as they 
can provide a window into the social worlds of the groups under investigation (Miller & 
Glassner 1997). Sociolinguistic interviews in particular have been extensively used as 
data sources for the study of language, which has led to the examination of the interview 
as a `speech event'. According to Milroy (1987), in Western societies, the interview is 
viewed as a speech event that usually involves two participants, who are frequently 
strangers and have clearly defined roles (i. e. that of the interviewer and the interviewee). 
Conversational interactions between these two participants are characterised by unequal 
turn-taking rights, in that one participant (the interviewer) controls the interactional floor 
by selecting topic and questions, while the other participant (the interviewee) has to 
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respond to the interviewer's questions (: 41). Given this mismatch of power and 
dominance deriving from the participants' discourse roles, interviews can serve gate- 
keeping functions in institutional settings (Erickson & Schultz 1982). 
Furthermore, the investigation of the interview as a speech event has brought forth the 
issue of inter-cultural variation regarding interrogative behaviour. For instance, members 
of different communities may respond differently to direct questions as a means of 
seeking information (Goody 1978, reported in Milroy 1987: 42). Such variation has 
important implications for the data collected and the types of generalisations that can be 
drawn from them regarding language use. 
As a result, interview data may pose a number of problems that the researcher is called to 
address. Interviews may not elicit as large volume of talk as required: interviewees may 
respond briefly and to the point, either due to the structural characteristics of the 
interview, or because they may view the interview as some kind of `test', especially when 
it is conducted by a stranger (Milroy 1987: 46-47). Additionally, in cases where the status 
of the interviewer is significantly lower than that of the interviewee, the latter may opt for 
a `role-reversal' (i. e. to reverse the roles of the interviewer and the interviewee) leading 
to a breakdown of the interview (: 47). 
In the light of these parameters, I opted to `fudge' the nature of this speech event in the 
interviews I conducted. I organised the interviews either toward the end of the four- 
month fieldwork or after the fieldwork was completed. By that time, I had developed 
strong inter-personal ties with the interviewees, thereby significantly diminishing 
asymmetries of status, education and age. Indeed, the significance of establishing rapport 
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and trust with one's interviewees becomes all the more pertinent, when interviewer and 
interviewees do not share membership in the same social categories (Miller & Glassner 
1997). 
Moreover, the interviews I conducted were semi-structured. This meant that I had drafted 
a list of topics I wanted to explore, but allowed interviewees to select and initiate their 
own topics. This gave them the opportunity to play an active role in co-constructing the 
interview event. Moreover, I attempted to break the standard interview participant 
structure by conducting both individual and group interviews. When interviewed in 
groups, interviewees are likely to converse with one another rather than merely assume 
the roles of the respondents (Rampton 1992,1995). 
Tables 2.2a-2.2c below illustrate the different types of interviews, the date they were 
recorded, the interviewees, the duration of the interviews and whether they were tape- 
recorded or recorded in notes. 
Table 2.2a. Interviews with pupils 
Types of interviews: Interviewees Hours: Tape-recorded or written notes 
Follow-up interview (23/4/99): four Greek- lh 30 nein: tape-recorded 
Turkish bilingual 4`h graders 
Survey interview 1 (26/2/99): one Greek- 3h: tape-recorded 
Turkish bilingual 4`h grader 
Survey interview 2 (28/4/99): four Greek- 2h: tape-recorded 
Turkish bilingual 4th graders, one Greek- 
Turkish bilingual 3rd grader and one Greek- 
Turkish bilingual Is` grader 25 
In-depth interview (15/9/99): four Greek- 30min: written notes 
Turkish bilinguals and five Greek 
monolinguals 
25 Although my initial intention was to conduct the interview exclusively with Greek-Turkish bilingual 401 
graders, the other two children, who were present at the time, indicated a strong desire to participate. In 
fact, their participation made the interview livelier, leading to an increase in the exchanges among the 
interviewees and to the breaking of conventional interview participant structure. 
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Table 2.2b. Interviews with teachers 
Types of interviews: Interviewees Hours: Tape-recorded 
Survey interview 3 (28/8/99): 4` grade 2h 30min: tape-recorded 
teacher 
Survey interview 4 (21/9/99): 6` grade Ih 30min: tape-recorded 
teacher 
Survey interview 5 (15110100): Former l h: tape-recorded 
teacher 26 
Table 2.2c. Interview with minority member 
Type of interview: Interviewees Hours: Tape-recorded 
Survey interview 6 (7/9/99): Minority 
member 
27 
Ih 30min: tape-recorded 
As Tables 2.2a-c above indicated, I conducted few tape-recorded interviews. This was 
due to the availability and effectiveness of clarification questions and informal 
discussions throughout the fieldwork and because of time limitations. The majority of the 
interviews I conducted resembled what Miller & Glassner, (1997) refer to as `survey 
interviews' (: 105). Their purpose was to gather information concerning a range of 
themes and issues that had emerged during the fieldwork in a more organised and 
detailed manner. Some of the topics that were addressed with 4 `h graders were: (1) 
friendship ties inside and outside school; (2) peer group dynamics; (3) hobbies, interests, 
favourite music and TV shows and (4) intra-community and inter-community relations. 
Some of the topics I discussed with teachers included: (1) a detailed account of the 
history of the school and the changes it had undergone; (2) relations between majority 
and minority members at school and in the neighbourhood; (3) pupils' academic 
26 This teacher had taught in the school for two years (1996-1998). During these two years he also 
conducted fieldwork for his PhD. thesis in social anthropology. 
27 At the time of the interview, this interviewee was in his mid-twenties. He had been trained as a primary 
school teacher to work in the Greek-Turkish bilingual minority schools in Western Thrace. By virtue of his 
teacher training and strong community ties, he frequently liaised between teachers and parents of Greek- 
Turkish bilinguals. 
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performance and school attendance rates; (4) problems at school and/or at home and (5) 
family background information regarding individual pupils. Some of the topics covered 
in the interview with the minority community member were: (1) the histories of the two 
communities in the area of Gazi; (2) interpersonal relations, tensions and problems within 
and between the two communities and (3) a range of broader social issues, such as gender 
issues, employment, education and living conditions in Gazi. 
Additionally, I conducted one `follow-up interview' (cf. Rampton 1992). For the 
purposes of this interview, I chose four short excerpts from the tape-recorded data to play 
to a group of 4th graders. My aim was to elicit responses regarding references they had 
made to specific cultural practices and socialisation routines. Moreover, I organised one 
`in-depth interview' that exclusively focused on nicknames, their history and use. 
Overall, with the exception of the follow-up interview that generated less information 
than I had anticipated 28, the survey and in-depth interviews yielded rich data. I have 
extensively drawn on those interview data for the ethnographic accounts of the Greek 
Muslim community of Gazi (3.1-3.1.6), the school (3.2-3.2.2) and the peer group (3.4- 
3.4.3). Furthermore, they have contributed to my understanding of the various cues peer 
group members employed to construct play frames (4.5.1- 4.5.8) as well as to the analysis 
and interpretation of playful talk at school (chapters 5-7). 
28 The pupils participating in the interview in question had great difficulty focusing on one single topic at a 
time, constantly changed the topic and flouted turn-taking rules. This transformed the interview process 
into a chaotic affair. Due to time limitations, I was not able to conduct any more follow-up interviews. 
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2.5 Other sources: questionnaires, pupil profiles and a film 
Besides the data collection methods discussed in the previous sections, supplementary 
data were elicited through questionnaires, pupil profiles and a film. I devised a written 
five-part questionnaire to all the pupils attending 4 t', 5 `h and 6th grades towards the end of 
the fieldwork (see Appendix I/B-C). I was present during the completion of the 
questionnaire in order to clarify points and answer questions. 
The purpose of the questionnaire was to elicit responses quickly and effectively from a 
large pool of participants. Topics were clustered into five sections: (1) personal and 
family information; (2) hobbies, interests, preferences; (3) patterns of primary and 
secondary socialisation; (4) language practices and preferences and (5) future plans. The 
participants' responses were examined qualitatively rather than quantitatively and 
functioned as an additional source of information about the pupils' lives inside and 
outside school 29 
The hand-written pupil profiles had been completed by the 4`h grade form teacher for 
each pupil at the end of 2nd and 3rd grades 30. Pupil profiles were based on a standardised 
question-answer format that had been designed by a member of staff of the University of 
Athens (see Appendix I/D-E). Their purpose was to provide the teacher with a grid to 
monitor and assess pupils' academic performance at the end of each school year. Pupil 
profiles covered the following areas: (1) biographical and personal information; (2) 
communicative competence at school and academic performance across the curriculum 
29 A drawback of the questionnaires was that participant responses tended to be short. This could have been 
due to the design of the questionnaire, notably the length of the questionnaire and the space allocated for 
each answer, and the fact that most pupils had very little prior experience in completing questionnaires. 
30 1 am grateful to the 4`h grade teacher for making these profiles available to me. 
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and (3) aspects of the pupil's linguistic proficiency in Greek. Although narrow in scope, 
pupil profiles provided useful insights into the 4th graders past schooling and language 
learning experiences and contributed towards the compilation of their profiles for the 
thesis (3.4.1) 
Lastly, I have drawn insights from a film about the 87th primary school of Gazi that was 
made by an independent film maker 31. The 55-minute film was entitled `To ExoX£io' 
('The School') and it was directed by Marianna Oikonomou and produced by Amalia 
Zepou in 2001. The film received critical acclaim in Greece and won 1St prize in the 
International Film Festival in Thessaloniki the same year. It provides a lucid account of 
the lives of members of the Greek Muslim community of Gazi, by focusing mainly on the 
school and to a lesser extent on the community. Although this film was made two years 
after the completion of my fieldwork, it provides useful insights into majority-minority 
relations and attitudes in Gazi (see 7.1.4). 
2.6 On the observer's paradox 
One of the most important parameters of fieldwork concerns what is referred to in the 
literature as `the observer's paradox' (Milroy, Li & Moffat 1991). The observer's 
paradox is defined as the effect the observer's presence and role have on the data. Milroy, 
Li & Moffat maintain that it is better to account for the observer's paradox 
systematically, by addressing it in the data collection, rather than regarding it as 
unimportant and assuming that the role of the observer is insignificant (ibid: 293). 
31 1 thank Mata and Costas Varlas for sharing a copy of the film with me. 
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Following Milroy, Li & Moffat, I attempted to address this issue by making participant 
observation procedures more accountable and replicable, thereby increasing the validity 
of the data. One way to account for the role of the observer and her interactional 
contribution to the data is by developing for her culturally recognised social roles: in my 
case, these were the roles of `a friend of a friend', `teacher' and `researcher' (2.2). 
Moreover, from the onset of the fieldwork, I made a point of answering questions 
regarding my presence at the school as succinctly as possible. Once I became better 
acquainted with pupils, I was flooded with personal questions regarding my age, 
profession, marital status, family background as well as questions concerning my 
research and the purpose of my presence at the school. Greek/Turkish bilinguals, in 
particular, seemed impressed and amused by my knowledge of Turkish and asked me 
questions in Turkish, such as `adin ne? ', ('what's your name? '), `kar yasinda? ', ('how 
old are you? '), `nerelisin? ', ('where are you from? '), in what appeared to be mini tests to 
assess my proficiency 32. 
I actively participated in the daily school lives of the pupils I was studying. For instance, 
I accompanied them in field trips to museums and archaeological sites, attended school 
celebrations and took part in class activities. I substituted for absent teachers, taught 
English classes and helped teachers supervise pupils during free time and lunchtime. 
32 Note that in general I was addressed in Greek. I have tried to interpret this use of Greek, regardless of my 
knowledge of Turkish, in a number of possible ways and have reached the following tentative conclusions: 
by virtue of my age and past teaching experiences, I was associated with the school and its teachers. To the 
mind of the Greek-Turkish bilinguals, this institution and its representatives are intricately connected with 
the majority language and culture (survey interview 5,15/10/00). By being addressed in Greek, I was 
allocated an outsider status vis-ä-vis the Greek Muslim community of Gazi. In addition, I could speak and 
mainly understand Standard Modem Turkish rather than the Turkish variety spoken in Gazi. In this respect, 
my conversational Turkish differed from theirs. The ambiguous attitudes towards Standard Modern 
Turkish, which members of this minority group identified as `kibarca' (meaning `polite', see 3.4.3), could 
have reflected on me as a language user as well. 
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Overall, I sought to minimise the impact of my presence and reduce the possibility of 
contrived or artificial conduct from the part of those being observed, by actively 
participating in the daily school life over a period of four months, exposing myself to as 
many interactional occasions as possible and collecting data in diverse settings. 
The issue of intrusiveness and the effect the presence of the researcher and the tape- 
recorder can have on data collection also informed the way I set about making the tape 
recordings. Taking as a point of departure Duranti's (1997) claim that: 
perhaps with the exception of obvious camera behaviors (e. g. certain kinds of camera-recognitions 
or salutations like staring into the camera and smiling), people do not invent [italics in the text] 
social behavior, language included out of the blue (: 118), 
my assumption was that people would be too involved with their own lives to make 
significant alternations just for the sake of the tape-recorder. Nevertheless, to minimize 
the intrusiveness of the recordings, I varied tape recording equipment, depending on the 
setting. In interactions during instruction, I used an external microphone attached to a 
mini tape recorder that was placed on one of the pupil's desks. When I shifted my focus 
to a small group of pupils or to a particular individual, I used a small wireless clip 
microphone that could be easily attached to pupils' shirts. This wireless clip microphone 
was connected to a mini tape recorder that was placed either on the desk or concealed in 
the pupils' pockets. Concerning tape recordings in all other settings, I used either a small 
wireless clip microphone or a mini recorder with an internal microphone. Of all this 
equipment, the most effective and least intrusive was the small wireless clip microphone, 
as it allowed its bearer freedom of movement while ensuring high quality recording. 
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2.7 The researcher in the field: competing roles and identities 
According to Duranti (1997), ethnographers operate as: 
cultural mediators [bold in the text] between two traditions: one established by their discipline 
and their particular theoretical orientation and the other represented by the people they study and 
live with, who have their own understanding of what the fieldworkers should be doing and how 
they should conduct themselves ( 91). 
This position generates a set of role relationships between the researcher and others 
working in the same discipline as well as between the researcher and the researched. The 
first set of role relationships is based on the researcher's position within an academic 
discipline. This takes the form of adhering to certain theoretical and methodological 
positions. On the basis of these positions, the researcher argues why one particular 
community, culture or group is worth studying and, within this context, why certain 
research questions are worth pursuing. 
The second set of role relationships involves those relationships that emerge during 
interactions between the researcher and the researched. Role relationships are negotiated 
during such interactions that allow the researcher to gain access to and observe a 
particular community or group. These roles may confine the researcher to simply 
becoming an observer of a given community or group. Others may involve ascribing to 
the researcher a specific role within the context of a complex web of relationships with 
the researched. 
A third set of role relationships may develop between the first and second set of roles. 
These include instances when the researcher has gained such familiarity with the 
community or group that she can be considered as their `legitimate spokesman'. In such 
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instances, the researcher may be called upon to act on behalf of the interests of the 
community or group, by intervening between them and social or government agencies 
(e. g. the Ann Arbor Trial) (Rampton 1992). 
All these sets of role relationships clearly indicate that the ethnographer has to be able to 
communicate within and across communities and groups. This skill is referred to as 
`boundary spanning' and is defined as: 
the active participation in a variety of cultures that are involved with and impinge upon a project 
(Goertz & Le Compte 1984: 100). 
Therefore, via boundary spanning, the researcher can be part of any number of different 
communities and groups, without necessarily sharing an equal degree of membership in 
all of them. 
Regarding the first set of role relationships, these were characterised by my affiliation 
with a British University as a post-graduate research student and my academic training as 
an applied linguist and sociolinguist with a strong ethnographic orientation. This set of 
role relationships was also influenced by past interactions with members of the Greek 
Muslim community as a volunteer tutor (cf. 0.1,2.2). 
Concerning the second set of role relationships, I negotiated a number of different social 
roles. To my mind, these roles were not mutually exclusive and some of them operated 
simultaneously. As mentioned (2.2), with members of staff, I negotiated access to the 
school and their classrooms by making use of the social roles of `a friend of a friend', 
'fellow teacher' and `post-graduate student'. To pupils, I was formally ascribed the social 
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roles of the `teacher' and `researcher'. Pupils frequently oriented to these teacher- 
ascribed roles, yet at times contested them (see 7.3, for a discussion). 
Through out the fieldwork, I made a consistent effort to redress asymmetries of power, 
knowledge and resources associated with age, education and status vis-ä-vis the pupils. 
For instance, I dressed casually, became informed about the latest soap operas, basketball 
and football players, played basketball and football with the boys and tried the hula-hoop 
with the girls. The purpose of this was not to become an `insider', which would have 
been impossible, but rather to disqualify `obvious reminders of status differences' (Eckert 
2000: 71). 
For members of the majority and minority with whom I interacted on a regular basis, I 
was always associated with the school. For certain minority members, my attempts to 
develop ties with the Greek Muslim community of Gazi conferred me a special `in- 
between' status. In this respect, I became the recipient of complaints about the school, its 
teachers or other children. It was never clear to me whether these complaints required 
that I act as a `go-between' between the parents and the school or whether these 
complaints resembled Jefferson's (1984) talk about troubles. Nevertheless, I was never 
directly asked to take up an intermediary role and speak on behalf of members of the 
Greek Muslim community of Gazi. Had my fieldwork been primarily in the community, 
maybe my role as a `go-between' would have been different, as I would have been bound 
with more intricate ties of reciprocity with certain community members. 
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One issue that concerned me throughout the fieldwork was my role as `ethnographer and 
researcher' vis-a-vis the groups and cultures I had set out to investigate. Ethnographic 
research has repeatedly shown that: 
the relationship between researcher and researched cannot be depicted as a straightforward 
hierarchical one in which the researcher simply imposes an agenda (Harvey 1992: 75). 
On the contrary, research has demonstrated that the parties under investigation have an 
important say both in the types of data and the occasions where these data will be 
collected (ibid: 74). Indeed, my experience in the field collaborated these findings: as I 
realised from the very beginning, my research depended on the willingness of the parties 
involved to accept my presence in their daily lives and collaborate with me. Moreover, as 
I frequently inquired into aspects of their lives at school and at home and showed a 
propensity to learn about them, I was often treated as a `learner'. Inevitably, this led to 
renegotiations of the assumed hierarchical relationships between the researcher and the 
researched (7.3). 
Another issue that concerned me had to do with how my social identities had a bearing on 
both my research and its scope. I was (and perceived by most of the teachers and parents 
as) an educated Greek Christian woman in my mid-20s from a middle class background, 
doing research in a state-run primary school in the centre of Athens. As a result, 
throughout the fieldwork, I struggled with the tensions of simultaneously being both an 
'insider' and an `outsider': I was an insider in relation to the majority language and 
culture, yet an outsider in relation to the school, teachers and pupils. This precluded 
sharing assumptions, experiences and a long history of past interactions as well as being 
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sensitive to cultural norms and regulations associated with the school and its actors 33. On 
the other hand, being an outsider made me more sensitive to similarities and differences. 
urged me to probe into them without relying on what would have been considered by 
those sharing membership as `obvious'. This, in turn, sharpened my analysis and 
interpretation of the data. 
After the four month fieldwork, I returned to the field a number of times for short one-day 
meetings with pupils, teachers and, when possible, minority members with whom I had 
maintained closer ties. The purpose of these meetings was two-fold. On the one hand, as I 
started carefully listening to the data and transcribing parts of them, I had questions and 
points of clarification that needed to be addressed. On the other hand, and, more 
importantly, I felt that a certain bonding had taken place and certain friendship ties had 
developed that I regarded as being important. In agreement with Narayan (1993) 
concerning the bonds we develop with the researched and the consequences these have 
for the research proper, I strongly believe that: 
what we must focus our attention on is the quality of relations with the people we seek to 
represent in our texts: are they viewed as mere fodder for professionally self-serving statements 
about a generalized Other, or are they accepted as subjects with voices, views and dilemmas - 
people to whom we are bonded through ties of reciprocity and who may even be critical of our 
professional enterprise? (1993: 672). 
2.8 Notes on transcription and translation 
The analysis of naturally-occurring interactions relies on the use of a transcription 
system. Transcription systems, viewed as the means to entextualize speech, have been 
scrutinized and researchers have focused on a range of questions, such as: (1) how far a 
33 See, however, Zentella (1997) and Panourgia (1995) for problems that may arise when investigating 
communities to which the researcher also belongs. 
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transcription can adequately capture what is going on in a given interaction, including the 
volume of the talk produced as represented in the number of turns a speaker may have 
taken (Edelsky 1993) and (2) what type of implicit and explicit theoretical assumptions 
govern the methodological and procedural choices a researcher makes, when adopting 
one transcription system over another (Mishler 1991; Ochs, 1979). 
Bearing these issues in mind, the transcription system employed in the present thesis 
draws on Tannen (1984) (Appendix II/A). In addition, the transcription of laughter is 
rendered possible through the use of transcription conventions proposed in Norrick 
(1993) (Appendix II/B). These two systems were chosen because they were considered 
readable and relatively simple systems of representation that could adequately 
complement each other in capturing the complexities of the playful talk. 
Given that the transcribed data are audio-recorded, it is not possible to render all the 
extra-linguistic and paralinguistic cues. In this study, I have tried to be selective in 
marking in the transcript those cues that have an interactional import on the on-going talk 
and the subsequent data analysis. 
As far as the translation of the Greek excerpts is concerned, I have avoided transliteration 
and have opted to preserve the original text in Greek. Although many Greek 
sociolinguists tend to transliterate their data by following the phonetic alphabet (e. g. 
Georgakopoulou 1997; Marki-Tsilipakou 1994; Pavlidou 1991), it is my belief that 
preserving phonetic detail with respect to the rules of Greek pronunciation and the 
particulars of the local articulatory context does not enhance the reader's understanding 
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of the original text. In cases where phonetics do play an important role in comprehending 
the data, as in the case of word and sound play, it is indicated in the analysis. 
With respect to the English translation of Greek excerpts, word order has been changed, 
due to differences in word order rules between the two languages. For lexical items that 
are not translatable into English, such as particles, they are put in single brackets. 
Concerning transcription conventions, only latches, overlaps and laughter are marked in 
the English translation. This rule extends to the translation of Turkish into English. In 
general, the translation of the data tends to be as faithful as possible to the original text. 
The most demanding task has been translating words and expressions that are part of 
registers other than the standard, whether Greek or Turkish (e. g. youth varieties and 
media-inspired talk), idioms and colloquial speech. 
2.9 Conclusion 
In this chapter, I presented the research design and data collection methods of this thesis. 
After tracing the origins of this study in my prior involvement as a volunteer tutor with 
the Greek Muslim community of Gazi, I discussed each of the data collection methods, 
namely: (1) participant observations; (2) tape recordings of naturally occurring 
interactions; (3) semi-structured qualitative interviews and (4) other sources (i. e. 
questionnaires, pupil profiles and a film). I discussed these data collection methods in the 
light of how their findings are to inform the ethnographies of this study (chapter 3) as 
well as the analysis and interpretation of playful talk, play frames and social identities at 
school (chapters 4-7). 
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Moreover, I examined the issue of `the observer's paradox' (Milroy, Li & Moffat 1991) 
and investigated how it was addressed in this thesis in relation to participant observation 
and tape recordings. I probed into the relationship between the researcher and the 
researched and concluded the chapter with a discussion on transcription and translation. 
In the subsequent chapter, I present the ethnographies of the Greek Muslim community of 
Gazi, the 87 th primary school and 4 `h grade peer group. 
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Chapter three 
The ethnographies 
the Greek-Muslim community, the school and the peer group 
3.0 Introduction 
In chapter 3,1 begin with the ethnography of the Greek Muslim community of Gazi. The 
ethnography highlights aspects of its members' practices, beliefs and ways of life in order 
to provide a concise profile of the community, especially since this particular community 
has never been studied from a sociolinguistic perspective (3.1-3.1.6). 1 proceed with a 
brief ethnographic account of the 87th primary school with the purpose of foregrounding 
distinct features of the school (3.2-3.2.2). Subsequent to the ethnography of the school, I 
present a short description of the organisation of space of the 4 `h grade classroom (3.3). 
This is followed by the ethnography of the 4th grade linguistically and culturally mixed 
peer group. In this description, I focus on illuminating the peer group members' inter- 
personal relations and friendship ties as well as their language attitudes and linguistic 
repertoires (3.4-3.4.3). 
3.1 The Greek Muslim community 34 of Gazi: a brief history 
Gazi 35 is an inner-city neighbourhood that is located in the centre of Athens. It is defined 
by Peiraios Avenue, Konstandinoupoleos Street and lera Odos and it boarders with the 
;' The concept of `community' has come under criticism for implying a homogeneous entity (cf. Rampton 
1999, in his discussion of the notion of `speech community'). As it is shown (3.1- 3.1.6), this is far from the 
case. In this study, the term `community' is a direct translation of the Greek word `xotvörq'ra', which is 
used by both majority and minority members to refer to the Greek Muslim residents of Gazi (see survey 
inten'ietivs 2-6). 
35 This area of Gazi is also known as Votanikos. 
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areas of Kerameikos, Metaksourgio and Thiseio. In the late `60s, this area started to 
decline. Many of its former residents abandoned their homes and moved to leafier parts 
of Athens and the suburbs. In the early `70s, a small number of Greek Muslims from 
Western Thrace, attracted by low rents and the type of housing accommodation offered in 
the neighbourhood (e. g. houses with open-air patios that could accommodate more than 
one family under the same roof) started populating Gazi (survey interview 6,7/9/99). 
Historically, the members of the Greek Muslim community of Gazi belong to the Muslim 
minority of Western Thrace (µouc ouXµavua pclovön ra Tq Auiudý Op(XKr ). This 
minority is identified as an indigenous religious minority. It has a unique legal status in 
that its members' linguistic, cultural and religious rights are safeguarded by the Lausanne 
Treaty (an international treaty that was signed by Greece and Turkey in 1923). In 
addition, these rights are based on reciprocity, in other words, they are determined by 
those of the Greek Orthodox population residing in Istanbul, Turkey (Divani 1995; 
Stavros 1995). 
Presently, the members of the Greek Muslim minority residing in Western Thrace are 
estimated around 80.000-90.000 36. The Muslim minority is comprised of three groups on 
the basis of their `ethnic' background: (1) those of Turkish origin (50%); (2) those of 
Pomak origin (35%), and (3) those of Rom origin (15%) (Sella-Mazi 1997a). This 
`ethnic' categorisation, however, fails to capture the complexity of its members' 
linguistic repertoires. Over the past 20 years, Turkish has developed as the lingua franca 
of the minority. As a result, speakers of Romale origin, especially those residing in urban 
36 There is no census information available. However, it is estimated that around 25.000 have immigrated to 
Northern Europe (mainly in Germany) and around 20.000 have moved to urban centers in Greece. Around 
10.000 are currently living in the greater Athens area, including Gazi (Embeirikos et al 2001: 51). 
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centers and in areas with turcophone populations, are bilingual in `Ilo thiuK ' 
('Pomakika' 37) and Turkish. The overwhelming majority of speakers of Rom origin do 
not speak Romany as their home language, but Turkish (Embeirikos et al 2001; Zegginis 
1994). These findings point to a language shift from Pomakika and Romany to Turkish. 
This shift has been accelerated by the use of Turkish as one of the three languages of 
instruction (along with Greek and Classical Arabic 38) in Greek-Turkish bilingual schools 
in Western Thrace as well as access to Turkish mass media, especially satellite TV. 
Following Embeirikos et al (2001) and Zegginis (1994), the members of the Greek 
Muslim community of Gazi are identified as `Moußou? 4t6vot Tatlyävot' ('Muslim 
Roma'). Members of the Greek Muslim community of Gazi, however, seem to have 
ambiguous attitudes vis-a-vis this other-ascribed ethnic/cultural categorisation, because it 
suggests an affiliation with Romany-speaking Muslim Roma. Members of the community 
have repeatedly claimed that they are to be distinguished from the latter because they 
speak Turkish and have a fixed domicile (field-notes, 5/2/99; also Maratzides & 
Mavromatis 1999). 
This bid for ethnic/cultural differentiation vis-a-vis Romany-speaking Muslim Roma is 
illustrated in the following two instances: In the centre of Athens, Romany-speaking and 
Turkish-speaking Muslim Roma reside in separate, though adjoining neighbourhoods 
(survey interview 5,15/10/00). In addition, members of the Greek Muslim community of 
37 Pomakika is a Slavic variety with many loan words from Greek and Turkish (Kanakidou 1994). 
38 Classical Arabic is taught for religious purposes (i. e. to recite the Qu'ran). In Western Thrance, Qu'ranic 
classes are also held in mosques and in religious schools (`pev-rpc(. &ES', `medreses'). 
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Gazi repeatedly complained about being degradingly called `'yÜ(pTol' ('gypsies') 
39 by 
other turchophone Muslims residing in Western Thrace (field-notes, 5/2/99; 
Avramopoulou & Karakatsanis 2002). 
While few community members identified themselves as Muslim Roma, most exhibited a 
strong preference for self-reference by opting for either the neutral term vEXXrlvcc 
MovßovX hvoi' ('Greek Muslims') or `Toüpxot' ('Turks') (survey interview 6,7/9/99; 
also Troubeta 2001). Nevertheless, to what extent the use of the self-ascription `Toüpxot' 
('Turks') denotes ethnic affiliation with the most vocal group of the Muslim minority has 
not been clearly established (cf. Avramopoulou & Karakatsanis 2002; Maratzides & 
Mavromatis 1999). As Troubeta (2001) illustrates in her study on ethnic/cultural identity 
construction among the Pomaks and Roma of Western Thrace, there is significant 
internal differentiation amongst members of these groups, depending on differences at a 
socio-cultural level, in their belief system, practices, access to material and symbolic 
resources and ways of life (: 163) 40 
The members of the community of Gazi are currently estimated around 3,000 
41 
Members of this community share strong family and friendship ties with turcophone 
Muslim Roma residing in other parts of the Prefecture of Attiki and in their 
villages/towns of origin in Western Thrace. Since the late `80s- early `90s, there has been 
a steady population influx of immigrants in the area from Albania, Serbia, Bulgaria, Syria 
39 Apart from denoting an ethnic/cultural group, in Greek colloquial speech, the word `gypsy' is used as a 
derogatory term. This, in my view, further hinders members of the Greek Muslim community of Gazi from 
wanting to be associated with this particular ethnic/cultural group. 
40 Although these parameters need to be addressed in the examination of ethnic/cultural self- and other- 
ascription, they will not be explored in this thesis. 
41 There is no census information available, although there was consensus among my informants that this 
figure reflects the number of turcophone Muslim Roma residing in Gazi (see survey interview 5,15/10/00 
and survey interview 7,7/9/99). 
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and Egypt. In addition, during the same period, population growth has accelerated by the 
re-settlement of members of the majority in Gazi. This has coincided with the 
inauguration of a process of `gentrification' of the area spearheaded by the Municipality 
of Athens (survey interview 3,28/8/99). 
In recent years, Gazi has been changing rapidly and it is being transformed from a mainly 
residential area to an aspiring entertainment stronghold. These changes have brought 
about a significant rise in property prices forcing some families from the minority 
community in question to move out (ibid). For the majority, however, these changes have 
been well-received: they are viewed as the golden opportunity for Gazi to shed away the 
stigma of an inner-city area (`u roßaO w *vrl ircptop'l') (film source: `The School' 
2001). 
3.1.1 Earning a living 
Most members of the community belong to the lower socio-economic strata, mainly 
working class. Although unemployment rates are high, especially among the younger 
male generation, minority community members fall under the following socio-economic 
categories: (1) most work either as skilled, semi-skilled or unskilled workers in factories 
and local crafts workshops or they are employed as seasonal labourers; (2) some are 
state-employed (e. g. in banks, hospitals, etc. ) in menial jobs; (3) very few are self- 
employed (e. g. musicians) or run local businesses (e. g. coffee houses, kebab shops, small 
convenience stores, a video club specialising on imported Turkish films and Turkish 
music and a martial arts school); and (4) few, the poorest ones, collect and sell recyclable 
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material such as aluminium, paper, glass 42 (survey interview 6,7/9/99). Most families 
rent out small houses with patios or flats while some have bought apartments in the area 
(ibid). 
In this community, there are strict, gender-based patterns of division of labour: women 
rarely work (field-notes, 26/2/99). If they do so, they work as unskilled factory workers 
or are state-employed. A small number are self-employed (e. g. hairdressers and 
seamstresses) and work at home. In general, women are discouraged from seeking 
employment outside the home, unless they have strong financial incentives and job 
security (e. g. permanent employment in the state sector or imminent needs). Otherwise, 
they are responsible for attending to the daily needs of their families (e. g. housekeeping 
chores, shopping) and child rearing (ibid). 
3.1.2 Gender identities 
Gender relations among community members are governed by a high degree of intra- 
community conformity to shared norms and expectations (survey interview 6,7/9/99). 
Individual or family conduct and reputation are relentlessly scrutinised, criticised or 
applauded leading to the reproduction and reinforcement of these norms (Hirschon 
[198911998 43). This is best articulated in the marriage imperative (ibid; also survey 
interview 6,7/9/99). Men and women are encouraged to marry young (in their mid- to 
late-teens) and immediately start a family: on average, most couples have 3 to 5 children. 
'2 Note that often in the same family one member may have permanent state employment, while another 
may work in a factory or ran a video store. In this respect, these categories are not mutually exclusive. 
43 Hirschon discusses similar findings among members of a Greek refugee community from Asia Minor, 
Turkey, living near the port of Pireaus. 
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In addition, social conformity is reflected in the segregated modes of socialisation 
between men and women (field-notes, 26/2/00). Women socialise with other women at 
home, while men spend a considerable part of their free time exclusively in male 
company in local coffee houses. Occasions for mixed-sex socialisation are restricted to 
public community celebrations (e. g. marriages, circumcisions and religious holidays) and 
private gatherings in the homes of relatives and friends (ibid). 
Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that regardless of strict social control, especially 
towards women's public conduct, families do differ in terms of the expectations they 
have and the possibilities they offer to their female members (ibid). Some parents 
encourage their daughters to continue school and learn a skill in order to become 
financially independent. They, also, dissuade them from getting married young and 
having many children. Some husbands do not object to their wives working outside the 
house, while others actively support their wives' efforts to learn how to read and write in 
Greek, with the help of a volunteer tutor (field-notes, 2/4/99). 
3.1.3 Majority- minority relations 
To understand majority-minority relations at a micro-interpersonal level, it is necessary to 
ground them in the macro-historical context of modem Greek national identity formation. 
This line of research has addressed how Greeks perceive their national selves and 
national `others' (see Chouliaraki [forthcoming], Herzfeld 1987; Pollis 1992; Troubeta 
2001). Soysal & Antoniou (2001) identify two significant parameters in the shaping of 
the Greek national self: (1) the legacy of ancient Greece and (2) the role of Greek 
Orthodoxy. 
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These parameters have influenced the ways modem Greek historiography situates the 
national self vis-a-vis Western European and non-Western European nations respectively. 
On the one hand, modern Greeks are seen as sharing with Western nations a common 
Greco-Roman heritage, while simultaneously being at a distance, due to the Greek- 
Orthodox faith and the Ottoman past. On the other hand, for modern Greeks, the `Turk' 
emerges as the significant non-European `other' (ibid). Consequently, the self- and other- 
ascription of members of the Greek Muslim community of Gazi as `Turks' has the effect 
of identifying this community with the linguistic and cultural `other' (see 7.1.4,7.2.2, for 
a discussion). 
At a micro-inter-community level, the positioning of members of the Greek Muslim 
community of Gazi as the linguistic and cultural `other' is translated into restricted inter- 
personal contact between majority and minority members across age groups (follow-up 
interview, 23/4/99). In the neighbourhood, this is symbolically enacted through the 
occupation of different spaces for recreation. The local playground, basketball courts and 
the Community Centre of the Municipality of Athens are almost exclusively used by 
children from the Greek Muslim community. Children from the majority rarely venture to 
play in these areas (ibid; see also questionnaires). This positioning of minority member is 
also reflected in the scarcity of close inter-community friendships. Community 
celebrations (e. g. marriages), for instance, are frequently attended by a high percentage of 
members of the majority (e. g. teachers, colleagues, volunteer community workers), who 
are almost always outsiders to Gazi (survey interview 6,7/9/99). 
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In addition, mixed marriages between majority and minority members are seriously 
discouraged, although there have been occasions where a male minority member has 
married a female member of the majority (ibid). Negative attitudes towards mixed 
marriages have been attributed to differences in `the way of life' (`64µa ý(o l'), 
especially those associated with the position of women in the two communities rather 
than those related to religious reasons (i. e. Muslim vs. Christian) (ibid). 
Instances of racial tension between the two communities have occurred in periods of 
political tension between Greece and Turkey (e. g. during the conflict over the island of 
Imia in 1996) and during election periods (survey interview 3,28/8/99). They have taken 
the form of writing abuse (e. g. °E4cw of Toüpxot', `Out with the Turks'), on the outside 
walls of houses where minority members reside. On one occasion, these threats 
culminated in an attack by members of a marginal, ultra-right group called `Xpuoi Au-yij' 
('Golden Dawn'), who cruised the neighbourhood firing shots in the air (ibid). 
Overall, attitudes vis-a-vis each other within and across the two communities reveal a 
high degree of polarisation and stereotyping (Avramopoulou & Karakatsanis 2002). With 
few exceptions, there is strong consensus among majority members that the presence of 
the Greek Muslim community in Gazi reinforces the area's inner-city status restricting its 
access to funds from the Municipality of Athens and the Greek state (survey interview 5, 
15/10/00). These attitudes are reflected in frequent complaints voiced by members of the 
majority regarding minority members. These include use of Turkish in their presence, 
lack of interest in the affairs of the neighbourhood, lack of respect for public order (by 
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highlighting the children's unruly conduct) and abuse of state benefits (ibid; see also film 
source: `The School' 2001). 
Members of the minority, however, counter-argue that although they have been residing 
in Gazi for years and have developed a sense of belonging there, members of the majority 
continue to snub them (e. g. they seldom invite them to their homes and private 
functions). They perceive them as `(3pcoµtäpij6rq' ('filthy'), `anoXiTtaTol' ('backward') 
and `aypäµµaiot' ('illiterate') and, most importantly, condescendingly call them 
`Tovpxot' ('Turks') or `-yvcpiot' ('gypsies') (field-notes, 24/2/99). 
3.1.4 Literacy practices, language use and language attitudes 
Members of the Greek Muslim community of Gazi suffer from high levels of illiteracy in 
both Greek and Turkish, especially among women (field-notes, 2/4/99). Although 
illiteracy features prominently among the first generation (grandparents), a gradual 
increase in basic literacy skills has been reported among the second generation (parents), 
particularly those who have been raised in urban centres. Literacy (in Greek), however, 
has dramatically increased over the last years for the third generation (children). 
Nevertheless, regular school attendance is still a thorny issue, as many children tend to 
repeat grades, fail to complete primary school education, while the overwhelming 
majority do not continue their studies in secondary school (interview survey 4,21/9/99; 
see also relevant articles in Vafea 1996). 
Irregular school attendance could be seen as the outcome of pervasive community 
attitudes of undervaluing and mistrusting formal education. Formal education is neither 
regarded as an effective vehicle for self-improvement nor does it seem to be considered 
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as a pre-requisite for consumerism and prosperity (field-notes, 2/4/99). It is worth noting, 
however, that low levels of proficiency in Greek have been identified as an equally 
important drawback to further education, since pupils are frequently unable to coop with 
the demands of secondary school (interview survey 4,21/9/99). 
Besides watching Turkish satellite TV (3.3.6), minority members seldom read 
newspapers and books. Instead, they share a high degree of orality: they are incessant 
talkers and story-tellers, while children are allocated the roles of by-standers or over- 
hearers of adult conversations and stories (cf. Heath 1983). 
(Oral) competence in Greek and Turkish ranges along a continuum from Turkish 
monolingualism (among first generation females and children under 5) to varying degrees 
of Greek/Turkish bilingualism (field-notes, 23/4/99) 44. Competence in Greek heavily 
depends upon the frequency and intensity of contacts with Greek-speaking monolinguals 
at school, at work and in the neighbourhood. The fact that male members and school-age 
children , have a higher degree of exposure to interactions with 
Greek-speaking 
monolinguals as opposed to women, who work and socialise within the community, is 
frequently reflected in their degree of bilingualism. As a result, bilingual community 
members (e. g. children or older siblings) act as `bilingual brokers' for Turkish-speaking 
monolinguals (cf. Heller 1998). 
Although these findings would suggest a certain degree of compartmentalisation of the 
two languages into separate domains of language use (the private domain for Turkish and 
the public domain for Greek, see also Lytra 2001 a), such an analysis fails to capture fully 
44 In this thesis, the monolingualism-bilingualism continuum has not been investigated in detail. 
Preliminary findings presented here are the basis for further research. 
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the situation of intense language contact that is under way, especially among members of 
the third generation (the children) 45. In other words, it is not possible to accurately 
predict the language an individual may use in a given situation, because community 
members have found themselves under competing economic, administrative, cultural and 
religious pressures. Furthermore, the third generation appears to be rapidly shifting from 
Turkish monolingualism to various degrees of bilingualism, via extensive schooling and 
contact with the majority language/culture at school and through TV. At this point, 
however, it is not possible to predict the extent of this language shift across and within 
gender and age groups. 
Nevertheless, the language shift that has been identified toward Greek does not seem to 
have a lasting effect on the instrumental and symbolic values attached to the variety of 
Turkish spoken by the members of the Greek Muslim community of Gazi. In the 
literature, this Turkish variety is referred to as `Opwz th Ka' ('Thracian Turkish') or 
`Du'LKoOpammwa ToupKuKa' ('West Thracian Turkish') 46. `Opw'atnKa' ('Thracian 
Turkish') is mainly reserved for colloquial speech and Standard Modern Turkish for 
formal occasions and the written mode of communication (Embeirikos et al 2001: 39). 
For community members in Gazi, the symbolic and instrumental values of Thracian 
Turkish are two-fold. On the one hand, it distinguishes its members from Romany- 
speaking, Muslim Roma and symbolically unifies this community in Gazi with other 
Turkish-speaking Roma communities in Greece and abroad (some families from Gazi 
as For an extensive critique regarding the limitations of domain analysis, see Martin-Jones 1989: 107-113. 
46 `E)PCtKt6)TIKCt, ('Thracian Turkish') or `AuTlKoOpw. KIGJTiKGa To )PKuKd' (`Bata Trakya Türkecesi', `West 
Thracian Turkish') are characterized by morphological simplification, especially in verb and noun 
formation, and phonological differences vis-ä-vis Modem Standard Turkish. For a contrastive analysis of 
the Greek and Turkish spoken in Western Thrace, see Sella-Mazi 1993. 
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have immigrated to Germany). On the other hand, it situates this community in Gazi in 
the broader Greek Muslim minority of Western Thrace, which employs Turkish as its 
intra-minority code (cf. Maradzides & Mavromatis 1999; Sella-Mazi 1999b). 
The high prestige afforded to Turkish in general by members of the Greek Muslim 
minority of Western Thrace can be attributed to three main reasons: (1) Turkish is the 
established intra-minority code in Western Thrace and one of the three languages of 
instruction (along with Greek and Classical Arabic) in the Greek-Turkish bilingual 
schools in Western Thrace; (2) it is the home language of the numerically largest, 
wealthiest and most educated part of the Greek Muslim minority and (3) it is the majority 
language in neighbouring Turkey, with which many have strong affiliations (Embeirikos 
et al 2001). Regardless of significant linguistic and cultural differences among members 
of the Greek Muslim minority 47, Turkish has played a central role in creating a sense of 
an `imagined community' (Anderson 1991) across communities and national boarders. 
This has been reflected in the popularity of Turkish satellite TV (cf. Morley & Robins 
1995) and the wide dissemination of Turkish popular culture (Empeirikos & Mavromatis 
1998/1999) 48 . 
Linguistic competence in Greek, however, means first and foremost access to valued 
material resources and the job market and, then, fuller participation in and better 
4' Although there have been repeated efforts to present the Muslim minority of Western Thrace as a 
homogeneous entity, there are significant differences, such as the degree of integration in mainstream 
Greek society, the degree of secularism, the value assigned to education and social mobility that should not 
be overlooked. Also, as mentioned (3.1), Turkish is not the home language of all the members of the Greek 
Muslim minority. 
48 Naturally, I do not claim that language alone can create a sense of an `imagined community'. 
Nevertheless, it can be one of its most salient components (cf. Heller 1999; for a discussion of the 
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understanding of aspects of the majority language and culture (follow-up interview, 
23/4/99). In other words, while Turkish appears to be allocated both instrumental and 
symbolic values, Greek seems to have a predominantly instrumental value: Greek is 
valued as an indispensable resource at school (for children) and in the workplace (for 
adults). Following Bourdieu (1977), both languages can be viewed as forms of linguistic 
`capital' which speakers have access, use, maintain or try to enhance in order to meet the 
requirements of both community and urban living. As a result, it is not surprising that the 
importance of both linguistic codes is unanimously recognised and incessantly stressed 
(survey interview 1,26/2/99). 
3.1.5 Religious beliefs and practices 
Most members of the Greek Muslim community of Gazi are non-practicing Muslims 
(survey interview 6,7/9/99). Muslim rituals and practices regarding prayer, fasting and 
other dietary habits are seldom observed, with the exception of some older, female 
members (ibid). 
A significant number (mostly women and school-age children), however, adhere to some 
form of religious syncreticism (Troubeta 2001). This is reflected in their belief in the 
powers of supernatural beings, both malevolent and benevolent. In particular, traces of 
influences from the beliefs of the Bektaýi religious order were identified in the telling of 
narratives and the description of practices associated with supernatural beings (field- 
notes, 8/2/99) 
49. This religious order is associated with Shi'ite Islam and is regarded as 
heterodox Islam (as opposed to Sunni Islam). It is important to note, however, that 
49 The Bektaýi religious order was founded by Haci Bektaý Veli in the 13th century (Zegginis 1988: 21-26). 
For a detailed presentation of this religious order and its development in Western 
Thrace, see Zegginis 
1988. 
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informants did not make any explicit references to the Bektaýi religious beliefs in their 
talk (ibid). For instance, one of the most prominent references to supernatural beings. 
especially among school-age children, was that of the `tekke baba' ('the father of the 
tekke' 50) (field-notes, 23/5/99). The `tekke baba' is viewed as the spirit of a departed 
holy person or of a pious relative, which has the power to protect a house and its residents 
as well as punish those members of the household who misbehave (ibid) 51 
Another form of religious syncretism is the pervasive practice of adopting 
Christian/Greek first names along with Muslim/Turkish first names (Troubeta 2001; 
Zegginis 1994). Members of the community use either of their two names depending on 
their addressee (field-notes, 6/4/99): Christian names are reserved for interactions with 
members of the majority, while Muslim names with members of the minority. The 
primary reasons cited for the adoption of Christian/Greek names were high degree of 
contact with members of the majority (through social ties, occupation and schooling) and 
accommodation to their needs (due to difficulties in the pronunciation of Muslim/Turkish 
names) (ibid). 
The adoption of Christian names for contact situations, however, may also serve another 
social function, that of avoiding social discrimination and exclusion. Adult members of 
this community have repeatedly stressed the various forms of discrimination they have 
suffered by members of mainstream Greek society (ibid). By adopting a Christian name 
50 A `tekke' is equivalent of a Christian monastery complex. It was the religious, political and educational 
centre of the Bektaýi religious order. In Western Thrace, such complexes first appeared right after the 
Ottoman conquest (158' century) (Zeginis 1988: 175-179). Nowadays, most Greek Muslims in Western 
Thrace are Sunni Muslims. However, there still seem to be Muslims that follow at least some of the tenets 
and practices of the Bektaýi order. 
51 References to the `tekke baba' also appear in instances of playful talk (7.2.2). 
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for contact situations, they attempt to conceal their cultural affiliation with the Muslim 
community of Gazi and align themselves with the majority. Such re-alignments are 
necessary as members of the majority often control access to valuable resources, whether 
symbolic or material (cf. Maratzides & Mavromatis 1999; Troubeta 2001). 
In the context of this sustained practice that allows for the strategic co-existence and 
selective use of both Christian/Greek and Muslim/Turkish names, only one case of name- 
changing has been identified (field-notes, 12/1/99). This was the case of Fanis, one of the 
male 4th graders members (see 3.4.1, for his profile). He had changed his name from Irfan 
(Muslim/Turkish) to Fanis (Christian/Greek) and exclusively employed the latter across 
contexts and interactants. When asked for the purpose of the name-changing, he 
laconically answered that Ip$v Eia EX, Xivlxä Eivag (DävqS' ('Irfan is Fanis in Greek') 52 
(survey interview 1,26/2/99). Goffman (1963) discusses name-changing as a strategy to 
conceal some form of stigmatised personal or social identity (: 114- 115). The extent to 
which this was the reason for the `hellenisation' of Fanis' name was not revealed during 
the fieldwork. 
3.1.6 The media 
The media and in particular Turkish satellite TV and Turkish popular music play a central 
role in the lives of minority community members (field-notes, 5/3/99). Regardless of 
socio-economic standing, every household has a satellite dish that is prominently 
installed on the roof of the house. Although Greek TV is watched as well (e. g. soap 
operas, sports and occasionally the news), Turkish satellite TV dominates both private 
and public spheres: women and children watch old films made in the `50s and `60s, soap 
52 The photic link between Irfan and Fanis is worth noting. 
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operas and popular variety shows, at home, while men watch sports, the news and an 
occasional film, in the local coffee house (ibid). 
Apart from providing information on current affairs in Turkey and the world at large and 
being an inexhaustible source of home entertainment, satellite TV is also the most 
important tool for the dissemination of Turkish culture (cf. Sella-Mazi 1999a). The latest 
popular Turkish music hits are imported to Gazi via satellite TV rather than via the radio 
or tapes (field-notes, 5/3/99, see also Embeirikos & Mavromatis 1998/1999). For school- 
age children, Turkish satellite TV has an additional educational role with implications for 
language learning: Turkish satellite TV can aid them in improving their command of 
Standard Modern Turkish. A similar role has been attributed to Greek TV in aiding both 
school-age children and female adults, with limited contact with Greek-speaking 
monolinguals, to improve their Greek (field-notes, 2/4/99). 
It is worth mentioning, however, that researchers have critically examined the centrality 
of satellite TV (and home video viewing) as `a response to the social and cultural 
marginalisation of minorities' within majority cultures (Gillespie 1995: 79). Through 
satellite TV, minority members isolate themselves from the majority and seek to recreate 
their homeland in another place (ibid). While this side effect of satellite TV cannot be 
dismissed, such a link between Turkish satellite TV and the marginalisation of members 
of the Greek Muslim community of Gazi was not established. Instead, the creative 
transformation of material from Greek and Turkish TV sources informs the construction 
of play frames among peer group members (chapters 4-6). 
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3.2 The school: an overview of the pupil population 
Until the late `80s, registration and attendance rates of pupils from the Greek Muslim 
community were very low (field-notes, 17/9/00). From the late `80s- early `90s onwards, 
patterns of registration and attendance shifted dramatically, as an increasing number of 
pupils started attending school, on a more regular basis. In addition, from that period 
onwards, pupils whose home language was one other than Greek and Turkish started 
enrolling in the school in small numbers (ibid). 
In recent years (1998-2001), the number of majority and minority pupils has remained 
roughly equal, with some annual variation, while the number of pupils whose home 
language is one other than Greek and Turkish (such as Albanian, Chinese, Bulgarian, 
Ukrainian, Arab and Rom) has been steadily increasing (ibid) 53 
3.2.1 The school as a site for change 
Due to the unusually high percentage of pupils with a home language other than Greek 
(around 50% of the total school population) in 1996, the Ministry of Education took the 
initiative to alter the status of the school and transform it into one of the first 
`6laroXlni6µixä 6xo?, Eta' (`inter-cultural schools') in Athens (National Ministry of 
Education and Religious Affairs in collaboration with the National and Capodistrian 
University of Athens 1998: 14). Following Androusou (1996), inter-cultural schools 
acknowledge the pupils' diverse linguistic and cultural backgrounds and prior inter- 
cultural experiences as positive and constructive components for language teaching and 
learning (: 11). These schools provide more learner-centred environments, where pupils 
53 Children whose home language is one other than Greek and Turkish are not dealt with in this thesis. 
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learn to accept, respect, understand and appreciate diversity, both at school and in their 
respective communities (see relevant articles in Vafea 1996). 
The need for this top-down initiative regarding the change of status of the school and the 
adoption of the inter-cultural regime was a response to: (1) high levels of absenteeism 
among Greek-Turkish bilingual children; (2) negative attitudes towards schooling; (3) 
low levels of active participation in class and lack of motivation to do so; (4) inadequate 
concentration on schoolwork and (5) overall low academic performance (survey interview 
4,21/9/99; see also Vafea 1996) 54. These problems were further accentuated by the fact 
that, for Greek-Turkish bilinguals, Greek was their community language (survey 
interview 4,21/9/99). This meant that they had difficulties coping with the level of 
proficiency required in order to successfully follow the school curriculum. As a result, a 
large number were being excluded from the learning process and increasingly becoming 
marginalised within the school, which had led to tensions among older pupils (ibid). 
The change of status of the school and the introduction of the inter-cultural regime was 
supplemented by another top-down initiative in the following year (1997-1998). A three- 
year pilot programme was launched by the Ministry of Education in collaboration with 
the University of Athens 55. The goals of the pilot programme were: (1) to provide in- 
service training for the teachers teaching at this school, by focusing on topics, such as 
bilingualism and biculturalism, academic failure and success, Greek as a 
sa Note that apart from high levels of absenteeism, the other problems mentioned, especially lack of 
motivation and low academic performance, were prevalent among some Greek-speaking monolinguals 
attending this school. It is not clear to what extent the low socio-economic and educational level of 
majority members residing in the area of Gazi could account for these findings (but see Costouli 1997, 
1998 regarding the relationship between language and social class in the Greek educational context). 
ss To situate this pilot programme in policies on bilingual education in Greece at the time of the fieldwork, 
this programme was part of a larger project whose aim was to improve the education of pupils from the 
Greek Muslim minority in Western Thrace (1.2). 
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second/community language, intercultural education and methods and (2) to introduce an 
4oko1jµEpo YXokEto' ('all-day school') with extended hours of operation 56 (Ministry of 
Education and Religious Affairs & National and Capodistrian University of Athens 1998: 
14). The all-day school consisted of an optional afternoon programme whose purpose 
was: (1) to provide homework classes by teachers teaching in the school and (2) to 
organise a number of regular extracurricular activities (e. g. music, drama and painting 
classes) by qualified professionals (e. g. artists and musicians) (ibid). 
Initially, these top-down changes were received with resistance by some parents from the 
majority as well as by a small number of teachers (survey interview 3,28/8/99). Although 
this resistance gradually subsided, the fact that the most pupils participating in the 
afternoon programme had a home language and culture other than Greek suggests that 
these changes were not fully accepted by members of the majority (field-notes, 29/1/99). 
The top-down changes that took place in this school bring forth the particularities of the 
school in question, which make it differ from most inner-city schools in Athens. While 
these particularities make this school worth documenting, one could counter-argue that 
because of them this school is not representative of mainstream inner-city Athenian 
primary schools, thereby undermining the generalisability of the study's findings. 
Nevertheless, it is worth keeping in mind what constitutes a mainstream inner-city school 
is not a straightforward issue, as all schools they differ. 
56 Regular hours of operation of state-run primary schools in Greece are from 8.30am to 13.30pm. `All-day 
schools' operate until 5.30pm. 
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3.2.2 The inter-cultural regime in practice 
The two top-down initiatives (3.2.1) and their subsequent implementation played an 
important role in re-shaping the school as an institution and a site for learning and 
communication among pupils from diverse linguistic and cultural backgrounds. The 
introduction and development of these two initiatives fostered a `irpo6zcuisuµhvo 
tcpti3äXXov' ('sheltered environment'), whose purpose was to promote communication, 
mutual respect and understanding across languages and cultures (survey interview 4, 
21/9/99). 
In daily educational practice, the inter-cultural regime influenced the teaching and 
learning methodology employed. For instance, teachers supported experiential 
approaches to teaching and learning, encouraged the use of pupils' home languages and 
bilingual dictionaries and sought to make links with the pupils' home cultures and 
community experiences. Pupils were encouraged to cooperate in linguistically and 
culturally diverse, mixed-sex groups, to participate in group-work and to collaborate with 
pupils across sections and grades in developing small-scale and large-scale projects 
(field-notes, 17/2/99, also Athanasopoulos et al 1997; Lagopoulou & Athanasopoulos 
1998; Nikolaou 1997). 
This inter-cultural regime, however, was significantly loosened outside the classroom 
setting. During free time (e. g. in the school-yard, during lunch time) and in school- 
sponsored activities (e. g. field-trips) pupils interacted in less diverse groupings 
(field- 
notes, 17/2/99). Instead, gender and linguistic and cultural background were the two most 
significant parameters that determined the formation and maintenance of groupings 
(cf. 
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Deegan 1996). It was observed that I" to 4th graders engaged in cross-gender mixing 
more than 5th and 6th graders, where gender segregation was pronounced (cf. Thorne 
1986). Moreover, there was a direct correlation between age and degree of cross-cultural 
mixing: younger pupils (1St to 4th grades) tended to mix more than older pupils (5`h to 6d' 
grades) and older girls mixed less than older boys (field-notes, 17/2/99). 
3.3 The 4th grade classroom: the organisation of space 
Although the physical space of the 4th grade classroom resembled that of most 
conventional primary school classrooms in Athens, the organisation of space aimed at 
fostering better communication and providing opportunities for group-work. The 
classroom was ,a 
large room located at the end of the corridor, on the second floor of a 
two-story building. 
In the classroom, pupils' desks and chairs were arranged in a semi-square facing the 
teacher's desk (see Appendix III/A, for photographs of the classroom). There was the 
blackboard behind the teacher's desk. The classroom also featured a large bookcase 
where books, past exam papers, notebooks and the pupils' folders were kept. There was a 
second teacher's desk, located at the rear of the blackboard, where the form teacher kept 
her books, notes and papers and which she used to correct pupils' homework and to 
prepare for the lesson. The walls of the classroom were decorated with paintings, 
photographs as well as class and group projects. 
Pupils usually sat next to same-sex peers. Although these seating arrangements were not 
permanent and pupils changed seats either on their own initiative or when asked by the 
teacher, they tended to remain in their chosen seats. Teachers rarely sat at their desk 
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facing the semi-square. Unlike the pupils who were mostly confined to their seats, 
teachers moved both within and outside the semi-square formed by the pupils' desks as 
well as along the blackboard. Their constant movement had the purpose, on the one hand, 
to secure pupils' attention and, on the other hand, to facilitate checking on what they 
were doing at any point during instruction. 
3.4 The 4th grade peer-group 
The linguistically and culturally mixed peer group under study is comprised of 5 
Greek/Turkish bilinguals and 6 Greek-speaking monolinguals (see Table 3.1 below). 
Table 3.1. The 4`h graders 
Greek/Turkish 
bilinguals 
Greek monolinguals Albanian 
monolingual 
Boys 3 4 0 
Tourýät (Tucay) Ftävvrlq (Giannis) 
Mvr1 (Fanis) KthcnaS (Costas) 
Xoußciv (Husein) NthviaS (Nontas) 
Mn6t txlg (Babis) 
Girls 2 2 1 
M£? i£µ (Meltem) Bä6ta (Vasia) EXöva (Elona) 57 
Mitaxptu (Bahrye) Mapia (Maria) 
This peer group shared certain characteristics that distinguished it from others, at school 
(field-notes, 27/1/99). The members of this peer group shared a long history of sustained 
daily interactions at school, spanning over a period of approximately four years. This 
history of past interactions was enhanced by the role of the form teacher, who had been 
teaching these pupils since 2nd grade (ibid). Te form teacher had a strong commitment to 
57 Elona joined the 4`" graders near the end of the school year (April 1999). Her family had just moved to 
Athens from Albania, where she had been attending primary school. When she came to the school, she 
could not speak, read or write in Greek. However, she was placed in 40' grade because of her age and 
received individual tutoring in Greek, on a daily basis. In this respect, even though she was present 
in some 
of the interactions I recorded towards the end of my fieldwork, I did not consider her as part of the peer 
group in question. 
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the school's inter-cultural regime and adopted teaching and learning methods that aimed 
at fostering cooperation, respect and cross-cultural understanding among pupils (survey 
interview 3,28/8/99). The role of the form teacher in promoting these values contributed 
positively in the development of the peer group's ties, their intensity and durability and 
created a class that was viewed by other teachers in the school as an team (`oµäba') 
(survey interview 4,21/9/99). 
The most important distinguishing feature between this peer group and others at school 
was that its members had created ties that transcended linguistic and cultural boundaries 
across school settings (fleld-notes, 27/1/99). The close peer group ties among 4 `h graders, 
however, were neither static nor unchanging (ibid). Within the context of the peer group, 
its members negotiated, participated in, gained and restricted access to smaller groupings 
(ibid). These groupings were mainly based on: (1) gender; (2) status and expertise and (3) 
the creation of temporary alliances that were formed in the context of a given task or 
activity (e. g. group work, teasing, chasing). 
Peer group members also interacted with others outside the peer group (e. g. boys played 
sports in mix-age same-sex groups). On those occasions, the members' affiliations to the 
peer group were temporarily put on hold, while other affiliations (e. g. belonging to a 
football team) acquired a prominent position (ibid). In other words, peer group members 
seemed to treat peer group ties and by extension peer group boundaries as fluid and 
flexible: this allowed for diversity within the group and movement across different 
groups (cf. Heller 1999). 
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3.4.1 Peer group members: a profile 58 
Providing a profile for each peer group member is not straightforward, as there are no 
clear criteria according to which certain characteristics, traits or background information 
should be regarded as more relevant than other and be included in the profile. Moreover, 
by isolating certain background information, one runs the risk of placing the peer group 
members in categories that fall short of capturing the complexity and multiplicity of each 
member as a human being (cf. Davies 1982). The following profiles aim at providing a 
sketch of each member that serves as a short introduction rather than a full-scale 
description. 
Boys 
Tuncay is a Greek-Turkish bilingual boy. He is cheerful, polite, smart and studious. 
Unlike the majority of Greek-Turkish bilingual boys of his age, he is not allowed to roam 
the streets idly or travel to different parts of Athens to play football and video games. He 
claims that his mother is afraid that something may happen to him, which triggers 
repeated teasing remarks by Husein (follow-up interview, 23/4/99). 
Husein is a Greek-Turkish bilingual boy. He is hyper active, outgoing and a good 
sportsman. He is the class tease. Due to his teasing habits, he is often at odds with 
Giannis and the two of them quarrel incessantly, without, however, engaging in actual fist 
fighting. Outside the school, he is the prototypical Greek-Turkish bilingual boy of his 
age. He maintains close ties with a large mixed-age group of Greek-Turkish bilingual 
boys and spends his free time outdoors (e. g. doing sports, playing video games). Tuncay 
58 The peer group members' profiles are based on my field-notes from participant observations and 
informal discussions, semi-structured qualitative interviews and written questionnaires. See Appendix 
III/B, for photographs of peer group members in different settings. 
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mockingly refers to him as `yol klzanl' (literally `a kid of the streets') (follow-up 
interview, 23/4/99). 
Fanis 59 (Irfan) is a Greek-Turkish bilingual boy. Due to his dark complexion, he often 
becomes the target of verbal abuse, particularly by older Greek-Turkish bilingual boys, 
who frequently call him `apältl' ('nigger') (survey interview 1,26/2/99). He is a very 
smart and perceptive boy. Regardless of a severe eye condition, outside school, like 
Husein, he belongs to the same large mixed-age group of Greek-Turkish bilingual boys, 
but also socialises with Tuncay. 
Giannis is a Greek monolingual boy. He is strong head and can be quite opinionated. 
These character traits often bring him at odds with the rest of the peer group, especially 
Husein. His racist remarks towards Greek-Turkish bilingual peers have caused the form 
teacher to intervene to discipline him. Outside school he socialises with Babis and spends 
his free time indoors, playing computer games, reading books and watching TV 
(questionnaires). 
Costas is a Greek monolingual boy. He is open-minded and inquisitive. Unlike most 
parents in Gazi, his parents encourage him to have friends from diverse cultural and 
linguistic backgrounds. Outside school he is very good friends with Tuncay 
(questionnaires). 
Nontas is a Greek monolingual boy with a distinctly baby face and unusually long dark 
hair on his arms, which generate teasing remarks (field-notes, 27/1/99). Whenever this 
59 See 3.1.5, for a discussion of the use of Christian/Greek names by members of the Greek Muslim 
community of Gazi. 
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happens, he reacts very badly by screaming, crying and stamping his feet on the ground. 
He is very slow in doing things and does not participate in sports, which alienates him 
from the other 4 `h grade boys. 
Babis is a Greek monolingual boy. He is frequently absent-minded and is constantly 
being reprimanded by the form teacher for not having done his homework. She frequently 
punishes him, by banning him from the schoolyard during break time and forcing him to 
stay in the classroom to finish his homework. He and Giannis are partners in crime, both 
inside and outside school (questionnaires). 
Girls 
Meltem is a Greek-Turkish bilingual girl. She is very artistic and creative. She likes 
singing and is tuned into the latest Greek and Turkish music hits. Unlike most Greek- 
Turkish bilingual girls, she is involved in extra-curricular activities outside school (she 
attends a foreign language centre to learn English and goes to dance classes). Similar to 
most Greek-Turkish bilingual girls of her age, however, she spends most of her free time 
in the company of other female peers in the neighbourhood park or at home, where they 
watch soap operas. In her free time, she helps her mother with household chores and 
takes care of her two younger brothers (questionnaires). 
Bahrye is a rather plum Greek-Turkish bilingual girl. Due to her physique, she often 
becomes the target of ruthless teasing, especially by Husein. She is smart, strong-willed 
and always fights back. She is very articulate, which tends to bring her at odds with 
Vasia. She and Meltem socialise extensively outside school (questionnaires). 
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Vasia is a Greek monolingual girl. She is smart and with a competitive spirit, which often 
rubs Bahrye and the boys the wrong way. She is tough and wilful, but also sensitive and 
caring. Outside school she almost exclusively socialises with her three brothers and is 
responsible for a variety of household chores (questionnaire source). 
Maria is a Greek monolingual girl. She is a hard-working and quick-witted girl. Outside 
school, she plays with children that live in the same apartment building as she does. She 
attends the same foreign languages centre to study English with Vasia, Babis and Giannis 
do (questionnaires). 
3.4.2 Friendship ties and gender 60 
Researchers have illustrated the significance of friendship ties in the form either of the 
close buddy or of the peer group in shaping children's social conduct and attitudes 
(Deegan 1996; Fine 1981). As Stone & Church (1968) argue, 
the school-age child spends as much of his time as possible in the company of his peers, from 
whom he learns at first hand about social structures, about in-groups and out-groups, about 
leadership and followership, about justice and injustice, about loyalties and heroes and ideals 
(reported in Fine, 1981: 33-34). 
Research indicates that girls in particular form close pairs with whom they spend free 
time (Davies 1982). At school, female peer group members formed a focused all-girls 
group, regardless of the fact that Meltem and Bahrye had been a close friendship pair 
outside school (field-notes, 27/1/99). In addition, all four girls socialised with different 
female friends outside the group (ibid). 
60 The purpose of this section is to complement the profiles (3.4.1) and furnish indispensable information 
regarding inter-peer group relations that aid in interpreting aspects of the peer group members' social 
relations and identities (chapter 7). See also Appendix IIUC, for a visual overview of peer group friendship 
ties. 
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Unlike the girls, male peer group members exhibited more diffused friendship ties (ibid). 
Two groupings were identified: (1) one group consisting of Costas, Tuncay, Fanis and 
Husein and (2) another group comprising of Babis, Giannis and Nontas. The members of 
the first group were distinguished from those of the second by their active participation in 
all-boys football teams with older children (5th and 6"' graders). The members of second 
group had limited access to these mixed-age football teams and socialised among 
themselves or with male friends from other grades. 
Female participation in organised play activities (e. g. football and basketball games) was 
limited (ibid). With the exception of Vasia, who repeatedly tried to penetrate all-male 
teams and participate in their activities, sports were perceived as a gendered activity that 
attracted boys rather than girls (cf. Thorne 1986). Unlike schoolyard interactions, 
however, having lunch was not viewed as a sex-typed activity, as peer group members 
usually ate in mix-sex groups. 
3.4.3 Language attitudes and linguistic repertoires: some observations 
61 
Greek-Turkish bilingual peer group members exhibited diverse perceptions and attitudes 
regarding their repertoires in Greek and Turkish. Some claimed that their Greek was 
better than their Turkish, while others asserted they understood Turkish better than 
Greek, because they had had more exposure to the former (survey interview 2,28/4/99). 
When asked whether they would like to learn Turkish formally at school, some argued 
that this would hinder their Greek language learning, because they would confuse the two 
61 The purpose of this section is to complement the sections on profiles (3.4.1) and 
friendship ties and 
gender (3.4.3), by providing some observations regarding the group members' 
language attitudes and 
linguistic repertoires. A more detailed study of language attitudes and linguistic repertoires 
is outside the 
scope of this thesis, but could be the topic 
for further research. 
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languages (Greek and Turkish) (ibid). Others, however, declared that they already knew 
how to read and write in Turkish and deemed learning these skills formally at school as 
unnecessary (ibid). This last point is particularly illuminating, if one bears in mind that 
their literacy skills in Turkish were confined to reciting parts of the Turkish alphabet and 
distinguishing most letters in written form (ibid). They were only able to write very 
simple words in Turkish (frequently the names of football teams, football players, singers 
and actors), although sometimes they preferred writing Turkish words with Greek 
characters (see questionnaires) 
62 
Concerning their attitudes towards `Opaiatht xa' ('Thracian Turkish'), the Turkish 
variety they spoke, they all agreed that it was different from the Turkish on TV and it was 
associated with the Turkish spoken in Turkey (survey interview 2,28/4/99). The Turkish 
on TV was readily identified as `xtµ71äplxa' or 'kibarca' (i. e. Turkish spoken 'politely') 
(ibid). There was little agreement, however, as to the merits of speaking 'kibarca'. On the 
one hand, being able to speak 'kibarca' was regarded as an asset, a resource, as it allowed 
one to communicate across communities (cf. Heller 1999). For instance, `kibarca' was 
often reserved for interactions with visiting friends and relatives, especially those living 
in Turkey (ibid). On the other hand, 'kibarca' was associated with individuals who tried 
to put on airs (`auioi iron O Xouv va Kavovv Too; oRopcpouq') (survey interview 2, 
28/4/99). 
Regarding English language learning, both Greek-Turkish bilingual and Greek-speaking 
monolingual peer group members converged on its significance. When responding to the 
62 None of the Greek-Turkish bilinguals had received any formal instruction in Turkish. Their 
literacy skills 
were based on what their mothers, older siblings and relatives 
had informally taught them or what they had 
learn via their exposure to Turkish TV. 
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questionnaire, a number of peer group members employed English to name their 
favourite activities, TV series, actors, singers, football teams and football players. The 
use of English points to some form of prestige associated with this language and reflects 
a more generalised tendency for English language use in Greece (Apostolou- Panara 
1991; Makri-Tsilipakou 1997,1999; also Goutsos 2000 for English in Cypriot Greek). 
At the same time, peer group members were exposed to other foreign languages, both at 
school and in the neighbourhood. Greek-speaking monolinguals were exposed to Turkish, 
even though in the questionnaire they failed to include Turkish as one of the languages 
they know little (questionnaires). This could reflect possible negative attitudes towards 
Turkish as well as tensions between the two communities in the area of Gazi (cf. 3.1.3; 
also 7.1.4). When interacting with their Greek-Turkish bilingual peers, however, Greek 
monolinguals appeared to understand the meaning of certain Turkish vocabulary items, 
such as `dede' ('grandfather'), `nine' ('grandmother'), `pamuk' ('cotton'), and used 
Turkish one-liners (e. g. `gel bana', `come to me') as cues in playful talk (7.1.4). 
Greek monolinguals and Greek-Turkish bilinguals were also exposed to other languages 
(e. g. Albanian) at school and in the neighbourhood, but only Greek-Turkish bilinguals 
indicated some knowledge of these languages (questionnaires). This could be attributed 
to the fact that they were more mobile and were exposed to more occasions for play with 
children, from diverse backgrounds, than their Greek monolingual peers (field-notes, 
27/1/99). In addition, being bilingual themselves could have made Greek-Turkish 
bilinguals more sensitive to other languages at school and in the neighbourhood. This 
language awareness component seemed to be lacking from Greek-speaking 
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monolinguals. The absence of this component could have been further accentuated by the 
low prestige afforded to other languages, such as Albanian, in Greek society at large. 
This could have made signalling one's knowledge of this language unfavourable (cf. 
Koilari 1997). 
3.5 Conclusion 
As mentioned (1.4), the ethnographic descriptions of the Greek Muslim community of 
Gazi, the primary school and the peer group have a state-setting function. In this chapter, 
I presented aspects of the Greek Muslim community of Gazi, (i. e. a brief history of the 
community, its socio-economic standing, issues of gender, contact with the majority, 
education, religious beliefs and cultural practices). Its purpose was to situate the school 
and the peer group members in a broader historical, socio-economic, linguistic and 
cultural context. 
In the ethnography of the school, I discussed the pupil population, the two top-down 
initiatives (i. e. the implementation of the inter-cultural regime and the three-year pilot 
programme) and the consequences these initiatives had on relations among pupils. The 
purpose of this account was to introduce the school as an institution and the different 
forces that shaped it. 
In the short description of the 4ffi grade classroom, I aimed at orienting the reader in terms 
of the organisation of space, before focusing on the 4th grade peer group. In the 
ethnography of the peer group, I sought to bring forth its most significant characteristics, 
notably its linguistically and culturally mixed composition, and to illustrate how this peer 
group diverged from others at school. I supplemented this description by providing a 
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profile of each of its members, a brief presentation of friendship ties and some 
observations regarding peer group members' language attitudes and linguistic repertoires. 
In the following chapter, I identify the categories of analysis of the data that determine 
the emergence of playful talk in discourse and examine the different verbal activities and 
contextualization cues employed to construct frames. 
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Chapter four 
The emergence of playful talk in discourse 
4.0 Introduction 
In chapter 4,1 address the emergence of playful talk in the data. I identify four micro- 
interactional parameters (i. e. setting, participants, task and type of group), which 
influence the emergence of playful talk in discourse and function as categories of analysis 
(4.1). Combinations of these four micro-interactional parameters yield six contexts where 
playful talk occurs. I examine the emergence of playful talk across these contexts, by 
investigating peer group interactions along the super-ordinate category of the 
institutionality-non-institutionality continuum (4.2-4.2.5). The ensuing discussion leads 
to identifying what constitutes playful talk in the 4th grade peer group data and highlights 
variation in playful talk across the six contexts (4.3- 4.3.2). 
In addition, I present the verbal activities, which have been identified in the data and fall 
under the super-ordinate category of playful talk (cf. 1.7). These are: (1) teasing, (2) 
name-calling, (3) joking; (4) language play and (5) a range of performance-oriented 
phenomena, notably singing, crying out, reciting and role enactments. These activities are 
discussed in terms of their frequency in the data, the contexts in which they occur and the 
different contextualization cues participants employ to initiate and develop them (4.4- 
4.4.4.6). Drawing on this discussion, I explore further the contextualization cues peer 
group members employ to initiate and construct play frames. These are: (1) nicknames; 
(2) one-liners; (3) songs: (4) style-shifts and code-switches; (5) cries and nonsense cries; 
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(6) fragments of poems and speeches; (7) terms of verbal abuse and (8) extra-linguistic 
cues (4.5.1-4.5.8). 
4.1 Categories of analysis: micro-interactional parameters 
The parameters of setting, participants, task and type of group are the four micro- 
interactional parameters that influence the emergence of playful talk in discourse. These 
parameters function as categories of analysis through which one can investigate how 
playful talk is generated in the peer group members' talk. For the purpose of this thesis, 
these four parameters have been identified as the most relevant ones (cf. van Dijk 1997). 
Combinations of these parameters yield six contexts (contexts 1-6) where playful talk 
occurs 63. Table 4.1 presents an overview of the four micro-interactional parameters and 
the six contexts identified. 
Table 4.1. An overview of micro-interactional parameters and contexts 




Setting: in the in the in the in the in the in the 
Place classroom classroom dining classroom classroom school 
hall yard 
Time 
during during during during free during free during 
instruction instruction lunchtime time time free time 
Participants [+P] [+T] [+P] [-T] [+P] [-T] [+P] [-T] [+P] [-T] [+P] [-T] 
[-R] [-R] [-R] [-R] [0] 
Task N/A assigned N/A assigned N/A N/A 
by T by T or 
chosen by 
Ps 
Type of whole- small- N/A N/A N/A N/A 
63 Note that a seventh context has been identified in the data, which includes interactions outside the school 
setting (e. g. during school sponsored excursions and fieldtrips). This context, however, is not investigated 
in this thesis, as it involves interactions outside the school setting. Nevertheless, it can become the focus of 
future research. 
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group group group 
assigned assigned 
byT byT 
The setting parameter is comprised of two distinct features: place and time. The place 
feature is defined as all the physical spaces where interactions among peer groups 
members, their teachers and the researcher occurred (i. e. in the classroom, dining hall and 
school yard). The time feature indicates when interactions took place (i. e. during 
instruction, lunchtime and free time 64) and how long they may have lasted. 
The participant parameter includes the pupils (P), the teachers (T), the researcher (R) and 
other adults (0) (e. g. the janitor, the cleaning lady etc. ) at school. The plus symbol [+1 
indicates that a given participant takes part in the interaction. The absence of symbol in 
the bracket [] shows that a particular participant is present during the interaction, but 
does not participate in it (e. g. the janitor during schoolyard exchanges); the tilde symbol 
[-] illustrates that a particular participant is occasionally present and may participate at a 
given interaction (e. g. the teacher and researcher during lunchtime or during small-group 
instruction). The minus symbol [-] demonstrates that a given participant is not present, as 
the interaction unfolds (e. g. the teacher in interactions that take place in the classroom 
during the break). 
The task parameter encompasses two types of tasks exclusively associated with language 
learning and language teaching, in which pupils engaged, with limited or no teacher 
intervention. The task parameter is only applicable to context 2 (task-based, small-group 
instruction) and context 4 (task-based classroom interactions during free time). For the 
remaining contexts, the symbol N/A is used. 
64 In this thesis, free time and break time are employed interchangeably. 
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The type of group parameter is defined as the types of pupil and teacher distribution that 
emerge during instruction. Two types of pupil distribution determined by the teacher 
were identified: (1) small-group and (2) whole-group 65. The type of group parameter is 
applicable to instructional contexts (contexts 1-2). For the remaining contexts, the symbol 
N/A is employed. 
Because the task and type of group parameters are relevant only in certain contexts 
(contexts 2,4 and 1,2 respectively), their applicability in the data is restricted to these 
contexts. This means that the two most salient parameters across contexts are the setting 
and participants' parameters. 
4.2 The macro-interactional category of analysis: the institutionality-non- 
institutionality continuum 
This study proposes to further discuss the six contexts along the institutionality-non- 
institutionality continuum, by investigating in depth the various combinations of the 
aforementioned four micro-interactional parameters and the six contexts they yield. The 
institutionality-non-institutionality continuum is seen as a macro-interactional category 
of analysis. The reason for using this macro-interactional category of analysis is because 
the contexts investigated occur in the institutional setting of the school (cf. van Dijk 
1997). This category of analysis assumes that combinations of the four micro- 
interactional parameters will influence the position of the six contexts along the 
continuum. This means that the positions these contexts will occupy along the continuum 
are not determined a priori. 
65 The type of group comes into play in the development of playful talk during whole-group vs. small-group 
instruction (6.3.6.4). 
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In this study, the institutionality-non-institutionality continuum is defined as 
combinations of the various institutional (i. e. school- imposed) features that impinge 
upon participants across the six contexts. It is assumed that the force of these institutional 
features will be the strongest towards the institutionality end of the continuum and that 
they will gradually wane, as contexts move towards middle positions along the 
continuum. The force of these features will be the weakest towards the non- 
institutionality end of the continuum. As will be shown (chapters 5-6), combinations of 
these institutional features can function as constraints on the emergence of playful talk 
across contexts, because they determine both the structure of interactions at school and 
the roles, identities, rights and obligations of the interactants (cf. Edwards & Westgate 
1994). On the other hand, these features can also function as resources for generating 
playful talk in the data. 
As stated, institutional features influence the position of the six contexts along the 
institutionality-non-institutionality continuum. Institutional features that can impinge 
upon participants include the way school life is organised. On the issue in question, 
Mehan (1985) argues that one of the most common characteristics of classroom life (and 
here I would add school life in general) is `its temporal character' : interactants meet at a 
designated time and place over a pre-determined period (: 120). Life at school is 
segmented into different activities with diverse purposes and goals. The data illustrate 
that with the possible exception of free time, teachers almost always orchestrate these 
activities (field-notes, 29/1/99; see also 4.2.2). 
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Institutional features also have a bearing on the physical environment at school (e. g. 
seating and spatial arrangements and participants' degree of mobility inside and outside 
the classroom) (Mehan 1985). As will be demonstrated (chapters 5-6), the constraints of 
the physical environment are central in the participation frameworks that emerge in 
playful talk as well as the contextualization cues peer group members employ to frame 
play talk. 
Other institutional features that influence the position of the six contexts along the 
institutionality-non-institutionality continuum are the interactants' roles and rights and 
how these, in turn, influence the organisation of interactions at school. For instance, 
institutional features can be detected in the way the turn-taking system is organised 
during formal instruction. In contrast to everyday conversational discourse that is 
characterized by `local allocation means' (Sacks et al. 1974: 729), the rules for turn- 
taking in formal classroom interactions reveal `differential participation rights' (McHoul 
1978: 183). Teachers act as distributors of turns, which restricts pupils from self-selecting 
first-starters (: 192). Furthermore, teachers initiate, maintain, shift or change 
conversational topics (: 204) they do most of the classroom talk and sanction instances, 
when a single conversation splits into smaller parties, via the use of repair mechanisms (: 
210). 
Consequently, teachers' conduct has been seen as severely limiting and constraining the 
pupils' participation rights 66. Similar institutional features regarding the organisation of 
66 The description of the turn-taking system in formal classroom interactions as presented by McHoul 
(1978) points to a predominantly pre-allocated system for turn-taking which is managed to a great extent by 
the teacher. Classroom research, however, has demonstrated that pupils frequently engage in departures 
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turn-taking and pupils' participation rights have been identified to operate in (bi- 
)multilingual classrooms (see studies in Heller & Martin- Jones 2001; in particular, 
Martin-Jones & Saxena 2001). As will be shown (chapter 6), however, teacher conduct in 
the 4L' grade classroom departed from the strict rules for turn-taking identified during 
formal instruction, triggering the emergence of more relaxed rules that tolerated pupil 
self-selection as well as initiations of topic and frame shifts to playful talk. 
Institutional features can be detected in the way talk is organised during the `instructional 
phase' of lessons. The `instructional phase' refers to that part of the lesson during which 
most of the academic information is imparted between teachers and pupils. In his study of 
`traditionally' organised classrooms, Mehan (1985) illustrates that the `instructional 
phase' is dominated by `elicitation sequences' (see also Mehan 1979). These are jointly 
produced by teachers and pupils and comprise of three sequentially ordered parts: an 
`initiation', a `reply' and an `evaluation' (: 121). Teachers produce the first and third 
moves, while the second move is confined to pupils. According to Mehan, it is this third 
move, namely the evaluation act, which distinguishes classroom discourse from everyday 
talk and characterises its sequential organisation (: 126). 
The evaluation act is an institutional feature that is associated with the types of questions 
teachers generally ask in educational settings. Instead of `answer-seeking questions', 
teachers frequently ask `known-information questions'. In this sense, pupils are evaluated 
for the content of their reply that is already known to teachers or that teachers have 
decided beforehand what the correct answer(s) should be. Besides evaluating pupils, in 
from this norm (cf. Cazden 1988; Maybin 1994; MacBeth 1990; see also Papaefthymiou- Lytra 1990, for 
EFL classroom instruction) (see 6.3.3- 6.3.5, also 7.2.1, for further discussion). 
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the evaluation act, teachers may adjust pupil answers to their own goals and purposes and 
may ignore those answers they deem irrelevant (cf. Cazden 1988; Mehan 1985). By 
virtue of these institutional features in teacher talk, teachers in educational settings appear 
to take up the role of the `expert' (Edwards & Westgate 1994: 48): interactions between 
teachers and pupils resemble to a certain extent exchanges between an `authoritative 
adult' and a `child'. 
This line of research, however, has come under scrutiny, as recent studies on pupil 
resistance to teacher control have heavily questioned the omnipotence of teachers as 
opposed to the relative lack of power of pupils (e. g. Candela 1999). In agreement with 
this argument, in this study, playful talk is discussed as a means of pupil resistance to 
teacher control and an attempt to redefine what counts as classroom talk (7.2.1). 
Institutional features can be manifested in the way teachers hold pupils accountable for 
their talk and conduct that is perceived as threatening to the classroom order. For 
example, when pupils perform acts that are perceived as disruptive (including engaging 
in playful talk during instruction) teachers may reproach them, thereby bringing playful 
talk to a close (see 6.3.2,6.3.4,6.3.5). When pupils are late for class, they have to 
provide a suitable excuse, before quickly joining the class (Hammersley 1976; see also 
field-notes, 29/1/99). When pupils are required to leave the classroom, they must ask for 
permission and provide a sufficient warrant (Hammersley 1976; Maybin 1994; see also 
field-notes, 29/1/99). As a result, these institutional features reflect, but, also, reproduce 
asymmetries in status and power between pupils and teachers, which are associated with 
their institutional roles. 
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On the basis of this discussion of the literature, teacher roles, identities, rights and 
obligations emerge as the most crucial features in influencing the position of the six 
contexts along the institutionality-non-institutionality continuum. The extent to which 
these roles, rights etc. exert an influence on the degree of institutionality of the contexts 
depends upon the four micro-interactional parameters identified (i. e. the setting, 
participant, task and type of group parameters). This means that teacher roles, rights etc. 
are not uniform across contexts. Instead, the teacher figure functions as a variable with 
varying degrees of influence both across contexts and within contexts (4.3.3). 
The ensuing sections (4.2.1- 4.2.5) investigate how the aforementioned institutional 
features impinge upon the playful talk participants produce across the six contexts. By 
exploring each of the four micro-interactional parameters across the six contexts, one can 
place these contexts along the institutionality-non-institutionality continuum. As 
illustrated, the exploration of the six contexts through the lens of this super-ordinate 
category of analysis allows for a more fine-grained investigation of the conditions leading 
to the emergence of playful talk in discourse and variation in the frequency of playful 
talk. 
4.2.1 The setting parameter 
As mentioned (4.1), the setting parameter consists of two features: place and time. Table 
4.2 indicates the number of hours recorded in terms of the setting parameter across the six 
contexts. It also shows the percentage of hours recorded in each context in relation to the 
total number of 4 `h grade tape-recorded interactions (a total of 25 hours and 40 minutes). 
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Table 4.2. The setting parameter: hours/percentages across contexts 
I. classroom 2. classroom 3. lunchtime 4-interactions 5. interactions 6. school yard 
interactions interactions interactions during free during free interactions 
during during small in the dining time in the time in the during free 
whole-group group task- hall classroom, classroom time 
instruction based task-based 
instruction 
18hs 10min 2hs 5min Ih 2hs 45min Ih 10min 30min 
70.8% 8.1% 3.9% 10.7% 4.5% 1.9% 
Table 4.2 illustrates an imbalance among the different sites in favour of classroom 
exchanges during instruction (78.9% of the total hours recorded). This imbalance was 
primarily due to the efficiency and effectiveness of making tape-recordings in the 
classroom during instruction as opposed to other settings. One could argue that this 
imbalance may have an effect on the generalisability of the findings regarding the 
occurrences of playful talk in the data, because all contexts are not represented equally. 
As the discussion of the emergence of playful talk demonstrates (4.3.1), however, this is 
not the case. 
On the basis of Table 4.2 above, Figure 4.1 illustrates the different contexts along the 
institutionality-non-institutionality continuum according to the setting parameter. 
Figure 4.1. The institutionality-non-institutionality continuum according to the setting parameter 
Institutionality Non-institutionality 
----------------------------- -------------------------- 
context 1 context 3 context 4 
(classroom interactions (lunchtime interactions (interactions during free 
during whole-group in the dinning hall) time in the classroom, 
instruction) task-based) 
context 2 
(classroom interactions during 
small-group instruction) 
context 5 
(interactions during free 
time in the classroom) 
context 6 
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(schoolyard interactions during free 
time) 
As Figure 4.1 demonstrates, instructional interactions (contexts 1,2) are towards the 
institutionality end of the continuum. As discussed (4.2), this is because they share a 
combination of institutional features (e. g. teacher control over turn-taking rights, pupil 
accountability) that do not emerge in exchanges during free time (i. e. contexts 4,5,6). 
Consequently, as the force of these institutional features diminishes in interactions during 
free time, they are positioned towards the non-institutionality end of the continuum. 
Interactions recorded in the dining hall during lunchtime (context 3), however, are placed 
in a middle position along the continuum. This is due to constraints on pupil conduct 
imposed by the setting parameter: interactions occurred in the dining hall (the school 
designated place for lunch) over a limited period (from 13.30 until 14.00pm) (field-notes, 
23/3/99). Similar constraints do not come into play in interactions during free time 
(contexts 4,5,6), for instance. 
On the basis of the setting parameter, Figure 4.1 reveals that contexts 1,2 and contexts 4, 
5,6 are placed at either end of the continuum, where as context 3 is placed in the middle. 
In the following sections (4.2.2-4.2.4), the parameters of participant, task and type of 
group are discussed in order to probe into illuminating differences between contexts and 
fine tune their position along the continuum 
4.2.2 The participant parameter 
Institutional features regarding teacher and pupils' rights, roles and obligations at school 
as well as the presence of other adults (e. g. the researcher, janitor) at school influence the 
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position of the six contexts along the institutionality-non-institutionality continuum (4.2). 
Figure 4.2 demonstrates the different contexts along the continuum according to the 
participant parameter. 
Figure 4.2. The institutionality-non-institutionality continuum according to the participant 
parameter 
Institutionality Non-institutionality 
-------4----------------- ----------------- --------------------- ------------------ ----------------- ----- 
context 1 context 2 context 3 context 6 context 4 context 5 
(whole-group (small-group (lunchtime (school (interactions (interactions 
instructional instructional interactions) yard during free time during 
interactions) interactions) interactions) in the classroom, free time 
task-based) in the classroom) 
As discussed (4.2), teachers dominated instructional interactions (field-notes, 29/1/99). 
On the basis of the participant parameter, contexts 1-2 are positioned towards the 
insitutionality end of the continuum. A comparison between these two contexts, however, 
yields that teachers played a more decisive role in whole-group than in small-group 
instruction. In particular, in whole-group instructional interactions, teachers actively 
orchestrated the exchanges, while in small-group instructional interactions their role was 
reduced to loosely monitoring them (ibid). 
Since the force of institutional features associated with the participant parameter (in 
particular the role of the teacher figure) started to wane in exchanges occurring in the 
dining hall (context 3) and in the schoolyard (context 6) (field-notes, 1/2/99), these 
contexts have been positioned in the middle of the continuum. Although teachers were 
present in context 6 (playground interactions), their role was confined to supervising the 
pupils and intervening only to settle disputes over shared school resources or referee 
disruptive conduct. In context 3 (lunchtime interactions), on the other hand, teachers had 
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the additional role of organising and serving lunch, which increased teacher control over 
pupil conduct in these interactions (ibid). As a result, context 3 is placed closer to the 
institutionality end of the continuum than context 6. 
In addition, due to the absence of teachers (and other institutional features associated with 
teacher control and pupil accountability), contexts 4-5 (interactions during free time in 
the classroom) have been positioned towards the non-institutionality end of the 
continuum. 
Although the researcher was present in nearly all six contexts, her effect on the position 
of these contexts along the continuum is minimal (field-notes, 1/2/99). This could be 
attributed to the fact that teacher rights, roles and obligations weighted heavily on the 
position of these contexts, thereby overshadowing any potential variation caused by the 
presence of the researcher. It is worth noting, however, that the researcher participated 
more actively in contexts in middle positions along the continuum (contexts 2- 5). Her 
participation was restricted in context 1 (whole-group instruction), which teachers 
actively orchestrated and in context 6 (school yard interactions), where interactions were 
more diffused, in that participants exhibited a high degree of mobility. 
Due to their presence in specific settings only (in the school yard and the dining hall), 
other adults at school (i. e. the janitor and cleaning lady) did not have an effect on the 
position of the six contexts along the continuum. 
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4.2.3 The task parameter 
As stated (4.1), the task parameter includes two types of tasks that were exclusively 
associated with language learning and language teaching, in which pupils engaged with 
limited or no teacher intervention. These tasks, which were either assigned by the teacher 
or chosen by the pupils to do, included: (1) work-oriented tasks (e. g. doing one's 
homework during the break) and (2) subject-matter tasks (e. g. engaging in collaborative 
writing during instruction) (cf. Cook 2000) 67. Table 4.3 presents an overview of the two 
types of tasks that exclusively emerged in context 2 (task-based small-group instruction) 
and context 4 (task-based interactions during free time in the classroom). 









Context 2 X X 
Context 4 X X X 
Figure 4.3 illustrates how contexts 2 and 4 are placed along the continuum according to 
the task parameter. 







(small-group instructional interactions ) (task-based interactions during free time 
in the classroom) 
6' This definition of task has been extensively employed by task-based foreign language learning as well as 
by Second Language Acquisition research (see Skehan 1998, Skehan & Foster 1997). 
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Based on findings from the participant parameter (4.2.2), the teacher loosely monitored 
small-group instructional interactions (context 2), while she was absent in interactions 
during free time in the classroom (context 4). In addition, in context 4, pupils had chosen 
to engage in some of these tasks as opposed to context 2, where the teacher had assigned 
the tasks. These findings position context 2 towards the institutionality end of the 
continuum and context 4 towards its non-institutionality end. 
4.2.4 The type of group parameter 
The type of group parameter is defined as the types of pupil and teacher distribution that 
emerged during instruction (in particular in contexts 1-2). These were: (1) small-group 
and (2) whole-group 68. Although groups were formed in other contexts as well, such as 
in context 6 (school yard interactions) and in context 3 (lunchtime interactions), these 
groups tended to be more diffused that those formed during instruction. In addition, 
teacher control over the maintenance of these groups was strong during instruction, but 
receded significantly in all other contexts. 
On the issue in question, Mehan (1985) identifies occasions of `small-group' instruction 
(context 2), when pupils engage in different activities in clusters, either under or outside 
the direct supervision of the teacher (: 120). He regards `whole-group instruction' 
(context 1), on the other hand, as occasions when `all classroom participants are 
assembled in a single space with a single focus of attention' (ibid). Figure 4.4 
demonstrates contexts 1 and 2 along the continuum according to type of group parameter. 
68 Small-group instruction that was embedded in whole-group instructional interactions has been treated as 
instances of small-group instruction. 
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context 1 context 2 
(whole-group instructional (small-group instructional interactions) 
interactions) 
Although teachers assigned both types of groups, contexts 1 and 2 differ to the extent of 
teacher control. As mentioned (4.2.2), in context 1, teachers orchestrated whole-group 
instruction, while in context 2 their role was to loosely monitor small-group instruction. 
As a result, in context 2, pupils were responsible for negotiating roles, rights and 
obligations among themselves (see 6.4). This finding places context 1 closer to the 
institutionality end of the continuum than context 2. 
4.2.5 The institutionality-non-institutionality continuum across contexts 
On the basis of the discussion in 4.2.1- 4.2.4, combinations of the four micro- 
interactional parameters influenced the position of the six contexts along the 
institutionality-non-institutionality continuum. As shown, the participant parameter, in 
particular the teacher figure, emerges as the most salient variable in determining the 
position of the contexts identified in the data. Figure 4.5 provides an overview of the 
institution ality-non-institutionality continuum across contexts. 
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Figure 4.5. Institutionality-non-institutionality continuum across contexts: an overview 
Institutionality Non-institutionality 
---- --------------------------------------------------------- ) ----------------- ---------------)-------- 
context 1 context 2 context 3 context 4 context 5 context 6 
(whole-group (small-group (lunchtime 
instruction) instruction) interactions) 
(interactions 
during free 










As Figure 4.5 demonstrates, institutional (i. e. school-imposed) features permeate all 
contexts, because they occur in the institutional setting of the school (4.2). Contexts 1-2 
occupy positions closer to the institutionality end of the continuum, while contexts 4-6 
are placed closer to the non-institutionality end. In particular, context 1 is placed closest 
to the institutionality end, by virtue of the orchestrating role of the teacher during whole- 
group instructions. Although context 2 also occurs during instruction, the role of the 
teacher has been reduced to loosely monitoring pupil interactions. Moreover, in context 
2, pupils work in small-groups to collaboratively complete the assigned tasks. This gives 
them control over turn-taking and the allocation of roles and responsibilities. As a result, 
the inter-relation of the participant and task parameters decreases the degree of 
institutionality of context 2. 
Exchanges in context 4,5 and 6 are positioned towards the non-institutionality rear of the 
continuum, as they occur during free time. Although interactions in context 4 take place 
without any teacher supervision, because of pupil engagement in different types of 
learning tasks context 4 shares institutional features with contexts 1-2. One such feature 
is that pupils were constrained to successfully complete tasks assigned by the teacher 
within a particular time frame (i. e. before the end of the break) (field-notes, 15/3/99). 
As 
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a result, context 4 is placed closest to a middle position along the continuum than 
contexts 5-6. 
Both contexts 5 and 6 are positioned towards the non-institutionality end of the 
continuum. As mentioned (4.2.2), the distinguishing feature of these contexts is teacher 
control. While both contexts occur during free time, in context 6, teachers were present in 
the schoolyard and supervised pupils' conduct as opposed to context 5, where teachers 
were absent. These differences in the participant parameter place context 5 closer to the 
non-institutionality rear of the continuum. 
Context 3 is placed in a middle position. As discussed (4.2.2), exchanges during 
lunchtime (context 3) were under some teacher control: teachers were responsible for 
both serving lunch and supervising the pupils. More importantly, during lunchtime, 
pupils were socialised into eating practices and habits dictated by the school (e. g. pupils 
stood in an orderly line to be served, after finishing lunch they had to take their plates and 
cutlery to a designated area to be washed etc. ). Besides, time. allocated for lunch was 
limited (field-notes, 27/1/99). These institutional features associated with the setting and 
the participant parameters place context 3 in the middle of the continuum. 
Based on the discussion above, contexts 1 and 2 (classroom interactions) and context 3 
(lunchtime interactions) are subsumed under the super-ordinate category of institutionally 
oriented contexts, while contexts 4,5 and 6 (interactions during free) of non- 
institutionally oriented contexts. These two super-ordinate categories are used extensively 
in the analysis of playful talk and play frames across contexts (chapters 5 and 6). 
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4.3 Determining playful talk in the data 
As discussed (1.7), the umbrella term playful talk is defined as a range of verbal activities 
identified in the data that set up play frames. These activities include: (1) teasing; (2) 
name-calling; (3) joking; (4) language play and (5) a series of performance-oriented 
phenomena, notably singing, crying out, reciting and role enactments. For the purpose of 
this study, playful talk is measured in occurrences per context. Structurally, occurrences 
of playful talk can be minimal (i. e. one utterance long as an initiation without an uptake) 
or more complex, where an initiation is followed by an uptake(s) often engaging more 
than two participants. Overall, five different types of occurrences of playful talk have 
been identified in the data (types A-E). 
Type A occurrence of playful talk is comprised of an initiation, which does not elicit an 
uptake (see Table 4.3 below). 
Table 4.3. Type A occurrence of playful talk: initiation- no uptake 
A: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Initiation 
No uptake 
For instance, in excerpt 1, Tuncay attempts to initiate a teasing activity in discourse that 
is directed to Babis, who is sitting next to him. Tuncay builds his tease, by referring to 
Babis' nickname `Mitgnn Ivo' ('Bebilino') (line 3). His attempt to shift the frame to play 
fails, as there is no uptake in playful talk in the subsequent turns. 
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Excerpt 1 (context 2,30/3/99; with the form teacher) 
10aaxäXa f Nthvia:. iti yatvE EKEi tE Tov Kdx'a 
1Teacher Nonta go and sit with Costas over there 
2Fi6tvvvºic ((itpog Tou'r(ät)) xä'rnE vapxicw cyt ((v(X ypäg(o)) 
2Giannis ((to Tuncay)) I'll start ((writing)) first 
3Touiý6t Mitcµn iXivo:: [: 
3Tuncay Bebilino:: [: 
((ij A. RXrJ(nätEl irIv oµäba)) 
((the T. approaches the small group)) 
4Awi K xXa [((irpoS is µttXlj 'tic oµ(xöac)) p nau3tä lrot6q Oa ypäyiEr; .... 4Teacher [((to the members of the small group)) children who will do 
5 awtocpaßi6ais; 
5 the writing? have you decided? 
Type B occurrence of playful talk consists of an initiation and a response, as Table 4.4 
illustrates. 
Table 4.4. Type B occurrence of playful talk: initiation- response 
A: -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Initiation 
B: -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Response 
For instance, in excerpt 2, Vasia's singing (line 3) is responded to by Tuncay through a 
tease (line 4). He introduces the teasing activity, by employing a mock order (`äviE 
cpveyc', `go away') and referring to one of Vasia's nicknames (`BaatX61riiia 999', 
`Vasilopita 999'). As Vasia refrains from responding to the teasing in the next turn, this 
occurrence of playful talk is brought to an end. 
Excerpt 2 (context 4,18/3/99; For a complete Transcript, see Transcript 4, Appendix IV) 
3Bä6ta f ((ipayoubä to µtxpöcpcOvo)) rj Kapbiä:: µou xru7[6(:: = 
3Vasia ((sings in the mic)) my heart is throbbing= 
4Toutý6ct = acc öcv-rE cpvyE . 
Baßtk6nvua 999 [2 sec] 
4Tuncay =go away Vasipolita 999 
5Ftt vv qg yia va boüµc pc Nthvra ((Ti typq xävEl)) 
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SGiannis let's have a look (re) 69 Nonta 
As stated earlier in this section, occurrences of playful talk can be more complex, 
engaging more than two participants. In particular, type C occurrence of playful talk 
takes the form of an initiation followed by a co-initiation(s) and a response (see Table 4.5 
below). The initiation is introduced by participant A, followed by any number of co- 
initiations (one, two etc. ), which are introduced by participants B, D etc. The response is 
provided by participant D to whom the playful talk produced in the previous turns may or 
may not be directed. 
Table 4.5. Type C occurrence of playful talk: initiation/co-initiation(s) - response 
A: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Initiation 
B/C: -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- > Co-initiation(s) 
D: -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- > Response 
For instance, in excerpt 3, Maria initiates a teasing activity in discourse with Nontas as its 
target, by issuing a mock challenge to him (`ii 8ES pc Nc)via E6ü tcchpa; ', `what do you 
want know (re) Nontas?, line 2). In the following turn, Vasia latches onto Maria's talk 
and sustains the teasing activity: she repeats Maria's mock challenge to Nontas, while 
mitigating her co-initiation with laughter (line 3). This occurrence of playful talk is 
further sustained by Tuncay's response (in line 4, `axäac pc Bära', `shut up (re) 
Vasia'), in which he addresses the teasing on behalf of Nontas (the party being teased). In 
the next turn, however, the occurrence of playful talk is brought to a close, since instead 
69 `Re' is an untranslatable particle. For this reason, it is henceforth been placed in single brackets. When 
used among friends, `re' and its variant `vre' denote familiarity and informality (Tannen 
& Kakava 1992). 
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of responding to the teasing, Nontas initiates a topic and frame shift back to his original 
complaint regarding Babis' conduct (lines 5-6). 
Excerpt 3 (context 4,18/3/99; for a complete Transcript, see Transcript 7, Appendix IV) 
1N6hvTaS f acc aTTI xvpia oTii lcupia 7tou xävETc iöarj cpaßapia 
1Nontas I'll tell the teacher you are making so much noise 
2Mapia ff acc Ti 0Cc pc NchvTa cav Twpa::; = 
2Maria what do you want now (re) Nontas? = 
3Bdata =Ti 6ES pc NwvTa::; .. (hh)AE(hh)kEtq Ti(hh)noia; hhh= 3Vasia =what do you want now (re) Nontas? You (hh) want somethinghhh? = 
4Tou-rýät =acc 6xäß6 pc Bä ßla 
4Tuncay =shut up (re) Va[sia 
5N6hviag [f 6cv Exot K VEt nS EpyacIES Tou . 7tou To1XEl 
ßäXzt 11 
5Nontas [he ((Babis)) hasn't done the homework the teacher 
6 icupia.. Ev rd: Ei; = 
6 told him to do ok? = 
Type D occurrence of playful talk is a variation of type C. It takes the form of an 
initiation and a response followed by a co-response(s) (see Table 4.6 below). The 
initiation is introduced by participant A, whereas the response by participant B. The co- 
response(s) can be introduced by any number of participants A, C and so on and can act 
as response(s) to the initiation of the playful talk (e. g. excerpt 4 below, lines 4-7). 





------------------------- -ý Response 
-------------------------- Co- response(s) 
Type E occurrence of playful talk consists of a combination of types C and D, notably a 
combination of initiations and responses (see Table 4.7 below). 
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Table 4.7. Type E occurrence of playful talk: initiation/co-initiation(s) - response/co-response(s) 
A: ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- Initiation 
B/C: ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- Co-initiation(s) 
D: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ) Response 
A/B/C: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ) Co- response(s) 
As the data under study demonstrate, however, occurrences of playful talk do not always 
occur in isolation, as types A-E discussed so far. Instead, any type of occurrence of 
playful talk may be immediately followed by the same type or by a different type of 
occurrence. The second occurrence may be introduced in discourse by one of the 
participants involved in the first occurrence (e. g. participant A) or by a third party. who 
joins in the playful talk (e. g. participant Q. Table 4.8 below illustrates such an example. 
In a similar vein, the second occurrence of playful talk may be responded to by one of the 
participants involved in the first occurrence (e. g. participant B) or by a third party, who 
has not participated in playful talk thus far (e. g. participant D). As the data illustrate, the 
second occurrence may then lead to a third occurrence and so on. 








-----ý Co-response/ New initiation 
-----ý Response 
For example, in excerpt 4 below, Giannis introduces a crying out activity in talk, through 
the use of the media-inspired one-liner `xaX6 E; ' ('cool huh? ') (line 5). In the next turns 
(lines 6-7), Tuncay responds to Giannis' initiation and both sustain the crying-out 
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activity, by repeating the one-liner in question. In mid-turn (line 7), however. Giannis 
switches to a name-calling activity (lines 7-8) with Tuncay as its target this time. Giannis 
introduces the name-calling activity, by calling Tuncay a `nigger' ('o Tout th Eivat 
apäS', `Tuncay is a nigger'). 
The switch from a diffused activity (crying out) to a new activity, which is focused on a 
specific participant (Tuncay), marks the introduction of a new occurrence of playful talk 
in discourse. In the next turn, Tuncay partly maintains the second occurrence of playful 
talk, by responding to the name-calling, in which he exploits references to Giannis' 
surname/nickname `Kö? Xta' ('Kollia') (lines 9-10). In mid-turn, however, Tuncay calls 
the teacher to intervene on his behalf in order to punish Giannis for calling him names 
(lines 10- 11), thereby bringing the second occurrence of playful talk to an end. 
Excerpt 4 (context 2,30/3/99, with the form teacher) 
((o Tovrýdt xan oMndµuMq 6ov21)ouv paci)) 
((Tuncay and Babis are collaborating on a class project)) 
1Tovicäl f 6a xoirct .. ((to xapT6vt itou ypä(pouv)) 
1Tuncay it will be torn ((the piece of paper they are writing on)) 
2Mit6iµnS van- xaM ... 
2Babis yeah- right 
3TouTýdt dec Oa Ss ... 
bE Oct ßE irai4o tiraxa.. 
3Tuncay you'll see I won't play with you football 
4NInd[u lq acc 8E µs votäcci.. 
4Babis I don't care 
5Ftavvric p Ka-Ka-Ka26 E-; = 
5Giannis c- c- cool huh? = 
6TouTcäl =p xaXö::: c-; 
6Tuncay =cool huh? 
71-l6vviic p xaXö: c::; ... µövo µövo .. 
((6to µtmpöcp(ovo)) o Touvzý i. civat::: 
7Giannis cool huh? only only ((talking directly into the mic)) Tuncay is 
8 PP a M1S 
8 a nigger 
9Tovtr at a:: acc f iä-vvq K&Xtavia . K6kkta K6Wa KöXXla 
9Tuncay a:: Gianni Kollianda Kollia Kollia Kollia Kollia 
10 K6Xa, ia::: xaxaxaxa . acc 
f xupia c To .. xaxaxv(xa) pi(xa)a zc To 
10 Kollia hahahaha Ms say it hahaM(ha)s tell him to 
11 avtouvov a: - 
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11 a 
12AaaxäXa ((itpog TouTýdt)) f 6E [to-L) g .. Kät Eva axECpTCIS aE MapaxaUýc) .. 12Teacher ((to Tuncay)) do me a favour concentrate on your work please 
By presenting the five different types of occurrences of playful talk that have been 
identified in the data (types A-E), this section has determined what counts as an 
occurrence of playful talk structurally in the 4th grade data and how one type of 
occurrence may lead to another. 
4.3.1 Frequency of playful talk across contexts: an overview 
Overall, the data analysis demonstrates that playful talk does not occur equally across the 
six contexts. On the basis of what constitutes an occurrence of playful talk (4.3), Table 
4.9 presents the number of occurrences of playful talk per context (a total of 245 
occurrences) and the frequency of playful talk per half hour. 
Table 4.9. Occurrences and frequency of playful talk per contexts 
Contexts Context 1 Context 2 Context 3 Context 4 Context 5 Context 6 




Frequency 3.69 5.04 3.5 8.36 12.42 6 
of playful 
talk per half 
hour 
Table 4.9 suggests that the bias identified towards tape recordings of instructional 
interactions (contexts 1-2,78.9% of total tape-recorded data, see Table 4.2,4.2.1) does 
not compromise the generalisability of the findings regarding the frequency of 
occurrences of playful talk across contexts. Even though non-instructional interactions 
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(contexts 3-6) account for about one quarter of the total hours of tape-recorded 
interactions (21.1% see Table 4.2,4.2.1), they generate about three times more 
occurrences of playful talk per half hour (18.1 per half hour) 70. Instructional interactions, 
on the other hand, produce only 8.73 occurrences of playful talk per half hour. 
As a result, the investigation of occurrences of playful talk per half hour provides us with 
a more accurate picture of the frequency of playful talk triggered per context, as it 
illustrates differences in the production of playful talk across contexts. Based on these 
findings, Figure 4.6 presents a continuum of the frequency of playful talk across contexts 
per half hour. 
Figure 4.6. Frequency of playful talk per half hour across contexts 
Most frequently Least frequently 
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context 4 context 6 
(interactions (school 
during yard 
free time interactions) 















Figure 4.6 shows that context 5 triggered most occurrences of playful talk per half hour 
(12.42), followed by context 4 (8.36) and context 6 (6). Context 2 (5.4), context 1 (3.69), 
70 Although statistically speaking, this difference regarding the frequency of occurrences of playful talk per 
half hour between instructional and non-instructional contexts may not be significant, it collaborates 
participant observations regarding an increase in the frequency of playful talk observed in non-instructional 
contexts in the 4"' grade data (with the exception of interactions during lunchtime which will be discussed 
in 4.3.2) (field-notes, 17/2/99). 
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and context 3 (3.5) generated the least playful talk. Section 4.3.2 probes further into this 
variation in the occurrences of playful talk across the six contexts. 
4.3.2 Interpreting variation in playful talk across contexts 
The data analysis draws on the super-ordinate category of the institutionality-non- 
institutionality continuum (see Figure 4.5, in 4.2.5) to interpret the variation in the 
frequency of playful talk identified in Table 4.6 (4.3.1). Figure 4.7 below shows the 
frequency of playful talk per half hour across contexts along the institutionality-non- 
institutionality continuum. 
Figure 4.7. Frequency of playful talk per half hour across contexts along the institutionality-non- 
institutionality continuum 
Institutionality Non-institutionality 
---- ------------- ------- >------------ ----------- ------- --------4------- ----- >--------- ------- -------- 
3.69 5.04 3.5 8.36 6 12,42 
per half hour per half hour per half hour per half hour per half hour per half hour 
context 1 context 2 context 3 context 4 context 6 context 5 
(whole-group (small-group (lunchtime (interactions (interactions (school 
instructional instructional) interactions) during free during free yard 
interactions) interactions) time in the time in the interactions) 
classroom, classroom 
task-based) 
Figure 4.7 reveals the following patterns in the 4th grade data: contexts 1 and 2 (during 
instruction ) are towards the institutionality end of the continuum and exhibit low 
frequency of playful talk. On the other hand, contexts 4,5 and 6 (during free time) are 
positioned towards the non-institutionality end of the continuum and demonstrate a high 
frequency of playful talk. Context 3, however, occupies a middle position in the 
continuum, but triggers the lowest frequency of playful talk in the data. Constrains on the 
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emergence of playful talk in this context are seen as a product of the setting and 
participant parameters that determine the practices associated with lunchtime (i. e. 
consuming food among peers under the supervision of teachers over a limited period of 
time, see 4.2.5). 
These patterns indicate that the position of the six contexts along the institutionality-non- 
institutionality continuum is significant in interpreting the frequency of playful talk in the 
data. Contexts with high degrees of institutionality (i. e. contexts 1,2) generate less 
playful talk than contexts with low degrees of institutionality (i. e. contexts 4,5,6). 
Variation in playful talk across contexts (e. g. context 1 vs. context 2) is then explained as 
the outcome of the different combinations of the four micro-interactional parameters 
identified (setting, participants, type of task and type of group). 
4.3.3 Identifying variation in playful talk within contexts: the teacher figure 
Variation in playful talk within contexts focuses on the role of the teacher figure in 
context 1 only (whole-group instruction). As argued (4.2), teacher roles, identities, rights 
and obligations were not uniform across and within contexts. Rather, the teacher figure 
functioned as a variable with varying degrees of influence on the institutionality of these 
contexts. 
Table 4.10 identifies the three teachers who taught the 4th graders and illustrates the 
number of hours recorded per teacher (context 1). In addition, it demonstrates the number 
of occurrences of playful talk per teacher and the frequency of playful talk per hour this 
time. 
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Table 4.10. Playful talk across teachers in context 1 
Teachers Form teacher English foreign Teacher for the class 
language teacher history project 
Hours recorded 16hs 2hs 35min lh 40min 
Occurrences of 50 49 35 
la ful talk 
Frequency of 3.1 per hour 19 per hour 21 per hour 
playful talk 
Table 4.10 demonstrates that most occurrences of playful talk per hour were triggered in 
interactions with the teacher for the class history project (21). These were closely 
followed by occurrences of playful talk in exchanges with the English foreign language 
teacher (19). Interactions with the form teacher, however, generated the least occurrences 
of playful talk (3.1). These findings reveal that, although all interactions in context 1 
share the same degree of institutionality, the frequency of playful talk across teachers 
exhibits significant variation. 
This variation in playful talk across the three teachers in context 1 is investigated further 
on the basis of the lesson(s) each teacher taught and its characteristics. The lesson(s) each 
teacher taught has to do with the number of lessons and their importance vis-a-vis the 4tn 
grade curriculum. The characteristics of the lesson(s) involve the number of contact hours 
per week and the frequency of contact allocated for each lesson, the homework and 
grades that were assigned, the degree of contact with parents and the role of foreign 
language centers (in the case of English). The lesson(s) taught and its characteristics 
function as variables that can undermine the power and authority of the institutional 
figure of the teacher, by altering the force of institutional features, such as degree of 
teacher control over topic and turn-taking (cf. 4.2). 
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Based on these two variables, the high frequency of playful talk in interactions with the 
teacher for the class history project and the English foreign language teacher could be 
accounted for by the perceived marginal status of these lessons in the 4th grade 
curriculum vis-a-vis those taught by the form teacher 71. As far as the history project is 
concerned, it did not constitute part of the main curriculum: teacher and pupils met once a 
week, at irregular times, as the project had not been allocated a fixed time slot in the 
weekly programme. In addition, it was frequently substituted by lessons from the 
curriculum and pupils did not have any homework nor did they receive any mark for the 
project. As a result, pupils appeared to treat the class history project as a time-out period 
rather than instruction proper. 
Concerning the marginal status of English in the school curriculum, the English language 
teacher met with pupils twice a week for one period (50 minutes). This was a mixed 
ability class, as the majority of 4th graders attended English language classes in foreign 
language centers (outside school). The emphasis placed on instruction in foreign 
language centres has led to the demise of English language instruction at school, as 
parents tend to perceive the former far better than the latter. It has been shown that 
parents' attitudes towards English taught at school has an effect on pupils' attitudes 
towards the lesson as well (Manolopoulou 2001). Although parents and pupils' attitudes 
towards English language instruction at school and in foreign language centres were not 
independently measured, pupils treated this lesson as a time-out period (field-notes, 
30/3/99). The high frequency of playful talk during English language instruction was 
1 This raises some important pedagogical implications that are addressed in the concluding discussion. 
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further enhanced by the English language teacher's frequent use of playful talk during 
instruction (ibid; see also 6.3.3,6.3.5). 
In contrast with the two other teachers, interactions with the form teacher exhibited a low 
frequency of playful talk. On the basis of the variables identified earlier in this section, 
the form teacher had enhanced roles, rights and responsibilities vis-a-vis the other two 
teachers: she taught almost all lessons across the curriculum, gave nearly all marks, 
assigned almost all the homework and met with parents on a regular basis to discuss their 
children's academic performance at school. 
Overall, the data analysis indicated that the institutional figure of the teacher can not be 
treated as a unified concept, as institutional features (e. g. roles, rights, responsibilities 
etc. ) can differ across teachers. Instead, there is an inverse relation between institutional 
features and playful talk: the more enhanced roles, rights and obligations a teacher has (as 
in the case of the form teacher) the less playful talk is produced during her lessons and 
vice versa. 
4.4 Verbal activities in playful talk: a typology 
As mentioned (4.3), playful talk is seen as a super-ordinate category that encompasses the 
following verbal activities, as identified in the data: (1) teasing; (2) name-calling; (3) 
joking; (4) language play and (5) performance-oriented activities, namely singing, crying 
out, reciting and role enactments. In the following sections (4.4.1-4.4.6), these verbal 
activities are discussed. For each activity, a review of the relevant literature and a 
presentation of its frequency in contexts 1-6 are provided. The frequency of each verbal 
activity is measured in number of activities per sequence. Moreover, the different 
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contextual ization cues used to initiate playful talk and thus construct play frames in 
discourse are presented and discussed (4.5-4.5.8). 
4.4.1 Teasing 
As indicated (1.6), teasing is one of the best-researched activities across ages and 
participant configurations (i. e. child-mother interactions, exchanges among peers and 
adults). A review of the literature on teasing illustrates that this activity has been 
invariably subsumed under the super-ordinate categories of `humour' (Fine 1984; Hay 
2000), `conversational joking' (Boxer & Cortes-Conde 1997; Norrick 1993), `play' 
(Straehle 1993) or `insulting' (Tannock 1999). All definitions of teasing, however, 
converge on its multi-functionality in discourse and its dependency on shared 
assumptions and associations for interpretation. In this thesis, teasing is seen as a verbal 
activity that is taken to mean: 
any remark aimed at another person, which can include mock challenges, commands, and threats 
as well as imitating and exaggerating someone's behaviour in a playful way (Eder 1993: 17). 
This definition of teasing implies that interactants need to make use of the necessary 
contextualization cues to successfully signal to one another that their teases should be 
interpreted as play and not otherwise (Lytra [forthcoming]; Straehle 1993). Interpreting a 
tease playfully is important, especially since the content of the tease itself may often be 
negative, if taken literally by the party being teased (Eder 1993). Indeed, the context- 
dependency of this activity is evident in the different responses to teasing available to 
peer group members (5.5-5.5.4). 
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Overall, the data reveal that peer group members initiate and develop teasing activities by 
making use of the following cues: mock challenges, commands and threats, one-liners, 
terms of verbal abuse, nicknames, code-switches, laughter, hair pulling, nape-slapping 
(see also Table 4.20, in 4.5). These cues do not occur in isolation. Instead, the co- 
occurrence of cues aid peer group members to distinguish a teasing activity from a name- 
calling activity, for instance, in which peer group members also employ nicknames and 
terms of verbal abuse as cues (4.4.2) 72. 
For instance, in excerpt 5, Tuncay addresses Vasia's singing efforts by resorting to a 
teasing activity (line 4). He builds his tease by making use of a mock command `ävrc 
cn ryc' ('go away'), followed by Vasia's nickname `Barn?, i tiia 999' (`Vasilopita 999'). 
Excerpt 5 (context 4,18/3/99; For a complete Transcript, see Transcript 4, Appendix IV) 
3Bäcnu f ((ipayouSä to µlxp6T(ovo))1 Kupbiä:: µou 
3Vasia ((sings in the mic)) my heart is throbbing= 
4Touiýäl = acc äv-cc cpIIys . Bucak6 rrux 
999 [2 sec] 
4Tuncay =go away Vasipolita 999 
5Ft&vv jS yla va bovµE pE Nthvta ((ii EXC KävEl)) 
5Giannis let's have a look (re) Nonta 
Table 4.11 demonstrates the number (N) of teasing activities in contexts 1-6 (a total of 
86) and their percentage in playful talk per context. 
72 For a detailed analysis of how cues cluster to initiate and develop verbal activities and construct play 
frames, see chapters 5-6. 
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Table 4.11. Teasing in contexts 1-6 
Contexts Context 1 Context 2 Context 3 Context 4 Context 5 Context 6 
N of teasing 39 6 4 28 6 3 
activities 





Percentage 29.1% 28.6% 57.1% 60.9% 20.7% 50% 
of teasing in 
playful talk 
Table 4.11 indicates the following tendency: contexts towards the middle and non- 
institutional end of the institutionality-non-institutionality continuum (Figure 4.5,4.2.5) 
triggered a high percentage of teasing activities in playful talk. This is the case of context 
3 (lunchtime), context 4 (task-based classroom interactions during free time) and context 
6 (free time in the schoolyard) that represent 57.1%, 60.9% and 50% of the playful talk 
produced in these contexts. An exception to this tendency is context 5, which exhibited 
the lowest percentage of teasing (only 20.7%). One explanation for this finding is that 
interactions during free time in the classroom included those moments after the break 
when pupils were settling down before the beginning of the class. During those moments 
pupils were not focused on specific tasks and activities that could have triggered teasing 
remarks (field-notes, 15/3/99). Contexts towards the institutionality end of the continuum 
showed a low percentage of teasing, due to the role of the teacher figure (4.2): in context 
1 (whole-group instruction), teasing activities represented 29.1% of the playful talk, 
while in context 2 (small-group instruction) 28.6%. 
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4.4.2 Name-calling 
Name-calling falls in the realm of agonistic discursive phenomena, such as `verbal 
duelling' and `ritual insulting'. Research on these phenomena has included the 
investigation of `sounding' or `playing the dozens' among African-American youth 
(Abrahams 1974; Kochman 1972,1983; Labov 1972; Mitchell-Kernan 1972), verbal 
duelling among Turkish boys (Dundes, Leach & Özkök 1972) and ritual insulting among 
American white males (Leary 1980). 
All these activities are characterised by a playful exchange of ritual insults. Murray 
(1983) distinguishes ritual insults from literal or personal ones `by the greater 
outlandishness of characterization, and by the chaining of successive insults' of the 
former (: 189). He claims that in ritual insults: 
each retort is linked to the preceding insult, prototypically by rhyme, but also by building on the 
semantic foundation of the first insult or making a "play" on its words (: 189). 
Following Labov (1972) and Kochman (1983), Eder (1995) differentiates between ritual 
and personal insults on the basis of their truth validity and the types of participant 
responses they elicit. In the case of ritual insulting, the initiator of the insulting routine 
employs insults that the recipient is not likely to take as true and is to answer in a ritual 
way. In the case of personal insulting, on the other hand, the initiator can use any insult 
and it depends on the recipient to interpret it as true or not and to respond accordingly (: 
73). 
In this thesis, the terms `verbal duelling' and `ritual insulting' are not adopted, as they do 
not capture what is going on in the data. Instead, the term `name-calling' is proposed. 
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Name-calling is taken to mean a verbal activity that encompasses the use of both ritual 
and personal insults. Unlike `verbal duelling' and `ritual insulting', name-calling does not 
rely on the assumption that the cues peer group members employ to trigger these 
activities are ritual insults. Moreover, this term does not assume that the recipients of the 
cues will necessarily interpret them as ritual insults (they may interpret them as personal 
insults, see 5.5.3). 
In this respect, by using the term `name-calling', the focus of the analysis and 
interpretation is on how recipients address these cues (cf. Eder 1995; Kochman 1983). 
Furthermore, the term `name-calling' can account for the flexible interactional ground 
rules identified in the data as opposed to those in `verbal duelling' and `ritual insulting' 
(5.3). It can also aid in the exploration of the interplay between innovation and ritual, 
which characterises this verbal activity (ibid). 
Although researchers, such as Tannock (1999), include teasing in insulting routines (: 
319), in this thesis, teasing and name-calling are seen as two distinct yet interconnected 
activities. As will be shown (5.2.1- 5.2.2), sequentially, teasing activities may trigger 
name-calling activities and vice-versa. Interactionally, they are both highly context- 
dependent activities, which is reflected in the range of responses they elicit (5.5). 
To initiate and develop name-calling activities, peer group members make use of the 
following cues: nicknames, cries, terms of verbal abuse, nonsense words, fast pace, 
laughter, vowel elongation, shifts in stress, rhythm and rhyme (see also Table 4.20, in 
4.5). These cues occur in clusters and are aimed at a present interlocutor. For example, in 
excerpt 6, Tuncay and Nontas engage in a name-calling activity (lines 4- 9). They 
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introduce and maintain this activity, by resorting to references to each other's nickname, 
`Toüiýa Movi(a' ('Tunza Munza') and `Baµßäxi/M7EaµRäxt' ('Vambaki/Babaki') 
respectively in rapid succession. 
Excerpt 6 (context 6,17/3/99; For a complete Transcript, see Transcript 6, Appendix IV) 
4Tov rýdt ((airy Miaxptt)) EXa WX ff [M7ta Kl: hhhh 
4Tuncay ((to Bahrye)) come closer come closer [Babaki (i. e. cotton) hhhh 
5Mitaxptt [hhhhhhh 
5Bahyre [hhhhhhh 
6N6)v'ra acc (h)Tov(hh)ica Moü(hh)t a 
6Nontas Tudza Mudza 
7Mnaxptu Tunca.. sen () birakmayin ben birakmacay1m= 
7Bahrye Tundza .. ((if)) you don't let me ((use it)) neither shall 1= 
8Toviýäi =Baµ [ßäxi 
8Tuncay =Vam[vaki 
9Nchviag acc [Toürta Moütca 
9Nontas [Tundza Mundza 
1OMiaxpuu hhhhhh 
1OBahrye hhhhhh 
Table 4.12 demonstrates the number (N) of name-calling activities in contexts 1-6 (a total 
of 41) and their percentage in playful talk per context. 
Table 4.12. Name-calling in contexts 1-6 
Contexts Context 1 Context 2 Context 3 Context 4 Context 5 Context 6 
N of name- 9 9 2 8 8 5 
calling 
activities 
Occurrences 134 21 7 46 29 6 
of playful 
talk (from 
Table 4.3, in 
4.3.1) 
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Table 4.12 does not reveal a strong correlation between the percentage of name-calling 
activities in playful talk across contexts and the position of these contexts along the 
institutionality-non-institutionality continuum (see Figure 4.5,4.2.5. ). As Blatchford 
(1998) and Kelly (1994) have demonstrated, name-calling is an enduring feature of 
playground talk. This may account for the particularly high percentage of name-calling 
activities (83.3%) in context 6 (playground interactions during free time). Contexts 4-5 
that are also positioned towards the non-institutionality end of the continuum, however, 
did not trigger such high percentages of name-calling in playful talk: context 4 
(interactions during free time in the classroom, task-based) produced 17.4%, while 
context 5 (interactions during free time in the classroom) 27%. As will be demonstrated, 
this finding is associated with the participant parameter: name-calling exchanges usually 
occurred when specific participants interacted with one another (see Table 5. lb, in 5.1). 
While low percentages of name-calling were expected in instructional contexts (contexts 
1- 2), as they are placed towards the institutionality rear of the continuum, context 2 
(small-group instruction) generated a high percentage of name-calling (42.9%). This 
finding reveals that name-calling is not restricted to playground interactions, where it has 
been traditionally examined (Blatchford 1998; Kelly, 1994). Instead, it can be triggered 
in instructional contexts (notably small-group instruction, context 2) as well. The analysis 
suggests that the small-group participant structure with limited teacher intervention of 
context 2 provided fertile ground for the initiation of name-calling activities in discourse 
(6.4). The role of the participant parameter was further reinforced by the fact that the 
members of the small group were the same interactants who initiated and participated in 
name-calling activities in other contexts (e. g. during free time). 
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4.4.3 Joking 
Boxer and Cortes-Conde (1997) distinguish between joking and teasing on the basis of 
whether these activities are directed at someone present or not. They define joking as a 
verbal activity that is aimed at an absent third party. In teasing, however, the target for 
teasing is a present interlocutor (: 279). This basic distinction between joking and teasing 
is adopted in this thesis. 
A close look at the data, however, indicates that joking need not only be directed towards 
an absent third party: participants may joke about an object, a situation or oneself by 
skilfully using language to that end. Bearing these findings in mind, for the purpose of 
this study, joking is taken to mean a verbal activity that is directed at an absent third 
party, object or situation (excerpt 3, line 5) as well as at oneself (excerpt 4, lines 4-5). To 
initiate joking activities, participants make use of cues, such as using exaggeration and 
hyperbole, laughter and nonsense words (see Table 4.20, in 4.5). 
For example, in excerpt 7, Tuncay introduces a joking activity in discourse. The activity 
is triggered by the teacher's reference to a country (Italy), which resembles a boot (lines 
1-2). Tuncay builds on this reference and jokes about Italy looking like to a shoe instead 
(line 5). 
Excerpt 7 (context 1,18/3/99, with the English foreign language teacher) 
IDaßxäA, a f thpc to vov tcpo Ho .... autrj il xchpa µot&ýEi µc µnö-ra .. 
1Teacher ok let's move on to number two now this country looks like a boot 
2TouTýäl (hh) rnötu; 
2Tuncay a boot? 
3Kdx rng p E- Ka:: /. ä- .. 11 
IrWa= 
Kostas well that's easy it's Italy 
4 Da6xäX(x f notä X6)pa [E ivat; 
4 Teacher which country [is it? 
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[p a:: - (h)itazc trn Eivat(hh) . 
[oh it's a (h)shoe(hh) 
When participants joke about themselves, `the speaker is the centre of the verbal playing' 
(Boxer & Cortes-Conde 1997: 281). Such instances of joking have been called `self- 
denigrating humour' or `self-teasing' (ibid). 
For instance, in excerpt 4, Babis uses a joking activity directed towards himself to 
respond to Bahrye's teasing remarks regarding his slowness in doing his homework (line 
3). In doing so, he resorts to self-denigrating humour `bc RUP( El bcv KävovµC a'ythvES 
äµa xävaµE avydvES 60t G' cixa ImpkYet µE buo xiXtähcc kaOr1' ('that's ok we're not 
competing if we were competing I would have won by two thousand mistakes', line 4). 
By self-teasing, Babis acknowledges that he is not as good a pupil as Bahrye, who is cast 
as being more efficient and effective in finishing the homework on time. 
Excerpt 8 (context 4,15/3/99) 
((0 Mitäµ c xal 11 Mitaxpuu xävouv i11v cpyaaia yta To 6nin aTo &6Wt Iu)) 
((Babis and Bahrye are doing their homework during break time)) 
1M2taxpuu f O)X M7t61µiti F-'CI) ac lrcpv-. 
lBahrye oh Babis I'm ahea- 
2Mtt6tnic a; .... 
2Babis huh? 
3Mmaxpuu ff Eyck GE lrEpväc) Ralbä-= 
3Bahrye I'm ahead of you du-= 
4Mn6jtmjS =acc be nctpäcct.... bcv Kävoupc aythvcS. f acc äµa KäVu tC aychvES . 
4Babis =that's ok we're not competing if we were competing ((to finish our 
5 ©a 6' Fixa it£p66Et tE buo xtXtä&ES L6011 [4 sec] 
5 homework)) I would have won by two thousand mistakes [4 sec] 
((H Bäma ypäcpEt GTOV 2tiv(Xxa)) 
((Vasia is writing on the blackboard)) 
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Table 4.13 demonstrates the number (N) of joking activities in contexts 1-6 (a total of 44) 
and their percentage in playful talk in each context. 
Table 4.13. Joking in contexts 1-6 
Context 1 Context 2 Context 3 Context 4 Context 5 Context 6 
N of joking 36 3 2 0 1 2 
activities 





Percentage 26.9% 14.3% 28.6% 0% 3.4% 33.3% 
of joking in 
playful talk 
Table 4.13 demonstrates that contexts towards the middle and nstitutionality end of the 
continuum (Figure 4.5, in 4.2.5. ) produced a high frequency of joking activities in playful 
talk. In particular, context 3 (lunchtime interactions) generated 28.6%, context 1 (whole- 
group instruction) 26.9% and context 2 (small-group instruction) 14.3%. An exception to 
this tendency is context 6 (playground interactions during free time): although it is 
positioned towards the non-institutionality rear of the continuum, it exhibited the highest 
frequency of joking (33.3%). Contexts 4 and 5, which are also positioned towards the 
same end of the continuum, however, generated very little joking. Indeed, context 4 
(task-based interactions during free time) and context 5 (classroom interactions during 
free time) triggered the lowest frequency of joking across the continuum, 0% and 3.4% 
respectively 73 
" It is important to note that due to the low number of joking activities in contexts 2,3,5 and 6a 
quantitative analysis may yield less illuminating findings than a qualitative one. 
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Overall, these findings suggest that joking activities tend to be generated primarily in 
contexts towards the middle and institutionality end of the continuum (contexts 1-3). This 
can be explained by the fact that topics for joking, in contexts 1-2 in particular, were 
frequently triggered by instructional talk (field-notes, 15/3/99; also excerpt 8 above). 
4.4.4. Language play 
By language play, this thesis takes to mean the conscious or unconscious manipulation of 
elements of languages (i. e. Greek, Turkish and English) to create a comic effect. One 
type of language play that was identified in the data was punning. Puns exploit 
similarities in sounds among words that have different meanings, but share identical or 
near-identical pronunciation (Cook 2000; Sherzer 1993; see also Table 4.20, in 4.5). 
For instance, in excerpt 9, in response to my clarification request regarding the meaning 
of the word `KöXXta' ('Kollia') (line 7), Husein exploits the identical pronunciation 
between Giannis' surname/nickname (i. e. `K6kkta', `Kollia', lines 4-6) and the noun 
`kolya' (meaning `necklace' in the Turkish variety of Gazi) (line 8). 
Excerpt 9 (context 5,15/3/99; For a complete Transcript, see Transcript 15, Appendix V) 
4Xou6Eiv [acc f Bach rIoXuxabpiirj K6: XXia Kö: XXla. K6: XXia 
4Husein [Vasia Polukadriti Kollia Kollia Kollia 
5 Kö: XX a Kö XXta K6: kXta ((Tpayoublßträ)) K6: XXla K Wa 
5 Kollia Kollia Kollia ((singing)) Kollia Kollia 
6 ff Kö:: XXia:: K6:: X tcx:: 
6 Kollia Kollia= 
7BäXXi1 =((irpog XouaEiv)) Ti 9a itci auTý 11 ? ii; 
Wally =((to Husein)) what does this word mean? 
8Xou6Eiv KöXXia/kolya auT6 cpopäg 
8Husein Kollia/kolya74 you're wearing it 
9B6iX, Xr1 as Ti; iivat auT6; 
Wally huh what? what's that? 
7' I have included both words in the transcript, because it is not clear which of the two words Husein is 
referring to. 
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Other types of language play consisted of adding the same suffix to different first names 
and manipulating the stress of words and the pronunciation of consonants 75. For 
example, in excerpt 10, Tuncay and Costas engage in a language play activity, by adding 
the suffix [-E] [-e] at the word roots of male names (lines 1- 4) 76. This activity was 
triggered by a reference to the name of one of the characters (`Prater', line 1) from a story 
they were reading silently, in class. 
Excerpt 10 (context 1,30/3/99; with the form teacher) 
((Ot µaOTjiec 6ta(3äýouv Eva Koµµäit tmq t«iopiaq ßtc)7riXä)) 
((The pupils have been asked to read an excerpt from a story silently)) 
1Tou'rýät p IIpäisp. A itpa . TGE. XprýßtE . 1Tuncay Prater Dimitra Tas[e] Christ[e] 
2KthG'tnS (hihi) TtT£ 
2Costas (hihi)Georg[e] 
3Touicät NiKE(hh) 
.. 3Tuncay Nik[e](hh) 
4K6ha'raS Ncö(hh)v'rc .. 4Costas No(hh)nt[e] 
Table 4.14 demonstrates the number (N) of language play activities in contexts 1-6 (a 
total of 13) and their percentage in playful talk in each context. 
75 Note that types of word play, such as puzzles, riddles or formal language games, such as Pig Latin or 
talking backwards (Crystal 1998) did not emerge in the data. The reason for the absence of these types of 
word play may have to do with the absence of other highly routinised activities in the data, such as joke- 
telling. 
76 1 have put the suffix in brackets to highlight it the transcript below (excerpt 10). 
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Table 4.14. Language play in contexts 1-6 
Contexts Context 1 Context 2 Context 3 Context 4 Context 5 Context 6 













Table 4.14 indicates that language play activities emerged in contexts towards the middle 
and institutionality end of the institutionality-non-institutionality continuum (see Figure 
4.5,4.2.5. ). More specifically, context 3 (lunchtime interactions) exhibited the highest 
percentage of language play in playful talk (14.3%). It was followed by context 1 (whole- 
group instruction) with 7% and context 2 (small-group instruction) with 4.8%. Contexts 
towards the non-institutionality end of the continuum, on the other hand, triggered a low 
percentage of language play 77. 
Similar to joking activities, these findings suggest that language play activities are 
produced primarily in contexts towards the middle and institutionality rear of the 
continuum (contexts 1-3). As in the case of joking activities, in contexts 1-2, topics for 
language play were frequently generated by instructional talk (e. g. excerpt 10 above). 
" It is important to note that due to the low number of language play activities in contexts 2,3,4 and 5a 
quantitative analysis may yield less illuminating findings than a qualitative one. 
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4.4.5 Performance-oriented phenomena 
Performance-oriented phenomena is a super-ordinate category, which has been devised to 
encompass the following verbal activities: (1) singing; (2) crying out; (3) reciting and (4) 
role enactments (4.4.5.1- 4.4.5.4). All these activities share a high degree of references to 
common texts, especially those associated with TV and music. Although activities 
discussed so far (4.4.1- 4.4.4) may also require an understanding of shared references 
(e. g. the language play on the words `Kollia- kolya', line 5, excerpt 5, in 4.4.4), shared 
understandings are indispensable in interpreting performance-oriented phenomena. 
Simultaneously, activities that are subsumed under this super-ordinate category have a 
performance-like quality, which distinguishes them from the verbal activities presented 
thus far (4.1.1- 4.4.4). This performance-like quality takes the form of participants 
placing an emphasis on verbal skill, routine and innovation (cf. Bauman 1984). For 
instance, in their singing activities, participants may seek to reproduce a song as 
faithfully as possible or they may try to alter it, by manipulating loudness, pitch, rhythm 
and pace. Unlike performances as defined in Bauman (1984: 4), however, these activities 
are not necessarily open to audience scrutiny and evaluation (field-notes, 18/3/99). 
4.4.5.1 Singing 
Singing activities involve the singing of the refrains and opening lines of popular, at the 
time of the fieldwork, Greek songs. Songs clustered with other contextualization cues 
such as impersonations, sing-song intonation, shifts in pitch, volume and stress and 
laughter (see Table 4.20, in 4.5). Singing activities varied in how close they reproduced 
the original song, as some peer group members were more faithful to the original version 
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than others (e. g. interactants could abide to or alter the rhythm, pitch and pace of the 
original song). 
In excerpt 11, Meltem rhythmically sings the refrain of a song by the Greek rap group 
`Hp xoüµ tpia' ('Imiskoumria'). 
Excerpt 11 (context 1,18/3/99; with the English foreign language teacher; For a complete 
Transcript, see Transcript 3, Appendix V) 
1MEX-rE t ((ipayou&äcl)) yct-ä ßaS . µE ? vs r16-nil:. ßa Try yia-yiä µou v 1v 1Meltem ((she raps)) hi there my name is Popi just like my granny 
2 Kaa, kt6-7rq . ax va µs ?, E-yavE Ku13 : Ai- . 2 Kalliopi oh how I wish my name were Kiveli 
Table 4.15 shows the number (N) of singing activities in contexts 1-6 (a total of 29) and 
their percentage in playful talk across contexts. 
Table 4.15. Singing activities in contexts 1-6 
Context Context 1 Context 2 Context 3 Context 4 Context 5 Context 6 
N of singing 8 1 2 13 5 0 
activities 









Table 4.15 demonstrates that singing activities emerged in contexts placed towards the 
middle and non-institutionality end of the continuum (see Figure 4.5.4.2.5. ). In 
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particular, the highest percentage of singing was produced in context 3 (lunchtime) 
28.6% and context 4 (task-based classroom interactions during free time) 28.3%. It was 
followed by context 5 (classroom exchanges during free time) that generated 17.2% of 
singing in playful talk. 
An exception to this tendency was context 6 (schoolyard interactions during free time). 
Although context 6 is positioned towards the non-institutionality end of the continuum, it 
did not trigger any singing activities. This finding could have resulted from the 
participant configurations in the exchanges recorded in context 6: they favoured the 
production of name-calling activities among male peer group members over singing 
activities (see Table 4.12,4.4.2). 
In accordance with the tendency reported above, singing activities during instruction 
(contexts 1-2) were infrequent. Both contexts 1 and 2 were positioned towards the 
institutionality end of the continuum and generated 6% and 4.8% of singing in playful 
talk respectively. 
4.4.5.2 Crying out 
Crying out activities are verbal activities that are characterized by the calling out of cries, 
nonsense cries, one-liners, nicknames and words in English and Turkish. These cues co- 
occur with impersonations, laughter and elongated vowels that are delivered in a loud and 
declamatory manner (see also Table 4.20, in 4.5). In excerpt 12, Husein initiates a crying 
out activity, by producing a transformation of the Turkish one-liner `gel bana' (i. e. `gei 
bana'. `come to me', line 2). The crying out activity is further sustained, when Tuncay 
calls out a cry in Turkish `anja ma' (`mummy ma', line 4). This cry is based on the 
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palatalization of the [n] in the word `anna' ('mother') that appears to transform this cry 
into baby-talk. 
Excerpt 12 (context 1,30/3/99; with the teacher for the class history project. For a complete 
Transcript, see Transcript 4, Appendix V) 78 
Centre 
74aaxäXa xai apitayh ypäYTE .. 7Teacher and write ((the word)) `capture' 
8Xoußciv p gei bana.. 
8Husein come to me 
9Bäata ((ypäcpEt)) a[p:: rayij 
9Vasia ((she writes)) ca[pture 
Periphery 
9Touiýät [(hh) anja ma::: 
9Tuncay [ mummy ma 
Table 4.16 features the number (N) of crying out activities in contexts 1-6 (a total of 114) 
and their percentage in playful talk in each context. 
Table 4.16. Crying out activities in contexts 1-6 
Context 1 Context 2 Context 3 Context 4 Context 5 Context 6 
Number of 52 10 5 16 23 8 
crying out 
activities 
Occurrences 134 21 7 46 29 6 
of playful talk 
(from Table 3, 
in 4.3.1) 
Percentage of 38.8% 48.6% 71.4% 34.8% 79.3% 166.7% 
crying out in 
playful talk 
Table 4.16 indicates that crying out activities were pervasive across contexts. They 
exhibited a high frequency in context 6 (schoolyard exchanges during free time) and in 
context 5 (interactions during free time in the classroom): 166.7% and 79.3% of the 
78 I use a parallel column format to capture more adequately the way talk is produced in the centre and 
periphery of classroom discourse during whole-group instruction (cf. Ribeiro 1993; see also chapter 6). 
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playful talk produced in each context. While these contexts were positioned towards the 
non-institutionality end of the continuum (see Figure 4.5,4.2.5. ), contexts towards the 
middle and non-institutionality end of the continuum also generated a high frequency of 
crying-out activities. In particular, context 3 (lunchtime exchanges) produced 71.4% and 
context 2 (small-group instruction) 48.6%. These findings indicate that, unlike other 
verbal activities discussed, crying out activities are generated in high frequency in all 6 
contexts across the continuum (field-notes, 30/3/99). 
4.4.5.3 Reciting 
In this thesis, reciting activities are seen as verbal activities that are based on the 
recitation of fragments of poems and speeches for school-sponsored national 
celebrations. Recitations are produced in a loud, pompous manner, they generate laughter 
and participants attend to the way fragments of poems and speeches are delivered rather 
than to their content (see also Table 4.20, in 4.5). For instance, in excerpt 13, Meltem 
recites a fragment of a poem she had learned for one of the school celebrations (lines 1- 
2). Semantic meaning (i. e. whether what she is saying makes sense, see line 2) is 
overshadowed by the emphasis on the delivery of the fragment, through stress and 
rhythm. 
Excerpt 13 (context 5,15/3/99; For a complete Transcript, see Transcript 2, Appendix IV) 
1MEXT4L f YXuxoxap6(ýE. 11 xapauyrý . 
X6p7co1)v o oupavöS xal 71 yrs. 
1Meltem a new day is breaking the sky and the earth are shining 
2 X, nouv xal ßpovTOÜV Tail via xat yXuKOk(Xkoüv Tai ovia= 
2 the nightingales are shining and the nightingales are singing= 
3Xoußciv ff aµ7nam&:: 
3Husein = abiato 
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Table 4.17 features the number (N) of reciting activities in contexts 1-6 (a total of 6) and 
their percentage in playful talk per context. 
Table 4.17. Reciting activities in contexts 1-6 
Context Context 1 Context 2 Context 3 Context 4 Context 5 Context 6 
N of reciting 2 0 0 0 4 0 
activities 
Occurrences 134 21 7 46 29 6 
of playful talk 
(from Table 
4.3, in 4.3.1) 
Percentage of 1.5% 0% 0% 0% 13.8% 0% 
reciting in 
playful talk 
Table 4.17 demonstrates that only two contexts favoured the triggering of reciting 
activities: context 5 (interactions during free time in the classroom) generated 13.8% and 
context 1 (whole-group instruction) 1.5%. The emergence of these activities exclusively 
in these two contexts is attributed to participant configurations: only two Greek-Turkish 
bilingual girls only (Meltem and Bahrye) produced reciting activities (see also Table 
4.20, in 4.5). This finding strongly suggests a link between reciting activities and female 
peer group members (see 4.5.6, for a discussion). 
4.4.5.4 Role enactments 
By role enactment activities, this study takes to mean verbal activities during which 
interactants enact different personas (e. g. TV host, singer, etc). To enact these personas, 
peer group members make use of the following contextualization cues: impersonations, 
code-switches, songs, shifts in pitch, volume, stress, gesturing and laughter delivered in a 
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loud and declamatory manner (see Table 4.20, in 4.5). In addition, they manipulate the 
microphone. 
The role enactment activities in the data did not have set characters, plot and dialogue 
(contra Curtis 1998 reported in Bishop & Curtis 2001b: 17) 79 . These elements were 
negotiated among participants, before the initiation of the activity and while it was 
developed. These negotiations reveal a degree of ritualisation in these activities. As 
shown in excerpt 14 below, Bahrye takes up the role of orchestrating the activity: she 
allocates next-speakership rights (Meltem is to sing first, line 1), attempts to start the 
activity thrice (line 5,8,10) and assigns Vasia and Babis the role of the audience (she 
encourages them to shift their attention to Meltem, who is going to sing for them, line 5). 
The role enactment activity proper begins, when Meltem starts her singing routine (lines 
11-12 onwards). 
Excerpt 14 (context 5,15/3/99; For a complete Transcript, see Transcript 13, Appendix V) 
1M7raxpuu f irpchia 11 ME2'rýµ Tparyov&äsi . 
Eka 
lBahrye first Meltem sings come on= 
((6iV£t TO UKP6(0()VO 6Trj MEXTEýL)) 
((Bahrye hands the microphone over to Meltem)) 
Mdkki1 =cvT614ci:; . µc npoaoxý t Uä 
Oo 
2Vally =ok? I want you to be very careful ((with the microphone)) 
3Mt ru ((TpayouBtc th)) f TaXaptpapt[pout 
3Babis ((he sings)) talarirari[roum 
4( ) [a:: 
4( ) [sh 
5Mnaxpuu f Ev- a:: bv: o ja::. acc EµcIS [Try (3Xitou tc 
5Bahrye one two three. we [are looking at her 
6M£XTEµ [f `a::: t::: ((6Tq Bdkkij)) Eoi Oa ü: Ei ; 
6Meltem [a i ((to Vally)) will you leave now? 
7BäX, Xir 9a q»' yc) Va µrly UKOÜC) .. 
BEXtc va µEivcO; .. 
Wally I'll leave now so that I don't hear do you want me to stay? 
8M2taxpte Ev:: -a:: bü:: o Via:: ltäuc= 
79 Note, however, that role enactment activities among younger children had set characters, plot and to 
some extent dialogue that was lifted from popular, at the time of the fieldwork, Brazilian soap operas ýeld- 
notes, 17/2/99). 
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8Bahrye one two three go= 
9MEA, TEµ =acc `a:: - duc µaq .. 9Meltem =a leave us alone 
10M7taxpuu p WC 
lOBahrye come on 
11MEX-Eµ ((ipayou66c)) ff ßto a6avaEp 7101) 6uv(xv no):: µactc 
11Meltem ((she sings)) whenever we meet in the lift 
12 cpavia[ µacrrc va i uµ[13aivouv 
12 we ima[gine all sorts of wild [things happening between us 
Table 4.18 indicates the number (N) of role-enactment activities in contexts 1-6 (a total 
of 6) and their percentage in playful talk in each context. 
Table 4.18. Role enactment activities in contexts 1-6 
Contexts Context 1 Context 2 Context 3 Context 4 Context 5 Context 6 
N of role- 0 0 0 1 5 0 
enactment 
activities 
Occurrences 134 21 7 46 29 6 
of playful talk 
(from Table 
4.3, in 4.3.1) 
Percentage of 0% 0% 0% 2.2% 17.2% 0% 
role-enacting 
in playful talk 
Similar to reciting activities (Table 4.17,4.4.5.3), role enactment activities were triggered 
exclusively in context 5 (free time interactions in the classroom) and context 4 (task- 
based interactions during free time) (Table 4.18 above). Because of the structure of these 
activities (i. e. negotiations over characters, plot and dialogue, see excerpt 14 above, lines 
1-10), role enactments could only occur in interactions during free time. That such 
activities did not also take place in context 6 (schoolyard exchanges) could be influenced 
by peer group members' engagement with physical activities (e. g. playing football, 
chasing) in thist setting (field-notes, 17/2/99). 
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As with reciting activities, role enactments were confined mainly among female peer 
group members (Vasia, Meltem, Bahrye and Maria, see Table 4.20, in 4.5). This finding 
also points to an association between role enactments and female peer group members 
(see 4.5.4, for a discussion). Moreover, their overall scarcity in playful talk as opposed to 
their higher frequency among younger children (field-notes, 17/2/99) suggests age- 
specific preferences and practices: role-enactments were favoured by ls` to 3rd graders but 
not by 4 t' graders. 
4.4.6 Verbal activities across contexts 1-6: an overview 
Drawing on finding from sections 4.4.1- 4.4.5.4, Table 4.19 below presents an overview 
of the verbal activities across contexts 1-6 in order to illustrate their frequency across 
these contexts. It indicates the total number of activities across contexts 1-6 and the mean 
percentage of each verbal activity in playful talk. 
Table 4.19. Verbal activities across contexts 1-6: an overview 
Activities Total number of activities Mean percentage of each 
verbal activity in playful talk 
Teasing 86 41.06% 
Name-calling 41 34.41% 
Joking 44 17.75% 
Language play 13 5.28% 
Singing 29 14.15% 
Crying out 114 73.26% 
Reciting 6 2.55% 
Role enactments 6 3.23% 
Table 4.19 demonstrates that the most frequently introduced activity in discourse was 
crying out (73.26%) followed by teasing (41.06%) and name-calling (34.41%). The high 
frequency of crying out activities is explained by the sequencing rules and the participant 
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configurations they elicited. Usually crying out activities were not anchored on prior talk 
and they did not elicit uptakes, in other words, these activities frequently consisted of an 
initiation by as single participant (e. g. excerpt 1, line 3, in 4.3). The fact that they did not 
elicit uptakes often was further reinforced by their defused nature: unlike teasing and 
name-calling activities (5.2.1- 5.2.2), crying out activities were not directed towards 
specific targets. As a result, crying out activities functioned as the most popular resource 
to initiate playful talk in discourse, thereby accounting for their high frequency across 
contexts. 
The least frequent activities were reciting (2.55%), role enactments (3.23%) and language 
play (5.28%). The low frequency of these activities is explained by the fact that they 
emerged in a limited number of contexts and were initiated by a small number of 
participants (see Table 4.20, in 4.5). This made these activities less popular among the 4th 
graders as opposed to teasing and name-calling for instance, in which all peer group 
members participated, thereby increasing the frequency of the latter two activities in 
playful talk (see Table 4.20, in 4.5). Joking (17.75%) and singing (14.15%) activities 
occupied middle frequencies. 
4.5 Probing into contextualization cues in playful talk 
In 4.4.1- 4.4.5.4, the contextualization cues that were used to initiate verbal activities and 
construct play frames were briefly presented. Before proceeding with a detailed 
discussion of these contextualization cues, the following Table (Table 4.20) presents an 
overview of the cues and their users, as identified in the data. 
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Table 4.20. Contextualization cues and users per verbal activity: an overview 
Verbal activities Contextualization cues Users 
Teasing mock challenges, threats, commands Husein, Babis, Giannis, 
one-liners, terms of verbal abuse, Tuncay, Bahrye, Meltem, 
nicknames, code-switches, laughter, hair Nontas, Maria, Costas, Fanis 
pulling, nape-slapping 
Name-calling nicknames, cries, terms of verbal abuse Husein, Babis, Giannis, 
nicknames, nonsense words, fast pace, Tuncay, Bahrye, Meltem, 
laughter, vowel elongation, shifts in Nontas 
stress, rhythm and rhyme 
Joking playing upon form, such as using Tuncay, Babis, Costas, Fanis, 
exaggeration and hyperbole, laughter, Vasia 
nonsense words 
Language play manipulating elements of languages (i. e. Tuncay, Babis, Costas, Fanis, 
Greek, Turkish, English), such as Meltem, Maria, Husein, Vasia 
exploiting similarities in sounds among 
words that have different meanings, but 
share identical or near-identical 
pronunciation, adding the same suffix to 
different first names, manipulating the 
stress of words and the pronunciation of 
consonants, laughter, code-switches, 
nonsense words 
Singing refrains and opening lines of songs, style- Bahrye, Meltem, Vasia, 
impersonations, sing-song intonation, Maria, Giannis, Babis 
shifts in pitch, volume and stress, 
laughter, code-switches 
Crying out football cries, media-inspired cries, Husein, Tuncay, Giannis, 
nonsense cries, impersonations, code- Babis, Vasia, Bahrye 
switches, one-liners, nicknames, loud and 
declamatory manner, laughter, elongated 
vowels, sing-song intonation, glottal 
stops 
Reciting fragments of poems and speeches, loud Bahrye, Meltem 
and declamatory manner, laughter 
Role impersonations, code-switches, songs Bahrye, Meltem, Vasia, 
enactments shifts in pitch, volume, stress, loud and Maria, Babis 
declamatory manner, laughter 
As stated (1.3), the aforementioned contextualization cues are seen as framing devices, 
and, in particular, devices to frame playful talk. Table 4.20 demonstrates that while cues 
can be limited to specific activities, most cues are used to initiate and construct a number 
of verbal activities. For instance, fragments of poems and speeches are confined to 
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reciting activities. Nicknames, however, feature in teasing, name-calling and crying out 
activities. In other words, with exceptions (e. g. reciting activities), there is not a one-to- 
one correlation between cues and activities. 
Moreover, Table 4.20 shows that the participation of peer group members in verbal 
activities is unequal. Babis, Giannis, Husein and Tuncay participated in a larger variety of 
verbal activities than Costas, Fanis and Nontas. Similarly, Vasia, Meltem and Bahrye 
took part in more activities than Maria. These findings reveal that certain peer group 
members were more prone to initiate and develop these activities than others. 
Furthermore, this Table reveals a certain degree of gender differentiation across 
activities. In particular, teasing activities triggered the participation of peer group 
members of both sexes. Reciting and performance-oriented activities, however, were 
mainly confined to female peer group members, while name-calling and crying out 
activities were more prevalent among male peers (especially Giannis, Babis, Husein and 
Tuncay). Gender differentiation across activities demonstrates that playful talk cannot be 
regarded as uniformly produced across participants and that male and female peer group 
members may favour the production of different verbal activities in playful talk (see 
7.1.1-7.1.3, for a discussion, ). 
In the following sections (4.5.1- 4.5.8), the contextualization cues presented in Table 4.12 
are further explored in the context of ethnographic information regarding their history, 
origins, sources and meanings. This ethnographic information can foreground the 
necessary cultural assumptions and associations that underlay the meanings of these cues, 
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which can aid us in understanding and interpreting their use in the peer group members' 
playful talk. 
4.5.1 Nicknames 
Nicknames emerge as contextualization cues in teasing, name-calling and crying out 
activities (Table 4.20, in 4.5) 80. They have been identified as one of the most salient 
resources used as contextualization cues in the peer group members' playful talk. By 
nicknames, this thesis takes to mean those names that have been given to peer group 
members by classmates and peers at school and reflect the way their bearers are 
perceived (Morgan, 0' Neill & Harre 1979). Following Morgan, 0' Neill & Harre 
(1979), nicknames (and names) are regarded as neither arbitrary labels nor neutral 
descriptors. On the contrary, they are viewed as `rich in content and many kinds of 
associations' (ibid: 10). Similar to names, nicknames refer to the `indexical here and 
now' (Silverman 1993: 38, reported in Rymes 1996: 242) and, like names, they: 
serve to describe individual traits; they index familiarity, kinship, and group membership; they 
pick out entire worlds of cultural significance (: 242). 
The practice of nicknaming among the 4th graders emerged as a unique characteristic of 
this group, which was contrasted to the complete absence of nicknames among 1St- 3rd 
graders and their selective use among 5th - 6t' grades at school (field-notes, 19/3/99). All 
peer group members had nicknames and used them for one another in playful talk. 
Usually, they coined the nicknames themselves, although in most cases there was no 
conclusive evidence regarding the identity of the `name-givers' (i. e. those responsible for 
80 Nicknames, however, are not used only as contextualization cues to introduce and construct verbal 
activities. They are also employed as terms of address, interchangeably with first names, with the purpose 
of attracting a peer group member's attention or acknowledging such an attempt (fleld-notes, 17/2/99). 
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coining the nicknames) (in-depth interview, 15/9/99). According to 4`h grade lore, Costas 
and Giannis inaugurated the practice of nicknaming, when in 3 rd grade they started 
calling each other `flavvoüXa' ('Giannoula' 81) and `Kcoßiaviiv67toX1' 
('Constantinople' 82) respectively. Initially, the use of these nicknames was confined to 
the two boys (ibid). 
During the same school year, Meltem opened up the practice of nicknaming to more peer 
group members, by referring to herself as `ipc? aycXäba' ('Mad Cow') 83. Meltem 
further enhanced this practice by introducing another self-reference, that of `Meltem 
Cumbul', a popular Turkish actress and singer. The subsequent appropriation of 
Meltem's self-references as nicknames by her peers paved the way for the coining of 
more nicknames. 
In their discussion of nicknames at school, Morgan, 0' Neill & Harre (1979) distinguish 
between nicknames that are coined by using: (1) internal methods of formation and (2) 
external methods of formation. By internal methods of formation, they refer to nicknames 
that are constructed by making use of alliteration, rhyming, the addition of a suffix on the 
name or surname of the bearer. By external methods of formation, they mean nicknames 
that are triggered by references to the bearer's physical traits, character attributes or 
allusions to TV characters and so on (: 36; see also de Klerk & Bosch 1999). The 
investigation of the peer group members' nicknames indicates that the majority had been 
81 `Giannoula' is the female equivalent of `Giannis'. The issue of ascribing nicknames of the opposite sex 
to peer group members is addressed later in this section. 
82 `Constandinoupoli' ('Constantinople') was the capital of the Byzantine Empire. At the same time, it is a 
major road in the area of Gazi. It has its root in the name Constantine (Constantinos). Costas is short for 
Constantinos. 
83 This self-reference was inspired by a class discussion on the mad cow disease (in-depth interview, 
15/9/99). 
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formed by employing internal methods of formation, in particular, some kind of word 
play on the peer group members' given names or surnames (cf. Morgan, 0' Neill & 
Harre 1979: 38). 
The following Tables (4.21a-4.21b) present the different nicknames, their bearers and 
their meanings (in-depth interview, 15/9/99). 
Table 4.21a. Nicknames formed by internal methods 
1. Abbreviations of a peer 
group member's surname 
Emrl? ionoii ov (Spiliopoulou: this is Maria's surname) > 
En) tä (Spilia: this word means cave in Greek) 
2. Addition of a suffix or Bäawa (Vasia)> Baß0,67rt ra (1)999 (Vasilopita (1)999: 
word on the root of a peer Vasilopita is a special cake made in Greece for New Year's. 
group member's name or The number of the new year is indicated on the cake, which 
surname explains why the year 1999 or 999 was part of Vasia's 
nickname). 
Fävic (Fanis)> 'FaVLKÖ (Faniko: may be a word play on 
`faniko- foniko' which means `murder' )> 4)avoüKka (Fanoukla 
may be a word play on `fanoukla - pakoukla' which means 
`plague'). 
Kta ru; (Costas)> Kw rravttvoviro),, q 
(Constantinople)>Kwvaiavttvoinrö? w5 
(Constantinoupoleos: this is the genitive case of 
`Constantinoupoli', `Constantinople' in English) >Kwaravttva 
(Constandina: this is a girl's name. It's the female equivalent of 
Costas) 
rtäwic (Giannis)> fiawaxönizra 
(Giannakopita: this literally means `Giannis' pie')> Ftawoibka 
(Giannoula: is the female equivalent of `Giannis') 
Baµßaxov6TI5 (Vamvakousis: this is Nontas' surname) > 
BUJ4 äK1(Vamvaki)> M7raµ7räKL (Babaki: both `Vamvaki' and 
`Babaki' mean `cotton'. [V] and [B] are allophones. [V] is 
viewed as a more prestigious form, while [B] as a less 
prestigious one) > Pamuk (i. e. cotton in Turkish) 
Xou y Iv E&1 (Husein Sali: Sali is Husein's surname) > 
Xovadva E&Ava (Huseina Salina: By adding the vowel [a] at 
the end Husein's first and last names, they are transformed into 
female names) 
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3. Rhyme and rhythm To% Yrcdt (Tuncay)> Toürca Mo&rca 
('Tundza 'Mundza: The first syllables of 'Tundza 'Mundza are 
stressed for rhythm. Also, `mudza' in Greeks means a gesture 
that consists of opening one's palm and stretching out all five 
fingers. It is regarded as very rude) 
4. Pun with some phonic M7mpmjS (Babis)> M7rEµn0ivo 
link (Bebilino)> Mi itmt ivo (Babylino: this is the name of a 
nappies brand) 
5. Literal translation Toi rý t (Tuncay: his name is made up of the Turkish words 
`tunt' ('bronze') and `ay' ('moon') > M7rpoiitctvo Diyyäpt 
(Broudzino Fegari: bronze moon) 
Table 4.21b. Nicknames formed by external methods 
1. References to physical Mnaxpd (Bahrye)> Eovµo (Sumo) because she is fat (When 
traits Husein makes a reference to her nickname, he accompanies it 
with the sort of movements sumo fighters make, e. g. he stamps 
his feet on the ground, enacting the way sumo fighters move on 
stage; in-depth interview, 15/9/99) 
Bdata (Vasia)> HoXvxaiotKta (Polikatikia: this means block 
of flats in Greek) because she is tall 
Dävr1S (Fanis)> Enavtö a (Spaniola: this means a woman from 
Spain) because he has a dark complexion. 
NwviaS (Nontas)> Baµßäxt (Vamvaki)> 
MnaµnäKL (Babaki)> Pamuk because he has very soft white 
skin 
2. Allusions to TV MO Ttft (Meltem) > Meltem Cumbul (popular Turkish actress 
personalities and singer) 
3. References to XovßEiv (Husein)> KaaaErta (Kassetta: means tape. Husein 
biographical events was called `Kassetta' because his father owns a video store and 
sells tapes) > AvipEa (Andrea: this is the vocative case of the 
name `Andreas'. Husein's father also goes by the Christian 
name Andreas 
Mi rt (Meltem)> TpEXrj Ayckd6a (Treli Agelada, i. e. mad 
cow based on a discussion on the mad cow disease) 
KciwaraS (Costas)> KwaTavttvovwröXw5 
(Constantinoupoleos: this is the name of one of the main streets 
in the area of Gazi). 
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The data reveals an interesting case of nickname formation that has not been identified in 
the literature so far, notably using a peer group member's surname as nickname. This 
poses difficulties in classifying the nickname in question under the existing methods for 
nickname formation. For this reason, the existing classification of nicknames proposed by 
Morgan, O'Neill & Harre (1979) has been amended to include a third method for 
nickname formation that accounts for surnames doubling as nicknames. 
The nickname in point is Giannis' surname "Kollias' (vocative case "Kollia', the stress 
is on the first syllable, e. g. Transcript 1, lines 1,3-5, Appendix IV). In the Turkish variety 
of Gazi, "kolya' (the stress on the first syllable) also means necklace (fleld-notes, 
19/3/99). The equivalent word for necklace in Greek is `kolye' (the stress on the last 
syllable). The fact that Giannis' surname was also a real word in Turkish seems to have 
aided its transformation into a nickname. This claim is further supported, by the practice 
of using Turkish names and words as nicknames (e. g. `Meltem Cumbul' and `pamuk' for 
Meltem and Nontas respectively). The use of Giannis' surname as nickname, however, 
may reflect an attempt by peer group members to mark Giannis off from the rest of the 
group (cf. Morgan, O'Neill & Harre 1979: 46-47; for further discussion, see 7.1.5). 
Tables 4.21 a-4.21b above illustrate that four male peer group members had nicknames 
that were associated with a feminine identity: Giannis had been nicknamed `Giannoula', 
Costas `Constantina', Fanis `Spaniola' and Husein `Huseina Salina'. Only one female 
peer group member, however, had a nickname associated with a male identity: Bahrye 
was called 'Sumo'. As explained, these nicknames were not frequently used among peer 
group members in playful talk (in-depth interview, 15/9/99). 
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Apart from these nicknames associated with a feminine or masculine identity, other 
references to male-female relationships and sexuality did not emerge in playful talk. This 
absence could be related to the age of the participants, especially since references to 
male-female relationships and sexuality regularly emerged in playful talk among 5`h and 
6th graders (field-notes, 19/3/99, see also Eder 1993). In light of these findings, 
nicknames associated with a feminine or masculine identity could signal early attempts 
by 4th graders to deal with issues of gender and sexuality (see also 7.1.1). 
Overall, the investigation of the peer group members' sustained nicknaming practices 
illustrates a link between these practices and the peer group members' history of shared 
past interactions at school. This can explain why similar nicknaming practices were not 
observed among other school-based peer groups. In addition, as shown, nicknames drew 
on rich and varied sources, notably the majority and minority languages and cultures, the 
institutional cultures of the school and of the 4 `h grade class as well as peer group 
members' individual characteristics (cf. Rymes 1996). 
4.5.2 One-liners 
One-liners are also employed as contextualization cues in teasing and crying out activities 
(Table 4.20, in 4.5) 84. By one-liners, this study takes to mean a stock expression or fixed 
phrase interactants pick up from media sources and use in their talk (e. g. Transcript 3, 
lines 26- 27, Appendix IV). Table 4.22a illustrates the one-liners from Greek TV variety 
84 It is worth noting that unlike nicknames, the use of one-liners emerged in the discourse of other pre- 
adolescents (50'- 60' grades), at school (field-notes, 19/3/99). This may reflect a pre-adolescent (4`h 6th 
grades) preoccupation with youth popular cultures and media consumption, especially TV and music (cf. 
Minks 1999). 
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shows that were popular among peer group members, at the time of the fieldwork, and 
their users (survey interview 2,28/4/99). 
Table 4.22a. One-liners from Greek TV shows and their users 
Greek comedy shows One-liners Users 
`Kath MäpKov xaxaxovxa (haha'houha); Kak6oo Vasia, Giannis, Babis. 
EvayyEAto' txq (that's a good one, right? ); Ti Tuncay, Husein, Bahrye, 
('The Gospel according to 4; pE KapayKtOý'q; (what are Maria 
St. Mark' 86) you talking about you clown? ); 
GKOI)X, KL Oa ttt%, 1l6ELS GKO'UÄ KL 
(you will talk to me you scum); 
ßwßrrö !!! (thumbs up!!! ) 
`A. M. A. N. ' (`Arran' 87) vuffug cqu it kt (oh aren't we Giannis, Babis, Vasia 
all happy now); EEE SEV TO 
nwß'ri w (I just DO NOT believe 
this); 6waT6! !! (thumbs up!!! ) 88 
Greek TV shows were not the only source of material for one-liners. One-liners from 
Turkish TV shows, that were aired on TUrk-sat (the Turkish satellite), were also 
employed as contextualization cues (ibid; e. g. Transcript 4, lines 8, Appendix V). These 
one-liners were lifted from comedies starring the famous Turkish comedian Kemal Sunal. 
One of the most popular comedies was the high school sequel `Hababam Sinifi' (loosely 
translated as `The Unruly Class'). This comedy sequel was filmed in the late `70s early 
`80s 89. In this comedy sequel, Kemal Sunal plays the character of Saban: a simple- 
minded character, who gets into all sorts of mischief, much of which not surprisingly 
involves women. Table 4.22b demonstrates the one-liners from Turkish TV shows that 
85 The translations provided try to render the meaning and force of these one-liners. In this sense, they are 
not literal translations. 
86 `Mark' was the name of the main presenter of this show; hence, the double-reference of the title. 
87 `Arran' is an exclamation in Greek that usually means `for goodness sake' or `mercy! '. 
88 It was claimed that this one-liner appeared in both TV shows (survey interview 2,28/4/99). 
89 It was based on a book by Rifat Ilgaz and it was directed by Ertem Egilmez. 
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were popular among peer group members, at the time of the fieldwork, and their users 
(ibid). 
Table 4.22b. One-liners from Turkish TV shows and their users 
Turkish comedy shows One-liners Users 
`Hababam Sinifi' ('The cici meme 90 (cute boobs); gel Tuncay, Husein, Babis, 
Unruly Class') bana (come to me and its Giannis, Vasia, Meltem, 
variants: gee bana, gee mana, Bahrye 
gei mana); inek Saban (Saban 
you cow); esogluesek (son of a 
donkey) 
Unlike access to one-liners from Greek TV shows that was open to all peer group 
members, access to one-liners from Turkish TV comedies was restricted to Greek- 
Turkish bilinguals. Greek monolinguals gained access to these one-liners only indirectly, 
through their use by Greek-Turkish bilingual peers at school. As Table 4.22b indicates, 
only three Greek-speaking monolinguals (Giannis, Babis and Vasia) ventured to use 
Turkish one-liners as contextualization cues (e. g. Transcript 12, lines 3,4-6, Appendix 
V). Such uses foreground issues of `entitlement' (i. e. who has the right to use these one- 
liners) (Shuman 1992) and degrees of visibility of the minority culture at school (cf. 
Heller 1999) (for a discussion, see 7.1.4). 
One-liners as contextualization cues were renewed and updated based on the latest TV 
hits (survey interview 2,28/4/99). TV shows provide a wealth of resources for peer group 
members to draw leading to the constant flow of new material into their talk, with new 
one-liners replacing old ones at a fast pace. This finding is collaborated by research on 
peer cultures and the media. In particular, children's everyday experiences are 
90 This is a nonsense phrase in Turkish. 
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increasingly mediated by media sources, such as TV, the radio, tape and video-recordings 
(Gillespie 1995; Hass-Dyson 1997; Minks 1999). 
This line of research has shown that school-age children incorporate media inspired 
references in their talk among peers in the school setting (e. g. Grugeon 2001a, 2001b; 
Lytra 2002b; Rampton 1995). As Marsh (2001) argues, the media environment provides 
children with rich `textual, musical and movement material' they can creatively employ 
in their play and talk (: 81). As a result, children engage in dialogic processes with media 
sources, during which they appropriate and transform materials and forms (see chapters 
5-6). These processes result in constantly `updating' the peer group culture (Bishop & 
Curtis 2001b: 60). 
For instance, in excerpt 15 below, Vasia introduces a one-liner from the Greek comedy 
show `The Gospel according to St. Mark', in discourse ('w pc pia µokußäpa', `oh what a 
huge pencil'). In the ensuing turns (lines 1- 5), she discusses her reference to the one- 
liner and the comedy show in question with Babis. 
Excerpt 15 (context 4,15/3/99; For a complete Transcript, see Transcript 14, Appendix V) 
1Bdam ((6TEKETal tävw irpoS Mt(Xµ )) xävE- v'rou= 
1Vasia ((standing over Babis)) do ntou= 
2MtäµuMS =f ou ... µavovXa VTO-UPQIý 
2Babis =ou manoula ntourou 
3Bärna vtoupovpou vToupp .w pc . ua µoku 
3a__pa hahaha 
3Vasia dourourou dourou oh what a huge pencil 
4 acc (ha)Miräµnrj (ha)M7t6tµirrj . cw- . pE- . µla- . µoki)Lgpa 
hahaha 
4 Babi Babi oh (re-) what- a HUGE pencil 
5 to `KaT6 Mäpxov EuayyeXio' ... TÖycls 
6£l; 
.... E; 
5 in `The Gospel according to St. Mark' have you seen it? have you? 
Wndä t 1S 7to16; 
6Babis what? 
7Bäita to `Kath MäpKov Euayy$? io'= 
7Vasia in `The Gospel according to St. Mark'= 
8Mnä71µiic acc & TO (347uu PC ßu . 
&V 7tp6XaI3a va TO Scu TO µsarJµEpt= 
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8Babis I don't watch it (re) I missed it ((yesterday)) afternoon= 
9Bäaia =70,, Ka Exci hahaha.. 
9Vasia =it's a lot of fun 
IOMýäµýrýS p To 4Epcw.. 
10Babis I know 
Through such exchanges of media talk among peers (e. g. excerpt 15), novel one-liners 
become popular and old ones obsolete. As a result, during these processes, a shared peer 
group culture emerges. This example also serves to highlight that unlike nicknames, 
whose origins and interactional history can be traced through time, one-liners have a 
more ephemeral, here-and-now quality. 
4.5.3 Songs 
Songs as contextualization cues appear in singing and role enactment activities (Table 
4.20, in 4.5). Peer group members exclusively employed the refrain or opening lines of 
Greek songs as contextualization cues (field-notes 26/2/99; e. g. Transcript 3, line 1-2, 
Appendix V). Similar to one-liners, their popularity was temporary and they were quickly 
replaced by news hits (ibid). 
At the time of the fieldwork, the most commonly referred to Greek songs were: (1) the 
refrain from `E'ro Aaav6ýp' ('In the Elevator') sang by BaXävirlc (Valantis), a young 
male singer; (2) the refrain from the theme song of a popular TV love series called 
` iftpol Kap6mq' ('Whispers of the Heart'), (3) refrains and opening lines of songs sang 
by the rap group `Hµt6Koüµltpta' ('Imiskoubria') and (4) refrains of songs lifted from 
Greek black and white films made in the `50s and `60s (cf. Georgakopoulou 2000). 
Greek songs were sung by both Greek-speaking monolinguals (Giannis, Babis, Vasia, 
Maria) and Greek-Turkish bilinguals (Meltem, Bahrye) (Table 4.20, in 4.5). Girls, 
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however, sang a wider range of songs than boys, whose repertoire was mainly confined to 
singing rap songs (field-notes 26/2/99). As a result, girls (Meltem, Bahrye, Vasia, Maria) 
generated more singing activities than boys (Giannis, Babis). These findings point to 
gender differentiation in music preferences and singing practices between boys and girls 
(see 7.1.3). This occasion of gender differentiation appears to be linked to the recreational 
practices of boys and girls during free time: while boys participated in sports, girls 
engaged in less physical activities, including singing activities (see 3.4.2, cf. Rampton 
1995). 
4.5.4 Impersonations and code-switches 
As far as impersonations are concerned, they were used as contextualizaiton cues in 
singing, role enactment and crying out activities (see Table 4.20, in 4.5). Following 
Sebba (1994), impersonations are seen as: 
creating or evoking a character by the use of a particular speech style embedded in talk in another 
style (Sebba 1994: 131). 
The data indicate that the sources of inspiration of many of the impersonations were 
popular Greek variety shows, such as `IIpconvoq KacpES' (`Morning Coffee') (field-notes 
26/2/99; also questionnaires; e. g. Transcript 113, lines 16- 20, Appendix V). Shows that 
fall under this TV genre exhibit a fixed participant structure with well determined roles: 
they feature a hostess, who is responsible for orchestrating the show, along with an 
aggregate of glamorous and more obscure media personalities. The hostess tends to adopt 
a conversational style characterised by fast mode of delivery, laughter and elongated 
vowels. She extensively uses stock phrases and witticisms as well as marked openings 
and closings to highlight different conversational moves (cf. Makri- Tsilipakou 2001). 
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Other sources of inspiration for impersonations were music videos. Peer group members 
integrated singing styles in their playful talk promoted by these videos. For instance, they 
emulated pitch swings and the use of elongated vowels to make their singing sound more 
emotional (e. g. Transcript 13, lines 11-12, Appendix V). They also made use of 
exaggerated gesturing and body movements and manipulated the microphone. As in the 
case of songs, female peer group members (Meltem, Vasia, Bahrye, Maria) mainly used 
impersonations as contextualization cues in playful talk. This is attributed to the fact that 
impersonations were prevalent in activities that were dominated by girls (i. e. singing and 
role enactments). 
Code-switches emerge in a wider range of activities than songs and impersonations. 
These are teasing, language play, crying out and role-enactment activities (see Table 
4.12,4.5). Following Gumperz (1982), code-switching is defined as: 
the juxtaposition within the same speech exchange of passages of speech belonging to two 
different grammatical systems or sub-systems (: 59). 
Code-switches as cues in playful talk involved switches from Greek to either English or 
Turkish (field-notes, 15/3/99). Code-switches to English included references to fragments 
of songs, such as the Christmas carol `Jingle Bells' and rock songs (ibid; e. g. Transcript 
4, lines 13- 15, Appendix IV). Other references were formulaic greeting and parting 
expressions (e. g. `hello', `bye bye') and personal questions (e. g. `what's your name? ', 
`how old are you? '). 
Code-switches to English were due to the increasing presence of English in the daily lives 
of peer group members: most peer group members studied English outside school (in 
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foreign language centres) and watched films and listened to music in English 
(questionnaires). They reflected the gradual appearance, at the time of the fieldwork, of 
English words and phrases on TV advertisements and Greek comedy shows that 
associated the use of English with images of being trendy (field-notes, 15/3/99). 
Both Greek-speaking monolinguals and Greek-Turkish bilinguals engaged in code- 
switching to English in playful talk. Because these switches involved the use of 
fragments of songs and formulaic expressions, they were readily accessible to all peer 
group members regardless of their level of proficiency. The absence of a linguistic barrier 
coupled with the fact that English was not the `we' code (Gumperz 1982a) of any peer 
group member led to the integration of code-switches to English as cues in playful talk. 
Overall, code-switching to Turkish was reserved for Greek-Turkish bilinguals, where 
Turkish featured as the `we' code (Gumperz 1982a). However, code-switches in playful 
among peers in contact encounters were not the norm (field-notes, 15/3/99). In addition, 
the restricted use of Turkish by Greek-speaking monolinguals suggested limited mobility 
between the two codes, especially since, unlike English, Turkish was not a shared code 
among peer group members (see 7.1.4, for a discussion) 
4.5.5 Cries and nonsense cries 
Cries emerge in crying out and name-calling activities (Table 4.20, in 4.5). By cries, this 
thesis takes to mean stock expressions that were usually delivered in a loud, declamatory 
voice. The main source of cries in playful talk was cries chanted in sports events (field- 
dotes. 19/3/99). For instance, male peer group members frequently called out `Cimbom 
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Galata Saray' ('Go Galata Saray') (the cry of the Turkish football club Galata Saray. or 
`A. E. K. o? ' ('Go A. E. K. ') (the equivalent cry of the Greek football club A. E. K. ). 
Occasionally, sources of cries came from high profile incidents (field-notes, 1/1/99). 
During the fieldwork, one such high profile international incident involved the capture 
and subsequent trial of the leader of the outlawed Kurdish Workers' Party (PKK), 
Abdullah Öcalan, by the Turkish authorities. His trail attracted significant media 
coverage across Europe, leading to a number of demonstrations by Kurds (mainly 
political refugees) living abroad. Such demonstrations also took place in Greece, where a 
sizable number of Kurds has been granted political asylum. 
The cries associated with this incident that emerged in the data were: `Ota(x), äv IIKK' 
(`Öcalan PKK'), `OwaXäv' (`Öcalan') `äßc aI3c Koupöi6iäv' (`long live Kurdistan') and 
`Kovp6t6i6v' ('Kurdistan'). These cries were employed mainly by male peer group 
members across linguistic and cultural backgrounds (e. g. Transcript 1, lines 13,15- 16). 
The use of these cries was the product of the extensive media coverage of this incident. In 
this respect, it was not surprising that these cries had filtered through to the children's 
talk at school. As discussed (3.1.3), tensions between Greece and Turkey usually had a 
negative impact on majority-minority relations in the neighbourhood. These tensions 
were consistently brought into the school and on this occasion, they were articulated 
through the use of cries. 
On the basis of Table 4.20 (4.5), nonsense cries and nonsense words are employed in 
crying out, name-calling, joking and language play activities. Nonsense cries and 
nonsense words are defined as cries and words that do not have any semantic meaning. 
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Rather, they function `as a means of fostering group solidarity' (Crystal 1998: 172). The 
most common nonsense cry that emerged in the 4th grade data was `atiato' and its 
variants: `adiato', `atato' and `abiato' (e. g. Transcript 2, line 3, Appendix IV). These 
nonsense cries were coined by Husein and, even though others used them as a 
contextualization cues, they was always associated with him (survey interview 2, 
28/4/99). While other peer group members made up nonsense cries and nonsense words, 
these uses were not as widespread as the cries coined by Husein. 
Nonsense cries and nonsense words have also featured prominently in research on 
children's talk in school playgrounds. Marsh (2001), in particular, has associated the use 
of nonsense cries and nonsense words with bilingual children's developing competences 
in the second language. She claims that their use allows these children to participate in 
play activities, such as group singing games, with minimal difficulty (: 88) (cf. Gregory 
1990). By resorting to nonsense cries and nonsense words, these bilingual children can 
participate on an equal footing with monolinguals in verbal activities and become 
accepted by them as competent group members. It is not clear whether Husein's 
continuous repetition of the nonsense cry `atiato' and its variants could be seen in this 
light. What certainly transpires from the data is that Husein was one of the key initiators 
and participants in a number of verbal activities, including crying out activities. This is 
collaborated by the fact that he was signalled out as the class tease (see the peer group 
members' profiles in 3.4.1). 
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4.5.6 Fragments of poems and speeches 
Fragments of poems and speeches were used as contextualization cues in reciting 
activities (Table 4.20, in 4.5). Peer group members had learned these poems and speeches 
by heart to recite them on various school-sponsored national celebrations (fteld-notes, 
19/3/99). Only Bahrye and Meltem, however, employed fragments of poems and 
speeches as contextualization cues in playful talk (e. g. Transcript 2, lines 1-2, Appendix 
IV). 
The use of these cues reveals a direct influence of institutional discourses in playful talk. 
In contrast to all other cues presented (4.5.1- 4.5.5), poems and speeches were the only 
contextualization cues that were associated with the institutional discourses of the school 
and the curriculum. All other cues had been brought into the school from sources outside 
school, most commonly media sources. This finding is not surprising given that the 
curriculum is , seldom linked with play (Blatchford 1998). As a result, it appears that, 
when pupils use elements from the curriculum for play, they select those elements they 
can most readily associate with play rather than instruction proper (i. e. poems and 
speeches). 
4.5.7 Terms of verbal abuse 
Terms of verbal abuse are employed as contextualization cues in name-calling and 
teasing activities (Table 4.20, in 4.5). By terms of verbal abuse, this study takes to mean 
the use of personal insults that the target can either treat as true or as not true and respond 
accordingly (Eder 1995: 73). Overall, terms of verbal abuse did not emerge often as 
contextualization cues in playful talk. When they appeared, they were confined to a small 
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range of personal insults, such as `xaýo' ('silly') `xaýoüXig' (`little silly one'), `3XäKaq' 
('stupid'), `Koiaavapto' ('silly'). 
Research at school, however, attests to the ubiquitous presence of verbal abuse among 
peer group members (Eder 1995). Indeed, the limited exchange of terms of verbal abuse 
among peer group members contrasts with its extended use among older pupils (5th6th 
grades) (field-notes, 30/3/99). This discrepancy regarding the use of terms of verbal abuse 
across ages (4t- 6th) could be approached in two ways. On the one hand, it could be age- 
specific, in that pupils' age has a bearing on the use of terms of verbal abuse: younger 
children seemed to use such terms less than older children (ibid). 
On the other hand, it may be an outcome of the interpersonal rules of conduct that had 
emerged among 4 `h graders over four years of sustained daily interactions at school. 
These rules of conduct were further reinforced by the 4th grade teacher's explicitly 
negative stance towards verbal abuse (field-notes, 5/3/99) as well as the overarching 
inter-cultural regime of the school that censored such language (3.2.1- 3.2.2). As a result, 
at an interactional level, these rules of conduct appeared to favour the use of certain cues 
(e. g. nicknames), but not others (e. g. terms of verbal abuse) in playful talk. 
An exception to the norm was the use of insults with racist connotations in predominantly 
all-male name-calling activities (field-notes, 30/3/99). These personal insults were 
employed by Giannis and to a lesser extent by Husein, Babis and Tuncay and included 
the following words: `apäirrj' ('nigger') `apäi HaKICTäV (`Pakistani nigger') and 
`apaitbäicta' ('little niggers') (e. g. Transcript 2, lines 9,12, Appendix IV). The use of 
insults among male peers has been well documented in the literature (e. g. Kochman 1972. 
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1983; Leary 1980). The extent to which these insults are treated as ritual or personal in 
playful talk is investigated in 5.5.3 and 7.1.5. This is explored by probing into who uses 
these insults as contextualization cues for whom and on what occasion and how these 
cues are responded to in discourse (cf. Mitchell-Kernan 1972). 
4.5.8 Extra-linguistic cues 
According to Table 4.20 (4.5), two extra-linguistic contextualization cues emerged in 
playful talk and were associated with teasing activities: (1) hair pulling and (2) nape- 
slapping. Hair pulling was exercised by male peer group members and consisted of 
pulling the hair of female peer group members (e. g. Transcript 3, line 32, Appendix IV). 
Nape-slapping, on the other hand, was employed by both girls and boys alike and it 
comprised of singling out and slapping the victim on the nape. The latter cue was referred 
to as `bivw cpäircS' ('slapping somebody on the nape') (cf. Opie & Opie 1959: 224-225). 
Similar `mock acts of aggression', such as administering light slaps, have been identified 
as `kinesic' cues in ritual insulting routines among peers (Leary 1980: 127). Moreover, 
peer group members engaged extensively in non-verbal activities, such as chasing 
routines, mock fights and instances of `playground invasions' 91 (Thorne 1986: 175) to 
accompany playful talk. 
Extra-linguistic cues, like hair pulling and nape-slapping, exploit playful aggression 
(Miller & Sperry 1987). Overall, peer group members never perceived them as serious 
physical threats to their safety (field-notes, 30/3/99; also Leary 1980). This was reflected 
in that teachers seldom intervened to sanction them. As in the case of employing 
91 `Playground invasions' are attempts to disrupt an activity in which members of the opposite sex are 
involved (Thorne 1986: 175). 
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nicknames of the opposite sex (4.5.1), the use of these cues to accompany verbal 
activities, such as teasing, are seen as attempts to explore gender boundaries: such 
instances of playful aggression allow for border crossings between the sexes, while 
simultaneously affirming gender boundaries (cf. Thorne 1986; see also 7.1.1). 
4.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, I illustrated that the emergence of playful talk in discourse depended on 
four micro-interactional parameters (setting, participants, task, type of group) and their 
combinations along the institutionality-non-institutionality continuum. This continuum 
was seen as a macro-interactional category of analysis that was defined as the various 
institutional (i. e. school- imposed) features that impinge upon participants' talk at school. 
The analysis demonstrated that because they occurred in the institutional setting of the 
school, these features permeated all contexts. 
Combinations of aforementioned four micro-interactional parameters yielded six contexts 
where playful talk occurred (Table 4.1,4.1). The first three contexts were subsumed 
under the super-ordinate category of institutionally oriented contexts and included: 
context 1 (whole-group instructional interactions), context 2 (small-group instructional 
interactions) and context 3 (interactions during lunchtime). The remaining contexts were 
subsumed under the super-ordinate category of non-institutionally oriented contexts and 
incorporated: context 4 (task-based interactions during free time in the classroom), 
context 5 (interactions during free time in the classroom) and context 6 (interactions 
during free time in the schoolyard). In the analysis, the participant parameter and in 
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particular the teacher figure emerged as the most important parameter in determining the 
position of these contexts along the institutionality-non-institutionality continuum. 
The investigation of the six contexts through the lens of the institutionality-non- 
institutionality continuum foregrounded the conditions leading to the emergence of 
playful talk in the 4th grade data. In this context, playful talk was viewed as a super- 
ordinate category that encompassed the following verbal activities: (1) teasing; (2) name- 
calling; (3) joking; (4) language play and (5) performance-oriented activities, notably 
singing, reciting, crying out and role enactments. 
Playful talk, therefore, was taken to mean talk during which participants produced the 
aforementioned activities and it was measured in occurrences per context. On the basis of 
this definition of playful talk, the analysis supported an inverse relation between playful 
talk and the position of contexts along the institutionality-non-institutionality continuum: 
contexts towards the institutionality rear of the continuum exhibited middle to low 
frequency of playful talk. Contexts that were towards the non-institutionality end of the 
continuum demonstrated high frequency of playful talk. 
In this chapter, I presented and discussed the contextualization cues peer group members 
employed in playful talk. These were: (1) nicknames; (2) one-liners; (3) songs, (4) 
impersonations and code-switches; (5) cries and nonsense cries; (6) fragments of poems 
and speeches; (7) terms of verbal abuse and (8) extra-linguistic cues. Through the 
analysis, it transpired that peer group members drew on cues mainly from the majority 
(Greek) language and culture. Simultaneously, they employed a limited range of cues 
from the minority (Turkish) language and culture (e. g. one-liners, cries and code- 
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switches) and from the foreign (English) language and culture (code-switches). 
Moreover, it was shown that a number of cues (e. g. nicknames, one-liners, songs, style- 
shifts) had their origins in youth popular cultures, especially TV and music (cf. 
Iordanidou & Androutsopoulos 1995; Lytra 2001b; Valiouli & Psaltou-Jocey 1995). On 
the other hand, cues available via the institutional culture of the school were limited to 
fragments of poems and speeches. In general, these findings revealed that peer group 
members employed mixed resources (i. e. resources drawing on the languages and 
cultures available to them) as cues. 
In chapter 5, the thesis investigates the framing of playful talk in non-institutionally 
oriented contexts (contexts 4,5 and 6). 
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Chapter five 
Framing playful talk in non-institutionally oriented contexts 
5.0 Introduction 
In chapter 5,1 explore the framing of playful talk in non-institutionally oriented contexts, 
i. e. contexts that have been positioned towards the non-institutionality end of the 
institutionality-non-institutionality continuum (cf. 4.2.5). These contexts include: context 
4 (task-based interactions during free time in the classroom), context 5 (school yard 
interactions) and context 6 (classroom interactions during free time) (Figure 4.5, in 
4.2.5). 
I investigate the framing of playful talk in non-institutionally oriented contexts, by 
exploring in depth two verbal activities (teasing and name-calling) in peer group 
interactions. According the Table 4.19 (4.4.6), teasing and name-calling emerged as two 
out of the three most frequently occurring activities in playful talk. Besides their 
prominence in discourse, the investigation of these two verbal activities is further 
justigied by their elicitation of divergent participation frameworks (Table 4.20, in 4.5). 
In this context, I provide an overview of the sequential and interactional organisation of 
name-calling and teasing during free time in terms of contextualization cues and 
participant positions (5.1). Drawing on relevant literature (e. g. Drew 1987; Tannock 
1999; Straehle 1993). 1 also examine the sequencing rules (5.2- 5.3), participation 
frameworks (5.4- 5.4.2) and types of responses to these activities (5.5- 5.5.2). In the final 
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section (5.5), 1 engage in a comparative discussion of name-calling and teasing across the 
three non-institutionally oriented contexts (contexts 4,5,6). 
5.1 Name-calling and teasing activities: an overview 
Following Goffman (1981), a `participation framework' is taken to mean the 
`participation status' or participant positions of all those who happen to be in the 
perceptual range of a spoken event relative to that event (: 3) (cf. 1.3). The analysis of 
teasing and name-calling activities during free time reveal the following participant 
positions: (1) initiator; (2) target or recipient (in this thesis these two terms are used 
interchangeably) and (3) audience (cf. Eder 1991; Straehle 1993). Members of the 
audience can be co-participants and take up the participant positions of co-initiators or 
co-respondants, or they can have no participation (i. e. overhearers 92) or limited 
participation in these activities. Limited participation refers to members of the audience 
who, through giggling and laughter, avoid taking sides during the development of teasing 
and name-calling (i. e. they do not align themselves with the initiator or the target) (see 
5.4-5.4.2, for a discussion). 
On the basis of the aforementioned participant positions, the following basic two-turn 
discourse structure emerges in the data: initiation- response (cf. Drew 1987). Depending 
on participant positions, however, the discourse structure becomes more complex. It can 
incorporate optional co-initiations and co-responses as well as optional other audience 
responses (e. g. giggling, laughter, silences). Discourse structure is not linear in that, for 
instance, an initiation is always followed by a response or that reposponses are followed 
by co-responses. It may be the case that targets do not respond to the name-calling or 
92 1 also took up the role of overhearer during many teasing and name-calling activities. 
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teasing themselves, but that co-respondants answer on their behalf (see Table 5.1a below, 
also 5.4-5.4.2). 
The following Tables (Tables 5.1a-5.1b) present the clusters of contextualization cues 
used to (co-)initiate and (co-)respond to teasing and name-calling. They also illustrate the 
participant positions (e. g. initiator, target, co-initiator(s), audience) and the peer group 
members involved. 
Table 5.1a. Teasing activities: contextualization cues, participant positions and peer group 
members 
Discourse Contextualization cues Participant Peer group members 
structure positions 
Initiation mock challenges, threats, Initiator Tuncay, Husein, Babis, 
commands, nicknames, terms Giannis, Vasia, Barhye 
of verbal abuse, code- 
switches (Vasia only), 
laughter 
Optional: co- mock challenges, threats, Co-initiator(s) Vasia, Husein, Tuncay 
initiation(s) commands, nicknames, terms 
of verbal abuse, laughter 
Response mock challenges, threats, Target Giannis, Babis, 
commands, nicknames, terms Husein, Tuncay, 
of verbal abuse, hair pulling Meltem, Vasia, Nontas 
and nape-slapping (Tuncay 
only), one-liners (Babis only), 
silence, laughter 
Optional: co- mock challenges, threats, Co- Husein, Nontas, Maria, 
response(s) commands, nicknames, terms respondant(s) Giannis, Babis, Vasia, 
of verbal abuse, laughter Bahre, Fanis, Tuncay 
Optional: other laughter, giggling Audience Bahrye, Maria, Nontas 
responses with limited 
participation 
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Table 5.1a indicates that most contextualization cues have dual roles: participants use 
them to both (co-)introduce and (co-)respond to teasing activities in discourse (e. g. mock 
challenges, threats and commands) and trigger play frames. This finding reveals a high 
degree of flexibility in terms of the cluster of cues peer group members can resort to in 
teasing to signal and interpret the playful nature of the activity (Eder 1991; Straehle 
1993). 
As the Table indicates, exceptions to this norm are code-switches, one-liners, hair pulling 
and nape-slapping, which are used only to respond to a teasing activity. The data analysis 
shows that these cues are the least frequently used ones in teasing and that their use is 
restricted to a small set of users: Babis, for instance, is the only peer group member 
employing one-liners to respond to teases. This implies that, unlike the other cues 
mentioned (e. g. mock challenges, commands), code-switches, one-liners and so on have 
not yet become part of what appears to be a shared repertoire of cues for teasing. 
The fact that these cues have not been incorporated in the peer group members' repertoire 
of cues yet makes them more ambiguous. The higher the degree of ambiguity, the more 
sophisticated metacommunicative skills peer group members need to develop to convey 
both the content of their message and the message `this is play' (Bateson 1972). 
Simultaneously, that peer group members can introduce and experiment with new cues 
(e. g. code-switches etc. ) in teasing demonstrates that the repertoire of cues is not fixed, 
but under constant construction (cf. Eder 1991). 
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Table 5.1a demonstrates that initiators also become recipients of teases (e. g. Tuncay, 
Husein, Giannis, Babis, Vasia). Although there are exceptions (Bahrye who features as 
the initiator but not as the target), this means that the roles of the initiator and target are 
often interchangeable (5.4- 5.4.2). On the other hand, co-respondants include peer group 
members that are neither targets nor recipients of teases (e. g. Costas, Maria, Fanis). 
Overall, Table 5.1a demonstrates that teasing is a collaborative activity that attracts a 
large number of participants occupying a variety of participant positions (Eder 1993). 
Table 5.1b. Name-calling activities: contextualization cues, participant positions and peer group 
members 
Discourse Contextualization cues Participant Peer group members 
structure positions 
Initiation nicknames, laughter, fast Initiator Tuncay, Husein, Babis, 
pace, vowel elongation, shifts Giannis 
in stress, rhythm and rhyme, 
terms of verbal abuse, 
repetition 
Optional: co- nicknames, laughter, fast Co-initiators Costas, Tuncay, 
initiation(s) pace, vowel elongation, shifts Husein, Giannis, Babis 
in stress, rhythm and rhyme, 
terms of verbal abuse, 
repetition 
Response nicknames, terms of verbal Target Giannis, Babis, 
abuse, nonsense words, fast Husein, Tuncay, 
pace, laughter, vowel Meltem, Nontas 
elongation, shifts in stress, 
rhythm and rhyme, repetition, 
silence 
Optional: co- nicknames, laughter, fast Co- Costas, Nontas, 
response(s) pace, vowel elongation, shifts respondants Giannis, Babis, Vasia, 
in stress, rhythm and rhyme, Bahrye, Tuncay, 
terms of verbal abuse, Husein 
repetition 
Optional: other laughter, giggling Audience with Bahrye, Vasia, Maria 
responses limited 
participation 
silence Overhearers Babis, Bahrye, 
Meltem, Maria, 
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Similar to teasing, in name-calling activities, the same cues are employed to both initiate 
and respond to name-calling as well as mark the activity as playful. As Table 5. lb shows, 
however, name-calling activities exhibit a smaller range of clusters of contextualization 
cues: participants initiate these activities by mainly resorting to the repetition of 
nicknames, terms of verbal abuse and nonsense words. In other words, cues for name- 
calling activities that are available to peer group members tend to be more fixed than 
those for teasing. 
This makes cues for name-calling activities more predictable and points to the 
establishment of a more routine-oriented repertoire of cues than teasing (cf. Labov 1972; 
Leary 1980). The predictability of these cues, however, does not guarantee that clusters 
of cues are consistently understood and interpreted as play. The analysis of name-calling 
activities (and teasing activities for that matter) demonstrates the dynamic relationship 
between participants, clusters of cues used and the interpretation of talk as play (5.5- 
5.5.4) 
Table 5.1b also indicates that name-calling activities attract the participation of a smaller 
number of peer group members: name-calling activities are mainly confined among four 
boys: Tuncay, Husein, Giannis and Babis, who features as (co-)initiators, targets and co- 
respondants (Table 5.1b). This suggests the existence of what Radcliffe-Brown (1940) 
and Kirshenblatt-Gimblett (1976) refer to as `joking relationships' among these peer 
group members (reported in Leary 1980: 125). By `joking relationships', they mean that 
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participants share a repertoire of cues that allow them to tease and call each other names 
without taking offence. This relationship combines both `friendliness' and `antagonism' 
and occurs during `moments of social licence' (ibid) (see 7.1.2,7.1.5, for a discussion). 
5.2 Initiating name-calling and teasing activities 
Name-calling activities are introduced in playful talk in non-institutionally oriented 
contexts (contexts 4,5,6) in two ways: (1) they can emerge in discourse without being 
anchored onto previous talk and (2) they can be triggered by prior talk. Teasing activities, 
on the other hand, are always anchored to preceding talk. The data analysis illustrates that 
name-calling activities, which are not anchored onto prior talk, introduce new play 
frames in talk. Name-calling activities, which are triggered by previous talk, and teasing 
activities build upon existing existing play frames in discourse. 
5.2.1 The emergence of name-calling 
As stated (5.2), name-calling activities can emerge in discourse without being anchored 
onto prior talk. Occasions that license the emergence of name-calling activities in talk are 
interactional junctions. These usually occur at transition points durigh which considerable 
noise and commotion is generated. A transition point, for instance, includes those 
moments spanning from the end of the break until the beginning of the lesson, which are 
punctuated by the entrance of the teacher in the classroom. During those moments, pupils 
enter the classroom, take their seats and slowly start to prepare for the lesson. The name- 
calling activity in excerpt 1 below occurs during one such transition point. 
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Excerpt 1 (context 5,17/3/99; For the complete Transcript, see Transcript 1, Appendix IV) 
((itoXS (p(wv9q)) 
((background noise)) 
1Xou6Eiv f acc K6kkta Kötha 
1Husein Kollia Kollia 
((ROW XX gx)vES)) 
((background noise)) 
2FtdvvrjS ((ßtrj BdXXi1)) xv is .. acc Koiia xoi'ra Ka:: /k6: E:::; 2Giannis ((to Vally)) Ms look look that's a good one right? 
((710 (xovES)) 
((background noise)) 
3Xoucciv O, a .f K6kkta KöX? 1, a acc KöXXla K6kkta . 3Husein come Kollia Kollia Kollia Kollia 
4 aka .f KöXXLa KöX? a acc K6X2 ui [ X?, ta 4 come Kollia Kollia Kollia [Kollia 
5NthvTaS [acc K6kkta K6kXta= 
SNontas [Kollia Kollia= 
6Toi rät fy2 it o 
6Tuncay =1 say 
Husein, the initiator of the name-calling activity, attempts twice to introduce the name- 
calling activity in discourse (lines 1,3-4). To this end, he uses prosody (he increases the 
volume of his voice and accelerates the delivery of his turn) to mark off the name-calling 
activity from the surrounding talk and exploits the following cluster of cues: he repeats 
Giannis' surname/nickname, emphatically stresses its first syllable (`K6kkta', `Kollia') 
and manipulates rhythm and pace, alternating between faster and slower pace (lines 1,3- 
4). By exploiting this cluster of cues, Husein signals to both Giannis (the target of the 
name-calling) and the others present (who can take up the role of co-participants) that a 
name-calling activity has just been introduced in discourse and a play frame is about to 
be constructed. 
The emergence of name-calling activities, which are not anchored onto previous talk in 
such interactional junctions, could be interpreted through the lens of the concept of 
`liininality' (Turner 1974). Interactional junctions generate `liminal' moments, that is 
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moments outside normal social structures, during which individuals pass from one social 
status to another (: 58). The end of the break (just before the beginning of the lesson) 
constitutes such a liminal period between `leisure' (break time proper) and `work' (the 
lesson). As a result, these in-between periods give rise to considerable noise and 
commotion, which in turn can trigger name-calling activities that need not be anchored 
onto prior talk. 
Name-calling activities during free time are also triggered in discourse by prior talk, 
which is often another type of verbal activity (e. g. singing, crying out, reciting or 
teasing). In excerpt 2, for instance, Husein's crying out activity (line 3) triggers the 
introduction of a name-calling activity (line 4). 
Excerpt 2 (context 5,13/3/99; For the complete Transcript, see Transcript 2, Appendix IV) 
1McXtEµ f yXuxoxapdcct il xapauyh . 
Xäµnouv o oup(xv6q Kat il yyr. 
1Meltem a new day is breaking the sky and the earth are shining 
2 Vx[tnouv Kat (3povioüv iarIbövta Kca yki)KoXaXoüv tcn öb vta= 
2 the nightingales are shining and the nightingales are singing= 
3Xou6£iv ff aµitiaTÖ::: = 
3Husein = abiato= 
4Fuivv g =p o Xou6Eiv Eivat ioi5: pµno 
4Giannis = Husein is dumb 
5Mnaxpuu o Ftävvic siva. -. (h)va-(hh)vät hh= 
5Bahrye Giannis is nanai 93= 
In excerpt 2, Giannis' name-calling is triggered by Husein's nonsense cry `u nriaTÖ' 
('abiato', line 3). Giannis introduces the name-calling activity, by latching onto Husein's 
turn (line 3) and making use of the term of verbal abuse `, roüp uto' (`dumb'), 
accompanied by vowel elongation and stress. He marks off the name-calling activity 
9; `Nanai' here could refer to the refrain of a song that goes `i nananai i naninanai'. As there is no video 
recording of the interaction, however, it is not possible to say if this word was accompanied by specific 
estures that could aid in interpreting its meaning or why it was used in the name-calling activity- L, 
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from the preceding talk by a shift in volume: he produces his turn in low volume, which 
contrasts with the loud and declamatory delivery of the previous turns (lines 1-3) (cf. 
excerpt 1, lines 1,3-4, in this section). 
As far as the use of contextualization cues are concerned, name-calling, which is not 
anchored onto previous talk, is usually triggered by simple forms of repetition, such as 
the rhythmic repetition of the target's nickname (e. g. `KoUta KöXXLa KöXXia', `Kollia 
Kollia Kollia' or `Maquakivo Mir£µ7cia, ivo MitcµinXivo', `Bebilino Bebilino Bebilino'). 
In name-calling activities, which are anchored to previous talk, peer group members 
exploit additional forms of repetition as contextualization cues, such as the use of 
`syntactic repetition with minimal semantic shifts' (Tannock 1999: 329). This can take 
the form of `x' (the target) is `y' (term of verbal abuse) (e. g. `o Xovßsiv Eivat 'rovpµuo' 
(Husein is dumb), line 4, in excerpt 2 above). As a result, the use of different forms of 
repetition as contextualization cues in name-calling enhances the predictability of these 
activities, but also allows for possible variation (e. g. the term of verbal abuse `y' in `x' is 
`y' may vary, see lines 4-5 in excerpt 2 above) (cf. Norrick 1994). 
5.2.2 Introducing teasing activities 
Teasing activities in non-institutionally oriented contexts are consistently anchored onto 
preceding talk. In his study on sequencing and teasing, Drew (1987) identifies the 
following properties that determine the way teasing is initiated in discourse: 
(i) teases are not topic-initial utterances, (ii) they are all in some way a second, or a next, or a 
response to a prior turn, and (iii) that the prior turn is spoken by the person who is subsequently 
teased in multi-party as well as two-party talk (: 233). 
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The investigation of teasing activities in non-institutionally oriented contexts confirms to 
a large extent the aforementioned properties: overwhelmingly teasing activities are 
anchored onto preceding talk. Teases are a next or a response to that talk and the target 
for teasing is usually the person who uttered the prior turn 94. For instance, in excerpt 3, 
Tuncay initiates a teasing activity (line 2), triggered by Vasia's previous turn (line 1). 
Excerpt 3 (context 4,18/3/99; For the complete Transcript, see Transcript 4, Appendix IV) 
1Touiýät nt rpoTductS ((aia Ay, (, u)) bE: v ExavCS; 
1Tuncay you haven't done the sentences ((in English))? 
2() w- . c)- . 0)- 2() 000 
3Bäßta f ((ip(Xyoubä c-ro nKp6gxovo))1 KapStä:: µou xTVrä:: = 
3Vasia ((sin gs in the mic)) my heart is throbbing= 
4Tou-rcäl = acc ävtC cpvyc . Bacak61ri is 999 .... 4Tuncay =go away Vasipolita 999 
5fli vvic yta va boi tc pE Nthv'ra ((ii tXEIS Käust)) 
5Giannis let's have a look ((re)) Nonta 
In this excerpt, sequentially, Tuncay's tease (line 4) is triggered by Vasia's singing (line 
3) and is a next to her turn. He introduces the teasing activity by latching onto her turn 
and resorting to the following cluster of contextualization cues: Tuncay makes use of a 
mock command `ävic yA')ys' ('go away'), followed by Vasia's nickname `BumkontTia 
999' ('Vasipolita 999'). He marks off his teasing from the preceding talk, by delivering 
his turn in fast pace (cf. excerpt 1, lines 1,3-4, in 5.2.1). 
The use of such clusters of cues signals to the target the playful nature of the interaction 
and contributes to the existing play frame. Peer group members need to employ linguistic 
and extra-linguistic cues to convey that their teasing should be interpreted as play and not 
otherwise (Bateson 1972). These cues are supplemented by the existence of what appears 
94 See, however, Transcript 7, line 9, for an example of a different nature. Here the target for teasing is not 
the person who uttered the prior turn, but the one before. 
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to be a repertoire of cues for teasing (cf. 5.1), the high frequency of teasing in playful talk 
(see Table 4.19, in 4.4.6) along with the fact that it occurs among peers. In other words, 
the repetitive nature of teasing and the participants it elicits function as additional cues, 
which further reinforce the playfulness of this activity (cf. Eder 1991). 
As argued (4.4.1), the necessity to enhance the playfulness of teasing activities stems 
from the ambiguity of teasing and its context-dependency. Unlike name-calling that is 
introduced in discourse by more predictable contextualization cues (e. g. the rhythmic 
repetition of the target's nickname), teasing does not make use of such cues. The absence 
of more predictable cues requires that peer group members engage in additional 
interactional work: they need to provide multiple cues in their talk in order to mark the 
onset of a new play frame or sustain an existing one (cf. Eisenberg 1986). 
For instance, in excerpt 3 above, Tuncay resorts to a mock command followed by the 
recipient's nickname to initiate the teasing activity (line 2). In similar vein to excerpt 4, in 
excerpt 5 below, Bahrye introduces her tease by making use of a mock challenge (her 
assessment of Babis poor academic performance) coupled with the playful rendition of 
the target's nickname ('Bebinino' instead of `Babylino', line 18). 
Excerpt 4 (context 4,15/3/99; For the complete Transcript, see Transcript 5 Appendix IV) 
16Bä6ta `a- a- a- .. 
[Tt;:: 
16Vasia aaa [wha::: t? 
17Miaxpuu ((ypdcDEt ßTOV ltivax(X)) s:: EI .. c:: asi .. au: ioi .. 
17Bahrye ((she writes on the blackboard)) [we you they 
18 [ax- pc- . [Tiitota 
66 4epctq pE Mitaµitvivo .. 
18 [uh (re) [you don't know anything (re) Babinino 
20Bäßta [Kai Kawa [T6vo ßýßata 
20Vasia [and no [stress of course 
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Overall, initiators resort to multiple cues to open (e. g. excerpt 3, in this section) or re- 
introduce (e. g. excerpt 4 above) a teasing activity in discourse and sign the playful nature 
of their teases. As shown (excerpts 3-4), mock commands and mock challenges are 
further reinforced by references to the recipients' nicknames. Because nicknames are 
linked to a shared past interactional history among peer group members (4.5.1), they 
allude to closeness and intimacy. As a result, they readily function as supplementary cues 
in order to highlight the playfulness of the teasing. 
5.3 Developing name-calling and teasing: sequencing rules 
The data analysis reveals the existence of sequencing rules that govern the development 
of name-calling and teasing activities in non-institutionally oriented contexts. Drawing on 
findings from the literature on other agonistic discursive phenomena, notably verbal 
duelling and ritual insulting (Labov 1972; Kochman 1983), this section demonstrates the 
extent to which the data under study share similarities with, but also depart from this line 
of research. 
Sequencing rules of ritual insulting and verbal duelling reported in the literature illustrate 
an adherence to strict adjacency rules. For example, in the case of sounding between 
African-American youths, one sound must be immediately followed by another sound. If 
one of the two antagonists does not respond to the previous sound, then the sounding 
activity is terminated and the antagonist, who addressed the sounding activity last, is 
proclaimed the winner (Labov 1972: 128-31; also Abrahams 1974; Kochman 1983). 
Similar to sounding, in verbal duelling among Turkish boys, a rhymed insult must be 
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followed instantly by another rhymed insult and if one of the antagonists fails to provide 
a retort, then he has lost the dual (Dundes, Leach and Özkök 1972: 135-6). 
The investigation of sequencing rules in discourse is not only confined to how one turn 
succeeds the next, but also how each turn is constructed. In his study on sounding, Labov 
(1972) argues that: 
sequencing involves the substance of sounds which succeed each other -how one sound is build on 
another, and how a series of sounds are brought to a conclusion. Above all, we are concerned with 
the standards of excellence in sounding -what makes one person a better sounder than another, and 
how the group evaluates the performance of an individual (: 160). 
The sequencing rules of teasing and name-calling in the data collaborate to some extent 
the rules that have been identified in sounding and verbal duelling research. The data 
analysis illustrates that a turn x can be immediately answered by a turn y, which can be 
followed by turn z (e. g. Table 5.2 below) (the name-calling activity presented below is 
located in Transcript 3, lines 4-10, Appendix IV). 
Table 5.2. Sequencing rules 
Turns (participants) Name-calling activity 
Turn 1 (Giannis) ----------------------), o Xou6Eiv Eivat ýrobpµaro 
(Husein is dumb) 
Turn 2 (Bahrye) ----------------------)l 0 FuävvrlS Eivat vaväl 
(Giannis is nanai) 
Turn 3 (Husein) ----------------------> o FtävvqS £ivat K6X2ua KöXXia Köa, Xta K6kXta 
(Giannis is Kollia Kollia Kollia Kollia) 
Turn 4(multiple participants) ------- ) Kö Xia riävvq K6kXta flt vvrl 
(Kollia Gianni Kollia Gianni) 
Turn 5(Husein) ----------------------- )- K6 Xta Fidwil 1-ti vvri 
(Kollia Gianni Gianni) 
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Turn 6(Giannis) ------------ 
Turn 7(Husein) 
- apäitrl XouGciv 
(nigger Husein) 
--ý hhhh hhh 
(hhhh hhh) 
Despite sharing to some extent sequencing rules with verbal duelling and ritual insulting, 
sequencing rules for teasing and name-calling in the data also depart from those rules. 
One major point of departure is that name-calling and teasing is not confined to two 
antagonists only who are trying to outperform each other in game fashion. Instead, more 
than two participants can participate in these encounters, as any peer group member can 
take up the position of co-respondant and answer on behalf of the target of the activity 
(see 5.4- 5.4.2). 
Another important point of departure has to do with the contextualization cues group 
members employ to produce and maintain name-calling and teasing activities and frame 
talk as play. Unlike verbal duelling and ritual insulting (see Dundes, Leach & Özkök 
1972; Labov 1972), the cues peer group members use are not part of a pre-established set 
of cues which they have memorised and learnt to reproduce on the spot. Although peer 
group members share what appears to be a repertoire of cues for name-calling and teasing 
(Tables 5.1a-5.1b, in 5.1), they can also manipulate these cues in creative ways or 
introduce new cues in discourse. 
For instance, instead of repeating each other's nicknames, the initiator and target can 
construct a name-calling activity, by resorting to creative allusions to each other's 
nickname (e. g. lines 5-6, in excerpt 5 below). 
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Excerpt 5 (context 4,18/3/990; For a complete Transcript, see Transcript 3, Appendix IV) 
5Xo1)6Eiv =acc Mitpoütýtvo q)Eyyäpt .. 5Husein =Bronze Moon 
6Tou-r ä. a- acc Ka66Eitcc . Ka66Ei"F, novXäEt auTÖS. 6Tuncay a- Cassettes he sells Cassettes 
7Ft6vvijS o Xouaci:: v= 
7Giannis Husein= 
8Xouasiv = acc Ex£t Mirpoüiýtvo (Ds'y tpt rn tEpa .. 8Husein = there is a Bronze Moon tonight 
In excerpt 5, Tuncay responds to Husein's reference to his nickname `Mnpoviýivo 
I cy-yäpl' ('Bronze Moon'), by firing back `Kaa6EttES noukdct avroq' (`he sells tapes', 
thereby alluding to the profession of Husein's father, cf. 4.5.1) (line 5). Husein counter- 
attacks by producing a playfully poetic phrase `Exc. Mnpoüictvo lcyyäpt ßijµcpu' ('there 
is a Bronze Moon tonight', therebt referring to the literal translation of Tuncay's name in 
Greek, cf. 4.5.1) (line 6). 
Examples as the one presented above demonstrates that even though peer group members 
do not rely on a pre-established set of cues (as in verbal duelling, for instance), they still 
need to have a shared set of assumptions and associations to help them understand the 
meaning of cues and interpret them playfully (cf. Boxer & Cortes-Conde 1997). As 
argued (4.5-4.5.8), these shared assumptions and associations draw on aspects of the peer 
group members' characteristics, traits, life histories and experiences (e. g. their parents' 
occupation or the translation of one's name in Greek, excerpt 5 above, lines 5-6 above). 
Simultaneously, the verbal activities, where these cues are used, provide the arena for the 
construction and constant renewal of shared assumptions and associations among peer 
group members. 
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As a result, peer group members need to be skilful enough to manipulate their cues (novel 
and more conventional ones) in ways that are immediately recognisable as meaningful 
and playful, both by the antagonists and the audience. In fact, for outsiders to the peer 
group, who are not sharing these assumptions and associations, the content and message 
of cues can be opaque. As Boxer & Cortes-Conde (1997) have claimed, shared 
assumptions and associations can serve to create `a special in-group terminology that 
bonds the participants and unites them against the `others' ' (: 281). The `others', for 
instance, can take the form of the researcher or other adults at school, such as teachers 
(see 7.2.1,7.3). 
The departure from more conventional cues for name-calling and teasing and the 
experimentation with new cues reveals both verbal skill and the ability to set novel trends 
(cf. Goodwin 1990). It is not surprising, for instance, that Husein and Tuncay are 
responsible for introducing new cues in name-calling. As excerpt 5 above (lines 5-6) 
illustrates, both peer group members actively engage in this activity as (co-)initiators, 
targets and co-respondants. This finding points to a link between setting up new trends in 
teasing and name-calling and actively participating in these activities and negotiating 
leadership roles (see 7.1.2, for a discussion). 
Therefore, the sequencing rules of name-calling and teasing in the data are more flexible 
and less formulaic in terms of participant positions and cues than those identified in other 
agonistic discursive phenomena, such as verbal duelling and ritual insulting. This finding 
is collaborated by recent research on teasing and insulting (Eder 1990,1991,1993; 
Tannock 1999) which has shown that these activities are less stylised than those 
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investigated by Labov (1972) and Dundes, Leach & Özkök (1972). This line of research 
strongly suggests that ritual insulting and verbal duelling may not, in fact, be totally 
distinct from other forms of less stylised talk, as it had been originally claimed (Goodwin 
1990). The blurring of boundaries between more and less stylised forms of talk is 
collaborated by the fact that both forms of talk share a range of features, such as similar 
contextualization cues. In this respect, the concepts of ritual insulting and verbal duelling 
seem to have become less useful in comprehending, analysing and interpreting teasing 
and name-calling as identified in the data (cf. Tannock 1999). 
5.4 Participation frameworks 
As stated (5.1), depending on the participant positions that peer group members take up, 
teasing and name-calling can vary in length. The norm is that name-calling activities are 
longer than teasing activities. This is attributed to the fact that name-calling activities are 
more readily reintroduced in discourse, especially since they are not necessarily anchored 
onto previous talk. Initiators of name-calling activities, for instance, may attempt to 
reintroduce the same name-calling activity in talk more than once, before they 
successfully elicit the participation of the target and/or that of other co-participants. 
In teasing activities, however, once initiators fail to elicit a response (either by the target 
or by other co-participants), teasing is fleeting, which means that it is quickly terminated. 
In other words, as a rule, initiators of teasing activities avoid reintroducing the teasing in 
discourse in the next turn(s). These differences in participant moves between name- 
calling and teasing activities strongly suggest that the former are more routine-oriented 
than the latter (cf. 5.2.1- 5.2.2. for similar findings regarding contextualization cues). 
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In the following sections (5.4- 5.4.2), the sequencing rules for name-calling and teasing 
activities are further explored. They are examined in terms of the different participant 
positions that are available to peer group members, notably those of the (co-)initiator(s), 
the target, co-respondant(s) and the audience with limited participation. Based on these 
participant positions, the following participation frameworks have been identitied: (1) 
two-party participation (initiator- target) with no audience or limited audience 
participation and (2) multi party participation ((co-)initiator(s)- target(s)- co- 
respondants). 
5.4.1 Two-party participation 
Name-calling and teasing activities can be strictly confined to two parties only with no 
audience participation (e. g. Transcript 4, lines 3-4, Appendix IV) or they can trigger 
limited audience participation. On these occasions, the role of the audience is usually 
restricted to demonstrating involvement through giggling and laughter (cf. verbal 
duelling and ritual insulting). 
For instance, in the following example (context 6,17/3/99; for a full Transcript, see 
Transcript 6, Appendix IV), Tuncay and Nontas engage in a name-calling activity in the 
schoolyard, during the break, while Bahrye is present, tape-recording the exchange. The 
name-calling activity is based on the lexical repetition of nicknames: Tuncay makes 
references to Nontas' nickname `Mltaµrcäxt' ('Babaki' i. e cotton) and its phonetic variant 
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`Baµ436txt' (`Vamvaki') (lines 4,8,11,14) 95 and Nontas exploits references to Tuncay's 
nickname `Toüiýa Moira' ('Tundza Munza') (lines 6,9,16). 
Table 5.3 below shows the two-party participation framework that is generated in this 
activity. 
Table 5.3. Two-party participation 
Turns (participant) name-calling activity 
Turn 1 (Tuncay) M7taµttäxt 
Babaki 
Turn 3 (Nontas) Toi ta Moü'rýa 
Tudza Mudza 
Turn 5 (Tuncay) BaµßäKt 
Vamvaki 
Turn 6 (Nontas) Toürrýa Moira 
Tudza Mudza 
Turn 8 (Tuncay) Baµßäxl 
Vamvaki 
Turn 11 (Tuncay) M1taµ täKt 
Babaki 
Turn 13 (Nontas) Tovica Moi tca 
Tudza Mudza 








Table 5.3 illustrates that the name-calling activity presented above is confined to two 
antagonists (Tuncay and Nontas), who alternate in the position of the target. To signal 
their mutual engagement in the activity, the two antagonists do not focus so much on the 
content of the cues they use (they both employ each other's nicknames), but on the mode 
95 Note that both words `ßapp6KC and `µnaµ7r6xt' mean `cotton'. The first is considered more gentrified, 
while the second is regarded as its more common variant (cf. Kazazis 1992). 
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of delivery (pace, volume and laughter) of their contributions. As a result, the mode of 
delivery sets the playful, yet competitive tone of the name-calling, as one turn quickly 
succeeds the next, thereby aiding in maintaining the play frame (cf. Lytra [forthcoming]). 
As far as the role of the audience is concerned, while not contributing actively in the 
name-calling as a co-participant, she plays an important role in sustaining the activity, by 
interspersing it with giggling and laughter. In other words, the use of giggling and 
laughter signals the audience's involvement and continuous support of the activity under 
way and her indirect contribution to the construction of the play frame. The role of the 
audience in this activity is further enhanced, because she is also responsible for triggers 
the activity in question: she urges the initiatior (Tuncay) to say something in the 
microphone (line 1). As illustrated, the initiator's initial crying out activity (line 2) paves 
the way for the emergence of name-calling (line 4), thereby sustaining and developing 
futher the existing play frame. 
5.4.2 Multi-party participation 
Multi-party participation in teasing and name-calling is the norm: opening up 
participation for co-initiators and co-respondants to make bids for the interactional floor 
is prevalent in the data, particularly in name-calling activities. This finding diverges from 
research on verbal duelling and ritual insulting. On this issue, Labov (1972) discusses the 
case of `group sounding', described as a mass attack on one of the two antagonists by 
members of the audience (: 152). He considers group sounding as a break in the 
sequential rules of sounding and argues that such breaks can have interactional 
consequences for the activity. Mass attacks on one of the two antagonists may produce 
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angry responses by the target or may cause confusion as to who is saying what to whom, 
thereby leading to a breakdown of the activity (ibid) (cf. Kochman 1983; Abrahams 
1974). 
Instead of breaking down teasing and name-calling, opening up participation contributes 
to co-constructing these activities and maintaining the play frame. Co-participants have 
free-for-all participation rights in these activities, which means that they can take part in 
their development at any point in the interaction. This gives rise to the following main 
interactional options: 
(1) A participant may self-select to become a co-initiator or co-respondant and 
collaboratively tease the same target. This means that participants can function as 
conversational duets against a common target (cf. Maybin 1994). 
(2) A participant may self-select to become a co-respondant and answer the teasing or 
name-calling on behalf of the recipient, thereby shifting the target of the activity. 
This implies that targets are not fixed, but under negotiation (contra two-party 
participation 5.4.1; see ensuing discussion). 
In the remaining section, an example from the data is examined in detail, in order to 
illustrate the above-mentioned interactional options co-participants have at their disposal. 
In Transcript 7 (context 4,18/3/99; for a complete Transcript, see Appendix IV), four 
interactants (Maria, Vasia, Tuncay and Meltem) co-construct two teasing activities. In the 
first teasing activity (lines 1-4) Maria and Vasia team up to tease Nondas, while in the 
second one (lines 5- 12), Vasia collaborates with Meltem to tease Tuncay. 
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Table 5.4 demonstrates the multi-party participation frameworks that are produced in the 
two teasing activities presented below. 
Table 5.4. Multi-party participation 
Turns (participant) teasing activity Targets for teasing 
Teasing activity 1: 
Turn 2 (Maria) ii. 0cc pE Nthvca E i 'rtpa; 
what do you want now Nontas? --------------- > Nontas 
Turn 3 (Vasia) ii 6ES pc Nchviu; 9e? LS 'riitoia; 
what do you want now Nontas? 
you want something? ---------------- > Nontas 
Turn 4 (Tuncay) 6xäß£ p£ Bära 
shut up (re) Vasia ---------------- > Vasia 
Teasing activity 
Turn 8 (Tuncay) ävTE pE Cumbul 
come off with it (re) Cumbul ------------* Meltem 
Turn 9 (Meltem) äßc µaS pE Toüzýa Moira 
Moira Moüiýa 
leave us alone (re) Tudza Mudza 
Mudza Mudza --------------- > Tuncay 
Turn 11 (Vasia) µ Eµ aouXt utcµi aouXE 
bem sule bemi sule --------------- Tuncay 
As Table 5.4 illustrates, in the first teasing activity (lines 1-4), Nontas' threat to tell on 
his classmates, because they are noisy, triggers Maria's mock challenge `ii 6cc pE Nthv'ra 
cßü 'rthpa; ' ('what do you want now (re) Nontas? ') (line 2). Her mock challenge 
introduces the teasing activity in discourse. In the next turn, Vasia makes a bid for the 
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interactional floor as a co-initiator and sustains the teasing with Nontas as its target. 
Vasia reinforces Maria's teasing by making use of lexical repetition and recycling her 
position. She intersperses her mock challenge with laughter, thereby lightening up her 
tease (line 3) (cf. Norrick 1994). Instead of Nontas making a bid to respond to the 
successive teasing (lines 2-3), it is Tuncay who takes up the position of co-respondant 
and retaliates on his behalf: he responds to the tease by issuing another tease in the form 
of a mock order `mx cc pc Baum' ('shut up (re) Vasia'). 
In the subsequent turns (lines 5-8), the teasing activity is brought to a close, as Nontas 
tries to initiate a topic change (lines 5-6). In line 8, Meltem's contribution triggers the 
second teasing activity in discourse (line 10). Tuncay re-introduces the teasing, by issuing 
a mock challenge to Meltem coupled with a reference to her nickname `ävtc pE Cumbul' 
('come off with it (re) Cumbul') (line 9). In the following turn, Meltem latches onto 
Tuncay's talk and issues a counter-tease: she repeats the previous tease followed by 
Tuncay's nickname: `ä6E µa; pe Toü'rýa Moüica Moira Moü'rca: ' ('leave us alone (re) 
Mudza Mudza Muzda') (line 10). 
In response to Meltem's teasing, Tuncay makes a code-switch to Turkish that marks a 
clear shift away from the teasing activity. In the following turn, however, Vasia makes a 
bid for the floor, by taking up the position of co-respondant in order to sustain the play 
frame. She does so, by imitating twice Tuncay's previous utterance (line 12): in her first 
attempt, she clearly imitates Tuncay's rising intonation, stresses the personal pronoun 
`ben' (`I') (as Tuncay had done) and exaggerates the elongated [e] in `be: n', which she 
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conflates with the Turkish interrogative particle `mi'. In her second attempt, she reverts 
to a flat intonation contour and hellenises her utterance. 
While self-selecting to participate in teasing and name-calling is the norm, initiators 
occasionally call in co-participants to take part in these activities. Such direct solicitations 
invariably attract co-participants to teasing and name-calling and aid in enhancing the 
existing participation frameworks, by transforming two-party participation to multi-party 
participation. For instance, in excerpt 6 below, Vasia introduces a teasing activity in talk 
(`ax Oa iov 6xoi6ö(Tco', `uh I'm going to kill him', line 6) in response to a gross spelling 
mistake in Babis' homework (cf. Hirshon 1992). In the subsequent turns, she repeats her 
mock threat, while simultaneously inviting Bahrye to join her and see for herself Babis' 
spelling mistakes: `ax ax Mitaxpuu Oa 'rov ßxo'rtm) ax ax EXa va 6EIS itwS Exci ypäyic TO 
sµEIS ' ('uh uh Bahrye I'm going to kill him ((Babis)) uh uh come and see how he spelled 
we') (lines 8-9). 
Excerpt 6 (context 4,15/3/99; For a complete Transcript, see Transcript 5, Appendix IV) 
6 Bäria fE LEIS . EMEI:::: E; .. acc ax- 
6a toy 6KOTCIX6a) ax-= 
6Vasia we we 96 ? ah- I'm going to kill him ah-= 
7Mth utiq =p acc ((6taßäýEi 6, Tt E ct ypäwEt)) Eyth F, 0-6 E ictS .. 
7Babis =((he reads what he has written)) I you we.. 
8Bäata ax- ax- f MiraptE Aa To YKOtd a(O .. ax- ax- .... 
8Vasia uh uh Barhye I'm going to kill him uh uh 
9 acc EAa va bstq icwS Exit ypay Et TO `EµEig' ... 
9 come and see how he spelled `we' 
As the following turns illustrate, Bahrye obliges and the two girls tease, assess and 
correct Babis' spelling mistakes (lines 10-22, see full transcript). As a result, due to 
96 Babis had misspelled the 1" person plural personal pronoun `sµsig' (emeis'). Instead of [emeis], had 
written [emis]. 
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Vasia's soliciation, participation opens up to include a third party (Bahrye), who takes up 
the role of the co-respondant. 
Occasionally more than one participant (e. g. a co-initiator, the target and any of the co- 
respondent(s)) can self-select and simultaneously take part in name-calling activities. By 
overlapping with one another, participants join forces against a common target. Such 
overlaps, however, are frequently limited to a one turn only, which strongly suggests that 
overlapping speech in name-calling is not a preferred option. In other words, 
overwhelmingly participants make individual rather than collective bids for the 
interactional floor. 
When overlapping speech does occur, it is usually triggered by specific contextualization 
cues, notably the rhythmic repetition of the target's nickname (usually Giannis and 
Babis's nicknames, `Kollia' and `Bebilino' respectively). Because they lend themselves 
well to rhythmic repetition, the use of these nicknames ('Kollia' and `Babilino') aid in 
further sustaining occasions of overlapping speech in name-calling activities. 
For instance, in exceprt 7 below, Husein initiates and maintains the rhythmic repetition of 
Giannis' surname/nickname (lines 7-9) to respond to the latter's name-calling (line 4). 
The rhythmic repetition of Giannis' surname/nickname instigates the brief participation 
of unidentified peer group members, who join in and act as co-respondants (one turn 
only, line 7). 
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Excerpt 7 (context 5,15/3/99; For a complete Transcript, see Transcript 2, Appendix IV) 
6XoußEiv fo Ftävvic sivat acc (h)Kö(h)XXta (h)K6(hh)XXta . K6kkta K6kXta 6Husein = Giannis is Kollia Kollia Kollia Kollia 
7 ((auµµEtE ouv KM äXXot)) f Kö:: XXta I'tä:: vvi:: K6:: XXta FI(i:: vvrq:: 
7 ((others join in)) Kollia Gianni Kollia Gianni= 
8 ((µövo o Xouaciv)) f Kö:: tha Ftä:: vvil (h)Ftävv(hh)tll:: = 
8 ((only Husein) Kollia Gianni Gianni 
The fact that participants use a limited cluster of cues in instances of overlapping speech 
in name-calling activities strongly suggests that these cues have become normalised. This 
means that they are not seen as a mass attack against a common target. As a result, they 
do not terminate these activities, but rather further sustain them (contra Labov 1972). 
As far as the targets of name-calling and teasing are concerned, as stated earlier in this 
section, they are not fixed, but are constant under negotiation. Participants have two 
options available to trigger a shift in target: 
(1) The target self-selects and introduces a new target in the discourse. 
(2) A co-respondant answers the teasing or name-calling on behalf of the recipient, 
thereby shifting the target either to the (co-)initiator(s) or to a third party. 
While negotiating the target for teasing and name-calling is the norm, there can be 
exceptions to the rule: there are occasions when the target remains constant throughout 
the activity. This is the case with Tuncay, for instance, in Transcript 6 (Appendix IV). 
One possible explanation for the break of the norm is the close association between 
Tuncay's nickname `MRpoütýtvo 1 cyyyäpt' ('Bronze Moon') and the refrain of a popular, 
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at the time of the fieldwork, song called `` iOupol KapBt&; ' ('Whispers of the Heart') 97 
The teases were built by substituting the opening words of the refrain `xapäßi TO 
cpcyyäpl' ('karavi to fegari', `the moon like a boat') with Tuncay' nickname `Mitpoviýtvo 
lcyyäpi' ('Broudzino Fegari', `Bronze Moon'). 
The substitution was extremely successful not only due to the lexical repetition of the 
word `cpcyyäpt' ('fegari', i. e. `moon') in Tuncay's nickname, but also because it did not 
interfere with the romantic theme of the original song: a declaration of love. Moreover, 
substitution lent itself to the incorporation of the original sound track in the teasing. As a 
result, because of the immense popularity of the love drama in question, peer group 
members were familiar with the song and its music (field-notes, 17/3/99). High degree of 
familiarity with the song and its music opened up access to teasing, thereby eliciting 
multi-party participation. 
Overall, such exceptions to the rule clearly indicate that for a re-negotiation of the target 
to take place the recipient needs to elicit the support of other co-participants, who are 
willing to shift the target to somebody else. While participants may offer their unsolicited 
support to the party being teased (e. g. Tuncay's response to teasing on Nontas' behalf, 
Transcript 7, line 4), there is no guarantee that this will always be the case. To maximise 
the possibility of a re-negotiation of the target, recipients needs to engage in some 
interactional work, such as to initiate a shift of the target themselves (e. g. Husein's effort 
to divert the target of name-calling to Meltem, in Transcript 2, line 15). 
9' The music for this song was written by Christos Nikolopoulos and it was sung by Dimitris Bassis. This 
song was played during the closing credits of the love drama ``YtOupot Kap5t6tS' ('Whispers of the Heart'). 
The refrain of the song went `Kapä(3i To cpcYyäpi to 66hµa xüXrlac, yia ävoµa REXäyrl Kpucpä µaq tiXrl(Ys' 
(`Karavi to fegari sto soma kilise, gia anoma pelagi krifa mas milise' `The moon like a boat sliding on the 
body whispers to us about sinful seas') (see also 4.5.3) 
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5.5 Interactional options as responses to name-calling and teasing 
Drawing on Kochman (1983), this thesis probes into both the targets and the co- 
participants' uptakes, to define whether these activities are taken to be playful or serious 
(: 332- 333) 98. In other words, it is the responses of targets and co-participants to the 
name-calling and teasing that determines whether a play frame is sustained or whether an 
activity is redefined as serious and the play frame is brought to a close. Once recipients 
and co-participants decide that they no longer wish to maintain the play frame, normal 
conditions of accountability, which have been relaxed during the construction of the play 
frame, are re-established (ibid). This line of argument implies that the identification of 
the boundaries between play and non-play is determined by the targets and co- 
participants' responses (cf. Eder 1991; Tannock 1999). 
The examination of the data illustrates that participants have a number of interactional 
options at their disposal to respond to the name-calling and teasing and either maintain or 
bring the play frame to an end. These are: 
(1) Responding playfully to name-calling and teasing; 
(2) Keeping silent; 
(3) Testing the boundaries of name-calling and teasing and 
(4) Calling an adult third party to intervene (cf. Drew 1987; Eisenberg 1986; Miller 
1986). 
98 Note that on his study on sounding among African-American youth, Kochman (1983) focuses 
exclusively on the recipient responses to sounding. In this study, responses have been extended to 
include 
both targets and other co-participants' uptakes. 
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The analysis of the data indicates that these types of responses are not mutually exclusive 
in a given occurrence of playful talk. This means that both targets and co-participants can 
exploit any combination of responses to address a name-calling or teasing activity. 
Overwhelmingly, targets and co-participants favour option (1) (responding playfully to 
name-calling and teasing). The second most common option is option (2) (keeping 
silent), which is employed mainly by targets. The remaining two options (3-4) (testing 
the boundaries of name-calling and teasing and calling a third adult party to intervene) 
are also primarily reserved for targets, but are less favoured options than options 1-2. 
By virtue of these preferences, it appears that usually targets and co-participants treat 
name-calling and teasing as playful and maintain the development of play frames. This, 
however, does not imply that participant responses are predictable. Instead, the data 
analysis points to the turn-by-turn, emergent quality of teasing and name-calling. 
In addition, the data do not reveal a correlation between particular interactional options 
and specific peer group members 99, nor do they point to gender-specific responses, wth 
the exception of option (4) (calling an adult third party to intervene), which is employed 
by girls more frequently. The higher frequency of this option by girls does not mean that 
they are confined to using this option only and that they are less skilful than their male 
peers in making use of the other responses to teasing and name-calling as well (Eder 
1991; Goodwin 1990; Tholander 2002; see also 5.5.1- 5.5.4). 
99 As discussed (5.1), however, participation in name-calling activities is mainly confined to a group of 
boys: Husein, Tuncay, Giannis and Babis. 
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5.5.1 Playing along with name-calling and teasing 
As stated (5.5), responding playfully to name-calling and teasing is the most preferred 
option (cf. Antonopoulou & Sifianou [forthcoming] on humour in Greek telephone 
exchanges) loo Overall, teasing and name-calling activities do not elicit angry responses 
and only seldom are they taken as personal affronts by the target (see also 5.5.3). That 
they are mostly interpreted as play is collaborated by the fact that (co-)initiators and co- 
participants do not resort to stating that a remark is meant as a playful one. In other 
words, disclaimers, such as `just joking' or `I was only teasing', do not emerge in teasing 
and name-calling in non-institutionally oriented contexts (cf. Antonopoulou & Sifianou 
[forthcoming]). 
This finding is further collaborated by research on Greek verbal play. Hirschon (1992) 
argues that `in the case of Greek the explicit setting up of a [play] frame is rarely done' 
and one does not often hear disclaimers, such as `Gov xävO) 1EXäxa' (`just kidding'). 
Instead, participants need to decipher the relevant contextualization cues in order to 
understand and interpret playfully what has been said (: 42). In this respect, research on 
Greek verbal play points to the existence of cultural norms regarding the framing of 
playful talk that discourage the use of disclaimers, thereby leaving participants to 
negotiate possible ambiguities and deal with confusion and misunderstandings. 
On this issue, in her study on teasing and peer group culture, Eder (1991) argues that such 
disclaimers are usually employed to clarify ambiguity in teasing: occasions when the 
100 In their discussion of humour in Greek telephone exchanges, Antonopoulou & Sifianou [forthcoming] 
show that often callers and answerers, who are close friends, indicate their readiness for playful talk in the 
opening sequence of their exchanges. Moreover, as a rule, the introduction of the play frame in the opening 
sequences elicits equally playful responses. 
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target appears to be confused about the initial intent of the tease or occasions when the 
target seems to be taking the tease too seriously. Making initial intent more explicit 
becomes pertinent, in cases where the teaser and the target are not close friends and do 
not know each other well enough to know how the tease will be interpreted (: 189). 
Following this line of argument, the absence of disclaimers in the data could also be due 
to the close ties developed among peer group members over four years of sustained daily 
interactions that made their use unnecessary. 
Playing along with teasing and name-calling can take the form of the target directly 
responding to the initiator of the activity. At a discourse level, such responses signal the 
participants' mutual engagement in the activity (cf. Bekkers 2002). At an inter-personal 
level, they indicate that the activity should be taken as play (cf. Straehle 1993). Although 
not always overtly antagonistic, responding to the initiator may lead to sustaining the play 
frame over a number of turns, by engaging in a game of sorts over who produces the last 
turn in the activity. 
For instance, in Transcript 6 (Appendix IV), Nontas responds to Tuncay's use of his 
nickname `M7r%ma t' ('Babaki' line 4) by referring to the latter's nickname `Tou'r a 
Moüiýa' ('Tundza Mundza', line 6). As shown (5.4.1), the two antagonists sustain the 
ensuing play frame by engaging in the exchange of each other's nicknames. In addition, 
Bahrye's continuous laughter and giggling encourages the playfulness of the activity and 
further maintains the play frame. In the end, it is Nontas who attempts to score over 
Tuncay, by physically removing himself from where they were standing, while uttering 
the last turn (line 16) (cf. Lytra [forthcoming]). 
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In response to name-calling or teasing, the target can resort to contextualization cues, 
such as terms of verbal abuse, which (if taken literally) can cause potential conflict 
(Tannock 1999). The analysis of the data indicates, however, that the use of terms of 
verbal abuse (e. g. `nigger', `nigger Pakistan') is not taken as a personal insult. Instead, 
the examination of recipient responses (e. g. giggling, laughter, playful respones) 
demonstrates that such contributions are interpreted playfully and serve to reaffirm the 
maintenance of the existing play frame between the target and the recipient. 
This means that there are certain discourse contexts (e. g. name-calling, teasing), which 
give licence to interactants to use terms of verbal abuse as cues for play. In other words, 
one needs to be operating within this discourse context (i. e. participating in name-calling 
or teasing) to make sure that such cues are in fact interpreted as play. On this issue, 
Mitchell- Kernan (1972) highlights the use of black speech features, when employing the 
term `nigger' in signifying routines among African-Americans, as a means of signaling to 
the recipient that this term should be seen as `an instance of black verbal art' rather than 
interpreted as an insult (: 175). 
For instance, in excerpt 8 below, Giannis responds to Husein's name-calling (line 8), by 
calling him back `apäinl XovccIv' ('nigger Husein' line 9). 
Excerpt 8 (context 5,15/3/99; For a complete Transcript, see Transcript 2, Appendix IV) 
8 Xoußciv ((µövo o Xou6Eiv)) f Kö:: Wa Fit :: vvl .. (h)Ftävv(hh)nj:: = 
8Husein ((only Husein) Kollia Gianni Gianni 
9Ftävvtic =p acc ap6t7M Xou6si: v.. 
9Giannis = nigger Husein 
1OXou6Eiv hhhh . 
hhh= 
lOHusein hhhh hhh= 
11 Mmaxpuu =acc 6Ta tarn azs p£ 
11Bahrye =stop (re) 
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12Ft vv-qS [p acc ap iiti Xov6Ei: v 
12Giannis [ nigger Husein 
13Xou6Eiv [p acc U L7ttKo ßa[Xä'ta 
13Husein [nigger salad 
Although the use of the cue `ap in 1 Xovßciv' ('nigger Husein') could have been 
construed as a personal insult, Husein's sustained giggling in the next turn indicates that 
he has not taken it as such (line 10). In fact, unheeded by Bahrye's order to stop the 
name-calling activity (line 10), Giannis reiterates the cue `apäit-q Xouasiv' ('nigger 
Husein' line 12). On this occasion, Husein engages in a form of language play: he creates 
a semantic tie between Giannis' and his cue and produces the phrase `ap6mKo uaXäia' 
('nigger salad', line 13) as a counter-response 101 
Both of Husein's responses (giggling and shift to language play) indicate that he has not 
interpreted the use of the cue `apälnl XouGciv' ('nigger Husein') as a personal insult. 
Instead, his responses reaffirm the maintenance of the existing play frame. This is further 
reinforced by other prosodic cues: both boys deliver their turns in low volume and 
accelerated speech, as if this particular stretch of talk were for their ears only. These 
prosodic cues are in contrast with the loudness of the preceding and subsequent talk as 
well as with Bahrye's contribution (line 11). 
Although in casual talk uses of the term of verbal abuse `nigger' by Giannis triggered 
complaints to the form teacher and resulted in his public shaming (field-notes, 19/2/99), 
this was not the case in name-calling activities (as in the example above). Instead, 
Husein's responses point to a normalisation of such terms of verbal abuse in playful talk: 
101 The counter-response `apämtxo 6aX6ta' ('nigger salad') could have been triggered by the phrase in 
Greek 'apänixo cpu riKI' (literally `nigger peanut'), which refers to a specific kind of peanuts. 
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because normal conditions of accountability are relaxed in playful talk, cues can be used, 
which (if taken personally) could cause offence (Kochman 1983: 333). 
Co-participants, on the other hand, rely on joint production to take part in teasing and 
name-calling activities and sustain the play frame (Boxer & Cortes-Conde 1997; Bekkers 
2002). In joint-production, meaning is co-constructed (Tannen 1989), as co-participants 
play an active role in sustaining the play frame under way. This most frequently takes the 
form of siding with the initiator of the teasing and name-calling against a common target. 
For the initiator and co-participants, the fact that they all join in the banter and no one has 
to state explicitly `we are only teasing' indicates a mutual understanding that a play frame 
is being constructed (cf. Straehle 1993). This indicates that participants share past 
interactional histories based on which such occasions of joint production are given 
licence and are not misinterpreted as non-play. 
For instance, in excerpt 9 below, co-participants make bids to take part in the 
collaborative development of the name-calling activity with Giannis' as its target. 
Excerpt 9 (context 5,17/3/99; For a complete Transcript, see Transcript 1, Appendix IV) 
3Xov6Eiv Eka .f 
KöXA. ia . 
Kö? Xia acc Köa, kta KöXXua . 
3Husein come Kollia Kollia Kollia Kollia 
4 Eka .f Kö? 
Xta . KöXXia acc 
Kö? Xta [K6X2 a 
4 come Kollia Kollia Kollia [Kollia 
5NchvTaS [acc K6kkt(x KöXXia= 
SNontas [Kollia Kollia= 
20TouTýäi acc [KöX, Xia K6kkta KöXXta= 
20Tuncay [Kollia Kollia Kollia= 
21 Xoußciv = acc KökXta KöXXta .. 
21Husein =Kollia Kollia 
22Kc6aTaS hhhhh .. 
22Costas hhhhh 
23XouaEiv KöXXla . 
KöAXta . acc 
Köa. Xta KöXXta= 
23Husein Kollia Kollia Kollia Kollia= 
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24Tou-rcds = acc K6kkta 2000 6paxi c .. 24Tuncay =Kollia /kolya 102 2000 drachma 
25Xov6Eiv acc K6kXla to AEK Kat io IIavaOrwalxö= 
25Husein Kollia AEK and Panathinaikos= 
26MEXtr =dec o K6?, Xlaq.. rival ßia Kka aßnxä xpovta 
26Meltem =Kollias/kolyas is in the cla[ssical period 
27Xoußciv [acc a' ay(xtt) KöXXta .' ayarrw 27Husein [I love you Kollia/kolya I love you 
As excerpt 9 shows, Husein's rhythmic repetition of Giannis' surname/nickname 
`KöXXta' ('Kollia', lines 3-4) elicits Nontas' support: he joins forces with Husein by 
overlapping with him and repeating Giannis' surname/nickname (line 5). Further down 
excerpt 9, other co-participants make bids for the interactional floor and co-produce the 
name-calling activity with Giannis as the target (e. g. Tuncay in lines 20,24, Meltem in 
line 26). They continue to build the play frame either by resorting to the rhythmic 
repetition of Giannis' surname/nickname (lines 20-21,23) or by exploiting the phonetic 
tie between his surname/nickname and the homophonous Turkish noun `kolya' (i. e. 
`necklace') (lines 24-27) 103 
Tannen (1986) has established a link between shared meaning making (i. e. the mutual 
understanding that a play frame is under way) and 'rapport': being able to interpret 
unstated messages, such as `I'm only teasing', `sends a message of rapport' to co- 
participants (: 62). As a result, participating in activities, such as teasing and name- 
102 In lines 24- 27, `Kollia' could also refer to the homophonous Turkish word `kolya' (meaning necklace, 
in the Turkish variety of Gazi) (cf. 4.5.1). 
103 Note that on these occasions, Giannis' surname/nickname is transformed into a noun that refers to an 
object ('kolya'). As a noun, the word `Kollia/kolya' is used in the subject position (e. g. `K6Wa 2000 
8paxji S', `Kollia/kolya 2000 drachma', line 24, `o K6kXtaS Eivau na KX. aßßixä ypövia', `Kollias/kolyas is 
in the classical period', line 26) or in the object position (e. g. ` 'ayait(b K6Wa', `I love you Kollia/kolya', 
line 27) (see also Transcript 2, line 34, `KöAX a ltoUd EXätc', `I'm selling Kollia/kolya come' in 
Appendix IV). 
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calling, provide the conversational arena to further develop ties in which participants 
enjoy considerable rapport (cf. Straehle 1993; Bekkers 2002; see also 7.1). 
Siding with the initiator of the teasing or name-calling, however, does not only aim at 
sending a message of rapport. An investigation of who takes up the role of co-participant 
in teasing in particular reveals a high degree of gender bias: girls tend to side with girls 
against a common male target and vice versa (cf. Tholander 2002). As shown in Table 
5.4 (5.4.2), Vasia alings herself with Maria in teasing Nontas (lines 2-3) and with Meltem 
in teasing Tuncay (lines 11-12). On both occasions, two female peer group members co- 
construct a teasing activity against a common, male target. 
As Eder (1991) argues, teasing among peer group members is a way for adolescents (and 
pre-adolescents I would add) to explore heterosexual relationships and sexuality (: 186). 
Although explicit teasing regarding sexuality does not surface in the data, siding with a 
female co-teaser in cross-sex teasing is seen as a manifestation of drawing attention to 
and indirectly dealing with heterosexual relationships and sexuality (Eder 1995; see 7.1.1 
for a discussion). 
5.5.2 Keeping silent 
Targets and co-participants in teasing and name-calling activities may choose to ignore a 
particular tease and keep silent. As research in pragmatics and sociolinguistics has 
demonstrated, silences are multi-functional and can thus serve a variety of 
communicative purposes in different types of discourse (e. g. Jaworski 1993; Tannen & 
Saville-Troike 1985; Sifianou, 1995; Sifianou & Tzanne 1998). Giles et al (1992) argue 
that silences are frequently viewed as a marker of embarrassment, shyness or even 
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hostility and may be interpreted as an unwillingness from the part of the silent party to 
communicate or as exhibiting lack of verbal skill (reported in Sifianou & Tzanne 1998: 
299). 
The analysis of the data demonstrates that it is usually the most voluble peer group 
members (e. g. Tuncay, Giannis, Vasia) that resort to silence as a response to teasing and 
name-calling (field-notes, 27/1/99). This means that silences are counter-balanced by 
those peer group members' volubility in other teasing and name-calling activities. For 
instance, in Transcript 4 (Appendix IV), Vasia does not respond to Tuncay's tease `ävtc 
c yc Bari?, öiliia 999' ('go away Vasipolita 999', line 4). Similarly, in Transcript 7 
(Appendix IV), she does not address yet another tease launched by Tuncay `tm äc pc 
Bära' ('shut up (re) Vasia', line 4). Her silences on these two occasions, however, are 
counter-balanced by instances, such as her successful reintroduction of the name-calling 
activity in discouse with Tuncay as its target in Transcript 3, lines 28-29,31,35, in 
Appendix IV. 
By virtue of these peer group members' overall volubility in teasing and name-calling, 
their silences on certain occasions should neither be seen as a lack of skill to defend 
themselves nor should they be interpreted as a marker of discontent towards teasing or 
name-calling. The fact that they treat such occasions of teasing and name-calling as 
playful rather than hurtful is collaborated by the examination of the prior and subsequent 
turns to these activities. 
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The investigation of these turns suggests that silences as response to teasing and name- 
calling indicate that these instances of playful talk may not be taken as serious enough by 
the target to warrant a response (cf. Drew 1987). For instance, in Transcript 4 (Appendix 
IV), while ignoring the teasing, Vasia continues her engagement with the painting task. In 
the next turns, however, she reintroduces a singing activity in discourse, which elicits the 
participation of Meltem, Giannis and Tuncay (lines 11-16,18). By keeping silent and 
reintroducing the singing activity later in the interaction, Vasia treats Tuncay's teasing 
(line 2), as if it never occurred, as if it were not worth addressing. 
At a discourse level, Vasia's silence indicates her willingness to continue with the 
painting task rather than respond to the teasing, thereby bringing the play frame to a close 
(Jefferson 1972). At an inter-personal level, it signals her unwillingness to engage in play 
and attempt to top Tuncay in a game fashion (as, for instance, in Transcript 7, line 12, 
Appendix IV). When juxtaposed to her active participation in teasing, such as her 
involvement as (co-)initiator and co-participant (Table 5.4, in 5.4.2), her silence on this 
occasion is not interpreted as a marker of embarrassment, shyness or hostility towards 
teasing. Rather, it is seen as a lack of interest in the activity at that particular point in 
time. 
In addition, the examination of next turns illustrates that peer group members who keep 
silent on one occasion may seek to exploit the next opportunity available and respond to 
teasing and name-calling playfully. This implies that rather than signalling lack of 
interest in the activity, silences can also be used strategically to allow targets to `get back 
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at' initiators at a point further along the interaction, when they can think of an appropriate 
response (cf. Jaworski 1993). 
For example, in excerpt 10, Vasia refrains from responding to Tuncay's teasing (line 4). 
In the following turns, however, she seizes the opportunity to side with Meltem and tease 
Tuncay: `µ Eµ ßouX µtn tt aouXe; ' (`bem sule bemi sule? ', line 12). 
Excerpt 10 (context 4,18/3/99; For a complete Transcript, seeTranscript 7 Appendix IV) 
4Touicäi =acc ßxäß£ pc Bä ala 
4Tuncay =shut up (re) Va[sia 
9Toutýät p ä: v'rc pE Cumbul= 
9Tuncay come off with it (re) Cumbul= 
10MckrtE L =f ä6E gaq pE Toüv'týa Moüviýa:: Moüv*a Movv'tca: = 
lOMeltem = leave us alone (re) Tunzda Mundza Mundza Munzda= 
11 Tou r? dt =be: n mi suledim? 
11Tuncay =did I say that? . 
12B&Tta g E:: ý aoijkt .. titEji aouX; 
[4sec] 
12Vasia bem sule berm sule? 
((aKo yoviai iroXXX (pcwvEc)) 
((a lot of background noise can be heard)) 
13Touicäi Koita .. itoX, 
v copaio ni aia &ava.. 
13Tuncay look I painted a very nice flag 
((axovyov'r(Xt cpwv£S)) 
((background noise)) 
As excerpt 10 illustrates, on this particular occasion, Tuncay's prior utterance in Turkish 
(line 11) furnishes Vasia with the necessary contextualization cues to build her tease and 
ultimately outperform Tuncay. In this context, her teasing remark can also be seen as a 
response to Tuncay's previously unanswered teasing (line 4). 
Due to their multi-functionality, however, silences can be ambiguous. This indicates that 
rather than treating silences as `a monolith and absolute', it would be more fruitful to 
differentiate among `many types of silence' (Jaworski 1993: 24). The data analysis 
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illustrates that silence as a response to name-calling and teasing also occur when Greek- 
speaking monolinguals transform elements from Turkish into contextualization cues to 
construct play frames. Although imitations of a language style, dialect or language have 
been shown to function as contextualization cues (Tannock 1999) and they may illustrate 
willingness to experiment with another language, these cues seldom elicit uptakes (7.1.4). 
For instance, in excerpt 10 above, Vasia attempts to repeat Tuncay's prior utterance 
twice: `µ Eµ 6ooX µircµi 6ouXE; ' ('bem sule bemi sule? ', line 12). Her shadowing of 
Tuncay's utterance, however, does not trigger a response by Tuncay, Meltem or by any 
other member of the audience. Instead, it is followed by an extended pauce (four 
seconds), which brings the teasing activity to a close, before Tuncay makes a bid to 
initiate a topic shift back to the painting task (line 13). 
Norrick (1993) claims that sometimes repetition in the mouth of the second speaker 
`skews the frame introduced by the original speaker' and `the words come out as 
caricature or a sarcastic comment' (: 16). Following this line of argument, on some 
occasions, the repetition of elements of Turkish as contextualization cues by their Greek- 
speaking monolinguals could be interpreted as caricature or sarcasm. In this respect, by 
keeping silent and avoiding to sustain the play frame, Greek-Turkish bilinguals are 
signalling their discontent, while avoiding to engage in overt conflict with the users (cf. 
Tannen 1990; also 7.1.4). 
5.5.3 Testing the boundaries of play in name-calling and teasing 
Instead of responding playfully (5.5.1) or keeping silent (5.5.2), the target of teasing and 
name-calling can initiate a topic shift or topic change. At a discourse level, topic shifts or 
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topic changes aim at bringing the activity to a close and re-negotiating the play frame 
under way (cf. Jefferson 1972). 
For instance, in Transcript 1, rather than responding to Husein's name-calling (as in the 
case of Transcript 2, lines 8-9), Giannis attempts to introduce a topic shift away from the 
name-calling activity. By trying to divert my attention to something else (`Kupia Koiia 
xoiia xako E; ' `Ms look look that's good right? ', line 2), he is attempting to shift 
attention away from the activity that Husein has just initiated. The fact that I am singled 
out as addressee (an adult third patry and outsider to the peer group) aims to reinforce 
further the target's unwillingness to participate in the activity, thereby aiding towards its 
termination. 
The examination of participant responses to frame shifting, however, demonstrates that if 
the aim of topic shifts is to bring the activity to an end, this is seldom achieved. 
Interactionally, the initiator's instistance on maintaining the play frame contary to the 
recipient's efforts for re-negotiation puts to test the boundaries of play: failure to re- 
negotiate the interactional frame can lead to frustration on the part of the recipient and 
possible tensions between participants. 
Interestingly, the data illustrate that the target, whose efforts to shift the topic/frame 
backfire, does not react seriously to the maintenance of the play frame. Instead, in the 
next turns, the target usually makes a bid for the interactional floor to participate in the 
activity and play along with the teasing or name-calling. This means that the recipient 
does not treat unsuccessful attempts to frame/topic shift as personal affronts. This could 
be explained by the fact that unsuccessful attempts to frame/topic shift have an 
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educational value: they are regarded as part of learning to respond effectively to teasing 
and name-calling (cf. Eder 1991). 
Although failure to topic/frame shift does not escalate into something the target no longer 
perceives as playful, there are other occasions in the data where conflict between the 
initiator and the target could potentially erupt. For instance, responding to teasing via 
playful aggression (e. g. hair pulling, see 4.5.8) can potentially put a strain on the activity, 
as the recipient may interpret it as non-play. 
Pulling the teaser's hair momentarily questions the playfulness of the activity, as the 
recipient calls for an adult third party to intervene on her behalf. On such occasions, 
however, the play frame is swiftly re-established: instead of waiting for a disciplinary 
remark from the adult third party, the recipient frequently embarks on more playful talk. 
The re-establishment of the play frame clearly demonstrates that such instances of playful 
aggression are not in fact regarded as hurtful. For instance, in Transcript 3 (Appendix 
IV), Vasia complains to me that, by pulling her hair, Tuncay is hurting her (`xupta 
noväw', `Ms it hurts', line 33). Nevertheless, without waiting for my response, in the 
following turns, she engages in more teasing (`Mirpovitlvo 1 . y-yäpt (... ) I. yyapi 
Mnpoviýtvo', `Bronze Moon (... ) Moon Bronze' line 35). 
While conflict is aborted in responses to playful aggression (e. g. hair pulling), what 
appears as a playful remark can escalate into something more serious. Such instances of 
name-calling and teasing that misfire illustrate that the boundaries of play are not fixed, 
but under constant negotiation. Moreover, they demonstrate that regardless of how 
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frequently specific clusters of contextualization cues are used in teasing and name- 
calling, they are not constistently understood as playful. 
For example, in Transcript 8 (Appendix IV), Giannis takes Husein's name-calling `Ftäir 
I'tavva Ko?, Xta' ('Giatsi Gianna Kollia', line 5) personally. This response to Husein's 
name-calling is surprising: Husein and other participants routinely use similar 
contextualization cues (i. e. references to Giannis' name and nickname/surname) coupled 
by prosodic cues (e. g. accelerated speech, increase in the volume) in name-calling 
activities with Giannis as the target (e. g. Transcript 2, lines 6-8, in Appendix IV). In 
addition, in these name-calling activities, Giannis does not respond to similar uses of his 
surname/nickname as contextualization cue seriously. 
The data analysis indicates that, for real conflict to erupt, both parties need to be sharing a 
combative frame, as confict is a `situated accomplishment' (Hopper, Sims & Alberts 
1983, reported in Eisenberg 1986: 188). As stated (5.1), as a rule, teasing and name- 
calling activities in the data do not lead to overt conflict, including physical 
confrontations. When real conflict does erupt in teasing and name-calling, however, one 
of the two parties (usually the initiator of the activity) tries to diffuse tensions, by 
avoiding conflict talk, regardless of the other party's attempts to escalate the conflict. 
For instance, in Transcript 8 (Appendix IV), Giannis, on the one hand, escalates the 
seriousness of his response to Husein's name-calling: he informs Husein about an alleged 
complaint his mother has made to the teacher regarding the latter's persistence on 
insulting Giannis' name (lines 10- 12,14- 16). To lend moral weight to his claims, 
Giannis couches his message in reported (lines 10.14-15) and direct speech (line 16). 
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Indeed, these references to third, more powerful parties (i. e. his mother and the teacher). 
both residing in the adult world, have the effect of enhancing the authoritativeness and 
authenticity of his statements (cf. Hill & Irvine 1992) as well as increasing the 
seriousness of his responses. 
Husein, on the other hand, responds to Giannis' escalation of the seriousness of the 
exchange, by avoiding conflict talk and trying to diffuse tension: initially, he seems to be 
ignoring Giannis' summons and concentrates on the sounds the tape-recorder is making 
instead (lines 7,9,11,13,17). Then, he attempts to share one of the earphones with him 
(lines 18-19) and lastly, amidst laughter, he starts mimicking the sounds the tape-recorder 
is making (line 24). The strategies Husein adopts eventually lead to a resolution of the 
conflict. He manages to shift the focus of the interaction away from Giannis' revelations 
regarding his mother's complaints to the teacher to the noises the tape-recorded in 
making and re-negotiate a new play frame (lines 23- 25). 
At a discourse level, by taking teasing and name-calling personally, targets manage to 
successfully put an end to these activities. Interactionally, instances of name-calling and 
teasing that backfire can provide the interactional arena where participants have the 
opportunity to air their grievances regarding each other's conduct as well as express and 
negotiate feelings of tension (Eder 1991). Moreover, research on conflict talk has 
demonstrated that the goal of such exchanges may not always be to resolve conflict, but 
rather to display verbal skill and maintain status hierarchies within groups (Eder 1990; 
Goodwin M. H. 1990). 
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Following this line of argument, Giannis' escalation of the seriousness of the name- 
calling activity (in Transcript 7) could have been triggered by underlying grievances 
about being consistently positioned as the target of Husein's name-calling. At the same 
time, this particular exchange could be seen as an attempt from Giannis' part to re- 
negotiate status hierarchies between the two boys, especially since both engage actively 
in name-calling during free time (for a discussion, see 7.1.2). 
5.5.4 Adult third party intervention 
Research on child socialisation and teasing has indicated that adult third parties 
consistently help defend younger children that are teased by older siblings and other 
adults, because the former are not yet capable of defending themselves (Eisenberg 1986: 
188). They support children in the interaction by helping them understand that teasing is 
a form of play and by teaching them how to play along with the teasing (ibid). 
The analysis of the data, however, reveals minimal adult (i. e. teacher and researcher) 
interference to lend a hand to targets of teasing and name-calling, because targets were 
perceived as capable enough to respond to these activities themselves (field-notes, 
27/1/99; survey interview 3,28/8/99) 104 Nevertheless, targets sometimes appeal to an 
adult third party to intervene on their behalf and discipline the initiator of the teasing and 
name-calling. It is worth noting that although targets (mainly girls) may complain to adult 
third parties present, they do not seem to expect these third parties to actually intervene 
and discipline the initiatior. Instead, in the following turns, targets usually respond to the 
104 Note, however, that adult third parties do intervene, when one is considred to have `gone too far' (see 
Transcript 2, lines 39- 41, Appendix IV). On these occasions, adult intervention functions as a form of 
social control with the purpose of signalling out inappropriate conduct and restoring order (cf. Eisenberg 
1986; see also 6.3.5). 
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initiator with more teasing and name-calling, by reintroducing the play frame in the 
discourse. 
For instance, in Transcript 2, Meltem approaches the teacher and complains to her that 
Giannis has been calling her `aycXäba' ('cow') (lines 30-31). Without waiting for the 
teacher to intervene, in the subsequent turns, Meltem reinitiates the name-calling activity 
with Giannis as its target, by creatively alluding to the phonetic tie between his 
surname/nickname and the Turkish word `kolya' (i. e. necklace): `KOXXt(x noi)kW £Xätc' 
(`I' m selling Kollia come', line 34). 
At a discourse level, one would expect that calling a third adult party to intervene would 
have the effect of terminating the teasing and name-calling. The data analysis illustrates 
that this is far from the case: as stated earlier, addressing an adult third party usually 
paves the way for more teasing and name-calling. In this respect, these complaints to an 
adult third party function as ritual complaints rather than as real complaints. 
As the uptake of these complaints illustrates (i. e. reintroduction of teasing and name- 
calling in discourse), their purpose is not for the adult third party to actually intervene and 
discipline the perpetrator. Instead, their purpose is to negotiate peer group relations, and, 
in particular, gender relations and exhibit (potentially) positive affect (cf. Eder 1991). 
This claim is collaborated by the fact that appeals to an adult third party usually occur in 
instances of cross-sex name-calling and teasing, interpreted in the light of cross-sex 
power games, peer group hierarchies and sex differentiaton among peers (see 7.1.1). 
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5.5 Teasing and name-calling in non-instituionally oriented contexts 
The analysis of the data demonstrates that teasing and name-calling activities do not 
differ across non-institutionally oriented contexts (contexts 4-6) in terms of 
contextualization cues and potential responses. They do differ, however, in the 
participation frameworks (i. e. two-party vs. multi-party participation): multi-party 
participation emerges more frequently in contexts 4 and 5 (interactions during free time 
in the classroom) than in context 6 (playground interactions during free time). 
This discrepancy in the data can be attributed to differences in the institutional features of 
context 6 as opposed to the other two contexts regarding the setting parameter (e. g. the 
public space of the schoolyard) and the participant parameter (e. g. limited teacher 
supervision) (cf. 4.2.1- 4.2.2). These features could be responsible for restricting the 
development of multi-party teasing and name-calling, which otherwise was shown to 
thrive in interactions during free time in the classroom (contexts 4-5). In addition, the low 
frequency of multi-party participation in context 6 could be attributed to high degree of 
mobility during playground interactions and peer group members' engagement in 
physical activities with peers across age groups. In this respect, by participating in a 
variety of friendship groups in schoolyard interactions (3.4.2), peer group members 
interact less among themselves, thereby constraining the availability of sustained multi- 
party teasing and name-calling. 
In addition, the data analysis has identified an association between the way teasing and 
name-calling activities in context 4 are initiated, developed and terminated and the role of 
the task parameter (cf. 4.2.3). As a rule, teasing and name-calling activities in context 4 
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are triggered by topics relevant to language learning and language teaching tasks in 
which peer group members were engaged at the time (e. g. the identification of Babis 
spelling errors in his homework triggers the ensuing play frame, Transcript 5, lines 4- 6, 
in Appendix IV). 
As argued (4.2.5), the task parameter (either assigned by the teacher or chosen by the 
pupils to do during free time) is an institutional feature that characterises exchanges in 
context 4 (as opposed to contexts 5-6). This institutional feature also places context 4 
closer to the middle of the institutionality-non-institutionality continuum vis-a-vis 
contexts 5-6 (that are placed towards the end of the continuum). This finding illustrates 
that institutional features, such as the task parameter, can also trigger teasing and name- 
calling during free time. In other words, it is not only the assessment of one's singing 
efforts that can produce teasing remarks (e. g. Transcript 4, lines 3-4, in Appendix IV), 
but also the assessment of one's academic performance (e. g. Transcript 7, lines 4-6, in 
Appendix IV). 
Due to the task parameter, play frames in context 4 are usually introduced and maintained 
against a backdrop of language learning and language teaching tasks. In other words, 
teasing and name-calling set up play frames that are embedded in task-oriented frames. 
Given that the boundaries of frames are fluid, participants can orient two or more frames 
simultaneously (Tannen 1993: 65). When teasing and name-calling is brought to a close, 
participants frequently signal verbally the termination of the play frame, by making an 
explicit topic shift back to the task. 
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For instance, in Transcript 7 (Appendix IV), two teasing activities take place. while the 
participants involved are engaged in a painting task. Subsequent to Vasia's teasing 
remark (line 12), the second teasing activity is terminated, as there is no uptake. Instead, 
there is a 4-second pause and in the following turn, Tuncay shifts back to the task by 
assessing how well he painted his flag (`Koiia RO opaIo ßrlµaIa Exava' `look I painted 
a very nice flag', line 13). 
The absence of the task parameter in the two other contexts (contexts 5- 6) also 
influences the way play frames emerge and are developed in these contexts. The data 
analysis demonstrates that participants usually embed play frames in other socio- 
relational frames, such as gosipping, exchanging views/opinions, conflict talk, soliciting 
(e. g. Transcript 6, line 1, in Appendix IV) los While socio-relational frames emerge in 
social encounters at school and other institutional settings (cf. Coupland et al 1994; 
Ribeiro 1996), they are particularly dominant during free time (field-notes, 1/2/99). This 
is because in non-institutionally oriented contexts, instructional frames are temporarily 
suspended (e. g. the lesson frame) and institutional features are minimised or they subside 
(e. g. teacher control in the playground and in the classroom during free time respectively) 
(cf. 4.2.1-4.2.5). 
5.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, I investigated the emergence and development of playful talk in non- 
institutionally oriented contexts (contexts 4,5 and 6), by focusing on two out of the three 
105 This, however, should not imply that play frames in context 4 cannot be embedded in socio-relational 
frames as well. In fact, it has been argued (1.7) that play frames in general are associated with socio- 
relational or personal frames that are employed to signal casual talk. This means that a play frame may be 
embedded in a socio-relational frame, which in turn can be nested in a task-related frame (e. g. Transcript 7, 
lines 1-13, in Appendix IV). 
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most frequently occurring verbal activities in the data, notably teasing and name-calling 
among peer group members. 
The analysis of the data illustrated that name-calling activities were introduced in 
discourse either by being or by not being anchored onto preceding talk. Teasing 
activities, on the other hand, were anchored onto prior talk. In addition, peer group 
members had available what appeared to be repertoires of contextualization cues for 
teasing and name-calling, which they resorted to across contexts 4-6. These repertoires, 
however, were not static. Instead, it was demonstrated how peer group members (e. g. 
Husein, Tuncay, Vasia) were responsible for introducing and incorporating novel cues in 
playful talk. Overall, the data analysis indicated that peer group members needed to have 
a shared set of assumptions and associations to help them understand the meaning of 
these cues and interpret them playfully, even though cues for name-calling were more 
routine-oriented than those for teasing. 
The data analyis also revealed that the sequencing rules for name-calling were more 
flexible than those identified in other agonistic discursive phenomena, such as verbal 
duelling and ritual insulting. This flexibility was reflected in the variety of participant 
positions (e. g. (o-)initiators, targets, (co-)respondants) and in the scope for renewal of the 
cues used in these activities. In this context, I identified two participant configurations: 
(1) two-party participation with no audience or limited audience participation, which was 
more prevelant in context 6 and (2) multi-party participation, which was more prevalent 
in contexts 4-5. 
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In addition, in this chapter, I identified and discussed the different responses to teasing 
and name-calling that peer group members had at their disposal. These were: (1) 
responding playfully to name-calling and teasing; (2) keeping silent; (3) testing the 
boundaries of name-calling and teasing and (4) calling an adult third party to intervene. 
The data analysis indicated that the most preferred response was the first (responding 
playfully to name-calling and teasing), followed by the second one (keeping silent). 
Overall, the preference to respond playfully to name-calling and teasing indicated that 
targets and co-participants treated these activities as playful rather than hurtful and 
collaborated in maintaining the play frame. 
Lastly, the analysis of the data pointed to differences in the way play frames were 
introduced and developed across non-institutionally oriented contexts. Due to the task 
parameter, as a rule, play frames in context 4 (task-based interactions during free time in 
the classroom) were embedded in task-oriented frames. Contexts 5-6 (interactions during 
free time in the classroom and schoolyard interactions respectively) were embedded in 
socio-relational frames (e. g. gossiping, conflict talk, soliciting) 
In the next chapter, I investigate playful talk and play frames in interactions occurring in 
institutionally oriented contexts (contexts 1-3). 
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Chapter six 
Framing playful talk in institutionally oriented contexts 
6.0 Introduction 
In chapter 6,1 examine the framing of playful talk in institutionally oriented contexts, 
namely during whole-group and small group instruction (contexts 1-2) and during 
lunchtime (context 3). As argued (4.2.5), context 3 (lunchtime exchanges) exhibits 
institutional features (e. g. degree of teacher control and the existence of eating practices 
and habits dictated by the school), which place this context in a middle position (but 
closer to the institutionality end) of the continuum (Figure 4.5, in 4.2.5). These features 
determine both participant positions and the contextualization cues that are employed to 
frame playful talk in this context. For this reason, in this thesis, context 3 is discussed in 
the same chapter as instructional contexts 1-2 and all three contexts are viewed as 
institutionally oriented contexts. 
I ground the investigation of playful talk during instruction on a review of the literature 
on classroom discourse (6.1) and framing talk during instruction (6.2). Drawing on 
Goffman's (1971) dramaturgical metaphors, I investigate the emergence of playful talk 
during whole-group instruction (context 1) in terms of: (1) backstage playful talk and (2) 
frontstage playful talk (6.3). 1 explore the contextualization cues participants (pupils and 
teachers) employ to initiate and develop play frames and investigate participation 
frameworks and participant responses (6.3.1- 6.3.5). In this context, I engage in a 
comparative discussion of whole-group (context 1) and small-group group instruction 
(context 2), by probing into contextualization cues and participation frameworks (6.4). 1 
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conclude this chapter, by exploring playful talk and play frames during lunchtime 
(context 3) (6.5). 
6.1 Classroom discourse: an overview 
The majority of studies on classroom discourse have focused on teacher-pupil talk. 
Studies following the ethnomethodological and conversation analytic traditions have 
been concerned with the examination of classroom discourse with the purpose of probing 
into the institutional order of schools (Cicourel 1974; Mehan 1979; Sinclair & Coulthard 
1975). In this context, studies in these traditions have explored the organization of turn- 
taking (McHoul 1978) and repair (McHoul 1990) in formal classroom situations. Other 
studies have looked at how teachers make use of certain procedures and practices to 
initiate the lesson and how these are based on shared assumptions and cultural 
understandings between teachers and pupils (Payne 1976). Moreover, a number of studies 
have explored issues of classroom management and pupil accountability (MacBeth 1990, 
1991). 
Although this line of research does not explicitly focus on (bi-)multilingual/cultural 
classrooms, some of its early studies (e. g. Cicourel 1974; Mehan 1979; Sinclair & 
Coulthard 1975) have provided insights for researchers working in these settings from an 
interactional sociolinguistics stand-point (e. g. Erickson & Shultz 1981; Gumperz 1982a; 
Hymes 1974). These researchers have been concerned with associating linguistic 
variability with the ways in which schools (among other sites) act as institutions of social 
selection (Heller & Martin-Jones 2001b: 3). In this context, they have investigated the 
culturally distinct linguistic practices, which members of different speech communities 
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develop in their respective communities, and the impact these practices have on 
bilingual/bicultural classrooms 106 Such studies have identified a mismatch in cultural 
conventions between the types of knowledge pupils bring to school from their respective 
communities and those valued by mainstream schools. 
A critique launched against this line of research is that these studies do not address the 
role institutionally organised relations of power play in interaction (Heller & Martin- 
Jones 2001b: 4). By focusing on differences in cultural conventions, critics argue, 
researchers assume that pupils from different linguistic and cultural backgrounds 
participate in interactions at school (among other institutional sites) on an equal footing. 
This assumption fails to take into account that social relations are (re)produced in social 
institutions (such as schools), which control access to and allocate valued resources (e. g. 
linguistic and cultural resources) (ibid). 
Taking this critique as a point of departure, the investigation of playful talk and play 
frames in classroom discourse aims at examining how, through local interactional 
practices (in our case the use of playful talk), the 4 `h grade pupils and their teachers 
affirm, negotiate, modify or contest social relations (including relations of power) during 
instruction (cf. Rampton 1995; Heller 1999; Heller & Martin-Jones 2001a; also chapter 
7.2.1, for a discussion). This line of inquiry is in agreement with more recent approaches 
to classroom discourse that have focused on the heterogeneity of classroom discourses 
106 See, for instance, Au 1980; Boggs, Watson-Gegeo & McMillen 1981; McMillen 1981, all studies 
reported in Mehan 1985, regarding Hawaiian classrooms; Kochman 1972,1983, on differences between 
black and white communicative styles at school; Heath 1983, on a comparative study of black and white 
working class discourses in the classroom as children are socialized in their respective communities of 
speaking; Dumont 1972; John 1972; Phillips 1972.1983, on linguistic variation among 
Native American 
children at school. 
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and have explored the social practices within which their production and dissemination 
are situated. Such studies, for instance, have looked at how, through the construction of 
`hybrid discourse practices', teachers and pupils generate `heteroglossic classroom 
(micro)cultures' resulting in the redefinition of traditional power relations between 
teachers and pupils (Kambanelis 2001: 85) 107 
Through the examination of playful talk during instruction, this chapter attempts to 
address a gap in classroom research, by expanding its scope to include both teacher-pupil 
talk and pupil-pupil talk. Unlike teacher-pupil talk, pupil-pupil talk has received limited 
attention. Studies on pupil-pupil talk, for example, have dealt with pupil learning 
processes in task-oriented small group instruction 108 or with micro-interactional 
processes (e. g. processes of resistance by marginalised pupils) (Diamondstone 1999). 
Fewer studies have probed into pupils' undirected, informal talk during instruction in 
relation to possible learning processes it may be promoting (Maybin 1991,1994; also 
Rampton 1999 for pupils' informal talk in a FL context) 109 
Moreover, by focusing on playful talk during instruction in particular, this chapter seeks 
to explore linguistic and cultural practices that have received limited attention in 
classroom discourse research. Few studies have specifically looked into aspects of playful 
talk and play routines during instruction: For instance, Woods (1976) has explored the 
significance of laughter as a pupil resource to bond or subvert. Maybin (1994) has probed 
107 Other researchers have associated the concepts of `hybridity' and `hybrid language practices' with the 
creation of 'third spaces' defined as `zones of development' that promote opportunities for learning, 
during 
instruction (Gutierrez, Baquedano-Lopez and Tejeda 1999: 286). 
108 See, for instance, Barnes & Todd 1977; Bennett & Cass 1989; Phillips 1987, reported in Maybin 1994; 
Flanigan 1991 regarding peer tutoring in a SLA context. 
109 Note that most of these studies focus on pupil-pupil talk in linguistically and culturally homogeneous 
classrooms (with the exception of studies in S/FLA, such as Rampton 
1999, mentioned above). 
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into different verbal activities (e. g. joking, language play, singing, joke-telling) as pupil 
resources to negotiate relationships and make identity displays. MacBeth (1990) has 
looked into play routines (a break-dancing routine) as challenges to teacher authority. 
6.2 Instructional frames vs. play frames during instruction 
Following Bateson (1972), frames are not discrete entities: main and minor frames (or 
frames triggered in the centre of classroom discourse vs. frames triggered in the 
periphery) can operate simultaneously, thereby revealing the complexity of contextual 
embeddings (: 188). Two main frames emerge during instruction (contexts 1-2): (1) 
instructional frames (which are comprised of lesson, class management and task-related 
frames and dominate classroom discourse) and (2) socio-relational frames (which include 
greetings/leavings, small-talk, dealing with late-comers and so on and have a less 
prominent position in classroom discourse). It is through these frames that participants 
display their official roles as teachers and pupils respectively, which are in accordance 
with the norms and rules set by the school as a social institution (cf. Baynham 1996). 
Play frames, which are also triggered during instruction, can emerge as both minor (in the 
periphery of classroom talk) and main frames (in its centre). 
Instructional frames and socio-relational frames are usually proposed by teachers, while 
play frames are mostly initiated by pupils. As argued (4.2), all three types of frames are 
generated within the context of the school as a social institution, which imposes a larger 
frame of reference. This supra-frame influences the framing of playful talk during 
instruction in particular and the framing of playful talk across contexts in general (e. g. 
playful talk during lunchtime). 
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Instructional frames are asymmetrical in terms of their structure and the constraints they 
put on what talk should be produced and who controls the ongoing activity. For instance, 
in whole-group instruction (context 1) teachers exert control over turn-taking rights and 
topic development (cf. 4.2). By shifting to play frames, pupils attempt to introduce a 
more symmetrical relationship: on these occasions, the roles of teacher and pupil are 
placed in the background, while other social roles and identities (e. g. being a peer group 
member, a competent teaser) are brought to the foreground (Baynham 1996). Such shifts 
to play frames have interactional consequences, as they redress institutional asymmetries 
and power relations (cf. Ribeiro 1996, regarding framing talk in psychiatric interviews; 
for a discussion, see also chapter 7.2.1). 
The data analysis reveals that during whole-group instruction pupils and teachers remain 
mostly in the instructional frames, which they collaboratively construct. As Tannen 
(1986) argues, participants (teachers and pupils) tend to feel constrained to `sail with the 
framing winds' (: 92). These constraints become all the more significant, since resisting a 
frame or reframing talk calls for additional interactional effort: participants need both 
conversational skill and power to initiate such shifts (cf. Ribeiro 1996). While 
participants mainly stay in the instructional frames, they also initiate shifts to play, which 
is of interest to us here. 
The centrality of instructional frames during whole-group instruction (context 1), 
however, wanes during task-based small-group instruction (context 2), during which an 
increase in occurrences of playful talk has been identified (see Figure 4.6, in 4.3.1). 
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During small-group instruction, pupils are more willing and able to `rock the 
conversational boat' (Ribeiro 1996: 184), especially since instructional frames are 
proposed by fellow pupils, instead of teachers (cf. 4.2.5). This means that teacher control 
over topic and frame development that characterises interactions during whole-group 
instruction seizes and pupils have to wrestle control from each other. In this struggle over 
topic and frame development, play frames can become a resource to negotiate 
(institutional and non-institutional) roles and undermine bids for authority and status 
among peers (see 6.4). 
6.3 Playful talk during whole-group instruction 
Drawing on Goffman's (1971) dramaturgical metaphors of `frontstage' and 'backstage', 
two types of playful talk have been identified in whole-group instruction (context 1): (1) 
backstage playful talk and (2) frontstage playful talk. By backstage playful talk, this 
study takes to mean informal talk among pupils that takes place in the periphery of 
classroom discourse (6.3.1-6.3.2). By playful talk as frontstage talk, on the other hand, it 
takes to mean teacher-pupil and pupil-pupil talk that emerges in the centre of classroom 
discourse (6.3.3-6.3.4). 
These two types of playful talk reaffirm similar distinctions in classroom talk identified 
in other studies. For instance, Cazden (1988) differentiates between talk produced in the 
centre and talk generated in the periphery of the classroom floor. She associates talk 
produced in the centre with `the official world of the teacher's agenda' and talk generated 
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in the margins of the classroom floor with `the unofficial world of the peer culture' (: 
150)"0. 
Similar distinctions in talk have been found in informal conversational contexts. On this 
issue, Coates (2000) draws on Goffman's aforementioned dramaturgical metaphor to 
investigate small talk encounters among females. She argues that frontstage talk is public 
and requires participants to behave in more carefully controlled ways, by following 
prevailing norms of politeness and decorum. Backstage talk, on the other hand, is private 
(as in informal personal conversations), which means that these rules of conduct are 
relaxed (: 243). 
Taking these two types of playful talk as a point of departure, the data analysis shows that 
by transporting playful talk from the periphery (backstage talk) to the very centre of 
classroom discourse (frontstage talk), pupils and teachers blur the boundaries between 
backstage and frontstage talk. In addition, the type of playful talk that emerges in 
discourse has a bearing on how this talk is framed. In backstage playful talk, play frames 
are introduced and developed as parallel frames (3.3.2). In frontstage playful talk, 
however, play frames are initiated and maintained as embedded frames, which may 
occasionally become forked frames (3.3.4). This means that, even though both types of 
playful talk (backstage and frontstage) emerge in context 1 (whole-group instruction) and 
are placed in the same end along the institutionality-non-institutionality continuum 
(Figure 4.5,4.2.5), play frames are triggered and sustained differently. 
110 These dramaturgical metaphors have been employed to describe code-switching practices in 
multilingual classrooms and distinguish between `center-stage language use' and `backstage language use' 
(Arthur 2001: 67- 69). 
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6.3.1. Backstage playful talk 
As mentioned (6.3), backstage playful talk is exclusively private pupil-pupil talk and it 
emerges among pupils sitting in close proximity. By virtue of close seating arrangements, 
pupils can periodically initiate, share and contribute to backstage playful talk, without 
usually attracting the attention of teachers and other pupils, who are engaged in the 
official classroom business (i. e. instruction) (cf. foot-notes, 27/1/99). Following Goffman 
(1967,1981), the data analysis reveals the following participant positions: (1) initiator of 
playful talk; (2) ratified participants, who include all those sitting in close proximity and 
(3) unratified participants, who incorporate teachers, pupils who are sitting further away 
and the researcher. Although unratified participants are held at bay, they may become 
ratified participants or over-hearers of backstage playful talk, when this talk becomes 
louder and more declamatory. 
The data analysis indicates that a small group of boys sitting next to each other (Giannis, 
Babis, Tuncay and Husein) produce a significant part of backstage playful talk. This 
means that the members of this small group alternate in the roles of initiator and ratified 
participants. It is worth noting that the same group of four boys played a central role in 
initiating and developing name-calling activities during free time (Table 5.1b in 5.1). 
This means that these peer group members actively engage in playful talk across 
interactional contexts (both institutionally oriented and non-institutionally oriented ones). 
The fact that they four boys also sit next to each other during the lesson aids further in 
transferring practices (such as teasing and name-calling) from free time to instruction. 
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Regarding the contextualization cues in backstage playful talk, pupils employ similar 
cues to those used during free time (Tables 5.1a-5.1b, in 5.1). In other words, pupils 
import cues from playful talk during free time to backstage playful talk during whole- 
group instruction. The use of similar contextualization cues is attributed to the fact that 
interactions in these contexts primarily occur among peers. The direction of the cues 
(from playful talk during free time to backstage playful talk during whole-group 
instruction) is also significant: it reveals that practices (in our case the use of playful talk) 
are introduced first in non-institutionally oriented contexts (contexts 4-6) and then they 
are transported into institutionally oriented ones (contexts 1-3). In this respect, playful 
talk produced in the margins of classroom discourse becomes an extension of playful talk 
produced during free time. 
Table 6.1a below presents the different contextualization cues employed in verbal 
activities during backstage playful talk and their users, as identified in the data "' 
Table 6.1a. Contextualization cues and users per verbal activity in backstage playful talk 
Verbal activities Contextualization cues Users 
Teasing mock challenges, commands, Tuncay, Husein, Giannis, 
one-liners, terms of verbal Babis 
abuse, nicknames, laughter, 
low volume 
Name-calling nicknames, cries, terms of Tuncay, Husein, Giannis, 
verbal abuse, fast pace, Babis 
laughter, low volume, vowel 
elongation, shifts in stress, 
rhythm and rhyme 
Joking playing upon form, such as Babis, Costas, Tuncay 
111 That backstage playful talk was restricted to boys only could have been a product of the recording 
conditions: the tape-recorder was placed closer to the four boys and could capture their backstage talk 
(including their backstage playful talk) better. It is worth noting, however, that when the tape-recorder was 
placed closer to the girls, it recorded very little backstage talk in general and very few occurrences of 
backstage playful talk in particular (field-notes, 27/1/99). These findings point to differences between boys 
and girls in the production of playful backstage talk during whole-group instruction, which could be 
explored further in the future. 
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using exaggeration and 
hyperbole, laughter, low 
volume 
Language play manipulating elements of Costas, Tuncay, Fanis 
languages (usually Greek), 
such as adding the same 
suffix to different first 
names, manipulating the 
stress of words and the 
pronunciation of consonants, 
laughter 
Crying out media-inspired cries, Tuncay, Husein, Giannis, 
nonsense cries, laughter, low Babis 
volume 
The transfer of cues from free time to backstage playful talk becomes more evident in 
instances when teachers have suspended the instructional frame and backstage playful 
talk becomes louder dominating discourse. On these occasions, pupils produce activities, 
such as singing and reciting, which do not normally occur in backstage playful talk. 
Moreover, they resort to a larger range of cues than those employed in backstage playful 
talk, which is generated in the periphery of classroom discourse. The incorporation of 
new activities and cues in playful talk is the result of opening up participation to pupils 
who are not necessarily sitting in close proximity (e. g. female peer group members) (see 
Table lb below). 
Table 6.1b below illustrates the different contextualization cues employed in verbal 
activities during backstage playful talk and their users, when teachers have suspended 
instructional frames. 
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Table 6. lb. Contextualization cues and users per verbal activity in backstage playful talk (when 
teachers have suspended instructional frames) 
Verbal activities Contextualization cues Users 
Teasing mock challenges, commands, Tuncay, Husein, Giannis, 
one-liners, terms of verbal Babis, Meltem, Nontas 
abuse, nicknames, laughter, 
loud volume 
Name-calling nicknames, cries, terms of Tuncay, Husein, Giannis, 
verbal abuse, fast pace, Babis 
laughter, loud volume, 
vowel elongation, shifts in 
stress, rhythm and rhyme 
Singing fragments of songs, sing- Meltem, Vasia, Babis 
song intonation, shifts in 
pitch, volume and stress, 
laughter, loud volume 
Crying out media-inspired cries, Tuncay, Husein, Giannis, 
nonsense cries, laughter, Babis, Vasia 
loud volume 
Reciting fragments of speeches, loud Meltem 
and declamatory manner, 
laughter 
As Table 6.1b demonstrates, by virtue of its volubility, centrality in discourse and 
variability of cues, backstage playful talk, introduced when teachers have suspended 
instructional frames, closely resembles instances of playful talk in interactions during free 
time (cf. chapter 5) rather than exchanges during instruction. 
As a rule, the emergence of backstage playful talk in whole-group instruction occurs at 
interactional junctions. Interactional junctions have been identified as those moments in 
whole-group instruction during which teachers have relaxed their attention: for instance, 
they have shifted their attention to one side of the classroom, their notes or the 
blackboard, or they are pre-occupied with private teacher-pupil talk. Moreover, 
interactional junctions are frequently associated with breaks in the lesson frame and shifts 
to a class management frame. For instance, the lesson frame can be temporarily 
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suspended, as pupils engage in a copying task (excerpt 2 below). Pupils tend to be 
sensitive to breaks in the teacher's attention or in the lesson frame, since such breaks 
provide them with opportunities to generate private pupil-pupil playful talk and construct 
play frames in the periphery of classroom discourse. 
Similar to some other types of backstage talk (e. g. clarification questions, see field-notes, 
27/1/99), playful talk is produced overwhelmingly in low, occasionally whispering, 
voices, since it is directed to those in the immediate conversational circle of the initiator. 
In addition, it usually emerges in the discourse without being anchored onto some prior 
talk (cf. name-calling activities, 5.2.1). For instance, in the following example, the 
teacher has shifted her attention and gaze to one of the pupils (Vasia) and is addressing 
her question regarding the reasons why parents in the ancient Greek world would be 
forced to sell their children as slaves (lines 1-3). While Vasia is responding to the 
teacher's explanation (line 4), Babis, who is sitting at the other end of the classroom, 
introduces a joking activity on the side, by making a self-reference to Abdullah Öcalan, 
the leader of the PKK (see 4.5.5) (line 5). 
Excerpt 1 (context 1,30/3/99, with the teacher for the class history project; for a complete 
Transcript, see Transcript 2, Appendix V) 112 
Centre Periphery 
10a6K6tXa av bvv cixs nokkd xwpd(pia 
1Teacher if he didn't have enough food 
2 yta va Ta OpEyict .. µntopoüac 
2 for his children 
3 Ta 7L1i6t6t ToU va Ta 901A CTCI 
3 he could sell them 
4Bdata KUTäXaßa .. 
4Vasia right 
112 In chapter 6, I use a parallel column format to capture more adequately the way backstage playful talk 
is 
produced during whole-group instruction (cf. Ribeiro 1993). 
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5([) Mtäµnic [p siµal Aµurvtou 
5(,,,, [) Babis [I'm Abdullah 
In excerpt 1, Babis marks off his talk from both the preceding and current classroom talk 
(lines 1-4), by making use of prosody: he exploits stress, vowel elongation and giggling 
and delivers his turn in low voice, while overlapping with Vasia, who is the current 
speaker in the centre of classroom discourse. The prosodic cues he uses also indicate that 
the ratified participants include only those pupils sitting in close proximity to him. 
Backstage playful talk can also be triggered by prior talk in discourse. For example, in 
excerpt 2 below, the teacher has turned her back to the pupils and is writing the main 
points of the discussion on the blackboard, while the pupils are copying them in their 
notebooks. Prior to the introduction of playful talk (line 3), Tuncay asks Giannis to give 
him his eraser (line 1). As Giannis appears to ignore Tuncay's request, Husein leans 
towards the microphone, which has been placed in front of him, and initiates a name- 
calling activity with Giannis as the target (line 2). 
Excerpt 2 (context 1,30/3/99, with the teacher for the class history project; For a complete 









((EicavW, aµßävEt 6, it avnypäcpct)) 
((he repeats what he is copying)) 
f a- o ä:: pxoviac .... acc yöµa 
ah the ruler the eraser 
Ftävv .... 
f yöpa ... 
Gianni the eraser 
3 Xov6Eiv ((. To µtxpöcpc)vo)) 
3Husein ((in the microphone)) 
4 pK& a. ta.. K6: kXta 
4 Kollia Kollia 
5 Kö: XXta(hh) . 
5 Kollia 
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6Tou-rc6l ((Er(jvaXaµß6tvc1)) fo äpyovTac .. 6Tuncay ((he repeats)) the ruler 
7 ((ßTOV Xovaciv)) acc cýüyE pc= 
7 ((to Husein)) go away (re)= 
8 Xouß£iv =p K6kXta:: . 8Husein =Kollia 
The name-calling activity in excerpt 2 is triggered by Gianni's lack of response to 
Tuncay's request for the eraser (lines 1-2). Husein marks off the name-calling activity 
from talk regarding the copying task, by resorting to prosody: he produces his turn in a 
low voice that contrasts with the loudness of Tuncay's request for the eraser (line 2). This 
shift in volume signals to the others present that the name-calling is produced in the 
periphery of classroom discourse, for the ears of the pupils sitting in close proximity only 
(i. e. Tuncay, Husein, Giannis and Babis; cf. excerpt 1, line 4, in this section). 
As stated earlier in this section, however, when teachers suspend instructional frames, 
backstage playful talk becomes louder and it attains a more public and declamatory 
character. These occasions generate considerable background noise, as pupils engage in 
playful talk, while waiting for the teacher to resume the lesson. For instance, as 
Transcript excerpt 3 below demonstrates, pupils exploit songs (lines 1-2,6,9), mock 
threats (line 5), nicknames (line 12) and mock teases (line 13) to build play frames. 
Excerpt 3 (contexts 1,18/3/99, with the English language teacher; For a complete Transcript see 
Transcript 3, Appendix V) 
1MEXTEg ((Tpayou&äßt)) YEA-ä o iS . µE 
Xv HI -7t11 . as u yta-yui you T 
KaXXt67rq 
1Meltem ((she raps)) hi there my name is Popi just like my granny Calliope 
2 ax va µE k£-yawm, KußE: Xi- .. 
2 oh how I wish my name were Kiveli 
5MeXt t =Oa a£ 6KoIth: aco .. 
5Meltem =I'm gonna kill you 
6f OeX(t) va 4epcw ytaTi:. yluil: 
6Vasia I wanna know why why 
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9 f Uko) va 4tp(l) yuaTi::. 00" Vol 4Epo ylcvri:: 
9Vasia I wanna know why why 
IONhviaS acc tku pE. q pio . (DEPTO 
M£XTEµ . 
1ONontas come on (re) give it back give it back ((to me)) Meltem 
11Mitä tauig f MEXtE t OpukI= 
11Babis Meltem Ovali= 
12N6hvtuS =p Týouµtoü2- 
12Nontas =Cumbul= 
13MEX, ieµ f ßio (h)TtkoS inc 1(hh)61s .... 13Meltem =((you'll get it back)) at the (h)end of (hh)6`h grade 
Overall, as in the case of teasing and name-calling during free time (5.3), in backstage 
playful talk, peer group members rely on cues whose meaning they can understand and 
interpret as play, by virtue of a shared set of assumptions and associations. For instance, 
in excerpt 2, Husein relies on the rhythmic repetition of Giannis' surname/nickname 
`Kollia' to introduce the name-calling activity (line 3). The use of Giannis' 
surname/nickname as a contextualization cue and the mode of delivery of the turn 
(emphatic stress on the first syllable of Giannis' surname/nickname, rhythm and pace) 
allude to the introduction of similar name-calling activities during free time (cf. 5.2.1). 
These findings point to the transfer of cues across interactional contexts, as discussed 
earlier in this section, and demonstrate the existence of a trajectory of interactions that 
have been shaped by the peer group members' shared assumptions and practices 
regarding playful talk (cf. Maybin 1994, for similar findings in the use of reported speech 
among peers). 
6.3.2 Play frames as parallel frames 
When playful talk emerges in backstage talk, play frames are introduced and developed 
in parallel with on-going instructional frames (lesson or class management frames). 
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Throughout the production of the play frames, the instructional frames occupy the centre 
of classroom discourse and are the main classroom frames. Because the two frames occur 
in parallel, pupils engaging in playful talk can shift in and out of the instructional frames. 
Such shifts are necessary to ensure that the conduct of pupils engaging in backstage 
playful talk is not seen as disruptive enough to warrant teacher intervention to restore 
classroom order. 
Pupils move in and out of the instructional frames, by initiating constant shifts in 
`footing' (Goffman 1972; cf. 1.3). Depending on their footing, pupils may demonstrate a 
consistent orientation towards the play frame under construction or they may opt for 
successive shifts in footing to signal changes in their position vis-a-vis the development 
of the play frame. Overall, engagement in backstage playful talk seldom elicits an uptake 
by teachers (cf. 6.3.5). This seems to be associated with the mode of delivery of such 
talk: it is usually produced in a low voice, in fast pace and with short (if any pauses) 
between the turns. Due to the lack of teacher uptake, the emergence and development of 
these play frames do not appear to disrupt the activities taking place in the centre of 
classroom discourse. 
As mentioned, sometimes pupils may share a consistent orientation towards the 
development of the play frame, either by actively contributing to it or by signalling their 
support via prosodic cues, most frequently giggling. Simultaneously, they may be 
orienting to (at least part of) the instructional frame under way 113 For instance, in 
excerpt 4 below, Babis' initiation of the joking activity introduces a play frame in the 
113 Due to the lack of video-recordings, it is not possible to ascertain whether pupils engaging in backstage 
playful talk are concurrently orienting, to both play and instructional frames. 
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periphery of classroom discourse, while the lesson frame occupies the centre stage (line 
5) 
Excerpt 4 (context 1,30/3/99, with the teacher for the class history project; For a complete 
Transcript, see Transcript 2, Appendix V) 
Centre Periphery 
4Bäata KathXa(3a .. 4Vasia right 
5 ([... ) 5MitäpirjS [p ciµat Aµ7tviouXä :: (hh) 
5 ([... ) 5Babis [I'm Abdullah 
6 ( ... ) 6Touiýät (((YTo I't(xvvi1)) p h4E(hh)pcig 6 ( ... ) 6Tuncay ((to Giannis)) do you know 
7 ri Eiitc; .A urviouk hh) . 
7 what he said? Abdullah 
8AaaxäXa f dec ypd(pco . 
Bleacher I'm writing 
9 6, it E[you tc net ..... 
9Ftdvv jS [acc p äµtc äµnE 
9 what [we said 9Giarnnis [long live 
((i 6(xaKä) a ypäcpEl. aiov ltivaxa)) 10 Koupbtaiäv= 
((the teacher is writing on the blackboard)) 10 Kurdistan= 
11Mt mil; =acc p äµutc . 
11Babis =long live 
Following the initiation of playful talk, Tuncay, Giannis and Babis develop and sustain 
the play frame further: Tuncay turns to Giannis and highlights what Babis has just said 
and giggles (lines 6-7). His reference to `Abdullah' (line 6) prompts Giannis to respond 
with a popular, at the time of the fieldwork, cry `äµ1s äµ7t£ KovpöL6i6cv' (`long live 
Kurdistan') (lines 9-10). In the next turn, Giannis' cry is immediately countered by 
Babis' reply `ä. utc' (`long live', line 11), that is latched onto the former's turn. 
On this occasion, all three participants are demonstrating a common orientation towards 
the play frame developed: Tuncay probes Giannis to pay attention to Babis' self- 
reference to `Abdullah'. while Giannis and Babis function as a conversational duet, by 
complimenting each other's utterances (cf. Maybin 1994). The play frame is brought to a 
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close, as the three participants start writing what the teacher has written on the 
blackboard. 
As a rule, however, pupils do not share a consistent orientation towards play frames 
introduced in the periphery of classroom discourse. Instead, as mentioned, they opt for 
constant shifts in footing to signal changes in their position vis-a-vis the development of 
the play frame. These shifts in footing indicate shifts in and out of the instructional 
frames at hand. For instance, in excerpt 5 below, through a series of shifts in footing, 
participants move in and out of the class management frame (i. e. copying what the 
teacher is writing on the blackboard) to engage in backstage playful talk and develop a 
play frame. 
Excerpt 5 (context 1,30/3/99, with the teacher for the class history project; For a complete 











((E7ravaX, aµß6cvci)) fo äpxovTac .. 
((he repeats)) the ruler 
((6'Lov Xou6Elv)) acc pyc p F, = 
((to Husein)) go away (re)= 




avtÖS Eiics . K6k), la . 
he said Kollia 
1OM7t6cµtrg pp KöXXia cpopäw . 
1OBabis Kollia I'm wearing 
11 Köa, Xta . 






acc a:: aurö £iltC . 
a he said 
o aptOµög . 
the number 
PP (... ) 
(... ) 
x(Xi Eyd) eypayia (... )_ 
114 This phrase alludes to the connection between Giannis' surname `Kollia' and `kolya' (meaning necklace 
in the Turkish variety of Gazi) (cf. 4.5.1). 
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and I wrote (... )= 
cr natö:::.. [! ýL. XXta 
atiato [Ko1Ga= 
[p acc cici 
[tsitsi 
bana. cici bana(hh) 
bana tsitsi bana 
As excerpt 5 illustrates, Tuncay, one of the ratified participants, initially rejects the play 
frame: he raises the volume of his voice to repeat what he is copying and orders Husein 
to leave him alone (lines 6-7). In the next turns (lines 9,15), however, he initiates a shift 
in footing to play, triggered by Husein's reference to Giannis' surname/nickname `Kollia' 
(line 8). In similar vein, while Tuncay and Babis are co-constructing the play frame (lines 
9-11), Husein, the initiator of the name-calling activity, makes a shift in footing back to 
the copying task (line 12-14). Nevertheless, in the subsequent turns, Tuncay's production 
of the nonsense cry `atiato' triggers a re-alignment from Husein's part back to play: 
overlapping with Tuncay, Husein takes the next turn and produces a hybrid Turkish one- 
liner, that is comprised of the one-liners `cici meme' ('cute boobs') and `gel bana' ('come 
to me'), in rapid succession (lines 16-17). 
The development of play and instructional frames in parallel indicates that the `unofficial 
world of the peer culture' and `the official world of the teacher's agenda' (Cazden 1988: 
150) can co-exist and never criss-cross one another. As long as playful talk remains in the 
background (i. e. it is produced among peers in a low voice, fast pace and does not occupy 
long stretches of talk), it is rarely sanctioned. Once these ground rules are broken and 
playful talk becomes disruptive threatening the interactional classroom order, then 
teachers will intervene to stop it (6.3.5). 
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An exception to the rule is when teachers suspend instructional frames and backstage 
playful talk in turn becomes public dominating classroom discourse. On these occasions, 
positions are temporarily reversed: playful talk is transported to the foreground of 
classroom discourse, while the institutional frame is allocated a place in the background 
(e. g. Transcript 3, Appendix V, lines 1-13). In this context, the play frame becomes the 
main classroom frame and dominates discourse, until the lesson is resumed. 
6.3.3 Frontstage playful talk 
Frontstage playful talk emerges at the very centre of classroom talk. Unlike backstage 
playful talk, it is loud and public and it is not usually confined to a limited group of 
pupils sitting in close proximity. Following Goffman (1967,1981), pupils and teachers 
alternate in the following participant positions: (1) initiators and (2) ratified participants 
(which can be further divided into primary recipients and secondary recipients). 
Pupils initiate most of fronstage playful talk. Usually, playful talk is directed to a 
particular pupil (e. g. the butt of a joke or the target for teasing), although sometimes 
teachers may be assigned this position as well. On these occasions, the pupils and 
teachers are the primary recipients of playful talk, while the rest of the 4th graders and the 
researcher are the secondary recipients. When playful talk is diffused (i. e. it is not 
focused on a primary recipient), then the distinction between primary and secondary 
recipients does not hold: because of the public nature of fronstage talk in general (cf. 
MacBeth 1991), all present (pupils, teachers, the researcher) are ratified participants. 
Besides pupils, teachers can also initiate fronstage playful talk. Overwhelmingly, this talk 
is directed to a particular pupil (a primary recipient), as teachers exploit playful talk to 
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construct correction or disciplining sequences. This finding points to the role of playful 
talk as a possible teaching or class management strategy that teachers can use during 
instruction (see 7.2.1). On these occasions, although playful talk is directed to a primary 
recipient, it is simultaneously aimed at all the pupils present. Among the three teachers 
who taught the 0' graders, only the English language teacher resorted to diffused playful 
talk, that is directing her talk to the pupils as a `cohort' (Macbeth 1991: 285) 115 (field- 
notes, 19/3/99). In fact, it has been argued that her use of diffused playful talk has 
contributed to the high frequency of frontstage playful talk that was identified in 
instructional interactions with the teacher in question (see 4.3.3). 
In frontstage playful talk, pupils use contextualization cues (e. g. prosody) that are easily 
recognisable as cues for playful talk by both their teachers and fellow peers. When 
compared to cues employed in backstage playful talk (Tables 6.1 a-6.1 b, in 6.3.1), it 
emerges that pupils avoid using cues that are specific to the peer group and require shared 
background knowledge to interpret them (e. g. nicknames, cries, nonsense cries). The 
selective use of cues in fronstage playful talk indicates that pupils are sensitive to the 
presence of teachers as ratified recipients of their playful talk. Simultaneously, by 
exerting a high degree of control over the contextualization cues they use, they control 
teacher access to information regarding aspects of their peer group culture 116. 
Table 6.2 below illustrates the different contextualization cues employed in verbal 
activities during frontstage playful talk and their users, as identified in the data. 
1 15 Macbeth (1991) identifies two structures of participation in classroom interactions: the teacher and `the 
cohort', which comprises of all the pupils as a single group (: 285). 
116 In this context, it was not surprising that teachers were unfamiliar with meanings and uses of certain 
nicknames and one-liners, for instance (survey interview 3,28/8/99). 
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Table 6.2. Contextual ization cues and users per verbal activity in frontstage playful talk 
Verbal activities Contextualization cues Users 
Teasing mock challenges, laughter, Tuncay, Husein, Giannis, 
loud volume, shifts in stress Babis, Vasia, Bahrye, Fanis 
and pitch, vowel elongation, 
repetition 
Name-calling terms of verbal abuse, Tuncay, Husein, Giannis, 
nonsense words, fast pace, Babis 
laughter, loud volume, vowel 
elongation, shifts in stress, 
rhythm and rhyme 
Joking playing upon form, such as Tuncay, Costas, Fanis, Vasia, 
using exaggeration and Babis 
hyperbole, laughter, 
nonsense words 
Language play manipulating elements of Tuncay, Babis, Costas, 
languages (Greek, Turkish, Husein, Fanis, Meltem, Vasia 
English), such as exploiting 
similarities in sounds among 
words that have different 
meanings, but share identical 
or near-identical 
pronunciation, adding the 
same suffix to different first 
names, manipulating the 
stress of words and the 
pronunciation of consonants, 
laughter, code-switches, 
nonsense words 
Crying out nonsense cries, nonsense Tuncay, Husein, Giannis, 
words/sounds, laughter, Babis 
impersonations, loud and 
declamatory manner, 
laughter, elongated vowels, 
glottal stops, sing-song 
intonation 
As a rule, frontstage playful talk is anchored onto prior talk and seconds that talk. While 
the examination of the system of turn-taking during formal classroom instruction has 
shown that pupils are constrained in self-selecting and making bids for the classroom 
floor (McHoul 1978), the data under study diverge from the reported norm: pupils 
routinely self-select and make such bids. 
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At a discourse level, by making use of clusters of contextualization cues (see Table 6.2 
above) to initiate playful talk, pupils signal a refraining of the previous activity (Goffman 
1974: 44- 45). Reframings are viewed as transformations of the existing activity into 
another one. Although a reframing may change an activity only slightly, it completely 
alters the participants' perception of the activity at hand (i. e. what they think is going on) 
(ibid). The data analysis indicates that the introduction of playful talk in discourse, via the 
use of clusters of contextualization cues, reframes the activity (usually an activity 
associated with the lesson or class management) into play. Through such reframings, 
pupils negotiate the construction of play frames and transport playful talk from the 
periphery to the very centre of classroom discourse. 
As mentioned earlier in this section, it is usually pupils who initiate such reframings to 
play in frontstage playful talk, while their primary recipients are also other pupils. For 
instance, in excerpt 6 below, the form teacher has been explaining the aspirations' system 
in Modern Greek prior to its change in the early `80s (lines 1-2). Her use of the word 
`lrvsvµaia' ('pneumata', `aspirations', line 1) to refer to aspirations employed in word- 
initial vowels triggers an association with a homophonous word, which means spirits and 
other supernatural beings. Exploiting this association, Meltem self-selects to voice her 
fear of spirits and other supernatural beings (line 3). While the form teacher dismisses her 
contribution as irrelevant to their discussion (after all she was not referring to spirits but 
aspirations, see line 4), in the subsequent turn, Giannis self-selects and teases Meltem for 
expressing her fear of such beings (line 4). 
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Excerpt 6 (context 1, with the form teacher, 15/3/99; For a complete Transcript, see Transcript 9) 
10a yKdka KW. 7t6, rE µltaivavs auch E66 .. 1Teacher then these things here were used 
2 7[01) is 7avr- _v_üµa'ra .. 2 which they called `pnevmata' ((aspirations)) 117 
3 6E is ? yavE iövoug= 
3 they didn't call them `tonous' ((another type of stress))= 
3MEXt t =acc ` µavoüka [toi) tvsvµaia= 
4Meltem =oh my gosh `pnevmata' ((spirits))= 
4Aaox6cXa = acc 6ev civai, auto itov cpavTdýE6w... . 4Teacher =it's not what you imagine 
5I, i6twr1S 
5Giannis e:::::::::::::: de[de:::::::: 
6Aac Kä? a [acc ((6Tij ME2 tEµ)) Kai. ataµäia Ttpa... 
6Teacher [((to Meltem)) and stop now 
Drawing on immediately recognisable cues from horror movies, Giannis introduces the 
teasing activity in discourse, by loudly imitating scary sounds in high pitch (line 5). By 
manipulating prosody (loudness, high pitch, stress) and vowel elongation, he conjures up 
shared associations of horror movies to introduce the play frame in the centre of 
classroom discourse. The initiation of the play frame reframes the activity (the teacher's 
explanation regarding the aspirations' system in Modern Greek) into play (a teasing 
activity). In this sense, the play frame is embedded in the lesson frame. 
Pupils do not direct frontstage playful talk only to fellow pupils but also to their teachers, 
who then become primary recipients of such talk. In particular, frontstage playful talk can 
emerge as a next or a response to teachers' prior turn, usually a question. These are 
generally `known-information questions' (Mehan 1985) and they have been identified in 
this study as one of the institutional features of classroom talk (cf. 4.2). They can be 
directed to the whole class as a `cohort' (MacBeth 1991: 285) or to a specific pupil. On 
117 Because the ensuing play frame is based on the word play between the homophonous words `7tvcÜµata' 
(`pnevmata' ), these words have been retained in the English text and a translation has been provided in 
brackets, when it is clear which of the two meanings is being referred to. 
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these occasions, pupils can make use of contextualization cues, such as prosody, to 
address the teachers' questions. By exploiting these cues, pupils appear to be responding 
to the teachers' questions (by staying on topic), while simultaneously introducing a 
reframing of the current activity to play. 
For instance, in excerpt 7 below, Giannis makes a bid for the classroom floor, by raising 
his index finger and calling the teacher (line 2). Besides competing for next speakership 
rights in order to respond to the teacher's question (line 1), Giannis' use of playful talk 
also generates a playful refraining of the activity. 
Excerpt 7 (context 1, with the history project teacher, 30/3/99) 
1AuuKdku f ßs na brlµ. oxpaiia . µnopEI K60E cvOpcwitoc va &ic ct EX Ocpa; = 1Teacher in a democracy can every man speak freely? = 
2rtävvic =ff ((µc TpayovbtCF'rij (Pxový)) xv-pi:: a:: . 2Giannis =((with sing-song intonation)) Miss 
. 
3Tov'tc6t p KU-pi:: a:: 
3Tuncay Miss 
4Awmc Xa =Ktaia; 
4Teacher =Costa? 
In this excerpt, Giannis' summons is comprised of a set of contextualization cues that is 
commonly employed in crying out activities in frontstage playful talk (i. e. loud volume, 
sing-song intonation, glottal stop, stress and elongated vowels) (see Table 6.2, in this 
section). By resorting to these cues, he playfully reframes the interaction. Although the 
reframing does not alter the activity greatly (it is still a summons), it does attract a playful 
uptake by Tuncay (line 3). This means that the summons is perceived differently (i. e. it is 
seen as an attempt for play), especially since it differs from the summons pupils usually 
employ to compete for the interactional floor: calling the teacher by making use of 
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successive '"pia' ('Ms') produced in fast pace, while quickly swaying the index finger 
(field-notes, 1/2/99). 
Although pupils introduce most of the frontstage playful talk in discourse, teachers may 
occasionally take up the position of the initiator as well. Usually, their contributions are 
short and they never exceed one turn. On these occasions, pupils not only take up the 
positions of recipients of playful talk as fronstage talk, but also actively participate in 
maintaining the play frame. In other words, teacher-led initiations of playful talk 
overwhelmingly trigger more playful talk in discourse from the pupils' part (but not from 
the teacher's part) (cf. Baynham 1996; see also 6.3.5). 
For instance, in excerpt 8 below, the English language teacher is pursuing her explanation 
regarding the absence of plural case-marking in adjectives in English, by giving incorrect 
examples of adjectives with plural case-marking (e. g. `tails' and `smalls' (lines 1,3). She 
sums up her exemplification by saying that such mistakes are `very silly mistakes' 
(`[tC7dkrj Koi(36va') to make (line 5). 
Excerpt 8 (context 1, with the English language teacher, 26/4/99, for a complete Transcript see 
Transcript 6 Appendix V) 
1Aaßx6ta. a f 6cv µnopch va ßäXw 6' Eva citIAETo `ES' . xal va it() .. `tails' 
Macher I can't add an `s' to an adjective and say `tails' 
2Xou6civ ((Eilava? aµßävsl 6, n Eiic il b(xßxä) u)) To?, . 
211usein ((repeats what the teacher said)) tols 
3EX vrl rl- .. `smalls' 
3Eleni or `smalls' 
4Xou6Eiv ((ciravaXaµßävsl 6, 'n. EIit il 6aßxhXa)) Taoi'r6S . 
4Husein ((repeats what the teacher said)) choichs 
5EX vi Ti Eivat; .... 
[sivai. pEyä: Xr1 . x_T6cNa 
SEleni what would that be? [it would be a very silly mistake 
6Kth tuS [il Bäaia .. 
6Costas [Vasia 
7TouTcdt hhh ii:: (hh)Bdaia.. (hh)EiltE-= 
7Tuncay Vasia made-= 
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8Xouaciv f ucyä:: krj KoTaccva .. 811usein =a very silly mistake 
9( )p hhhh 
9( ) hhhh 
100aCFK6XU f Xoluröv 
. 1OTeacher right 
By making use of the mild term of jocular abuse `xoiaäva' ('a silly mistake'), the teacher 
is trying to precipitate possible mistakes pupils might make in English. Simultaneously, 
the use of this particular cue reframes the activity to play. Although the reframing does 
not change greatly the activity (it is still an assessment), it does change the pupils' 
perception of what is going on. As the following turns illustrate, it triggers a teasing 
activity in discourse (lines 6- 8). 
When compared with contextualization cues pupils employ in playful talk as frontstage 
talk, teachers exhibit a more limited range of cues, namely, mock threats, prosody and 
mild terms of jocular abuse (6.3.5). The use of this limited range of cues is attributed to 
the significantly less playful talk they initiate in discourse as well as their limited 
participation in the construction of play frames during whole-group instruction (context 
1). 
6.3.4 Play frames as embedded and forked frames 
Play frames in frontstage playful talk usually emerge as embedded frames, which may 
occasionally develop into forked frames. In particular, play frames are most frequently 
embedded in instructional frames and less frequently in other socio-relational frames (e. g. 
greetings/leavings, occasions of small-talk, late-comers). 
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Although instructional frames dominate classroom discourse (in whole-group 
interactions), via shifts to play, participants negotiate a central place for playful talk in the 
official classroom space. On these occasions, play frames temporarily become the main 
frames in discourse. Frontstage playful talk initiated by pupils usually elicits the 
participation of other pupils, regardless of where they are sitting (contra backstage 
playful talk, 6.3.1). These pupils then take up the position of ratified participants, who 
respond to the introduction of the play frame, by sustaining it further. 
From their part, teachers respond to the initiation of playful talk in discourse, by usually 
resisting shifts to play (cf. Ribeiro 1996, for similar findings in doctor-patient 
communication). They register their resistance, by avoiding participating in the 
construction of the play frame, while introducing shifts to the instructional frame at hand. 
Most frequently, teacher-led renegotiations of the main classroom frame to instruction 
result to its swift re-establishment. In cases where pupils attempt to sustain the play frame 
for a couple of turns, after the teachers' initial frame shift, teachers continue 
reintroducing shifts to the instructional frame. In the end, pupils are likely to abandon 
playful talk and revert to the instructional frame at hand, as proposed by the teachers. 
For example, in excerpt 9, the teacher opens the bidding for the classroom floor by 
requesting that one of the pupils comes to the blackboard to do a maths exercise. Fanis 
makes a bid, by immediately raising his index finger and repeatedly calling out the 
teacher, thereby signalling his eagerness to do the exercise. His summons to the teacher, 
however, triggers playful talk, as Babis initiates a frame shift to play in discourse (lines 
3-5). 
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Excerpt 8 (context 1,5/3/99, with the form teacher) 
lAaßxäXa itot6q Oct "KWWOEi va xäVCL To itpch'ro itp6pklj to [ßirov lrixava; 
1Teacher who will come to the blackboard to do the [first exercise? 
2(D6vic [acc f yth- y6)-. xupia xupia= 
2Fanis [I I ((will)) Miss Miss= 
3MtäµnqS =f acc i-a: i-a: 
3Babis =ia is 
4M1taxpl ff acc µiti-a: nri-a: 
4Bahrye bia bia 
5Mth iiniS f acc µni-a: [ rni-a:. tna Wgi[tna piµna 
5Babis bia [bia biba biba biba 
6KdxvcaS [() 
6Costas [(... ) 
70a6xä?. a Kthcira µou .. GTOV lrivaxa Oct To thvouµE .. 7Teacher (my) Costas we'll do it on the blackboard 
8Ftävvic acc µ' au'tö Tov ip671o . EiirE 11 banKäXa .. 8Giannis the teacher said we'll do it that way 
As excerpt 9 shows, through repetition, Babis and Bahrye anchor their playful talk onto 
Fanis' summons. In the process, they initiate and co-construct a play frame in the very 
centre of classroom talk, thereby proposing a temporary refraining of the activity from 
negotiating next speakership rights to play. The contextualization cues they employ to 
build the play frame (nonsense cries, delivered loudly and in fast pace) are reminiscent of 
the way name-calling activities are introduced and delivered in non-institutionally 
oriented contexts (5.2.1). On this occasion, rather than using nicknames, such as 
`KöXXta' ('Kollia') and `MitEn&LIvo' ('Babilino'), participants employ nonsense sounds 
(`ia' and `bia'), which rhyme with the word `kyria' (Miss) and nonsense words ('biba') 
(lines 3-5). As argued (6.3.3), these cues Babis and Bahrye employ to frame playful talk 
in this excerpt are immediately recognisable by both pupils and the teacher, unlike, for 
instance, nicknames. 
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Consistent with teacher responses to frontstage playful talk, however, the teacher avoids 
contributing to playful talk. Instead, in the following turn (line 6), she re-orients 
classroom talk to instruction, by addressing what appears to be a clarification question by 
Costas (lines 6-7). As far as the pupils engaged in playful talk are concerned, they 
abandon further departures from the class management frame at hand and `sail with the 
framing winds' (Tannen 1986: 92), as set by the teacher. 
Overall, the pupils' re-orientation to the instructional frame as the main frame indicates 
that such frames shifts (from instruction to play and back) tend to be achieved smoothly, 
as if playful talk were an integral part of classroom discourse. In other words, even 
though teachers resist frame shifts to play by sustaining the instructional frames under 
way, there seems to be an underlying agreement from both parties (teachers and pupils) 
regarding the emergence of frontstage playful talk: while not participating in it, teachers 
tolerate its production in the centre of classroom talk. 
This is collaborated by the fact that regardless of its public character, teachers rarely 
sanction frontstage playful talk (unless they judge it disruptive to classroom order) (foot- 
notes, 1/2/99). From their part, pupils can initiate and develop shifts to play as long as 
they are willing to re-orient to instruction soon after. This implies that teachers do not 
view frontstage playful talk as inherently disruptive. Instead, its tolerance could be seen 
as a means of providing a brief interlude to instruction and alleviating feelings of stress or 
boredom (7.1). 
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Pupil-initiated shifts to play, however, do not elicit consistent responses by teachers. 
Although teachers appear to tolerate frontstage playful talk, sometimes their reframing of 
the interaction back to instruction reveals a high degree of irritation regarding the 
emergence frontstage playful talk in discourse and an urgency to get back to the `real' 
classroom business (i. e. instruction). On these occasions, teachers exploit discourse 
markers, such as `Xotitöv' ('so, well'), `äpa' ('therefore'), followed by prosodic cues 
(loudness and fast pace), as well as summons of a `named addressee' (usually one of the 
pupils sustaining the play frame) (MacBeth 1991: 297). The purpose of these discourse 
markers is to bring playful talk to an abrupt end and to re-establish the instructional frame 
as the main frame in classroom discourse (e. g. Transcript 6, lines 8 and 10 respectively, 
Appendix V). 
While teacher-led reframings are usually performed smoothly, as pupils are likely to 
abandon the play frame and re-orient to the instructional frame proposed by the teacher, 
sometimes play and instructional frames can occur simultaneously. In other words, one 
group (exclusively pupils) are pursuing the play frame, where as another group (teachers 
and sometimes pupils) are maintaining the instructional frame. Unlike most instances of 
frontstage playful talk, where pupils abandon the play frame and revert to the 
instructional frame as set by the teacher, on these occasions, pupils sustain the play 
frames over more than a few turns. It is worth noting, however, that pupils do not exhibit 
a consistent orientation towards a particular frame: they may shift footing from play to 
instruction and back to play, as the interaction develops. 
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The data analysis indicates that sequences of reproach and metalinguistic discussions (i. e. 
talk about aspects of language) trigger most instances of simultaneous frame construction 
of instructional and play frames. On these occasions, by maintaining the play frame 
against teacher-led attempts to firmly re-establish the instructional frame as the main 
frame, pupils are resisting teacher control over frame development. 
In particular, teacher-initiated sequences of reproach generate simultaneous frames, as 
pupils often resort to frontstage playful talk (usually teasing) to lend a hand in the 
management of classroom discipline (cf. Rampton 1999) 118. Research has shown that 
forms of discord among pupils or between teachers and pupils trigger sequences of 
reproach during instruction. These are regarded as enduring features of classroom life, 
regardless of teachers' efforts to contain them and minimise their (potentially) disruptive 
effect on the classroom order (MacBeth 1990: 192). 
The data analysis indicates that pupil intervention, through playful talk, with the purpose 
of supplementing teacher-led efforts to restore the classroom order, has the following 
participant structure: a group of pupils, who are acting as co-participants, initiate and 
maintain the play frame, while the teacher is pursuing the sequence of reproach 
119 In 
other words, pupils and teachers retain a consistent orientation towards each frame they 
choose to advance. This means that they do not make shifts in footing to support the other 
frame (whether that is the instructional or play frame), as the exchange develops. 
Nevertheless, by maintaining their firm orientation towards instructional frames, teachers 
118 Note that teachers may also exploit playful talk to restore classroom order (6.3.5). This could explain the 
high degree of tolerance they are likely to show towards the use of playful talk in pupils' interventions 
during sequences of reproach (field-notes, 19/3/99). 
119 Researchers on teasing among peers have demonstrated the use of teasing as a form of social control 
(Eder 1991; for a discussion, see 1.7.2). 
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manage to curtail the development of play frames in discourse: in the end, play frames 
developed simultaneously with instructional frames trial off, as pupils re-orient to the 
latter. 
For instance, in excerpt 10 below, the English language teacher is disciplining Husein for 
misbehaving (line 5). 
Excerpt 10 (context 1,19/3/99; with the English foreign language teacher; For a complete 
Transcript, see Transcript 8, Appendix IV) 
5AUQKdka = XovxEiv . acc ndp'ro 
ßißXio Gov K' Oa &o= 
5Teacher =Husein take your book and come ((and sit over)) here= 
6Bäata = XovaEI:: v . täpc TO 
ßtpkio aov K' 0, a sbw:: hh= 
6Vasia =Husein take your book and come ((and sit over)) here= 
7K6haiaS f Tu Ept: XouaEI: v= 
7Costas =lucky you Husein= 
80aax6(A, a =acc EAA A Q= 
8Teacher =come ((and sit over)) here= 
((0 XouaEiv cnik )vEiat Kat ltäct va ci? Xä ct 9E0r1)) 
((Husein gets up to change seats)) 
9XovaEiv =acc (hh) itotä; (hh)rotä; ((Uml)) 
911usein =which one? which one? ((which seat)) 
IOMth trjS p TllyEpE [XovaEiv 
1OBabis lucky [you Husein 
11Toviýät [co- co- acc notä itotä; a:::. 
11Tuncay [oh oh which ((one)) which ((one))? ah 
1206mIq Tovrr a. acc itotä itotä; . ((o XovcYEiV K&VEl. itwJ (Y11K6)VETat 
12Fanis Tunca which one which one?. ((Husein pretends to be standing up 
13 an6 Try O . aii toy)) a- .f pE Kuvrjyäct Kupia .. 
13 from his seat)) ah he's after me Miss 
((ElnKpa'rci 1ouxia KaOcbS of taOrJTES auvc%I ovv tv äaxrjar 
1tov tong £lxa ßä%£t Tj b(XaxäXa)) 
((The pupils are silent as they resume the exercise the teacher 
has assigned)) 
As excerpt 10 illustrates, the teacher's disciplinary remarks generate the subsequent 
teasing activity by Vasia with Husein as its target. Vasia latches onto the teacher's 
reproach and repeats her remarks, by making use of syntactic repetition with minor 
alterations of her mode of delivery (i. e. vowel elongation and giggling) (line 6). Her 
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contribution triggers a frame shift in talk from the teacher's serious reproach to playful 
teasing, while simultaneously appearing to contribute to Husein's disciplining. 
To be more precise, while the teacher is putting forth a class management frame, through 
the introduction of the sequence of reproach (line 5), Vasia initiates a play frame (line 6). 
Throughout the development of the play frame, the teacher sustains her orientation 
towards the class management frame: in line 8, she repeats her order that Husein changes 
seats immediately (`EXa bco', `come ((and sit)) over here'). Moreover, she avoids taking 
part in the play frame and does not intervene to address Fanis' call (`µE xvv'qyäft Kupia', 
`he's after me Miss', line 13). Simultaneously, Vasia's teasing (line 6) elicits the 
participation of other pupils (i. e. Costas (line 7), Babis (line 10), Tuncay (line 11) and 
Fanis (lines 12-13) as well as that of the target (Husein, line 9). 
As Tannen ([1979]1993) argues, however, `each frame entails ways of behaving that 
potentially conflict with the demands of other frames' (: 67). In this context, by engaging 
in frontstage playful talk (such as teasing) to lend a hand in the management of classroom 
discipline, pupils are in fact generating more disorder. If the aim of sequences of reproach 
is to discipline the guilty party, whose conduct exhibits a departure from the norm (such 
as talking to one's neighbour rather than doing the assigned task), and re-establish the 
institutional frame as the main classroom frame for all, then play frames hinder its swift 
re-establishment. 
As stated at the beginning of this section, frontstage playful talk can occasionally 
generate forked frames. Forked frames are identified as instances during which 
instructional and play frame start off as simultaneous frames in the centre of classroom 
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talk 120. As the interaction develops, however, the sustained simultaneous development of 
the two frames creates a `schism' in the main classroom floor into two main classroom 
floors (cf. Cazden 1988). It is this split of the main classroom floor to two that 
distinguishes occasions of schism from other instances of simultaneous frame 
development discussed earlier in this section. 
When a schism in classroom discourse occurs, instead of letting the play frame trail off, 
pupils actively sustain it over a number of turns, while the teacher and other pupils are 
engaged in maintaining the instructional frame. In addition, the schism in classroom 
discourse is reinforced by the high frequency of overlapping talk among participants and 
the volubility of their contributions. Occasions of schism, however, seldom escalate into 
conflict: via teacher-led shifts to the instructional frame, as with other occasions of 
simultaneous frame development, the play frame is brought to a close and the single 
classroom floor is restored. 
For instance, in Transcript 9 (Appendix V), Giannis' initiation of the play frame (line 5) 
attracts the active participation of several of his classmates. Drawing on the meaning of 
`nvmbµtcc a' ('pneumata', i. e. spirits and supernatural beings), as alluded to by Meltem 
(line 3), Giannis and Vaisia proceed to make loud, scary sounds of what appear to be 
imitations of ghosts and other supernatural beings lifted from horror films (Giannis lines 
5,10-11 and Vasia line 12). In the ensuing turns, the play frame is sustained by the 
repetition of the words `7rvCÜµa/7tvEüµaia' (`pnevma/pnevmata', singular/plural forms) 
120 Indeed, forked frames differ from parallel frames (6.3.2) by virtue of the fact that they are triggered in 
the very centre of classroom discourse. 
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(see Costas lines 14,20,24,35-36; Giannis lines 16,18,27,29; Meltem lines 26, Vasia 
31,33) 121 
While this group of pupils is engaging in maintaining the play frame, the teacher and 
some of the other pupils (e. g. Bahrye and temporarily Vasia) sustain the instructional 
frame, by discussing the different meanings of the word `irvcIµa' ('pnevma'). Their 
contributions, which aim at re-establishing the instructional frame as the only main 
frame, however, are either ignored or overlapped (e. g. the teacher's in line 34 and 
Bahrye's in lines 9,30,32), as the play frame develops in full swing. In other words, 
unlike occasions of simultaneous frame development, in instances of schism, playful talk 
does not seem to subside. 
As stated, similar to other occasions of simultaneous frame development, by initiating 
and sustaining a schism of the main classroom floor, pupils are challenging teacher 
authority and renegotiating power at a local (micro-interactional) level (cf. Candela 
1999). In addition, via shifts to play, pupils are negotiating a social order of their own as 
an alternative to the classroom order proposed by teachers, where sustained shifts to play 
are resisted (7.1.1). 
6.3.5 The teacher vis-a-vis playful talk during whole-group instruction 
As discussed (4.2.2), teachers feature as major participants in whole-group instruction 
(context 1), which calls for the investigation of teacher responses to backstage and 
121 As stated, the main contextualization cues used to build this play frame are prosodic cues associated 
with scary sounds and the repetition of the word `pnevma'. Because Greek-Turkish bilinguals held strong 
beliefs about the existence of benevolent and malevolent supernatural beings that played a decisive role in 
their everyday life (cf. 3.1.5), one may wonder to what extent the use of such cues by Greek-speaking 
monolinguals for play could have been seen as attempts to ridicule the formers' beliefs. This may serve to 
explain why in this example Greek-Turkish bilinguals (with the exception of Meltem's brief involvement, 
line 26) avoid participating in the construction of the play frame (for a discussion, see 7.1.4,7.2.2). 
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frontstage playful talk further. As a rule, teachers seldom intervene to stop playful 
backstage talk, unless: (1) they are explicitly asked to and (2) they deem that such talk is 
becoming disruptive and seriously threatens to jeopardise the classroom order. 
In the first case, participants in playful talk produced in the margins of classroom 
discourse may initiate shifts in footing away from the play frame under way in order to 
complain to the teacher about something their co-participants said to them during the 
construction of the play frame. Through such shifts in footing, what starts as private 
pupil-pupil talk is transformed into public pupil-teacher talk and it is transferred in the 
centre of classroom discourse. 
In general, teachers tend to resist such solicitations for intervention, by ignoring the caller 
and sustaining the instructional frame. When teachers do intervene, they avoid taking 
sides and engaging in lengthy discussions regarding pupil conduct. Instead, they resort to 
quick disciplinary remarks that target a particular pupil (often the one who has 
complained) for disrupting the classroom order, before resuming the instructional frame. 
Regardless of their brevity, such teacher interventions, however, tend to bring the 
preceding playful talk to a stop (at least temporarily), as pupils shift back to instruction. 
For instance, in excerpt 11 below, Tuncay, who has been participating in the construction 
a play frame in the margins of classroom discourse (line 10), complains to the teacher 
that Babis is repeating the name `Abdullah' all the time (lines 12-13) 122. By directly 
122 When contextualization cues associated with the Öcalan incident (e. g. `Abdullah', `Kurdistan', 4.5.5) 
were employed by Greek-speaking monolinguals, they tended to elicit ambiguous responses by Greek- 
Turkish bilinguals. Although Greek-Turkish bilinguals employed similar cues in playful talk as well, they 
often reacted to their use by Greek-speaking monolinguals and complained to the teacher about it (e. g. 
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addressing the teacher (`xupia', `Miss') and expressing his complaint loudly (`nt(yTou 
auiouvov OXa AµirviouXäx XEEt' `tell him he says Abdullah all the time'), Tuncay 
initiates a shift in footing away from the play frame and transforms private pupil-pupil 
talk into public teacher-pupil talk. 
Excerpt 11 (context 1,30/3/99; with the teacher for the class history project; For a complete 
Transcript, see Transcript 4, Appendix V) 
Centre 
II TouTcät f a::: acc xvpia .. 7rEßiou aviouvoi .. 11Tuncay ah Miss tell him 
12 6ko-. Aµ7tviovXk ? ct .. 12 he is saying Abdullah all the time 
13 
13 
14I't6tvvic TO irat i (( o Mt6µ7111S)) 8vv civat xaXa= 
14Giannis the boy ((Babis)) is not well= 
15AaßxäXa ff Ti:: yivuiat Tou'rcät . EKEL axplß6)S; 
15Teacher =exactly what's going on there Tuncay? 
16Tov rý6t p hhhh 
16Tuncay hhhh 
Periphery 
a- p Koupö«nT v hh 
ah Kurdistan hh 
As excerpt 11 demonstrates, consistent with teacher conduct identified in the data, in the 
following turns, the teacher's disciplinary summons targets Tuncay as the culprit for 
disrupting classroom order. In addition, she focuses her disciplinary remarks on the noise 
the boys sitting on that side of the classroom (identified as `EKEL', `there') are making 
(line 15). 
One explanation to account for the teachers' resistance to solicitations to intervene in 
backstage playful talk has to do with the reported strategy of avoiding taking sides in 
disputes among peers (survey interview 3,28/8/99). Even when the party complaining to 
Transcript 4, lines 11- 12, in Appendix V). These findings highlight the issue of `entitlement' (who has the 
right to use certain cues), which is explored further in 7.2.1. 
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the teacher attempts to provide an account that justifies the complaint made, teachers still 
resist taking part in the dispute. Instead, by focusing their disciplinary remarks on the 
disruptive effect of the pupils' talk, they are sending the message that such backstage talk 
is inappropriate and should stop. This message is further enhanced by teachers' quick 
shifts back to instruction, after the completion of their reproach. 
Pupils who issue such complaints to teachers, however, do not seem to expect them to 
actually intervene on their behalf. In fact, without waiting for the teacher intervention, 
pupils are likely to initiate a new shift in footing, this time back to the initial play frame 
(e. g. line 13, in excerpt 11 above) 123. As it has been argued (5.5.4), appeals to teacher 
intervention function as ritual complaints rather than real complaints. As the uptake of 
these complaints illustrates (i. e. reintroduction of playful talk in discourse), their purpose 
is not for teachers to actually intervene and discipline the perpetrator. Instead, their 
purpose appears to be to renegotiate peer group power relations and hierarchies among 
peer group members (see 7.1.2, for a discussion). 
Overall, teachers tolerate shifts to play frames in the centre of classroom discourse, 
thereby making playful talk an enduring feature of classroom talk (cf. 6.3.4). When 
teachers occasionally initiate or participate in frontstage playful talk, however, their 
contributions are limited to single turns. These may take the form of either an initiation or 
a response to playful talk produced by the pupils. While teachers' playful talk may in turn 
elicit an uptake from the part of the pupils (more playful talk and/or laughter), teachers 
123 This finding displays similarities with instances of name-calling during free time: on these occasions 
both the teachers and the researcher were called in to intervene on behalf of the target of name-calling (for 
instance, Meltem, Transcript 2, lines 30- 31, Appendix IV) or hair-pulling (for instance, Vasia, Transcript 
4, line 33, Appendix IV). The party who complained, however, did not actually wait for teacher or 
researcher intervention. Instead, in the subsequent turns, the party in question resumed playful talk. 
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consistently avoid sustaining the play frame, by responding to the pupils' uptake 
playfully. Instead, they introduce shifts to the instructional frame at hand. 
Via their limited contributions, teachers are signalling that they regard their initiation of 
and participation in frontstage playful talk as the exception rather than the norm. In other 
words, even though they show an overall tolerance towards the production of playful talk 
during instruction by their pupils, they are reluctant to produce more playful talk 
themselves. These practices suggest that teachers assign a marginal position to playful 
talk during the lesson, which is collaborated by the fact that playful talk is usually used as 
a resource only on specific occasions (cf. Baynham 1996). 
On this issue, specific occasions of teacher uses of playful talk are most commonly found 
in sequences of reproach. These sequences of reproach are frequently triggered by a play 
frame, which pupils have introduced in discourse (e. g. teasing, joking). In response, 
teachers build their playful talk by making use of mock threats such as `x (corresponding 
to the name of a pupil) Oa 6s bEipco' ('x you're in for a good smacking') (see Transcript 
10, line 6). In this particular example, the teacher produces her mock threat `Kthßia 6a 6c 
b£i:: -pw' (Costa you're in for a good beating') with the same rhythmic intonation that the 
two boys (Costas and Tuncay) employed in their playful summons directed at Nontas 
(`N(o:: -via', lines 2-3). 
In her study on Greek verbal play among adults and children, Hirschon (1992) 
characterises mock threats as: 
statements of intention that specify some kind of violent sanction upon a tiny offender but that are 
seldom carried out (: 39). 
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In this respect, the dissociation between words and actions in Greek means that these 
mock threats are seen as ritual threats: teachers never physically punish the pupil to 
whom they direct their threats. Instead, mock threats in this context function as attempts 
on the teachers' part to mitigate their disciplinary remarks vis-a-vis the pupil's (minor) 
conversational transgression (associated in our case with the production of frontstage 
playful talk) (cf. Sifianou 1992). 
Besides exploiting frontstage playful talk in sequences of reproach as a response to prior 
playful talk, teachers may occasionally introduce play frames in discourse (cf. Baynham 
1996; also 6.3.3). Occasions that may trigger teacher-led shifts to play are assessments. 
Teacher-led shifts to play, however, can provide opportunities for pupils to play a more 
active role in negotiating the frame in the centre of classroom discourse. As stated (6.3.3), 
teacher-led initiations of playful talk tend to trigger an uptake on the pupils' part (e. g. 
Transcript 6, lines 6-9,11, in Appendix V). Pupils maintain the play frame, by repeating 
the cues teachers have used in their playful talk (such as mild terms of jocular abuse). 
Often, these cues invoke informal talk among peers, which is incongruent with the 
teacher talk preceding the use of the cues in question. This incongruence in teacher talk 
triggers the pupils' uptake and further enhances the play frame (cf. Baynham 1996; Lytra 
2002a). 
Pupil uptake can highlight the possible hazards of teacher-led playful talk: cues invoking 
informal talk among peers that teachers employ may trigger and sustain more playful 
talk, impeding the trailing off of playful talk and the resumption of the instructional 
frame. As a result, to bring the play frame to a close, teachers need to initiate repeated 
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shifts to the instructional frame, by using discourse markers, such as `?, outöv' ('so') and 
4 äpa' ('therefore') and summoning a `named addressee' (usually one of the pupils 
sustaining the play frame) (MacBeth 1991: 297). On their part, pupils may challenge 
these shifts to the instructional frame and temporarily sustain the play frame 124. 
6.4 Playful talk during small-group instruction: embedded frames 
Framing playful talk during small-group instruction (context 2) shares similarities with 
framing frontstage and backstage playful talk (context 1) as well as framing task-based 
interactions during free time (context 4). This attributes mixed characteristics to play 
frames during small-group instruction, as these have been identified in play frames 
emerging during whole-group instruction (context 1) and free time (context 4). In 
particular, similar to frontstage playful talk (context 1) and task-based interactions during 
free time (context 4), play frames during small-group instruction (context 2) are 
embedded in instructional frames, notably task-related frames. Task-related frames are 
the main frames. They are positioned in the centre of the small-group members' talk from 
which participants initiate departures to playful talk, via frame shifts. When these 
departures occur, play frames are transported in the centre of the small-group members' 
talk. 
Unlike context 1, however, these departures to playful talk are frequent, as pupils are 
more willing and able to initiate and sustain the play frames, since, instead of teachers it 
124 Indeed, the possibility of triggering more playful talk and maintaining the play frame points to another 
reason why teachers avoid producing frontstage playful talk. 
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is fellow pupils who propose the task-related frames in discourse (cf. 6.2) 
125. Due to the 
monitoring rather than orchestrating role of the teacher, the pupils who have been 
assigned to the small-group have to negotiate control over topic and frame development, 
the outcome of which determines the content and organisation of the tasks (cf. 
Diamondstone 1999). As far as participation in the tasks is concerned, it is limited to the 
members of the small-group (cf. backstage playful talk). Teachers and (occasionally) the 
researcher monitor the progression of the tasks, address clarification questions, settle 
disagreements and issue reproaches, when pupil talk becomes loud and disruptive (after 
all, tasks must be completed as quietly as possible within a given time frame). 
In task-based instruction, besides topic and frame development, pupils need to negotiate 
different roles (e. g. that of `the group secretary', who is responsible for writing down the 
ideas of the other group members) and use of resources, such as dictionaries, 
encyclopaedias and writing materials. The data indicate that shifts to play can become a 
means to (re-)negotiate roles and undermine bids for authority and status made by pupils, 
especially by those pupils who attempt to control speaking turns and assume teacher-like 
roles (cf. Diamondstone 1999; also 6.2). 
For instance, in Transcript 11 (Appendix V), Giannis has taken up the role of the group 
secretary, while Tuncay, Babis and Husein are brainstorming for ideas to include in the 
writing task (an essay). In the Transcript in question, it is Tuncay and Husein, who 
125 As discussed (4.2.2- 4.2.3), the participant parameter (the monitoring role of the teacher) and the task 
parameter (the pupils' engagement in subject-matter tasks, such as collaborative writing, which were 
assigned by the teacher) distinguish small-group (context 2) from whole-group instruction (context 1). 
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initiate and sustain most of the frame shifts to play, while Giannis and Babis put forth 
most of the task-related frames. 
More specifically, Tuncay introduces shifts to play by referring to those asking money 
from the state to support pupil reading practices as `ýrliiävot Kai 'yücrioi' ('beggars and 
gypsies', lines 4-6). The references to `beggars and gypsies', however, are incongruous 
with the issues pupils have been asked to discuss in their essay, thereby eliciting laughter 
(Babis and Giannis in lines 7-8 respectively) and triggering more playful talk in discourse 
(the name-calling activity in line 8). On his part, Husein registers his shared orientation 
towards the play frames introduced by Tuncay through sustained laughter and frame 
shifts to play (e. g. the name-calling in line 25 and the crying-out in line 42). 
These repeated shifts to play, however, elicit limited participation by Giannis and Babis 
(see lines 7-8,26), who support the task-related frames against Tuncay and Husein's 
efforts to revert to play. In fact, the formers' efforts to sustain the task-related frames are 
frequently undermined by the latter, via shifts to playful talk. For instance, Babis' 
repeated suggestions that Giannis starts a new paragraph are either overlapped by playful 
talk (lines 23-24) or they trigger more playful talk in discourse (lines 43-44). As a result, 
the four boys seem to be functioning as conversational duets, but each pair is supporting 
competing frames (cf. Maybin 1994). 
Through repeated shifts to play, one conversational duet appears to be challenging the 
other pupils' control over topic and frame development (cf. teacher-pupil interactions 
during frontstage playful talk, 6.4). By avoiding participation in playful talk and (almost) 
consistently supporting the development of the task-related frames, the other 
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conversational duet is registering its disagreement with such shifts to play (cf. teacher 
response during playful talk as frontstage talk, 6.4). The sustained orientation towards 
competing frames, however, may lead to a conflict of frames that can have consequences 
for the assigned task: this is reflected in the fact that usually these tasks tend to advance 
at a slow pace and their completion goes beyond the initial deadline (set by the teacher). 
To construct play frames during small-group instruction, pupils rely on similar 
contextualization cues employed in interactions during free time (see Tables 5.1a-5.1b, in 
5.1) and backstage playful talk (see Tables 6. la-6.1b, in 6.3.1). In particular, pupils 
exploit cues, such as nicknames, cries, nonsense cries, one-liners and songs to initiate and 
maintain teasing, joking, crying-out and singing activities. Table 6.3 below illustrates the 
different contextualization cues employed in playful talk during small-group instruction 
and their users, as identified in the data. 
Table 6.3. Contextualization cues and users per verbal activity in playful talk during small-group 
instruction 
Verbal activities Contextualization cues Users 
Teasing mock challenges, commands, Tuncay, Husein, Giannis, 
orders, one-liners, terms of Babis 
verbal abuse, nicknames, 
laughter 
Name-calling nicknames, cries, terms of Tuncay, Husein, Giannis, 
verbal abuse, fast pace, Babis 
laughter, low volume, vowel 
elongation, shifts in stress, 
rhythm and rhyme 
Joking playing upon form, such as Babis, Tuncay 
using exaggeration and 
hyperbole, laughter, 
incongruous references 
Singing fragments of songs Babis 
Language play manipulating elements of Tuncay 
language (Greek), laughter 
Crying out media- inspired cries, Tuncay, Husein, Giannis, 
nonsense cries, laughter, low Babis 
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I- I 
volume 
Overall, the examination of Table 6.3 reveals that similar clusters of cues can surface in 
pupil-pupil talk across interactional contexts, notably when teachers are absent (contexts 
4-5, during free time in the classroom), have a supervisory role (context 6, in the 
playground) or a monitoring role (context 2, during small-group instruction). In addition, 
it complements claims made in this thesis that the participant parameter (in particular the 
teacher figure) emerges as the most important variable in determining the position of 
contexts along the institutionality-non-institutionality continuum and by extension the 
frequency of playful talk in the data (see 4.2.5,4.3.1- 4.3.2). 
6.5 Playful talk during lunchtime 
As discussed (4.3.1-4.3.2), lunchtime interactions (context 3) triggered a low frequency 
of playful talk in discourse. It was argued that the setting and participant parameters 
influenced the limited production of playful talk during lunchtime. As far as the setting 
parameter is concerned, this included the public setting of the school's dining hall, which 
enforced a set of rules regarding appropriate pupil conduct, and the limited time allocated 
to having lunch. Concerning the participant parameter, this encompassed the role of 
teachers in serving lunch and supervising the activity as well as the cross-age pupil 
groupings, which were formed, during lunchtime 
126 
In particular, although pupils were free to sit with whomever they wanted and even 
change seats in the middle of lunch, they had to observe certain rules of conduct that had 
been set and were monitored by teachers. These rules of conduct had led to the 
126 Although -10' grader did sit with each other during 
lunchtime, they also had lunch with friends from other 
grades (see Table 2.1,2.4, also field-notes 27/1/99). 
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establishment of the following practices during lunchtime: pupils were expected to eat in 
an orderly manner, clean behind them and leave the dining hall, as soon as they finished. 
Teachers, on the other hand, made sure that these rules were observed; otherwise, they 
disciplined pupils for failing to follow them (e. g. Transcript 12, line 15, Appendix V). In 
other words, the dining hall was not viewed as the appropriate setting for play. Instead, it 
was seen as a place reserved for having lunch only and pupils were discouraged to linger 
about, after they had finished eating (field-notes 27/1/99). 
Given these practices, it is not surprising that when playful talk emerges in discourse, it 
tends to be limited to two-party participation (an initiation and a response) and seldom 
elicits the participation of other peer group members (cf. interactions in the playground 
during free time, in 5.5). Moreover, the data show that playful talk during lunchtime is 
often triggered by something the pupils are eating on the day of the tape-recording or 
have eaten in the past. This is due to the fact that play frames are initiated and developed 
against a backdrop of activities associated with having lunch (e. g. standing in the queue 
to get one's lunch, choosing a seat, consuming food, getting a second helping). In other 
words, having lunch is the main frame in which play frames are embedded (cf. task- 
related frames during small-group instruction, 6.4 and during free time, 5.5). Play frames, 
in turn, emerge as shifts from the lunch frame in question. 
Overall, play frames occur before and after peer group members consume their lunch and 
during intervals. For example, in excerpt 12 below, Vasia had had a second helping and 
has just joined Tuncay, Fanis, Husein and Eleni, with whom she is having lunch, when 
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Tuncay initiates a play frame. The play frame is triggered by Vasia's choice of food (rice 
and chicken, but not salad) for her second helping (line 1). 
Excerpt 12 (context 3,17/2/99) 
((H Baia xäOc'rau 6TH 6E01q i11S, o Touiýät ßTaµaiä va 'rpcihci Kt xotTd To mtäto 
ir1S)) 
((Vasia sits down, Tuncay stops eating and looks at her plate)) 
lTouTcdt f acc au2, to 'ylaii bE iu :: pcc; . 1Tuncay why didn't you get any salad? 
2Bäaia f acc püct ytaii bE cS; [2.5sec] 
2Vasia why didn't you get any rice? 
((H Bärna apxicci va ipc)£L)) 
((Vasia starts eating)) 
3TouTc6t f acc au'rij ((EkEv1)) ylaii 6E µnaipvct xo'r67tou? o; .... 3Tuncay she ((Eleni)) why didn't she get any chicken? 
4Bäala p c; . Ti; . 4Vasia huh? what? 
5Toutý t dec yiaii 'ctpa 1 E2vrj . 
6E maipvEl xoTÖltoiAo; . 5Tuncay why doesn't Eleni get some chicken? 
6Bäßna P 8E 7rI Pc. 
6Vasia she didn't get ((any)) 
As stated, play frames during lunchtime are seldom sustained, as they elicit brief uptakes. 
On this particular occasion, Vasia responds to Tuncay's teasing, by counter-teasing: she 
makes use of syntactic repetition and recycling of positions `x yiaii bev iti pFq' (why 
didn't you get any `x') (cf. Tannock 1999). In the following turns, however, the play 
frame is brought to a close, as Vasia starts eating and Tuncay shifts his attention to 
Eleni's choice of food. 
Although the emergence of playful talk during lunchtime is seldom sustained and it is 
usually confined to two-party participation, pupils exploit similar contextualization cues 
identified in instances of playful talk during free time (see Tables 5.1a-5.1b, in 5.1) and 
during small-group instruction (see Table 6.3, in 6.4). For instance, as excerpt 13 below 
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shows, pupils make use of cries (lines 3,5-6), sing-song intonation (line 1), rhythm and 
rhyme (lines 7,10). 
Excerpt 13 (context 3,15/3/99; For a complete Transcript, see Transcript 12, Appendix V) 
((H B unu, , qMEXtE i xal 11 Mitaxplu Tp(bvE pncI)) 
((Vasia, Meltem and Bahrye are having lunch together)) 
1Bäcna f van::.. ff ((Tpayou& )) El: 6TE ya(d. Ei: GTE xaýä KM TpEXä . 
1Vasia yes ((she sings)) you are stupid you are stupid and crazy 
2MEkrTE t µaµä::. = 
2Meltem oh my gosh= 
3Bäßia t tc= 
3Vasia =tsitsi meme127 
4Mc2 ti =µaµä::: = 
4Meltem =oh my gosh= 
5Bdata =hhh 
5Vasia =hhh you are tsitsi meme tsitsi meme tsitsi meme 
6f Xoiröv . not6S civat- . acc iýt:: Tci t :: p tE; .. 
6 so who is tsitsi meme? 
7 ff 7KO 'TKO yKO . 6t m Ut . TO yOU-pOl)-Vt 
l-bat `6U 
. 
7 inie minie mine maw you're `it' 
8 äpa Fß-6 `bat hhh hhh 
8 so you are `it' hhh hhh 
9MEX'E t acc 13y(xivc) ', y6). auiti Eivat . 
8Meltem I'm out she's `it' 
9B6ala dpa cc-6 sißati 
9Vasia so you're `it' 
10 'TKO 'TKO yKO . at at 6l . to you-Pol)-vl El-6al `ßv . hhhh 
10 inie minie minie mow you're `it' hhh 
11 Ern) 3yi i cS idhpa .. 
ff a:: ßyaivEtc . a:::::::::::: p 
firn. KävO) ... 
11 you're out now uh you're out uh that's what I do 
12MEXtrE t acc µavoiXa µou 
12Meltem oh my gosh 
Table 6.4 below demonstrates the different contextualization cues employed in playful 
talk during lunchtime and their users, as identified in the data. 
127 Vasia is repeating a one-liner from Turkish TV (`cici meme', tsitsi meme' is loosely translated as `cute 
boobs' (5.5.2). 
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Table 6.4. Contextualization cues and users per verbal activity in playful talk during lunchtime 
Verbal activities Contextualization cues Users 
Teasing mock challenges, commands, Tuncay, Vasia, Husein 
orders, nicknames, laughter 
Name-calling nicknames, fast pace, Tuncay, Husein, Giannis, 
laughter, vowel Babis 
elongation, shifts in stress, 
rhythm and rhyme 
Joking playing upon form, such as Babis, Tuncay 
using exaggeration and 
hyperbole, laughter 
Language play manipulating elements of Tuncay 
language (Greek), laughter 
Singing fragments of songs, sing- Vasia 
song intonation, shifts in 
pitch, volume and stress, 
laughter 
Crying out cries, nonsense cries, Tuncay, Husein, Vasia, 
laughter, style-shifts Meltem 
Table 6.4 indicates that, while contextualization cues used in playful talk during 
lunchtime are similar to cues employed in playful talk during task-based instruction, for 
instance, there are differences in the frequency of use of these cues across contexts: 
contexts with high frequency of playful talk tend to elicit a wider range and a higher 
number of cues (cf. context 2, Table 6.3, in 6.4) than contexts with low frequency of 
playful talk (cf. context 3, Table 6.4 above). 
6.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, I investigated the emergence of playful talk and play frames in 
institutionally oriented interactions that is interactions during instruction (contexts 1-2) 
and during lunchtime (context 3). In particular, the data analysis showed that playful talk 
emerged as backstage and frontstage talk during whole-group instruction (context 1). 
Backstage playful talk was produced exclusively by pupils, who were sitting in close 
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proximity, in the margins of classroom discourse. By exploiting similar contextualization 
cues as those employed during free time (e. g. nicknames, one-liners, cries), pupils 
initiated and maintained play frames that were generated in parallel with instructional 
frames and occupied the centre of classroom discourse. As a result, it was argued that 
play and instructional frames rarely criss-crossed one another. This was reinforced by 
limited teacher intervention to bring playful talk to an end. 
While not explicitly encouraging frontstage playful talk, in general, teachers tolerated its 
emergence in classroom discourse. By introducing shifts to playful talk, pupils initiated 
and developed play frames, which were embedded in instructional frames. Via these 
frame shifts, pupils transported playful talk from the margins to the very centre of 
classroom talk. To mark shifts play, pupils avoided contextualization cues, such as 
nicknames, one-liners and cries, which featured prominently in backstage playful talk and 
in non-institutionally oriented contexts. Instead, pupils selectively used cues (e. g. 
prosody, syntactic repetition), which could be readily understood and interpreted as play, 
by both pupils and teachers, since the two parties did not share common peer-group 
background knowledge. 
Even though teacher responses to shifts to play were not always consistent, teachers were 
likely to support instructional frames. By supporting instructional frames, teachers 
usually brought playful talk swiftly to a close, as pupils abandoned it and reverted to the 
frame set by the teachers. Sometimes, however, pupils persisted in maintaining play 
frames, regardless of teacher-led shifts to play, leading in the development of 
simultaneous frames. Occasionally, simultaneous frames resulted in a schism of the 
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classroom floor into two concurrent main floors. Via teacher-led shifts, such schisms 
were eventually bridged and the single classroom floor was restored. 
As a rule, teachers avoided participating in playful talk, thereby allocating to it a 
peripheral position in classroom discourse. When they resorted to playful talk, however, 
their contributions were limited to one turn only: usually an initiation or a response to 
playful talk produced by pupils. To signal play frames, unlike pupils, teachers exploited a 
smaller set of cues: prosody and mild terms of jocular abuse. 
In this chapter, I also investigated small-group task-based instructional interactions 
(context 2). The data analysis indicated that play frames during small-group instruction 
shared mixed characteristics, as these had been identified in framing playful talk during 
whole-group instruction (context 1) and free time (context 4). Play frames during small- 
group instruction were embedded in instructional frames, notably task-related frames (cf. 
fronstage playful talk). While pupils were more willing and able to engage in departures 
to play, play frames attracted the participation of the members of the small group only 
(cf. backstage playful talk). To construct play frames, pupils relied on contextualization 
cues employed in interactions during free time and backstage playful talk (e. g. 
nicknames, cries, nonsense cries, style-shifts, one-liners and songs). 
Furthermore, I examined the emergence of playful talk during lunchtime (context 3). The 
limited production of playful talk in this context was attributed to practices associated 
with lunchtime (see 6.5). By virtue of these practices, playful talk during lunchtime was 
initiated and developed against a backdrop of activities associated with having lunch and 
it was usually limited to two-party participation. In this respect, having lunch was 
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identified as the main frame in which play frames were embedded To build play frames, 
pupils exploited similar contextualization cues identified in other instances of pupil-pupil 
playful talk (e. g. non-institutionally oriented contexts and small-group instruction). 
The next chapter probes into how, through playful talk and play frames, the members of 
the 4t' grade peer group, the teachers and the researcher construct social identities, roles 
and social relations in both institutionally and non-institutionally oriented contexts 
(contexts 1-6). 
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Chapter seven 
Playful talk, play frames and social identities 
7.0 Introduction 
In this chapter I probe further into the relationship between playful talk, play frames and 
social identities in institutionally and non-institutionally oriented contexts (contexts 1-6) 
at school. Drawing on findings from the preceding chapters (3-6), 1 explore how, through 
playful talk, peer group members communicate among themselves, with the teacher and 
researcher and construct social identities, roles and social relations. The study of social 
identity construction is based on the premise that, through language (in our case playful 
talk), interactants perform different aspects of the self, which are attuned to the local 
conditions of their interactions across the six contexts identified (cf. 1.8). 
In this respect, I discuss and interpret findings from the ethnography and data analysis 
(chapters 3-6) in terms of three types of playful talk based on participation frameworks, 
as they have been identified in the data: (1) playful talk among peers (7.1); (2) pupil- 
teacher playful talk (7.2) and (3) peer group members-researcher playful talk (7.3). The 
investigation of these three types of playful talk demonstrates that participant social 
identities, roles and social relationships interact to create among others a distinct 
linguistically and culturally mixed 4th grade peer group identity and its small culture at 
school. 
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7.1 Playful talk among peers and its entertainment value 
The entertainment value of playful talk has been well documented in the literature 128: 
playful talk can generate fun and amusement, serve as time filler and serve bonding 
purposes. Moreover, the fact that in mainstream Greek society language is often seen as a 
form of play 129 further enhances the entertainment value of playful talk and contributes 
to its emergence among peers across the six contexts identified (Figure 4.6, in 4.3.1). 
For instance, peer group members often derive a sense of shared enjoyment, when co- 
constructing a teasing or name-calling activity in non-institutionally oriented contexts. 
This shared enjoyment can be manifested in the clusters of contextualization cues they 
use to build these activities, such as the exchange of each other's nicknames in fast pace 
and the elicitation of giggles and laughter from the audience's part (e. g. Transcript 6, 
Appendix IV, lines 4- 16; also 5.4.1). As a result, on these occasions, the content of 
playful talk tends to be less important than simply taking the pleasure in engaging in 
name-calling among peers (cf. Eisenberg 1986). Moreover, the fun value of playful talk 
during free time is further enhanced by the overall relaxation of institutional features (as 
identified in 4.2), which constrain peer group members' conduct in institutionally 
oriented contexts (i. e. instruction and lunchtime). 
Even though research on recess and primary school children has indicated that one of the 
positive values attached to break-time is `to have fun and to relax' (Blatchford 1998: 32- 
33), the entertainment value of playful talk is not restricted to interactions during free 
time. The investigation of backstage playful talk during whole-group instruction, for 
124 E. `g. Bishop & Curtis 2001: Crystal 1998: Cook 2000; Eisenberg 1986; Opie & Opie 1959. 
129 Antonopoulou & Sifianou [forthcoming]; Hirschon 1992; Mackridge 1992. 
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instance, showed that pupils engage in what is referred to in the literature on classroom 
discourse as `mucking about' (Woods 1976). Woods defines `mucking about' as a kind of 
seemingly aimless behaviour, often labelled by teachers as "silly" or "childish" (: 179), in 
which pupils engage during instruction. 
By initiating quick shifts to play in the periphery of classroom discourse and exploiting 
cues, such as nicknames and cries (Table 6.1a, in 6.3.1), that typically emerge in 
interactions during free time, peer group members create interactional spaces where they 
can momentarily have fun and alleviate feelings of boredom. Such feelings are often 
generated, when they participate in daily classroom routines and activities and abide to 
school rules and regulations (cf. Woods 1976). The creation of these interactional spaces 
becomes particularly appealing and the entertainment value of playful talk is heightened 
by the fact that backstage playful talk is solely produced among peers, thereby excluding 
teachers from being ratified participants (cf. 6.3.1). 
Besides having fun, by engaging in playful talk, peer group members send messages 
about their identities, roles and social relations at school (cf. 1.9). In other words, as 
Eisenberg argues (1986), playful talk also seems to involve something more than "just 
play" (: 189). As shown in the following sections, through playful talk (and in particular 
cross-sex teasing), peer group members can signal aspects of their gendered identities 
(7.1.1). Via teasing and name-calling, they can also negotiate status, make claims for 
leadership, exert social control and regulate peer conduct, including racist talk (7.1.2, 
7.1.5). In addition, depending on the contextualization cues they choose to employ, they 
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can appropriate certain cues to construct a mixed peer group identity (7.1.3) or resist the 
use of other cues and put to test their peer group relations and ties (7.1.4). 
As discussed (0.1), investigating peer group members' identities, roles and social 
relations at school is crucial, as the school environment brings children from diverse 
linguistic and cultural backgrounds (in our case Greek-speaking monolinguals and Greek- 
Turkish bilinguals) into contact. As a result, for the peer group members in question, the 
social spaces of their school (e. g. the classroom, school yard, dining hall) provide them 
with the arena to negotiate and construct different social identities, roles and social 
relations vis-a-vis each other, their teachers and the researcher. 
7.1.1 Playful talk and gender relations 
The data reveals that explicit talk regarding female-male relationships and sexuality do 
not emerge among 4th grade peer group members (f äeld-notes, 27/1/99) 130 In other 
words, neither girls nor boys overtly expressed `liking' someone of the opposite sex or 
openly admitted to sharing romantic or affectionate feelings towards peers of the other 
sex (ibid). Regardless of the absence of such direct references of `liking' or `loving' 
someone, the data analysis shows that gender divisions did affect social interaction 
among peer group members. In particular, through cross-sex teasing, peer group members 
express their growing awareness of their gendered identities and explore heterosexual 
relations (Eder 1995; Thorne 1986). This awareness is best reflected in the following 
130 This finding is in contrast with practices observed among older children, namely 50 and 6t' graders, 
where direct references to `liking' (or `loving') someone of the other sex abounded (cf. Thorne 1986). 
Differences in these practices across grades point to age-specific preferences regarding how children 
express their 'liking' someone of the opposite sex. 
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pattern that emerges in the data: as a rule, boys collaborate with other boys to tease girls 
and vice versa (5.5.1). 
As shown (5.4.2), cross-sex teasing frequently attracts the participation of co-teasers of 
the same sex, who self-select and collaboratively tease a common target or self-select and 
respond on behalf of the recipient of the teases (e. g. lines 3-4 in the excerpt below). 
Excerpt 1 (context 4,18/3/99; For a complete Transcript, see Transcript 7, Appendix IV). 
1N6hviaS f acc aid xvpia ci icupia ROD xävE'rE -röcnl (paßapia 
1Nontas I'll tell the teacher you are making so much noise 
2Mapia ff acc Ti 9ES pE Nthv'ra cm ic)pa::; = 
Maria what do you want now (re) Nontas? = 
3Bäc to =Ti Ocg pc Ndhvia::; .. (hh)6E(hh)XELS 'ri(hh)itoia; hhh= 3Vasia =what do you want now (re) Nontas? you want something? = 
4Touiýäl =acc axäas pE Bä 6la 
4Tuncay =shut up (re) Va[sia 
Other times, same-sex collaboration is explicitly sought after, when the co-teaser is 
invited by the initiator to join in the teasing (e. g. Transcript 5, Appendix IV, lines 8-9 `ax 
ax Mirapxuu Oa 'toy 6xoithaco ax ax EXa va 6Etq 71O); ExEt ypäyrsi TO 4E LEIS', `uh uh Bahrye 
I'm going to kill him come and see how he spelled `we' '). By opting to participate in the 
teasing activity as co-teasers, peer group members align themselves with members of the 
same sex against members of the opposite sex, thereby projecting a shared female or 
male footing. 
Sharing a female or male footing is further enhanced by the fact that cross-sex alliances 
in teasing tend to be precarious: peer group members may temporarily align themselves 
with members of the opposite sex, only to swiftly disassociate themselves with the 
teasing activity and turn against their former co-teasers, as the interaction unfolds (5.4.2). 
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A case in point is Giannis' re-alignment vis-a-vis the teasing activity and the target for 
teasing (i. e. Tuncay in Transcript 3, Appendix IV, line 62). While having actively 
contributed to teasing Tuncay in the preceding turns along with Meltem and Maria (lines 
57-61), Giannis encourages Tuncay to retaliate against the girls and laughs at their 
predicament (the hair-pulling that ensues, line 65). Although the hair-pulling is intended 
to be playful (4.5.8), by applauding this form of aggression, exclusively employed by 
male peer group members, Giannis solidly re-aligns himself with his male peer. 
By projecting a common male or female alignment towards their co- participants and 
casting a member of the opposite sex as the target, boys and girls publicly display the 
necessary verbal and social skills that can aid them in expressing their emotions towards 
one another and possibly communicating (shared) liking (cf. Eder 1993; Straehle 1993). 
Simultaneously, by participating in cross-sex teasing, they are articulating and 
strengthening their male and female bonds and friendships respectively. In other words, 
through collaborative cross-sex teasing, they are sharing the enjoyment of teasing, while 
increasing same-sex group solidarity (ibid). 
Communicating (potentially) positive affect, via cross-sex teasing, can lead to the 
development of specific teasing routines between two interactants of the opposite sex. 
Such teasing routines take the form of repeatedly signalling out one another as the target 
for teasing. The data point to the development of teasing routines between two peer group 
members' (Tuncay and Vasia). While explicit references to (shared) liking between the 
two peer group members did not surface in the data (cf. survey interview 2,28/4/99), the 
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high frequency of these one-to-one teasing routines across contexts (e. g. Transcript 4, 
Appendix IV, lines 3-4; excerpt 11, in 6.5) makes these exchanges worth highlighting. 
For female peer group members, cross-sex teasing encounters provide them with the 
opportunity to negotiate female identities that exhibit a disengagement from traditional 
female roles of passivity and question assumed expectations regarding femininity 131 
(Eder 1993: 29; see also Makri- Tsilipakou 1994b for similar findings in Greek female 
troubles-telling). More specifically, by initiating and actively participating in cross-sex 
teasing activities as co-teasers on behalf of their female peers or in teasing routines, these 
girls are presenting themselves as equally assertive and competent teasers as their male 
peers. 
Their verbally assertive behaviour is expressed through the use of such contextualization 
cues as mock challenges, orders, commands and imitations of codes and language styles. 
These cues are coupled with latching onto prior turns and swiftly responding to teases 
issued by their male peers (e. g. lines 2-3 in excerpt 1 above and line 10 `µ Eµ 6oukc 
µiepi 6ouXE', `bem sule ben-ii sule', in Transcript 7, Appendix IV). Moreover, their 
physically assertive conduct is reflected in their use of playful aggression, such as nape- 
slapping (cf. 4.5.8), bodily pokes, the grabbing of possessions (e. g. Transcript 3, 
Appendix V, lines 3-4) and participation in cross-sex chasing routines. 
In addition, cross-sex teasing exchanges allow girls to mock traditional female conduct 
(Eder 1993). By appealing to teachers and the researcher to intervene on their behalf and 
then resuming the teasing without waiting for adult intervention (cf. 5.5.4), girls 
131 For a discussion of male-female identities and roles in the Greek context, see relevant articles in 
Dubisch 1986 and Loizos & Papataksiarchis 1991. 
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manipulate traditional views that see women in need of protection and help by a powerful 
(in this case an adult) third party. In other words, by initiating shifts to play and re- 
introducing the teasing activity in the discourse, they subvert the image of the weak 
female (cf. Makri- Tsilipakou. 1994b). 
For male peer group members, however, cross-sex teasing aids them in further 
reinforcing traditional gender role concepts. As Eder (1995) argues, `society places 
considerable importance on men being aggressive and tough' (: 61) (see also 7.1.2). 
Therefore, it is not surprising that boys resort to hair-pulling to respond to the girls' 
teases (e. g. Transcript 3, Appendix IV, lines 32,63-64) and playground invasions, where 
they disrupt girls' activities, and provoke teasing exchanges and cross-sex chasing (field- 
notes, 27/l/99). 
Despite the playfully antagonistic nature of cross-sex teasing and the use of playful 
aggression in the data, cross-sex teasing rarely (if ever) leads to overt conflict. Even in 
cases of hair-pulling or cross-sex chasing that trigger appeals to an adult third party (e. g. 
4a xvpta nova o', `ah Ms it hurts', Transcript 3, Appendix IV, line 33), the teasing 
activity is temporarily suspended and then shortly resumed by those who appealed for 
adult intervention (cf. 5.5.4). 
The absence of overt conflict implies that peer group members treat instances of cross- 
sex teasing as occasions for playful banter, which resemble what Schiffrin (1984) has 
called `sociable argument'. As in the case of sociable arguments, these exchanges share 
the form of an argument (e. g. participants resort to orders, demands and challenges to 
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frame their playful talk), but they lack the serious substance of arguments, which 
frequently lead to fall-outs or physical confrontations (: 331). 
The close connection between teasing and arguments, however, means that instances of 
cross-sex teasing can be prone to misinterpretation, especially, as Miller (1986) argues, 
`by persons who are not familiar with the local norms of communication' (: 210). On the 
basis of their responses (5.5), peer group members seem to share such local norms of 
communication. As argued (3.4), they have been negotiated and co-constructed over a 
four-year period of sustained daily interactions at school, thereby reducing the possibility 
of miscommunication 
Equally importantly, the absence of overt conflict in cross-sex teasing could also be 
attributed to the school's inter-cultural regime that promote communication, 
understanding and mutual respect across languages and cultures (3.3.2). In this context, 
physically aggressive conduct is sanctioned and whenever physical confrontations erupt 
(more frequently among boys rather than among girls), teachers immediately spot them 
and bring them to a halt, by disciplining the perpetrators (field-notes, 27/1/99). 
Overall, through cross-sex teasing, female and male peer group members signal 
contrasting aspects of their gendered identities. For female peer group members, cross- 
sex teasing encounters become opportunities to negotiate female identities, which 
question traditional female roles of passivity and femininity. For male peer group 
members, on the other hand, cross-sex teasing helps them to reinforce traditional male 
roles, which value aggressiveness and toughness. 
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7.1.2 Playful talk, peer group status and social control 
As discussed (7.1), engaging in playful talk enables peer group members to negotiate and 
explore their inter-personal relations, social roles and identities further. In particular, via 
playful talk, peer group members attempt to impress one another, gain prestige, 
acceptance and popularity and negotiate roles of leadership in the group. In addition, 
playful talk becomes a means to exercise social control and regulate peer conduct. 
Due to the playfully antagonistic nature of teasing and name-calling (Straehle 1993), as 
argued (5.1), when peer group members play along with these activities, they appear to 
be engaging in a game of sorts, during which they often try to outperform each other and 
present themselves as competent (co-)initiators and co-participants. In this game peer 
group members can resort to more conventional cues, such the rhythmic repetition of 
nicknames (see Tables la- lb, in 5.1) or they can experiment with new cues, thereby 
setting novel trends (cf. 5.3). For instance, in Transcript 3 (Appendix IV), the two 
antagonists (Tuncay and Husein) resort to creative allusions to each other's nickname 
(`Ka66£itES irou2, ci au'cög', `he sells tapes', line 5, alluding to the profession of Husein's 
father and `EXEI Mnpoi t vo (Dcyyäpt cnflu pa', `there is a Bronze Moon tonight', line 6, 
referring to the literal translation of Tuncay's name in Greek). 
In the process of trying to outperform each other, peer group members have the 
opportunity to play with language, reproduce more conventional establish cues, but also 
invent and develop new cues and responses to teasing and name-calling. By engaging in 
these activities, peer group members develop their verbal and social skills and are 
gradually transformed from `novice' to more `experienced' (co-)initiators and (co- 
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)participants (cf. Miller 1986). In other words, they are socialised into the norms of the 
community of practice of their peer group, where being competent in teasing and name- 
calling and being able to respond in like manner are highly valued skills (cf. in-depth 
interview, 15/9/99; also 1.5). More importantly, the development of these skills enhances 
a peer group member's status and leadership role in the group. 
Peer group members' leadership role in these activities can be best seen in their ability to 
elicit the support of (co-)initiators and co-participants in these activities. In particular, 
skilful initiators (e. g. Husein, Tuncay) successfully manage to marshal the participation 
of other peer group members in name-calling a common target (e. g. Giannis, Babis). In 
addition, skilful initiators frequently manage to divert the target of the activity from 
themselves to someone else, either by introducing a new target or by re-introducing a 
previous one. In other words, they seem to be orchestrating these activities, by leading 
the way 
132 
For instance, in Transcript 1 (Appendix IV), Husein's rhythmic repetition of Giannis' 
nickname/surname (`Kö? Xta', `Kollia') elicits the participation of Nontas and Tuncay 
(lines 1,3-6). Peer group members, who do not have a leadership role in these activities 
(such as Giannis), rarely elicited similar support by their peers 133 Therefore, it is not 
surprising that Husein, who plays an active role in orchestrating these activities, was 
designated as `the class tease' (`to icctpaxirjpi', 3.4.1). This label indicates that, by virtue 
132 Note, however, that such leadership positions are under constant negotiation and should not be taken for 
granted (e. g. Tuncay's inability to get out to the position of the target for teasing and bring the activity to a 
close, in Transcript 3, Appendix IV). 
133 The fact that some peer group members were less competent in eliciting support in teasing and name- 
calling could also be associated with peer group status and personality traits. Giannis, for instance, was 
strong headed and opinionated (see 3.4.1). These character traits frequently brought him at odds with his 
peers and may explain why he was frequently targeted for teasing and name-calling. 
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of his experience and verbal skills in teasing and name-calling, he has achieved a 
leadership position among his peers in producing playful talk in discourse. 
Besides serving as a means to gain peer group status and negotiate leadership roles, 
playful talk is frequently employed to express social concerns and norms as well as 
regulate peer group conduct and talk 134 By drawing attention to violations in normative 
behaviour and mild conversational transgressions, especially via teasing and name- 
calling, peer group members communicate their views concerning what is regarded as 
expected or appropriate conduct and talk. By exposing these violations and 
conversational transgressions, they voice their objection, disagreement or criticism about 
something said or done, while attributing to themselves and the targets of their teasing 
and name-calling social roles and identities (cf. Drew 1987). 
On this issue, peer group members frequently tease each other for their academic 
performance. Spelling mistakes, odd questions and incorrect answers consistently trigger 
playful talk among peers across contexts. By highlighting a spelling mistake that target 
has made, for instance, the teaser (and co-teasers) are presenting themselves as 
knowledgeable `good' pupils (who know, for instance, the spelling rules well and can 
prove it by identifying and correcting the mistake), while casting the recipient of the 
teases as the `bad' pupil. 
For example, in Transcript 5 (Appendix IV) Vasia and Bahrye (the two teasers) `collude' 
(McDermott & Tylbor 1995) to present Babis (the recipient) as the `bad' pupil: they 
rapidly exchange mock threats (e. g. 48a io (wotd)(o', `I'm gonna kill him' (lines 6,8) 
13' Cf. Eder 1991; Fine 1984; also Antonopoulou & Sifianou [forthcoming] for similar findings regarding 
humour in Greek telephone exchanges. 
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and challenges (e. g. `iiiroia 6Ev 4tpgig pe Mnaµnttvivo', `you don't know anything (re) 
Babinino', line 18), which they intersperse with corrections delivered in high-pitch 
chuckling voices. Simultaneously, they ignore Babis' attempts to contribute in discourse 
(lines 7,15). 
On this occasion, via teasing, the two teasers are highlighting the importance of being a 
`good' pupil and the significance of `good' academic performance and singling out those 
whose performance falls short of the expected norm. In doing so, they reproduce and 
reinforce the values of their teachers and the school as a social institution, which 
promotes `good' academic standing (field-notes, 15/3/99; survey interview 3,28/8/99). In 
this respect, it is not surprising that in their teasing, they appropriate contextualization 
cues, such as mock threats, which are often used by teachers (cf. 6.3.5) and which feature 
prominently in adult-children exchanges in Greek discourse (Hirshon 1992; see also 
7.2.1). Through playful talk, peer group members appropriate aspects of the adult (in this 
case aspects of the school) culture, transform them for their purposes and creatively 
reproduce them as part of their own peer culture (cf. Corsaro & Eder 1990). 
Peer group members also exploit teasing and name-calling as a means to regulate and 
police peer group conduct and talk. In particular, playful talk is employed as a seconds to 
complaints, threats to tell on the teacher, brags produced by fellow peers in an 
exaggerated manner as well as attempts to trick or deceive. Through these teases, peer 
group members expose a breach of conduct and indirectly stop the target from 
complaining, bragging or threatening to tell on the teacher. Simultaneously, by dealing 
with these breaches of conduct via playful talk, peer group members are sending a 
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message regarding what is viewed as acceptable peer group conduct and talk, thereby 
managing their inter-personal relationships. 
For instance, breaches of conduct, such as threatening to tell on the teacher, are 
repeatedly responded to by teasing. On these occasions (e. g. Transcript 7, Appendix IV), 
the teasing activity is built on trivializing the threat and rendering it irrelevant (`ii 6£c pe 
Nwvia Eav 'r(opa; ' `what do you want now (re) Nonta? '). Such teasing exchanges suggest 
that invoking teacher authority to stop making noise (`ßu Kupia ROD K VETE tö 
cpa(3apta' `I'll tell the teacher you are making so much noise' line 1) is not viewed as 
acceptable talk among peers, especially since it is teachers who have the right to issue 
these kind of orders and not fellow peers. The message conveyed is that pupils (such as 
Nontas), who try to control their peers' conduct in this way, are singled out from the 
group and teased. As a result, teasing becomes a means to manage inter-personal 
relationships, especially when these are put to risk (as in the case of telling on one's 
peers). 
Participant responses to teasing as social control and as a means of policing peer conduct, 
however, show that peer group members, who are targeted, indirectly contest the teasing 
and its underlying messages. Contestations can take the form of responding to the 
teasing, by sustaining the play frame, such as shifting to name-calling and targeting the 
initial teaser (e. g. Husein's response to Tuncay's tease in Transcript 3, Appendix IV, line 
5). Alternatively, the targets may attempt to address the teasing seriously. For instance, in 
excerpt 2 below, Babis responds to Bahrye's teasing (line 18), by challenging her peer 
group background knowledge regarding his nickname (line 19). 
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Excerpt 2 (context 4,15/3/99; For a complete Transcript, see Transcript 5, Appendix IV) 
17Mitaxptt ((ypäcpEt ß10v ltivuK(1)) E:: i .... E:: c Ci .... au: TOi .... 
17Bahrye ((she writes on the blackboard)) [we you they 
18 [ax- pE- ... iTUO-ta 
SF, 4Epctq PC Mitaµntvivo .. 
18 [uh (re) [you don't know anything (re) Babinino 
20Bdata [acc Kai. 1 aUV Va [TÖvo ßýßata 
20Vasia [and no [stress of course 
21Mit µjnu q MnaRntvivo; . acc 
bs µE ? vC Mitaµnnvivo .. 
21Babis Babinino? I'm not called Babinino 
22Mitaxptt bE µs votdýet .. MitaµrtXivo ßc 
X, &E . M7Eiµgrl? 
No hhhh = 
22Bahrye I don't care you're called Babilino Babylino hhhh= 
23B6tata =((irpoS Mthjrni )) ff ypa (('tic a(Yxdjactc))= 
23Vasia =((to Babis)) do ((your homework))= 
By sustaining the play frame or by responding to teasing seriously, peer group members 
avoid addressing the content of the teasing and its underlying messages. Instead, 
diverting the target of teasing or challenging their teasers has the effect of refocusing the 
teasing activity away from themselves, their conduct or talk that has been deemed 
inappropriate. As a result, the targets are able to save face, while diffusing any potential 
conflict that could have been generated from a direct confrontation with their teasers. 
Moreover, via teasing, peer group members are demonstrating their autonomy vis-a-vis 
the adult world of the teachers at school. For instance, discrepancies in conduct (such as 
telling on one's peers) are contained and dealt with in the context of the peer group, as 
teachers are rarely asked to intervene to settle such breaches of conduct (field-notes, 
17/2/99). In other words, through teasing, peer group members reproduce and reinforce 
the norms and regulations of their peer group small culture, thereby gaining control over 
their lives at school and foregrounding a distinct 4th grade peer group identity (cf. Corsaro 
& Eder 1990). 
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Overall, via playful talk (in particular teasing and name-calling), peer group members 
exhibit their skill and expertise in negotiating leadership roles in the group. In addition, 
they exploit playful talk to exercise social control and regulate peer conduct, thereby 
managing their inter-personal relations. In doing so, they demonstrate their autonomy vis- 
ä-vis the adult world of the teachers at school and project a distinct 4thgrade peer group 
identity. 
7.1.3 Media-inspired references and the majority (Greek) language and culture 
As shown (4.5.1- 4.5.5), media-inspired references, such as one-liners, songs and cries, 
provide one of the main sources of contextualization cues peer group members employ in 
playful talk. This is not surprising given that, like elsewhere (e. g. Grugeon 2001a; Haas- 
Dyson 1997), peer cultures in Greece have become increasingly mediated by the mass 
media and youth/popular cultures (e. g. Iordanidou & Androutsopoulos 1995; Lytra 
2001b; Valiouli & Psaltou-Jocey 1995). Indeed, the infiltration of media-inspired 
references in the peer group members' talk in question reflects their out-of-school 
practices (e. g. watching variety shows and music channels on TV; see questionnaires, 
field-notes 26/2/99). 
Peer group members, however, do not just passively reproduce what they watch on TV, 
for instance, in their playful talk. Instead, they imitate, but also appropriate and 
transform, aspects of media-inspired references to use as cues in their playful talk (cf. 
Minks 1999). In other words, they exploit both routine and innovation in their playful talk 
(see relevant articles in Bishop & Curtis 2001a; James 1995). As a result, via playful talk, 
peer group members signal their knowledge of mass media and youth/popular cultures 
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and present themselves as competent users of media-inspired talk. Because of the 
centrality of mass media and popular culture in the peer group members' lives, being 
competent in the use of media-inspired references in playful talk affords social capital to 
its users and constructs social boundaries of belonging and inclusion (cf. Minks 1999). 
Lack of participation in the sharing of such media-inspired references in playful talk, on 
the other hand, can cause exclusion from the peer group. 
The sharing of media-inspired references among peer group members is best articulated 
in the collaborative production of playful talk. This is reflected in the following pattern: 
one peer group member initiates a crying out activity with a media-inspired reference 
(most frequently a one-liner or a cry). In the following turn, another peer group members 
makes a bid to participate in discourse, usually by either latching onto or overlapping 
with the prior utterance and producing a similar one-liner or cry. For instance, in excerpt 
3 below, Giannis makes a shift to playful talk, by laughing loudly and reproducing a one- 
liner from a Greek TV show: `KUXo c; ' ('that's a good one right? ', line 25) 
Excerpt 3 (context 4,18/3/99; for a complete Transcript, see Transcript 3, Appendix IV) 
24M7rtitic =yta va µrß Tou &ixyct Kai. Kaµlä Ttµwpia ((To) Xou6Eiv)) 11 icupia .. 
24Babis =so that the teacher doesn't punish him ((Husein)) 
25Ftdvviic f ytaTi voµicciS &v Exci cpO i .. 
25Giannis why you think he hasn't been ((punished for lying)) 
26 xaxaxa. xak6::: E::::; = 
26 hahaha that's a good one right? 
27Bdata =moXu ra: k6. E::: YO-ßc-pö::. (... ) .. 
27Vasia =very good a amazing (... ) 
28 ((Tpayoubä)) dec MitpovTctvo I yyä:: pt::.. Mnpoütýlvo IEyyä:: pt::.. 
28 ((she sings)) Bronze Moon Bronze Moon 
29 ETm KävEt .. p 
Mirpoürýtvo (DEyyä:: pt::.. ff M7tpo1 Týtvo (DEyyä:: pt [3sec] 
29 that's how (the singer) sings Bronze Moon Bronze Moon 
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As excerpt 3 shows, subsequent to Giannis' turn, Vasia latches onto his talk and sustains 
the play frame, by providing the uptake of the one-liner in question: `itoX 3 Kaikö c 
ipoßcpö' ('very good a amazing' line 27). Vasia's uptake demonstrates that, at a discourse 
level, she agrees with Giannis' assessment: that the teacher has repeatedly punished 
Husein for lying (line 25) was a good point to make. 
At an inter-personal level, Vasia and Giannis are functioning as conversational duet in 
that one complements the utterances of the other (cf. Maybin 1994). Simultaneously, they 
are signaling to one another and to their audience (Babis, Tuncay, Husein and the 
researcher) that they are competent users of media-inspired talk (in this case of one-liners 
and their uptake). Through such instances of collaborative production of playful talk, peer 
group members validate and (re-)create a special sense of community: the sharing of 
mass media and youth/popular cultures. 
The sharing of media and youth/popular cultures is also evident in the production of role 
enactments among female peer group members. As discussed (4.4.5.4), role enactment 
activities are verbal activities during which interactants enact different personas (e. g. TV 
host, singer and so on), by making use of impersonations, code-switches, songs, shifts in 
pitch, volume, stress, gesturing and laughter. For instance, in Transcript 13 (Appendix 
V), Bahrye and Meltem manipulate shared stereotypes based on how TV hosts and 
singers present themselves and talk in popular variety shows. As discussed (4.5.5), 
morning and early afternoon variety shows in the tradition of `Ilpcwvoq Kacpcg' 
('Morning Coffee'), which were avidly watched by peer group members, provide the 
necessary linguistic and cultural resources for (re-)creating successful impersonations. 
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In particular, as Transcript 1 illustrates, through a series of impersonations. Bahrye takes 
up the role of the TV host and presenter: she uses a series of greeting expressions to 
welcome the audience to the (imaginary) show (`7EIa (Tag ii KaVCTE KaXtS opi6atc', 
`hello everybody how are you today? welcome ((to our show))' line 16), before she 
proceeds to introduce Meltem as the singer `6Tj jcpa Exou w µia ipayov6i6ipia icon duct 
no? copaia', `today we have with us a singer who is very beautiful', line 17). Moreover, 
in keeping with her persona of the TV host, in line 31, she overlaps with Meltem in mid- 
turn in an attempt to bring the singing to an end, by employing a marked expression of 
thanks `cu api(Tiovµc irk Meltem Cumbul', `thank you Meltem Cumbul'). Such ritual 
expressions of thanks, whose purpose is to reclaim current speakership rights, are typical 
of TV hosts and presenters in the Greek media world (cf. Patrona 2001). 
While Bahrye skillfully exploits the authoritative voice of the TV host and presenter, 
Meltem enacts the persona of the singer (or rather the caricature of the singer) equally 
successfully. Even though her singing efforts are confined to repeating the refrain of a 
popular, at the time of the field-work, song (`Eto Aaavacp', `In the Lift'; see 4.5.3), she 
exploits stress, vowel elongation and shifts in pitch and tone to produce different 
renditions of the refrain in question (`aio aaav(TEp 7101) auvaviichµactE cpaviaýöµa5tC va 
of 4 aivouv 'ta Ito ipcXä', `whenever we meet in the lift we imagine all sorts of wild 
things happening between us', lines 11-12,23-24,27-28,30; Transcript 13, Appendix V). 
Her performance in well received, as it generates continuous spouts of laughter and 
clapping by the audience. 
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Role enactments illustrate that both peer group members, who enact the different 
personas, and the audience, who is able to appreciate and enjoy these impersonations, are 
tuned into mainstream (Greek) popular culture (Lytra 2001 a). The choice of song (`Ito 
A(YavaEp', `In the Lift') in particular demonstrates the peer group members' knowledge 
of current Greek music hits. While their impersonations are based on evokings of the talk 
and conduct of TV personalities (e. g. TV hosts, singers etc. ), through these role 
enactments, they also creatively transform the personas they are constructing. This 
becomes evident in Meltem's exaggerated shifts in pitch and tone (in lines 27- 28,30). 
These shifts have the effect of parodying the way singers sing, by contesting established 
beliefs concerning how they are expected to sing. Not surprisingly, such small acts of 
subversion generate more laughter and applause by the audience. 
For female peer group members, participation in role-enactments and the (re-)production 
of linguistic and cultural resources associated with the media aid them in constructing a 
female identity. This female identity is intricately linked with the consumption of media 
talk (e. g. gossip about actors and singers), which had earned them the collective label 
`yicoväpsS' ('stuck up') by their male peers (field-notes, 18/3/99). 
Due to the centrality of media and youth/popular cultures in the peer group members' 
lives, media inspired references contribute in enhancing their membership in the 4thgrade 
peer group and providing them with the opportunity to actively participate in `the process 
of being and becoming social' (James 1995: 60). For Greek-Turkish bilinguals in 
particular (e. g. Meltem and Bahrye), such forms of participation allow them to negotiate 
and gain access to important linguistic and cultural resources from the majority (Greek) 
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language and culture. In the process, they construct a bilingual/bicultural identity, which 
draws on both their home (Turkish) language and culture and the language and culture of 
the broader (Greek) community (in this case media and popular/youth cultures). 
Peer group members, however, may contest bids for participation in this media-inspired 
peer culture, by questioning or downplaying their peers' knowledge and expertise vis-ä- 
vis the use of media-inspired references (e. g. one-liners) and media talk. Such instances 
of contestation are not limited to specific peer group members and they do not reveal 
patterns of gender segregation, as those identified in cross-sex teasing (field-notes, 
15/3/99; see also 7.1.1). Instead, when examined against a backdrop of past interactions, 
they bring forth underlying tensions and competition over peer group leadership and 
status between the peer group members involved. 
For instance, in Transcript 14 (Appendix V), Vasia contests Bahrye's bid for participation 
in a discussion between the former and Babis and her demonstration of expertise 
regarding the comedy show `Kath Mäpxov EvayyEXiov' ('The Gospel according to St 
Mark', see 4.5.2) (line 9). In particular, Vasia interrupts Bahrye in mid-turn and dismisses 
her contribution as superfluous (`cvtä ci Eviä4El E6 va 6' ap£aouv 'ca itävia . Xa', `yeah 
right you like everything come on', lines 10-11). Vasia's interruption suggests that 
Barhye's bid is regarded as a competitive move: an attempt to usurp current speakership 
rights and take part in the discussion she has been exclusively conducting with Babis. On 
her part, Bahrye does not question Vasia's move, regardless of the fact that the latter's 
abrupt intervention is a threat to her public face. Instead, by producing a token of 
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agreement coupled with giggling (line 12), Bahrye avoids escalating the confrontation 
and diffuses possible tensions. 
When investigated against a backdrop of past interactions between Vasia and Bahrye, 
Vasia's response confirms an existing competition between the two girls over leadership 
and peer group status (see 3.4.1). By barring Barhye's access to and participation in 
media talk, Vasia is claiming one-upmanship and expertise, while undermining Bahrye's 
claims. 
Besides highlighting competition over peer group status, such contestations can also 
question peer group members' access to valuable resources (in this case media 
knowledge and expertise) and raise boundaries of exclusion (cf. Minks 1999). In the case 
of Greek-Turkish bilinguals in particular, by playing down such knowledge and 
expertise, their Greek-speaking monolingual peers are questioning their participation in 
media and youth/popular cultures, which dominate their playful talk. In this process, they 
are undermining their claims to a bilingual/bicultural identity. 
Generally speaking, via the sharing and (re-)production of references from the mass 
media and youth/popular (Greek) cultures (e. g. songs, one-liners, cries), peer group 
members construct a common peer group identity. For Greek-Turkish bilingual peers in 
particular, through the use of (Greek) media-inspired references in playful talk, they 
construct a bilingual/bicultural identity, which draws on both their home (Turkish) and 
broader community (Greek) languages and cultures. 
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7.1.4 Contextualization cues and the minority (Turkish) language and culture 
As discussed (7.1.3), while most media-inspired references are derived from the majority 
(Greek) language and culture, a few, such as nicknames, one-liners and nonsense cries, 
come from the minority (Turkish) language and culture (see 4.5.1-4.5.2,4.5.5). The 
analysis of the data points to the existence of the following processes at play regarding 
the incorporation of these cues in playful talk: Greek-Turkish bilinguals import linguistic 
and cultural resources (e. g. nicknames, one-liners) from their home language and culture 
into the school setting. These resources are then transformed into contextualization cues 
and they are employed in playful talk among peers. By being exposed to their use, Greek- 
speaking monolinguals come to recognise these cues as signalling play frames and start 
employing them as well. 
Through the use of these contextualization cues, Greek-Turkish bilinguals stake a claim 
for their home language and culture in peer group talk. In other words, via playful talk, 
they make their language and culture visible in the context of the peer group and initiate 
the construction of a linguistically and culturally mixed 4th grade peer group small 
culture. From the Greek-speaking monolinguals' part, by employing these 
contextualization cues in playful talk, they indicate their willingness to experiment with 
aspects of their peer's home language and culture and co-construct a mixed peer group 
culture and identity (Lytra 2002b). 
By virtue of the close peer group ties that had developed over four years of sustained 
daily interactions at school (3.4), Greek-speaking monolinguals were familiar with 
elements of their peers' home language and culture (cf. 3.4.3). In particular, some 
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contextual i zation cues from the minority language and culture, such as nicknames, were 
extensively understood and used by both Greek-Turkish bilinguals and Greek- 
monolinguals as cues in playful talk (in-depth interview, 15/9/99). A case in point is 
Meltem and Nontas' nicknames (`Meltem Cumbul' and `Pamuk', i. e. `cotton' 
respectively), which were frequently employed in playful talk among peers (e. g. 
Transcript 7, Appendix IV, line 9; Transcript 13, Appendix V, line 18). In fact, as 
discussed (5.4.1), Meltem's appropriation of the Turkish actress' name ('Meltem 
Cumbul') and its transformation into a nickname contributed to paving the way for the 
coining of more nicknames. The subsequent development of nicknaming practices among 
4th graders consolidated the use of these two Turkish nicknames as contextualization 
cues. Their use was further reinforced through teasing and name-calling activities, in 
which all peer group members took part (see Tables 5.1a-5. lb, in 5.1). 
Other contextualization cues, such as one-liners and nonsense cries in Turkish, were less 
ubiquitously used. At the time of the fieldwork, specific participants selectively made use 
of these cues in playful talk: Tuncay, Husein and Barhye from the Greek-Turkish 
bilinguals' side and Babis, Giannis and Vasia from the Greek-speaking monolinguals' 
side (in-depth interview, 15/9/99; see also 4.5.2,4.5.5). Overall, although Greek-speaking 
monolinguals employed one-liners and nonsense cries from Turkish less frequently than 
their Greek-Turkish bilingual peers, their playful responses to these cues indicated that 
they understood and interpreted them as cues for play (e. g. Husein's nonsense cry 
`abiato', line 3 in Transcript 2, Appendix IV, triggers a name-calling activity by Giannis 
4o Xou(5Eiv £ivat ioüp rnou', `Husein is dumb', line 4). 
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When encountering cues from Turkish with which they were not familiar, some Greek- 
speaking monolinguals (Babis, Giannis, Vasia) would occasionally attempt to clarify 
their meaning, by initiating clarification requests. For instance, on one such occasion, 
Babis asks Tuncay for the meaning of the one-liner `gel bana' (`come to me'). Tuncay 
obliges by providing a translation of the one-liner in question in Greek (`EXa (TE µhva'). In 
addition, he repeats the one-liner in Turkish in a highly aspirated voice, thereby 
signalling its romantic overtones (field-notes, 30/3/99; see also 4.5.2). 
While on that occasion the clarification request is duly addressed, on other occasions, 
requests for clarification are not directly responded to. In other words, Greek-Turkish 
bilinguals resort to strategies of avoidance in order to divert attention from the question at 
hand and conceal the meaning of a given cue. Such strategies include engaging in playful 
talk and keeping silent (e. g. Transcript 5, Appendix V, line 10). 
These contradictions in Greek-Turkish bilinguals' responses regarding requests for 
clarification suggest ambivalence from their part vis-a-vis the sharing of the meaning of 
cues from their home language and culture with their Greek-speaking monolingual peers. 
On the one hand, by (re-)producing these cues in playful talk among peers, they are 
positioning them on an equal footing with similar cues from Greek media and 
youth/popular cultures (e. g. one-liners from Greek variety shows, see 7.1.3). In doing so, 
they are actively negotiating a place for them in their mixed peer group culture that is 
otherwise dominated by cues from the majority (Greek) language and culture. 
0 
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On the other hand, by resisting to provide an explanation of the meaning of these cues to 
their Greek-speaking monolingual peers, they are barring the latter's access to knowledge 
about their home language and culture (Turkish). The fact that their peers can only access 
this sort of information at school, as cross-cultural friendships rarely occur outside the 
school setting (3.4), heightens the Greek-Turkish bilinguals' control over the use of these 
cues in contact encounters. By rejecting access, they are claiming sole ownership of the 
meaning of these cues and erecting boundaries of exclusion vis-a-vis their Greek- 
speaking monolingual peers. Such intra-group boundaries, however, undermine the 
process of constructing a mixed peer group culture and identity 135 
These responses by the Greek-Turkish bilingual peer group members confirm one of the 
study's major findings, notably that participant responses are not static and homogeneous 
(cf. 5.5). As shown in instances of teasing and name-calling, the use of the same cue (e. g. 
a nickname) can generate competing responses across the continuum from play to non- 
play (e. g. more playful talk, but also a serious response; cf. 5.5.1,5.5.3). It was argued 
that these findings point to the ambiguous and context-dependant nature of play, which 
has been repeatedly reported in the literature on teasing and play (cf. 5.5; see also Eder 
1991,1993; Straehle 1993). 
In this thesis, the appropriation of cues, such as one-liners and nonsense cries, from the 
minority language and culture in playful talk by Greek-speaking monolinguals is seen as 
a form of 'crossing'. Following Rampton (1995), `crossing' is defined as `the use of 
language varieties associated with social and ethnic groups that the speaker does not 
135 It is worth noting that similar strategies of avoidance in answering the researcher's clarification requests 
regarding aspects of the peer group members' mixed culture by both Greek-speaking monolinguals and 
Greek-Turkish bilinguals were identified (see Lytra 2002c; also 7.3). 
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normally `belong' to' (: 14). This means that crossing involves `a distinct sense of 
movement across social or ethnic boundaries' (: 280). In our case, such movement spans 
across linguistic, cultural and ethnic boundaries and elicits a variety of responses on the 
Greek-Turkish bilinguals' part. 
In this context, the use of Turkish one-liners and nonsense cries by Greek-speaking 
monolinguals elicits a series of responses ranging from playful uptakes, to serious 
responses to silence. For instance, as shown in excerpts 4-5 below, the use of the one- 
liner `gel bana' ('come to me') and its playful transformations ('gee mana', `geni mana') 
by Giannis and Babis triggers a playful uptake and a serious response respectively. 
In particular, in excerpt 4 below, Giannis initiates a shift to play from the small-group 
writing task in which he, Husein, Tuncay and Babis have been involved, by producing 
the playful transformation `-yiEV. µavä' (`geni mana', line 3). 
Excerpt 4 (context 2,30/3/99) 
1Xou6Eiv ((xaO6)q itpo6ituOEi va ypäy Et irk klýýTj `EyxuiXoi C1i661a' )) f 
1Husein ((he is trying to spell the word `encyclopaedia')) a 
2 acc µ7[EpbECpU Ka Kut Eyck -rcöpa:: _ 
2I got confused now too= 
3Ft6tvijS ff YKtvt µavä:: . 
3Giannis geni mana ((i. e. come to me)) 
4Tovrcdt ff svt µavä::.. 
4Tuncay geni mana ((i. e. come to me)) 
5XoucEiv acc ((otrj BäX? 1)) Kupia µarcp&-6oµan:: = 
5Husein ((to Vally)) Ms I'm confused= 
6TouTý6tl =p icvpia::. µUIEp&E o tut:: 
6Tuncay = Ms I'm confused 
Subsequent to Giannis' shift of frame to play, Tuncay makes a bid for the next turn and 
repeats the one-liner, by exploiting volume, stress and vowel elongation, as Giannis had 
done (line 4). By providing a playful uptake, Tuncay is exhibiting a shared footing with 
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Giannis and sustaining the play frame. In addition, his response resembles uptakes 
elicited, when Greek-Turkish bilinguals use similar one-liners in playful talk. These 
uptakes can include the use of a one-liner or a nonsense cry, such as `avvtd µa', `anja ma' 
(in Transcript 4, Appendix V, lines 8-9). In this context, via his response, Tuncay is 
signalling to Giannis that he is ratifying his crossing to Turkish and his playful uptake 
illustrates that he takes the use of this cue as a bid for solidarity and strengthening of peer 
group bonds (cf. Rampton 1995). 
As stated, a similar occasion of crossing using another transformation of the one-liner 
`gel bana' generates a different response by the same participant (Tuncay). In the 
following excerpt (excerpt 5), Tuncay initiates a frame shift to play, by introducing a 
teasing activity in discourse. He builds his tease by issuing a challenge to Babis, which 
culminates in giggling (line 72). In addressing the tease, Babis resorts to another common 
transformation of the one-liner `gel bana' ('gee bana'), which he delivers in near-native 
pronunciation (line 73). 
Excerpt 5 (context 2,30/3/99; For a complete Transcript, see Transcript 11, Appendix V) 
71Mth rnijq ((no Ft vvi1)) Ti EypayiES cbdh; ... 
71Babis ((to Giannis)) what did you write here? 
72Touiýäi ((itpoq Mitäµtrj)) acc Oct ps ... Ti xotTäg (hh)EKEi(hh); ... 
72Tuncay ((to Babis)) come on (re) what at you staring (hh)at(hh)?. 
73Mitäjnt S ((itpoq Touiýäi)) p gee bana . 
73Babis ((to Tuncay)) gee bana (i. e. come to me) 
74TouTýät a- f ((6'rrj BäXX1)) xvpia . avT6q 
6ko ? i- gee bana. auT6q. 
74Tuncay a- ((to Vally)) Ms he's saying gee bana all the time he ((is)) 
75 ((irpoq Mt uri)) p cpüyE(hhh) 
75 ((to Babis)) go away(hhh) 
76Bä. XX, r1 M1r6(µ7n1 6s Itapax(XXd) . Kätc c 
ýiuxoc . 
76Vally Babis keep quiet please 
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Unlike excerpt 4, Tuncay responds to Babis' teasing, by summoning an adult third party 
(in this case the researcher) and complaining about his peer's conduct (line 74). As in the 
case of similar appeals for teacher or researcher intervention identified in the data (see 
5.5.4), immediately after issuing his complaint Tuncay makes a shift in footing back to 
play: without waiting for the researcher's response, he drops the volume of his voice and 
issues an order to Babis followed by giggling (line 75). 
By addressing Babis' crossing seriously, through his complaint to the researcher, Tuncay 
appears to be challenging Babis' right to use the one-liner in question. This is further 
reinforced by his complaint that Babis has been repeatedly employing this cue in 
discourse. Through this complaint, Tuncay is raising questions regarding Babis right to 
use the one-liner, while indirectly foregrounding his claim of sole ownership of the cue 
(cf. Shuman 1993). Simultaneously, however, Tuncay's shift in footing back to play in 
mid-turn (line 75) appears to be undermining the seriousness of his initial response. 
When seen against a trajectory of responses to play that emerge in the data, such shifts in 
footing in playful talk are common (e. g. Transcript 2, Appendix V, lines 6-15). It has 
been argued that they highlight the complexities and ambiguities of playful talk as well as 
the necessity to frame talk in such a manner that it is understood as playful (5.5; see also 
Eder 1991). Moreover, as in other cases of complaints to adult third parties in the data 
(5.5.4), the swift shift in footing back to play demonstrates that these complaints are not 
to be taken seriously, but rather to be seen as ritual complaints. Their purpose is not to 
elicit disciplinary comments by the adult third party (although this may occur, especially 
in small-group instructional interactions, during which pupil conduct is loosely monitored 
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by teachers and/or the researcher, see Transcript 11, Appendix V, lines 17,19). Instead, 
their purpose is to negotiate inter-personal relations among (mainly male) peers and one- 
upmanship. 
In addition, similar to the examination of responses to teasing and name-calling (5.5.1- 
5.5.5), at a discourse level, the investigation of the local interactional context can shed 
light in the interpretation of different responses to crossing. In this respect, in excerpt 5 
above, for instance, Tuncay's initial serious response to Babis' crossing may have been 
triggered by the latter's near-native pronunciation of the one-liner in question. This could 
have generated associations with the semantic/pragmatic meaning of the one-liner ('gee 
bana', `come to me'), notably its romantic overtones and its use in cross-sex encounters 
(4.5.2). By directing the one-liner to Tuncay in response to his teasing in the previous 
turn (line 71), Babis could have conjured up these associations, thereby triggering 
Tuncay's serious response. 
The extent to which such responses to instances of crossing bring forth issues of 
`entitlement' (Shuman 1992), namely who has the right to use a particular cue, do not 
clearly emerge from the data analysis (Lytra 2002b). According to Shuman (1992), 
entitlement concerns `the distribution of knowledge' and in particular `differential 
knowledge' among participants (: 135). In this context, Greek-Turkish bilinguals' 
responses regarding the appropriation of one-liners from Turkish could `raise questions 
about the ownership of talk as well as, by implication, the ownership of experience' 
(ibid). Although there is an element of contestation in their responses, the fact that they 
converge with the range of responses elicited when other cues are used in playful talk 
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(see 5.5.1-5.5.4) means that there is not a clear connection between the use of one-liners 
from Turkish by Greek-speaking monolinguals and issues of entitlement. 
While this is the case with the use of one-liners from Turkish media sources and 
nonsense cries, the issue of entitlement could have a bearing on the use of imitations of 
words and phrases in Turkish as cues. Such cues appear infrequently in playful talk 
among peers and usually elicit silences on the Greek-Turkish bilinguals' part. As it was 
argued (5.5.2), the absence of uptake brings playful talk to a close and usually indicates 
an unwillingness rather than lack of skill in pursuing the play frame. Moreover, via 
silence, participants may signal their discontent with the way a given playful activity is 
developing and perhaps indirectly manifest their disapproval of the use of specific cues 
(cf. 7.2.2). For instance, in excerpt 6 below, neither Meltem nor Tuncay provide an 
uptake in Vasia's imitation (lines 12- 13) of Tuncay's prior turn in Turkish (line 11). 
Excerpt 6 (context 4,18/3/99; For a complete Transcript, see Transcript 7, Appendix IV) 
9Toviýäi p ä: vis pe Cumbul= 
9Tuncay come off with it out (re) Cumbul= 
10MCX'rE t =f äaC µaq pc Toütca Movica:: MovTca Moü'rýa: = 
1OMeltem = leave us alone (re) Tunzda Mundza Mundza Munzda= 
11Touiýät =be: n mi suledim? 
11Tuncay =did I say that? . 
12Bärna 7Lý. 1 E:: Gou%. E.. [mF 6ouÄ£; [4sec] 
12Vasia bem sule bemi sule? 
(((XKol yov'ran 710W S cDCOVtS)) 
((a lot of background noise can be heard)) 
13TouTýdt Koii(X.. 7toXv c)paio rnwaia Exava .. 
13Tuncay look I painted a very nice flag 
((axov'yovt(Xt gxovEg)) 
((background noise)) 
Given Tuncay and Meltem's active participation in the teasing exchange (lines 9- 10) 
prior to Vasia's turn, the subsequent silence of four seconds is rather striking. Indeed, in 
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the next turn, Tuncay's evaluation of the flag he has painted (line 13) further consolidates 
the shift of frame away from play and back to the painting task in which the peer group 
members had been involved. 
At a discourse level, resorting to silence in response to such imitations of Turkish by 
Greek-speaking monolinguals serves to foreground ambiguities regarding the use of these 
cues in playful talk. Unlike one-liners and nonsense cries in Turkish, Greek-Turkish 
bilinguals do not employ imitations of Turkish words and phrases in playful talk. This 
suggests that they may not readily take these cues as playful. Indeed, given that such 
imitations may come out as `caricature' (Norrick 1993: 16) of one's home language 
further aggravates the ambiguity surrounding their use. By keeping silent and avoiding to 
provide an uptake, Greek-Turkish bilinguals are indicating the unsuitability of such cues 
in playful talk and implicitly raising issues of entitlement. They do so, however, without 
engaging in overt conflict with their Greek-speaking monolingual peers. 
Overall, the use of nicknames, one-liners, nonsense cries and imitations of words and 
phrases in Turkish indicates that processes of constructing a linguistically and culturally 
mixed peer group culture and identity are under way. The data indicate, however, that 
these processes are fraught with contradictions. Such contradictions have been identified 
in competing perceptions between Greek-Turkish bilinguals and Greek-speaking 
monolinguals regarding the latters' repertoires in Turkish. Oral reports show consensus 
among Greek-Turkish bilinguals that their Greek-speaking monolingual peers `speak 
Turkish' (`4epouv TovpKma' ), which they have learned `through them' (`c tciS iouS 
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RaOaµ£' ). In these reports, Greek-speaking monolinguals are treated as a homogeneous 
group sharing the same level of knowledge of Turkish (field-notes, 30/3/99). 
On the Greek-speaking monolinguals' part, however, only three out of six (Vasia, Babis 
and Costas) acknowledge knowing `a few' Turkish words (`4Epw Xiyo' `XiyES sic' ), 
which they concede having learnt through contact with their Greek-Turkish bilingual 
peers at school (ibid). It is worth noting that in the questionnaires administered towards 
the end of the fieldwork, none of the Greek-speaking monolinguals included Turkish as 
one of the languages they understood a little (questionnaires). 
Competing perceptions between peer group members regarding the Greek-speaking 
monolinguals' repertoires in Turkish reveal processes of resistance from the part of the 
Greek-speaking monolinguals in explicitly acknowledging their use of Turkish as a 
resource in talk in general and playful talk in particular. These processes of resistance are 
part of broader parallel and, at times, contradictory processes, which come into play in 
the formation of a mixed peer group identity and small culture. These broader (macro) 
processes are seen as processes of conversion towards and diversion from constructing a 
mixed peer group identity and its small culture at school. 
In particular, on the basis of the language practices discussed in this section, (macro) 
processes of conversion and diversion take the following forms: through clarification 
requests, Greek-speaking monolinguals seek to learn the meaning of contextualization 
cues in Turkish. Moreover, via instances of crossing (one-liners, nonsense cries and 
imitations of Turkish), they appropriate and reproduce these cues in playful talk. 
Simultaneously, however, the same peer group members underplay their knowledge of 
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Turkish or refuse to explicitly acknowledge it (as in the case of Giannis, see field-notes, 
30/3/99). 
Similar processes of conversion and diversion have been identified in the Greek-Turkish 
bilinguals' talk: On the one hand, they are keen to make their home language and culture 
visible in the context of the 4th grade peer group, by introducing and sharing 
contextualization cues from Turkish in playful talk. On the other hand, they engage in 
strategies of avoidance, when explicitly asked about the meaning of particular cues by 
their Greek-speaking monolingual peers. Via these strategies, they claim sole ownership 
of the meaning of these cues and erect boundaries of exclusion within the peer group. 
To understand these parallel processes of conversion and diversion, it is necessary to 
situate them in dominant national discourses regarding how modern Greeks perceive their 
national selves and national 'others'. As it will be shown, these broader societal 
discourses influence the perceptions of the self and the `other' at the local level of the 
community, the school and the peer group as well as the linguistic and cultural practices 
(in our case playful talk) among peers (see also 3.1.3). Dominant discourses on national 
identity have been rooted in the concept of a `cultural continuum' from ancient to 
contemporary Greeks, `turning the Greek nation into a cultural community travelling 
through time' (Soysal & Antoniou 2001: 5). This cultural continuum is the synthesis of 
the legacy of ancient Greece and the Greek Orthodox tradition (ibid; see also Chouliaraki 
[forthcoming]; Herzfeld 1987). In this respect, cultural, linguistic and religious 
homogeneity emerge as central components of modern Greek identity formation. 
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Inevitably, this perception of the national self shapes the perception of the national 
'others'. 
In this context, for modern Greeks, the `Turk' emerges as the significant non-European 
`other' (Soysal & Antoniou 2001: 5). This other-ascription has been identified as the 
outcome of Greek nation building, which was inaugurated by the country's independence 
from Ottoman rule (ibid). As a result, the self- and other- ascriptions of members of the 
Greek Muslim community of Gazi and their school-age offspring as `Turks' (see 3.1.1. ) 
have the effect of solidly positioning this community as the linguistic and cultural `other' 
vis-a-vis the majority. 
These dominant national discourses are influential in the construction of social relations 
and the perception of the self and the `other', at a local inter-corn_munity level in Gazi. As 
discussed (3.1.3), attitudes vis-a-vis the majority and minority communities in Gazi 
reveal a high degree of polarisation and stereotyping within and across the two 
communities (Avramopoulou & Karakatsanis 2002; Mavromatis 1997). In their study of 
identity construction among members of the Greek Muslim community of Gazi, 
Avramopoulou & Karakatsanis (2002) argue that majority members assign themselves 
and minority members to two opposing social categories: on the basis of a superiority- 
inferiority axis, majority members see themselves as `culturally superior' and position 
minority members as `culturally inferior'. 
These social categories are the outcome of dominant national discourses where 
communities and cultures as homogeneous and static entities are seen as the norm. 
Moreover, deviations from the norm whether in religious beliefs or linguistic and cultural 
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practices among minority communities are singled out, stigmatised and viewed as 
unwillingness to integrate in mainstream society. Such social categorisations, however, 
fail to capture the heterogeneity, diversity and propensity for change of minority 
communities and cultures (cf. Blommaert & Verschueren 1998). 
These dominant national discourses filter though every day experience and are articulated 
in the majority members' negative perceptions and attitudes towards the use of Turkish 
spoken in public spheres in Gazi (e. g. the school, the market, the playground and so on). 
Informal discussions with majority members reveal that Turkish monolingualism among 
the first and second generations (especially among female speakers), the use of Turkish in 
the presence of Greek-speaking monolinguals and subsequent poor linguistic competence 
in Greek are stigmatised, since they are regarded as an unwillingness from their part to 
integrate in mainstream Greek society (field-notes, 23/4/99; see also 3.1.3). While serving 
to reproduce a discourse of inferiority and exclusion vis-a-vis turcophone speakers, these 
perceptions and attitudes fail to account for variation and change in language practices 
within the minority community. This is best witnessed among the school-age generation 
and its members varying degrees of Greek-Turkish bilingualism (cf. 3.1.4). 
As discussed (3.1.4), contrary to majority members' negative perceptions and attitudes 
towards Turkish, minority members attach high prestige to Thracian Turkish, from which 
the local variety of Gazi stems (cf. Maradzides & Mavromatis 1999; Sella-Mazi 1999a, 
1999b), as well as Standard Modern Turkish (cf. Empeirikos et al 2001). Turkish is 
allocated both symbolic and instrumental values and it is an important source of linguistic 
`capital' in Bourdieu's terms (1977) for its speakers. These findings are collaborated by 
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studies on the linguistic vitality of indigenous linguistic minorities in Greece, which 
feature Turkish as the language with the highest linguistic vitality (Sella-Mazi 1997b, 
1999b; Trudgill 1992). At the same time, minority members in Gazi are acutely aware of 
these competing perceptions and attitudes regarding the use of Turkish in public domains 
as well as of being stigmatised as culturally inferior by the majority (survey interview 5, 
15/10/00; see also Athanasopoulos 1997). 
The contradictory perceptions regarding the self and the `other' as well as conflicting 
attitudes towards minority members' use of Turkish in public spaces in Gazi can shed 
light on the processes of conversion to and diversion from a mixed peer group identity 
and small culture that have been identified in uses of Turkish in playful talk at school. 
Although the school as a social institution with the promotion of its inter-cultural regime 
and the initiatives of locally-based non-government organisations (NGOs) seek to bridge 
the gap between contradictory perceptions and conflicting attitudes that dominate 
national and local discourses (in Gazi), these discourses filter through and influence 
playful talk at school. In other words, dominant national discourses become visible at a 
local level in the data under study. 
In particular, the positioning of minority members as culturally inferior and the 
stigmatisation of their home language by the mainstream majority could account for 
discrepancies between uses of Turkish by Greek-speaking monolinguals in playful talk 
and their overall reluctance to directly acknowledge some knowledge of the language. It 
is worth noting that the same Greek-speaking monolinguals identified the English and 
other European languages (e. g. French and German), whose use is frequently associated 
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with prestige 136, as languages they understand and speak in varying degrees of 
proficiency (questionnaires; also field-notes, 30/3/99). By excluding Turkish as well as 
other home languages spoken at school, such as Albanian, they are treating them as not 
sharing similar positive associations as English, French and German language use is 
considered to have, thereby tacitly marginalising them. 
By the same token, the awareness of negative perceptions and attitudes towards their 
home language and culture can prompt Greek-Turkish bilinguals to sometimes withhold 
information regarding the meaning of Turkish contextualization cues in playful talk. As 
discussed in this section, by barring access to this sort of information, they are claiming 
sole ownership of the meaning of these cues. Through such forms of control over access 
and distribution of knowledge, Greek-Turkish bilinguals can negotiate power relations 
with their Greek-speaking monolingual peers at a local interactional level. 
Consequently, the data analysis indicates that to interpret the aforementioned processes of 
conversion to and diversion from a mixed peer group identity and its small culture it is 
necessary to probe into of both global contexts (national and `local' discourses regarding 
the self and the `other') and local contexts (e. g. participant configurations, setting) (cf. 
1.3). When compared with studies of youth languages and identity construction across 
Europe, the process of construction of a mixed peer group identity and its small culture 
among the peer group members under study strongly suggests that it is at its early stages. 
This is due to the fact that the processes discussed above have just begun. Moreover, at 
the time of the fieldwork, uses of Turkish by Greek-Turkish bilingual and Greek- 
136 Cf. Marki-Tsilipakou 1997, regarding attitudes towards code-switches to English in Greek discourse. 
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speaking monolingual peer group members in mixed encounters were mainly confined to 
instances of playful talk. This means that the visibility of Turkish in contact encounters is 
still low, which contrasts with the high visibility of Turkish words and expressions in 
Dutch youth languages (Nortier 2002) and in German urban youth styles (Auer & Dirim 
[forthcoming]). 
These differences in visibility can be attributed to the marginal position of the Turkish 
language and culture in mainstream Greek society, which, as discussed, has been 
influenced by dominant national discourses that position the `Turk' as the 'other'. In this 
respect, it is unlikely that Turkish in the Greek context will assume the high visibility it 
has in youth languages and cultures in the Netherlands or in Germany 137 Equally 
importantly, linguistic and cultural contact on a broader scale between majority and 
minority children in Gazi is a recent phenomenon: it is a product of the mid-90s that has 
been spearheaded by initiatives organised by the school, the University of Athens and 
local non-government organizations (NGOs) (3.2.1-3.2.2). In addition, this contact takes 
place almost exclusively at school, as linguistically and culturally mixed friendships 
rarely occur outside the school setting (3.4.1). As a result, the visibility of the minority 
language and culture in contact encounters is contained to exchanges at school, thereby 
hindering the dissemination of Turkish in other settings (e. g. in the neighbourhood 
playground). 
137 It is worth noting that due to extensive language contact between Greek and Turkish, Greek has 
borrowed lexical items and word-forming suffixes from Turkish (Joseph 1992; Kazazis 1973). In addition, 
Greek dialects of Asia Minor (in Turkey) were heavily influenced by Turkish and had incorporated 
grammatical and derivational elements (Dawkins 1916). 
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Overall, the data analysis clearly demonstrates that when contact between majority and 
minority children is intense and sustained over a long period of daily interactions at 
school, the minority language and culture starts becoming more visible: Greek-Turkish 
bilinguals introduce, share and transform contextualization cues from Turkish in playful 
talk, while Greek-speaking monolinguals appropriate and (re-)produce them. Although, 
as shown, this visibility can trigger competing processes of conversion and diversion by 
both Greek-speaking monolinguals and Greek-Turkish bilinguals, at the same time, it 
leads to the construction of a mixed peer group identity and its small culture. 
7.1.5 Terms of verbal abuse and the regulation of racist talk among peers 
As discussed (5.5.1), there are certain discourse contexts (e. g. name-calling, teasing) that 
give licence to interactants to use terms of verbal abuse, such as `apä7rlg' ('nigger'), as 
cues for play. As shown, when peer group members are operating within this discourse 
context, recipients interpret these cues as play. For instance, in excerpt 7 below, Giannis 
resorts to the use of the cue `apäin1' ('nigger') twice (lines 9,11) to address Husein's 
name-calling (lines 6-8). 
Excerpt 7 (context 5,15/3/99; for a complete Transcript see Transcript 2, Appendix IV) 
6Xou6Eiv foI, täwig civat acc (h)K6(h)XXta. (h)K6(hh)XXta. Kökkta. K6kkta 
6Husein = Giannis is Kollia Kollia Kollia Kollia 
7 ((ßuµµ£TExouv Kat dkXot)) f K6:: kkta Ftä:: wii::.. K6:: XXta Ftä:: vv :: 
7 ((others join in)) Kollia Gianni Kollia Gianni 
8 ((µövo o XouaEiv)) f Kö:: ta I't6:: vv1 .. (h)Ftäw(hh)til:: 
8 ((only Husein) Kollia Gianni Gianni 
9FiL wie =p acc apäln1 Xou6Ei: v .. 
9Giannis = nigger Husein 
lOXovßciv hhhh. hhh= 
lOHusein hhhh hhh= 
11 Mnaxpte =acc 6TaµaTr aIC PC 
11Bahrye =stop (re) 
12Ftäwtlg [p acc apäml Xoußsi: v 
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12Giannis [ nigger Husein 
13Xovaniv [p acc apäRtxo aa[Xäta 
13Husein [nigger salad 
14MitaxpiE [acc Koi'ra KEi= 
14Bahrye [look there= 
By giggling (lines 10) and shifting to language play (line 13) in response to the name- 
calling, Husein indicates that he has not interpreted the use of the cue 'apdn-q Xoußciv' 
('nigger Husein') as a personal insult. Nevertheless, the overall scarcity of use of such 
cues in playful talk by peer group members other than Giannis and occasionally Babis, 
Husein and Tuncay strongly suggests a regulation of overt racist teasing and name-calling 
across interactional contexts at school (4.5.7; see also Kelly 1994; Kelly & Cohen 1998). 
This scarcity of terms of verbal abuse is reinforced by the fact that other peer group 
members frequently ignore and occasionally explicitly sanction the use of such cues in 
playful talk. 
For instance, in excerpt 7 above, Giannis' use of the cue `upäitrI Xou6Eiv' ('nigger 
Husein', lines 9,12) does not elicit an uptake by other peer group members, as the 
rhythmic repetition of Giannis' surname/nickname `K6k/kta' (`Kollia') had done in the 
previous turns (line 7). In addition, in the ensuing turns (line 11), Bahrye attempts to 
intervene in order to stop the name-calling activity, by (unsuccessfully) calling both boys 
to order (`6iaµati tc pc', `stop (re)'). In fact, the subsequent development of the name- 
calling activity in question demonstrates that not only is Giannis unable to elicit an 
uptake by other peer group members against Husein, but also that peer group members 
continue targeting him. In other words, by siding with Husein against Giannis, peer group 
members appear to be signaling their disapproval of his earlier racist talk. 
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The overall avoidance of terms of verbal abuse in playful talk and its effect on the 
regulation of overt racist teasing and name-calling has also been attributed to influences 
from the school's inter-cultural regime, which explicitly sanctioned it, as well as 
teachers' volubility against its use among peers (4.5.7). Moreover, because of the 
unstable and ambiguous nature of play, terms of verbal abuse with racist connotations, 
such as `ap nn1g' ('nigger'), can be more easily misinterpreted than other cues, which do 
not trigger similar connotations (e. g. nicknames, one-liners and nonsense cries). In this 
respect, by avoiding using such cues, peer group members insulate themselves against 
potential conflict talk and disaccord that can arise from the use of these cues in playful 
talk. 
The regulation of racist talk and monitoring of peer conduct during instances of playful 
talk should not be seen as uniform across participants. Instead, the data show that a 
particular cue may conjure up positive or negative associations depending on who uses it, 
in other words, `who says what to whom' becomes central in interpreting such cues as 
playful (field-notes, 5/3/99). This means that participants can have competing 
interpretations regarding the meaning of specific terms of verbal abuse depending on 
their user. 
On this issue, a heated discussion triggered by Husein's allegations to the form teacher 
that Giannis had been repeatedly calling him `apälrrj H¬LK«Yiäv' ('nigger Pakistan') 
revealed that for some Greek-Turkish bilinguals the interpretation of this term of verbal 
abuse differed depending on the user (ibid) 
138. While both the form teacher and most 
138 Note that cross-cultural studies of Greek and Turkish have identified a higher degree of verbal laxity and 
lack of accountability regarding the use of insults in Greek than in Turkish culture (Millar 1999 reported in 
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Greek-speaking monolinguals forcefully denounced all uses of such cues and criticised 
Giannis, some Greek-Turkish bilinguals advocated an alternative view: they pointed out 
that certain peer group members have licence to use such talk among themselves, while 
others do not. 
In particular, in response to Giannis' claims that the same cue was widely employed 
among Greek-Turkish bilingual boys for one anther, Greek-Turkish bilinguals counter- 
argued that such uses were allowed, since their users were `friends' (`avioi civat cpia, oi 
g1 . va 
? vE µ7ropci va µrß ? vc') (ibid) 139 By claiming, however, that Greek-Turkish 
bilingual boys have friendship ties based on their shared background that gives them 
license to use these cues among themselves, Greek-Turkish bilinguals are drawing 
boundaries between the peer group members (cf. Mitchell- Kernan 1972): they are 
foregrounding linguistic and cultural identities over their shared peer group affiliation. 
Competing interpretations regarding the use of terms of verbal abuse highlight degrees of 
differentiation within the peer group and demonstrate that the peer group identity is at 
times overridden in favour of one's minority cultural/linguistic affiliations. 
Overall, the data analysis shows a scarcity in the use of terms of verbal abuse in playful 
talk, thereby pointing to a regulation of racist talk among peers. At the same time, 
however, peer group members support competing interpretations regarding specific terms 
of verbal abuse depending on their users. These competing interpretations indicate that 
Hirschon 2001). This higher degree of verbal laxity and verbal freedom could serve to explain (to some 
certain extent) Giannis' repeated uses of terms of verbal abuse in playful talk. 
139 Such claims resonate the ritual verbal duelling tradition among Turkish youths discussed in Dunes, 
Leach & Özkök (1972), where close friendship ties give license to the use of taunts aiming at a boy's close 
relatives, his manliness or courage, which otherwise would have been regarded as serious insults (: 135- 
136). 
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one's affiliation to the peer group can be overridden in favour of one's minority 
cultural/linguistic identity. 
7.2 Playful talk among pupils and teachers 
The analysis of the data has shown that playful talk emerges both in backstage and 
frontstage talk (6.3.1,6.3.3). While backstage playful talk is private and confined among 
pupils sitting in close proximity, frontstage playful talk is public and declamatory and 
opens up participation to teachers and more pupils. Even though, as a rule, teachers resist 
frame shifts to play, playful talk is tolerated in classroom discourse (6.3.4). In other 
words, in the social order of the 4`hgrade class teachers tolerate playful talk rather than 
systematically sanction it (unless they judge it is disruptive to classroom order, see 6.3.4). 
As a result, frontstage playful talk becomes the `hidden norm' in the classroom in 
question in that neither pupils nor teachers explicitly acknowledge it, yet its presence is 
strong in classroom discourse. 
As in the case of backstage playful talk (7.1), frontstage playful talk can also provide 
pupils and teachers with a brief interlude to instruction and alleviate feelings of stress or 
boredom. In this respect, frontstage playful talk resembles Goffman's (1961) `secondary 
adjustments' regarded as: 
the ways the individual stands apart from the role and the self, taken for granted for him by the 
institutions and by which he `makes out', `gets by', `plays the system' and so on (reported in 
Woods 1976: 181). 
For both pupils and teachers, such `secondary adjustments' allow them to temporarily put 
on hold their institutional personas and roles and project instead self-images, which 
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characterise adult- child interactions or informal talk among friends (see 7.2.1, for a 
discussion). 
Besides providing ways to cope with boredom and stress, via fronstage playful talk, 
pupils and teachers renegotiate and redefine what counts as classroom talk. This finding 
has implications for re-conceptualising teacher authority and power at a local 
interactional level (7.2.1). Moreover, frontstage playful talk becomes one of the means 
through which the minority language and culture becomes visible in the official 
classroom space and gets to be heard in the centre of classroom talk (7.2.2). 
7.2.1 Redefining classroom talk and re-conceptualising the classroom order 
By transporting playful talk from the periphery to the centre of classroom talk, pupils 
seek to legitimise playful talk and negotiate for it a place in the forefront of classroom 
discourse. As discussed (6.3.4), through frame shifts to play, pupils make bids to 
negotiate the main classroom frame. As a result, it was shown that play frames emerge as 
embedded frames and can occur simultaneously with instructional frames (e. g. Transcript 
8, Appendix V, lines 5- 13). When play frames are sustained simultaneously with 
instructional frames, they can create a `schism' in the main classroom floor to two main 
floors and create forked frames (e. g. Transcript 9, Appendix V, lines 5- 39). 
In this respect, frame negotiations, via frontstage playful talk, provide pupils with a 
window to contest teacher authority and power at a local interactional level. This finding 
highlights the importance of distinguishing between different levels of teacher authority 
and power: a local interactional level as opposed to a broader institutional level. Although 
classroom research has traditionally viewed authority and power as being an integral part 
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of teachers' institutional roles at school, more recent research has questioned this line of 
argument. It has claimed that teacher power and authority at a local interactional level 
cannot be taken for granted (Candela 1999; also 4.2). 
On this issue, drawing on Diamond (1996), Candela (1999) differentiates between 
`institutional rank' and `local rank' (: 142). She defines `institutional rank' as `social 
stratification', which is based on sex, age, nationality and other variables that tend to be 
fixed. `Local rank', on the other hand, is defined as `social variables whose meaning is 
internal to a particular community' (in our case the 4th class) (ibid). Since rank position 
implies power in discourse and institutional rank cannot be questioned through discourse, 
she argues, participants compete for power at a local rank (i. e. at an interactional level). 
As a result, she claims that: 
when people bid for the floor, compete, negotiate rules, interrupt each other, overlap, they are 
vying for local rank (ibid). 
Following this line of argument, when pupils negotiate frame shifts to play or resist 
teacher-led attempts for reframing, they simultaneously re-negotiate relations of power 
with their teachers at the local interactional level. Following Candela, `local power' is 
taken to mean: 
the differentiated use of discursive resources or actions that influence the discourse of other 
participants (such as control of next turns, topic and frame development) (: 143). 
By resisting teacher authority and power at a local level, pupils attempt to gain control of 
their lives in the classroom (cf. Corsaro & Eder 1990; Davis 1982). At the same time, 
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these challenges aid pupils in developing a common peer group identity vis-a-vis their 
teachers and in strengthening their group ties (ibid). 
As a result, through playful talk, pupils manage to negotiate a social order of their own as 
an alternative to the classroom order proposed by their teachers in the centre of classroom 
discourse. This social order shares similarities with aspects of the social orders developed 
during break time and lunchtime at school. Although pupils are selective and avoid using 
contextualization cues (e. g. nicknames, one-liners and cries), which are common in pupil- 
pupil encounters, they import verbal activities, such as teasing as a form of social control, 
from interactions during free time to classroom interactions. 
As discussed (7.1.2), in talk among peers, peer group members frequently tease each 
other, either for their `poor' academic performance or for misbehaving. Pupils resort to 
similar forms of teasing during whole-group instruction in the presence of the teachers 
(e. g. Transcript 6, Appendix V, lines 6- 11; also excerpt 8 below). In excerpt 8 below, the 
English language teacher's disciplinary remarks directed at Husein (line 5) trigger a 
teasing activity in discourse initiated by Vasia (line 6). 
Excerpt 8 (context 1,19/3/99, with the English language teacher; For a complete Transcript, see 
Transcript 8, Appendix V) 
50aax6tXa = Xov6Eiv . acc ndpTo 
ßi3A, io GOD K' E? a &o= 
5Teacher =Husein take your book and come ((and sit over)) here= 
6Bärna = Xo1-)6Ei:: v . iräps TO 
ßt43kio 601) K' EXa Ebco:: hh= 
6Vasia =Husein take your book and come ((and sit over)) here= 
7Kth tuS f Tu E&: XoußEi: v= 
7Costas =lucky you Husein= 
80aGK&ka =acc EAA AQ= 
Bleacher =come ((and sit over)) here= 
((0 Xov6Eiv rnqKthVE'rai K(It Rd Et va uXý, 64Et KO-q)) 
((Husein gets up to change seats)) 
9Xov6Eiv =acc (hh) notä; (hh)noiä; ((6eßrj)) 
911usein =which one? which one? ((which seat)) 
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lOMthjrniS p TuxEpt [XouaEiv 
1OBabis lucky [you Husein 
11 Touzcth [w- co- acc notä itotä; a::: . 
11Tuncay [oh oh which ((one)) which ((one))? ah 
12(D6tvijS Toüi a. acc itoiä itoiä; . ((o 
Xou6Eiv K VE1 itcwS rn KthVEiat 
12Fanis Tunca which one which one? ((Husein pretends he's standing up)) 
13 an6 Til 9Earjiov)) (x-. fu xuvgyäcl xupia.. 
13 ah he's after me Miss 
The play frame is co-constructed over 7 turns and elicits the participation of Vasia (line 
6), Costas (line 7), Babis (line 10), Tuncay (line 11), Fanis (lines 12- 13) as well as that 
of the target (Husein, line 9). Through such teasing activities, pupils expose their peers' 
misconduct in the centre of classroom talk, as they would have done in exchanges during 
free time and lunchtime (e. g. Transcript 7, Appendix V, lines 2- 3). As shown in excerpt 
8 above, the teasing activity is developed regardless of the presence of the teacher and her 
sustained orientation towards the class management frame (lines 5,8). 
On their part, teachers attempt to re-establish control over the development of turn- 
taking, topic and frame and re-affirm their authority and power at a local interactional 
level (6.3.5). They do so by: (1) keeping silent and by avoiding to respond to playful talk 
(e. g. excerpt 8 above, `EXa &)', `come ((and sit over)) here' line 8) and (2) by opting for a 
re-negotiation of the main classroom frame back to instruction or class management (e. g. 
Transcript 6, Appendix V, `Xoutöv', `so' line 10 and `dpa Touiýäl', `therefore Tuncay' 
line 12) (cf. Ribeiro 1996; for similar findings in doctor-patient exchanges) 140 
By maintaining a firm orientation towards instructional frames, teachers manage to 
curtail the development of play frames in the centre of classroom discourse: in the end, 
ºao Ribeiro (1996) discusses how reframings during a medical interview in the direction of `the social 
encounter' proposed by the patient is responded to by the doctor. She shows that the doctor responds to 
these reframing by shifting to `the medical encounter', with the purpose of regaining control of the 
interview and refraining the interaction (: 188). 
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play frames trial off, as pupils re-orient to instructional frames. This means that, even 
though, via playful talk, pupils attempt to resist and undermine teacher authority and 
power at a local level, teachers usually have the last word in the struggle over frame 
development in classroom talk (cf. Baynham 1996). This finding highlights what 
Macbeth (1991) has identified as `the teacher's prerogative to shape and direct next turns' 
in classroom discourse (: 285). 
As a result, teachers marginalise fronstage playful talk in classroom discourse. Via frame 
shifts, pupils and teachers are engaged in interactional work whose aim is to forward 
opposing goals: from the part of the pupils to (temporarily) bring playful talk to the 
centre of classroom discourse, whereas from the part of the teachers to downplay it and 
allocate it a place in its margins (cf. 6.3.5). 
Although pupils initiate and participate in most occurrences of fronstage playful talk, as 
shown (6.3.3), teachers occasionally introduce and take part in similar encounters. 
Through such uses of fronstage playful talk (e. g. teacher-initiated ritual threats, e. g. 
Transcript 10, Appendix V, line 6, `KthGta Oa 6c ScIpco', `Costas you're in for a good 
smacking'), teachers temporarily foreground a legitimate, albeit limited, role for playful 
talk in the official classroom discourse. This means that pupils do not exclusively employ 
playful talk as a resource during whole-group instruction. 
At a discourse level, the purpose of such teacher-initiated ritual threats is to discipline 
pupils for minor breaches of conduct (such as teasing their peers), rather than to 
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physically punish them (6.3.5) 141 In her discussion on verbal play in Greece, Hirschon 
(1992) remarks on the frequency with which Greek adults employ ritual threats toward 
children `without there necessarily being a follow-through in action' (: 38) 142. These 
findings, Hirschon argues, point to: 
a considerably greater degree of freedom to dissociate words from actions, that there is a lack of 
accountability for verbal utterances, and that this applies to many more contexts than is admissible 
in standard English (: 38-39). 
In this context, teacher-initiated ritual threats are not surprising and should be seen as 
culture-specific aspects of Greek verbal discourse. In addition, such instances of playful 
talk aim at mitigating the threat of becoming the target of the teachers' disciplinary 
remarks. In other words, by shifting footing from an instructional frame to a play frame, 
teachers exploit playful talk as a resource to address their pupils' public face needs (cf. 
Papaefthymiou-Lytra 1990, for similar findings in the English foreign language 
classroom; also, Ragan 1990 in medical discourse) 143 The fact that such ritual threats are 
systematically employed in adult-child exchanges further mitigates these disciplinary 
remarks, as pupils recognise them as mock threats. 
At an inter-personal level, by exhibiting an ability and willingness to produce playful 
talk, teachers negotiate a non-institutional social persona (cf. Baynham 1996). While still 
engaging in disciplining their pupils, via playful talk, teachers also enhance their personal 
relations with them (Lytra 2002a). Since the playful talk they produce invariably triggers 
"' Note that in more serious cases of misconduct, teachers resort to harsher disciplining measures (e. g. the 
English language teacher's response to Husein bothering Bahrye, in Transcript 7, lines 5,8, Appendix V). 
142 In addition, Hirschon (1992) states that such ritual threats are not confined to adult-children exchanges, 
but also feature in interactions among peers (e. g. Vasia's mock threat to Babis, Transcript 5, Appendix IV, 
lines 6,8 `ax Oa Tov axoTwßof'. `I'm gonna kill him'). 
143 Ragan (1990), in particular, discusses how via verbal play a nurse practitioner mitigates the threat of the 
gynaecological physical examination. 
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laughter from the pupils' part (e. g. Transcript 10, Appendix V, line 7), it provides an 
interlude to the lesson. 
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that while foregrounding non-institutional social 
personas, teachers are still orienting to their teacher identities and roles that give them the 
right to introduce sequences of reproach in classroom talk. In fact, the ritual threats they 
employ in their playful talk, such as `Kcoara/Iävii Oa 6s Utipw', `Costas/Fanis you're in 
for a good smacking' imply an inequality of power among interactants: whereas teachers 
have license to employ ritual threats to discipline their pupils, pupils never reciprocate 
(cf. Hirschon 1992). This is further collaborated by the fact that, as in instances of pupil- 
initiated frontstage playful talk, teachers rapidly recoil to their primarily institutional 
personas. By avoiding to produce more playful talk beyond a single turn and shifting to 
instructional frames instead, teachers attempt to dictate the duration of playful talk and 
curtail its role in classroom discourse. 
Besides teacher-initiated ritual threats, playful talk emerges in teacher assessments 
(6.3.3). The English language teacher in particular employs playful talk, such as `Eivat 
110y6a? ii xo'rcäva' ('it would be a very silly mistake', line 5, Transcript 6, Appendix V) to 
precipitate possible mistakes in the foreign language. By resorting to playful talk in 
assessments, the teacher is reinforcing a point she is trying to make, thereby promoting 
learning, while simultaneously enhancing her inter-personal relations with her pupils, by 
presenting a non-institutional persona (Lytra 2001). 
Indeed, such instances of teacher-initiated playful talk are usually incongruent with talk 
preceding the assessments, as they evoke informal talk among peers or equals. On the 
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part of the pupils, teacher-led playful talk elicits playful uptakes, which present a break 
in the monotony of the lesson (like teacher-initiated ritual threats discussed earlier in this 
section) (e. g. Transcript 6, Appendix V, lines 6-9). 
These findings indicate that in the foreign language classroom playful talk is allocated a 
broader range of uses than in the other classes. This could reflect the English language 
teacher's teaching style, which overall exhibits a higher degree of tolerance towards 
pupil-led frontstage playful talk compared to the two other teachers, who taught the 4th 
graders. Besides teacher-led playful talk, the English language teacher exploits pupil- 
initiated frontstage playful talk in order to promote foreign language learning among her 
pupils (e. g. to positive assess them, see excerpt 9 below, line 7) (cf. Papaefthymiou- 
Lytra 1986). 
On this issue, the facilitative power of pupil-led playful talk in enhancing second/foreign 
language learning has been well documented across settings at school. For instance, 
bilingual classroom research demonstrates that pupil-led playful talk can aid children 
with developing proficiencies in the language of the broader community to learn how to 
read (Gregory 1990). Moreover, the literature on multilingual/multicultural school 
playgrounds foregrounds the role of play and playful talk in helping second language 
learners actively participate in playground routines and activities (Marsh 2001; Russell 
1986). 
In this context, for the pupils, playful talk becomes a versatile resource in foreign 
language learning. They can resort to it in order to mask ignorance of or uncertainty 
about aspects of the foreign language, especially since some of them (mainly the Greek- 
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Turkish bilinguals) are novice English foreign language learners (see 3.4.1). Moreover, 
playful talk can be used as a means to experiment with aspects of the foreign language 
without losing face. For instance, in the following excerpt, Husein is trying to complete 
an English language drill. To mask his uncertainty regarding the pronunciation of the 
final `s' in `bananas' (line 2), he makes use of playful talk, which takes the form of 
alternating between the two sibilants [s] and [z]. 
Excerpt 9 144 (context 1,30/3/99, with the English language teacher) 
1Teacher f dec there a:: re= 
2Husein f acc there ares.. banana-s:: . z:: _ 3Tuncay =s:::. [s:: 
4AaaK6(Xa [f dec there are. xo pIS `6' ... 4Teacher [ there are without the final `s' 
5Touicäi a:: 
5Tuncay s:: = 
6Husein =dec there are r::: 
7ActaK6 U [ ä:: o .. 
£'tcn- 
. `r:: ' 7Teacher [well done that's the way ((to pronounce it)) `r' 
8Touiý6il hhh 
. 8Tuncay hhh 
9( ) p P: [: 
9( ) r:: [: 
10Husein [r: :. ff banana:: s 
I lGiannis f s:::::::::::: 
12Tou trat hhhh= 
12Tuncay hhh= 
13AaoKOXa =7t6[µs GTO ifta To KaXtO1. To tEia 'to Kak&Ol 
13Teacher =let's move on to the fourth basket the fourth basket 
In this excerpt, Husein attempts to complete the language drill, by relying on the playful 
alternation of sibilants [s] and [z] (line 2) and on the emphatic trilling of the [r] (line 6). 
His prosodic manipulations attract playful uptakes by other pupils, who repeat the sibilant 
[s] and the trilled [r] (lines 3,5,9,11), as well as considerable laughter (8,12). On her 
1 44 Note that part of this excerpt is in English and part of it is in Greek. I have marked in bold only those 
turns that have been translated into English. 
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part, consistent with teacher responses in the data under study (6.3.5), the teacher avoids 
responding to Husein's prosodic manipulations. Instead, she pursues the instructional 
frame by focusing on his pronunciation in English and exploits his rendition of the trilled 
[r] as an opportunity to positively assess him (line 7). 
Such occasions highlight the English language teacher's awareness of the value of playful 
talk for foreign language learning, which she exploits, as she engages in scaffolding 
Husein's answer. In this context, in the English language classroom, playful talk is 
transformed into a tool to facilitate foreign language learning. The facilitative power of 
playful talk becomes all the more important, since most Greek-Turkish bilinguals did not 
have any exposure to formal English language instruction other than that provided at 
School 
145 
Overall, the findings discussed in this section collaborate the emergent literature on 
redefining what counts as classroom talk and reconceptualising the classroom order (e. g. 
Candela 1999; MacBeth 1990,1991; Kambanelis 2001). In particular, as discussed, by 
transporting playful talk from the periphery to the centre of classroom talk, pupils attempt 
to negotiate a place for playful talk in the forefront of classroom discourse. In doing so, 
they contest teacher authority and power, at a local interactional level. In this respect, 
although institutional asymmetries exist between pupils and teachers, by virtue of their 
different roles, via frontstage playful talk, pupils manage to put to test these asymmetries 
at least at a local turn-by-turn level (cf. Candela 1999). 
145 As mentioned (3.4,1), Greek-speaking monolinguals had started studying English earlier in private 
foreign language centres. 
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This finding comes to counter views of classroom discourse that advocate traditional 
hierarchical relations between teachers and pupils and the pupils' passive participation in 
the reproduction of classroom discourses. Instead, it indicates that the classroom order is 
a collaborative achievement (cf. Davis 1983; Payne & Hustler 1980). This finding is 
further collaborated by the fact that, through playful talk (such as teasing), pupils manage 
to negotiate an alternative social order other than that proposed by their teachers. This 
social order shares similarities with aspects of the social orders developed during break 
time and lunchtime at school. Via such negotiations, they put their pupil identities on 
hold and foreground other social identities associated with gender or the peer group (cf. 
Baynham 1996). 
In addition, findings regarding teacher-led playful talk indicate that although its presence 
is restricted, through its use (e. g. ritual threats and assessments), teachers temporarily 
assign a legitimate role for it in classroom discourse. Moreover, via playful talk, teachers 
foreground, albeit temporarily, non-institutional social personas and enhance their 
relations with their pupils. As a result, these findings challenge: 
the long-presumed homogeneity of classroom discourse implicit in the ubiquitous initiation- 
response-evaluation/follow-up (IRE/IRF) genre (Kambanelis 2001: 85). 
Instead, the discussion of both pupil and teacher-initiated occurrences of playful talk 
during whole-group instruction has shown that classroom talk is heterogeneous: it is 
comprised of many different activities, tasks and frames, which co-exist and interact, 
producing diverse and dynamic interactions (cf. Gee 1996; Gutierrez et al. 1999; Hicks 
1995). 
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7.3.2 The visibility of Turkish language and culture in classroom discourse 
As discussed (3.1,3.1.3), the self- and other-ascriptions of members of the Greek Muslim 
community of Gazi as `Turks' have had the effect of identifying this minority community 
with the linguistic and cultural `other'. Research on diversity has highlighted the use of 
the notion of `culture' to account for and defend images and opinions held of the `self' 
and the 'other'. In this respect, `culture' is often presented as stable and self-contained 
and one's understanding of it is based on stereotypes, generalisations and accepted 
patterns of expectations (Blommaert & Verschueren 1998: 16-7). This notion of culture 
contrasts that adopted in the present thesis (cf. 1.4), notably culture as shared meanings 
and interpretations that are in a dialogical relationship that is based on a general 
recognition of cultures being fluid and heterogeneous. 
In an effort to approach the linguistic and cultural `other', the school as a social 
institution became the site for the implementation of two major top-down initiatives (the 
change of status of the school to an inter-cultural school and the introduction of a three- 
year pilot programme to improve teaching and learning, see 3.2.1). These two top-down 
initiatives led to the creation of an inter-cultural regime, which aimed at providing a more 
leaner-centred environment for its pupils, through respecting and understanding diversity, 
both at school and in respective communities. As discussed (1.2), the inter-cultural 
regime was influenced by emergent educational discourses in Greece, which promote 
linguistic and cultural diversity and pluralism (see relevant articles in Frangoudaki & 
Dragona 1997). 
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At the local school level, the inter-cultural regime is expressed through a discourse of 
inclusion that is based on respecting and understanding diversity, while fighting against 
racism and marginalisation (survey interview 3,28/8/99; survey interview 4,21/9/99). 
This discourse had come to dominate daily educational practice and was articulated in 
teacher-led initiatives, which sought to make links with the pupils' home cultures and 
community experiences (e. g. learning activities that focus on Greek and Turkish cultures, 
school-sponsored visits to Greek-Turkish bilingual and Greek-monolinguals' homes; see 
3.2.2; also Karagiogri 1996; Magos 1996). 
Besides these teacher-led initiatives, the data analysis shows that, through playful talk, 
Greek-Turkish bilingual 4 '" graders introduce elements of their home language and 
culture in the centre of classroom discourse. Unlike private pupil-pupil playful talk which 
is dominated by nicknames, one-liners and nonsense cries drawn primarily from Turkish 
media sources (7.1.4), public teacher-pupil playful talk is dominated mainly by linguistic 
and cultural references. 
In particular, Greek-Turkish bilinguals initiate metalinguistic discussions about Turkish 
and refer in their talk to Turkish linguistic items, such as terms of endearment (e. g. 
`Bahryecismi' `my Bahrye' in Transcript 7, Appendix V, line 2) and kinship terms (e. g. 
`nine' `grandmother', `dede' `grandfather'). In addition, they introduce references to 
supernatural beings associated with the minority community's heterodox Islamic 
religious beliefs and practices (e. g. references to `tekke baba' `the father of the tekke', 
`vävo; ' the dwarf' and `itvc taia', `spirits', e. g. Transcript 9, Appendix V, line 4; see 
also 3.1.5). 
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Unlike cues drawn from Turkish media sources that are employed in pupil-pupil playful 
talk, these references have not been transformed into contextualization cues and are not 
readily recognised as such by both Greek-Turkish bilinguals and Greek-speaking 
monolinguals. Instead, the data indicate that these references usually trigger a playful 
uptake by Greek-speaking monolinguals, which sometimes attracts the participation of 
Greek-Turkish bilinguals as well. 
On the Greek-Turkish bilinguals' part, the introduction of such linguistic and cultural 
references, often through playful talk, demonstrates their willingness to actively 
contribute in providing a legitimate place for their home language and culture in the 
centre of classroom talk (cf. 7.1.4, for similar findings in playful talk among peers). It is 
worth noting that on the basis of the discourse of inclusion discussed earlier in this 
section, the Turkish language and culture was visible in the 4th grade class. This took the 
form, for instance, of teacher- and/or pupil-initiated discussions on memorable news 
items presented in Greek and Turkish TV and the use of bilingual dictionaries (field- 
notes, 17/2/99; see also 3.2.2). In this respect, the introduction of linguistic and cultural 
references is seen as reinforcing the discourse of inclusion in this particular class. 
For Greek-speaking monolinguals, their peers' linguistic and cultural references provide 
them with the opportunity to experiment with Turkish language and culture during 
whole-group instruction (cf. 7.1.4, for similar findings in playful talk among peers). 
Indeed, the analysis of the data points to similarities in the contextualization cues from 
Turkish that Greek-speaking monolinguals employ to signal playful uptakes across 
contexts (free time, lunchtime and instruction). In particular, they resort to the repetition 
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of these linguistic and cultural references, either by shifting to a Greek pronunciation and 
hellenising the Turkish words or by closely imitating them. 
For instance, in Transcript 7 (Appendix V), Meltem's playful transformation of the term 
of endearment `Bahrye'cim' to `Bahryecismi' (line 2) triggers a playful uptake by Costas 
and Giannis coupled by laughter (lines 3-5). The two boys tease Meltem by repeating her 
utterance, while stressing and hellenising the Turkish sibilant [dz] in `Bahryedzismi'. In a 
similar vein to Transcript 7, in excerpt 10 below, the teacher's reference to the word 
`ißaviipl' ('tent') (line 1) triggers a playful repetition of the word by Tuncay (line 2). 
Subsequent to Tuncay's turn, Meltem code-switches to Turkish and produces the near 
homophonous Turkish word `candir' (also meaning `tent') (line 3). This triggers Vasia's 
close imitation of the word in question in the following turn (`cadir', line 4). 
Excerpt 10 (context 1,18/3/99; with the form teacher) 
I Aacm6ika il ßnvij auiö . Taaviipt TEioto . 
1Teacher the tent ((is)) this tent ((is)) that 
2Tou'r ät T6av:: Tipt . 
2Tuncay tent 
3McXTeµ f candir. . candor. 
3Meltem tent tent 
4B data f ca:: dtr . ca:: 
dir . 
4Vasia tent tent 
5AaaxäXa c KOtRObviai µ 6a a' auiö; .. 
8cv E EI xpc 3 3äna; .. 
5Teacher how do they sleep in it ((in the tent))? does it have beds? 
Through the manipulation of vowel elongation and stress, Greek-speaking monolinguals 
experiment with words from Turkish. Consistent with teacher responses identified in 
other instances of playful talk during whole-group instruction (6.3.5), the form teacher 
avoids participating in playful talk. Instead, she either opts for a frame shift back to 
instruction (e. g. Transcript 7, Appendix V, `Xoutöv va 'LE%£Ui)vou. 1E Ti Eix%tE ýyta 
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o-ggpa; ' `right let's finish ((with this)) what homework did we have for today? '. line 6) 
or sustains her orientation towards the instructional frame (see line 5, in excerpt 10 
above). 
Teacher responses indicate that teachers treat instances of playful talk triggered by 
linguistic references to Turkish similar to other occurrences of playful talk during whole- 
group instruction. It is worth noting, however, that such instances of playful talk could 
have triggered opportunities for learning more about the language of the `other'. This 
would have been in keeping with the discourse of inclusion that dominates teaching and 
learning practices in the 4 `h grade class. The fact that such occasions for learning are 
ignored only come to confirm the marginal status assigned to playful talk by teachers in 
classroom discourse. 
As far as the Greek-Turkish bilinguals' responses to their peers' playful uptakes are 
concerned, the most frequent response is silence and avoiding to participate in the co- 
construction of playful talk. In other words, the play frames triggered by linguistic and 
cultural references to the Turkish language and culture are usually produced exclusively 
by Greek-speaking monolinguals. As Transcript 9 (Appendix V) illustrates, Greek- 
Turkish bilinguals may also reject the development of the play frame, which is mainly 
pursued by their Greek-speaking monolingual peers (in this excerpt Vasia, Giannis and 
Costas). They do so, by either exhibiting a shared orientation with the teacher in 
forwarding the instructional frame (e. g. Bahrye lines 7,9,22,25,30), or by attempting to 
explicitly bring the play frame to a close (e. g. Husein lines 28,38 `tEkEtcw6E il Koupevia', 
`end of discussion). 
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These responses are in sharp contrast with the general volubility and the leadership role 
of Greek-Turkish bilinguals (e. g. Husein, Tuncay, Meltem) in initiating and actively 
participating in playful talk across contexts. On the basis of research on the multi- 
functionality of silences (Jaworski 1993), by avoiding participation, Greek-Turkish 
bilinguals appear to be signalling their resistance to such occurrences of playful talk. 
As discussed (7.1.4), similar to imitations of Turkish words and phrases by Greek- 
speaking monolinguals during free time and lunchtime, these silences foreground 
ambiguities regarding the appropriateness of these playful uptakes. As in the case of 
imitations of Turkish words and phrases, Greek-Turkish bilinguals do not readily 
recognise them as cues for play. Ambiguities regarding their appropriateness are further 
highlighted by the fact that such instances of playful talk may be seen as ridiculing or 
making fun of one's home language and culture. By keeping silent and avoiding to 
provide an uptake, Greek-Turkish bilinguals are signalling the unsuitability of these cues 
in playful talk and implicitly raising issues of entitlement, without engaging in overt 
conflict with their Greek-speaking monolingual peers. 
Overall, the introduction of linguistic and cultural references from Turkish during 
instruction aid in enhancing the visibility of the minority language and culture in 
classroom discourse and are in league with the school's inter-cultural regime. For Greek- 
speaking monolinguals, their peers' references provide them with the opportunity to 
experiment with Turkish. For Greek-Turkish bilinguals, on the other hand, the 
appropriation of such references tend to be contested, thereby putting to test the 
construction of a mixed peer group identity and its small culture. 
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7.3 The researcher and the peer group 
As discussed (2.8), as a researcher, I was simultaneously an insider in relation to the 
majority language and culture and an outsider in relation to the school, its teachers and 
pupils. In this respect, on the -one hand, for peer group members, I was seen as a 
representative of the adult world, which was expressed through the use of the polite term 
of address `ia pia Bawl' ('Ms Vally'). On the other hand, I was not afforded the same 
institutional status as the teachers, who taught at school. Due to this in-between status, I 
took up the role of the `inquirer' and was treated as a `learner'. 
Taking up these roles led to inevitable renegotiations of the relationship between the 
researcher and the researched. At the same time, these renegotiations gave me the 
opportunity to witness the process of constructing a linguistically and culturally mixed 
peer group identity and its small culture among the 4 `h graders. In particular, by avoiding 
to answer my clarification requests regarding aspects of their mixed peer group culture 
and barring my access to that information instead, peer group members reproduced 
among themselves a shared peer group identity. This peer group identity drew its 
resources from both the majority (i. e. Greek) and minority (i. e. Turkish) languages and 
cultures, but excluded the adult researcher from its ranks. 
As research indicates, withholding information to `outsiders' is an enduring feature of 
peer cultures: aspects of peer cultures are not always transparent to `outsiders' and peer 
group members may bar them from accessing shared peer group knowledge (Corsaro & 
Eder 1990). Even though peer cultures produced in the same school may diverge 
substantially from one another in terms of their members' linguistic and social practices 
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(Eckert 2000), it is, mainly, vis-a-vis the adult world that they differ the most. Drawing 
on the literature on peer cultures, one of its most salient features is children and 
adolescents' attempts to gain control over their lives and challenge adult authority: peer 
group members may amuse themselves in forbidden acts (Eckert 2000), challenge and 
even mock teachers and other adults (Corsaro 1985; Davies 1982) and find ways to 
circumvent adult authority (Corsaro & Eder, 1990). 
Challenges to adult authority at a local level can take the form of resorting to a series of 
strategies of avoidance in addressing the researcher's clarification requests. By barring 
access to shared peer group background knowledge and engaging in what McDermott & 
Tylbor (1995), refer to as `conversational collusion' instead, peer group members succeed 
in (re-)producing among themselves a common peer group identity, which excludes the 
adult researcher. 
For instance, as Transcript 3 (Appendix V) illustrates, in retaliation to Tuncay's remarks, 
Husein introduces a name-calling activity in discourse, in which he makes use of the cue 
`Mnpov'tctvo lcyyäpt' ('Bronze Moon') 146 In order to clarify the meaning of this cue, I 
make three bids for the floor (lines 9,12 and 20). Instead of eliciting an answer, the first 
request triggers collaborative teasing by Costas and Husein (lines 10- 11), during which 
the two boys cooperate in concealing the meaning of the cue. In the second attempt (line 
12), 1 am overlapped by Tuncay who, instead of addressing the question, initiates a topic 
change, by inquiring whether I have heard of a particular Turkish singer or not (line 12). 
The third clarification request is overlapped by Giannis and ignored (line 20). In fact, 
146 At the time of the tape-recording, I was unaware of the fact that this cue was one of Tuncay's 
nicknames. Moreover, hearing this cue for the first time, I did not realise that it was a direct translation of 
his name in Greek (In Turkish, `tunt' means `bronze' and `ay' means `moon'). 
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Giannis' remark with reference to the cue in question, in the next turn, (`avyöpa6E To TO 
Mirpovicivo ss7-y6cpt aov äµa ilia µaS E7tpl4ES', `why don't you go and buy that Bronze 
Moon of yours we're fed up with this', line 19,21) obscures its meaning further. 
In a similar vein to Transcript 3 (Appendix V), in Transcript 15 (Appendix V), Babis and 
Husein are engaged in a name-calling activity, when the latter introduces the cue 
`Kokkta' ('Kollia') in discourse (line 3) 147. As in the case of the cue in Transcript 3, its 
use attracts my interest and I directly ask Husein what this word means (line 6). My 
repeated requests for clarification concerning the meaning of the cue `KöXXia' ('Kollia') 
(lines 7,9,11-12), however, are responded to in such ways that it is not transparent what 
the word really means. In particular, in their answers, both Husein and Babis make 
allusions to the word `KoXA. ta' ('Kollia'), either as something I am wearing (`KOXXta 
aviö cpopäS', `Kollia that's what you're wearing', line 8), or as something one of them is 
wearing (`va cpop&o KoXXta xvpia cpopäco Ko?, Xta', `look I'm wearing Kollia Ms I'm 
wearing Kollia', line 13), without, however, specifying what this is. When I try to clarify 
what this object is by giving an example (e. g. the blouse she is wearing) (line 13), 1 am 
ignored, as Husein has already physically disengage himself from our conversation and 
has resumed his active participation in the name-calling activity (line 9), while Babis is 
following his footsteps (line 15). 
It is worth noting that the meaning of these cues was revealed to me on other, less playful 
occasions. As mentioned (2.5), the peer group members' overall willingness to share 
information with me during fieldwork contrasted the withholding of information on these 
147 At the time, I did not know that it was Giannis' surname and I was not familiar with the fact that it was 
homophonous with the word ('kolya'), which means `necklace' in the local Turkish variety of Gazi. 
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two occasions. It is possible that this withholding of information could be associated with 
the interactional moment that I had chosen to clarify the meaning of the two cues: in both 
cases, prior to the initial clarification questions, a name-calling activity was under way. 
As name-calling and teasing activities in the data have flexible rules regarding their target 
(5.4.2), by asking these clarification questions at those particular moments I triggered 
teasing activities in discourse, in which inadvertently I found myself in the position of the 
target for teasing. 
As mentioned earlier in this section, the responses the researcher's clarification requests 
elicit point to what McDermott & Tylbor (1995) have termed as acts of `collusion'. By 
collaboratively making use of conversational strategies such as: (1) avoiding answering 
the clarification requests and initiating a topic shift; (2) resorting to teasing and (3) 
responding in ways that are not transparent to one who does not share background 
knowledge regarding peer group nicknames, peer group members are effectively barring 
my access to common peer group knowledge. Through their responses, they increase my 
confusion regarding the meaning of these cues, while reproducing an exclusive peer 
group identity that is based on shared assumptions and associations (Lytra 2002c). 
On these occasions, the peer group members' unwillingness to address my clarification 
questions puts the research agenda temporarily on hold, notably it hinters the discovery of 
the meaning of the cues in question. At the same time, however, these occasions come to 
enrich my understanding of the process of a mixed peer group identity formation vis-ä- 
vis the adult world (as represented by the researcher). In particular, by excluding those 
unfamiliar with the 4 `h grade peer group's small culture, peer group members successfully 
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manage to affirm their autonomy and highlight their distinctiveness vis-a-vis that adult 
world. In addition, by avoiding to respond to the clarification questions, they are 
contesting adult authority and power at a local level (cf. Corsaro 1985; Davies 1982): 
ironically Babis continues addressing me as `Kupta' ('Ms', line 12), hence foregrounding 
my adult, institutional identity, while he sustains the teasing (cf. Petrits 1991). 
As an ethnographer and researcher, these occasions increase my awareness of the 
ambiguities in the relationship between the researcher and the researched during 
fieldwork and the conflicting goals one has to juggle: while wishing to establish 
comfortable inter-personal relations with peer group members as an individual (which 
include being able to engage in playful talk), as a researcher, I still needed to elicit 
specific information regarding their linguistic and cultural resources and practices. 
Overall, these instances of peer group members' interactability aided in establishing more 
comfortable relationships with the researched which had a positive long-term impact on 
the research. Moreover, these occasions brought forth what has been repeatedly shown in 
ethnographic research, namely that both the researcher and the researched collaboratively 
construct the research agenda and that the two are not in a straightforward hierarchical 
relationship (cf. Harvey 1992). 
7.4 Conclusion 
Drawing on findings from the preceding chapters (3-6), in this chapter I discussed, how 
through playful talk, peer group members, their teachers and the researcher constructed 
social identities, roles and social relations. The findings were discussed and interpreted in 
terms of three types of playful talk, based on participant configurations: (1) playful talk 
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among peers; (2) pupil-teacher playful talk and (3) peer group members-researcher 
playful talk. 
The discussion of the data (7.1-7.3) showed that, in playful talk among peers, peer group 
members ascribed to themselves and others multiple social identities and roles. For 
instance, through cross-sex teasing and same-sex collaboration against a common target, 
they signalled their gendered identities: for female peer group members, these instances 
of playful talk provided them with the opportunity to negotiate female identities, which 
exhibited a disengagement from traditional female roles of passivity. For male peer group 
members, on the other hand, these encounters aided them in further reinforcing traditional 
male roles, according to which aggressiveness and toughness are regarded as important 
qualities. 
At the same time, the discussion of the data illustrated that identity ascriptions were often 
contested. For instance, via the use of one-liners, songs and cries drawn from the majority 
(Greek) language and culture, peer group members signalled their knowledge of mass 
media and popular/youth cultures. Because of the centrality of mass media and popular 
culture in their lives, being competent in the use of media-inspired references in playful 
talk afforded social capital to its users and constructed social boundaries of belonging. In 
this context, when Greek-speaking monolinguals challenged their Greek-Turkish 
bilingual peers' use of such cues in playful talk, they also questioned their access to these 
linguistic and cultural resources from the majority (Greek) language and culture and 
indirectly undermined their claims to a bilingual/bicultural identity. 
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These challenges, however, were not unidirectional: Greek-Turkish bilinguals also 
erected boundaries of exclusion within the peer group. For instance, by barring their 
Greek-speaking monolingual peers' access to knowledge regarding aspects of their home 
(Turkish) language and culture, such as the meaning of one-liners from Turkish TV, they 
claimed sole ownership of these cues and threatened the process of constructing a mixed 
peer group identity (7.1.4; see also 7.2.2). 
It is worth highlighting that boundaries between peer group members were not only 
formed along the lines of ethnicity or cultural/linguistic difference. Instead, as teasing and 
name-calling exchanges showed, peer group members united across linguistic and 
cultural backgrounds in exploiting playful talk as a means for social control. In this 
respect, it was illustrated how, for instance, Bahrye and Vasia collaboratively teased 
Babis for making a spelling mistake and in doing so cast themselves as the `good' pupils 
as opposed to Babis, who was alter-cast as the `bad' pupil. 
Moreover, peer group members crossed boundaries vis-a-vis their teachers and the 
researcher, who represented the adult world at school. In particular, by engaging in 
playful talk during whole-group instruction, they put forth a social order of their own as 
an alternative to the classroom order proposed by their teachers. As shown (7.2.1), this 
social order resembled those of the school playground and dining hall. In doing so, peer 
group members negotiated social identities other than that of the `pupil', such as 
identities associated with gender and the peer group. In addition, they colluded in teasing 
the researcher and barring her access to shared peer group knowledge, by capitalising on 
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her ignorance and confusion regarding the meaning of specific cues they used in playful 
talk. 
Consequently, the discussion of the data demonstrated that peer group members oriented 
to multiple, and potentially contradictory, social identities and roles at school (cf. 1.8). 
These identity ascriptions were fluid, emergent and under constant negotiation triggering 
processes of boundary-levelling and boundary-raising, both within the peer group and in 
relation to the teachers and the researcher. Moreover, these identity ascriptions depended 
on both local (e. g. participants, setting) and global (e. g. national discourses regarding the 
self and the `other') contexts. 
Equally importantly, the investigation of social identities and roles at school through the 
lens of playful talk foregrounded the emergence of a linguistically and culturally mixed 
peer group identity and its small culture. Adopting a small culture perspective, as 
proposed by Holliday (1999), culture was investigated in terms of cohesive social 
groupings, their activities and practices (in our case the 4 `h grade peer group) (cf. 1.4). In 
this context, the discussion of the data pointed to the following micro-processes that 
contributed to the construction of a mixed peer group culture among the 4th graders: (1) 
sharing; (2) appropriating; (3) transforming; (4) localising; (5) contesting; and (6) mixing 
of resources (cf. 7.1.4). As illustrated, through these micro-processes peer group 
members engaged in macro-processes of conversion to and diversion from constructing 
the mixed peer group identity in question and its small culture 148 
148 The macro- and micro-processes identified in the construction of the mixed peer group small culture will 
become the focus of further research. 
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Table 7.1. Micro- and macro-processes in constructing a mixed peer group identity and its small 
culture 
Macro-processes Micro-processes 
(1) conversion (1) sharing 





These macro- and micro-processes were not seen as linear, mutually exclusive and 
unidirectional. Rather, it was shown that they operated in parallel, they could occur 
simultaneously and they were at times in opposition with one another. More specifically, 
the discussion of the data illustrated that peer group members shared resources from the 
majority (Greek), the minority (Turkish) languages and cultures and the English foreign 
language taught at school, which they appropriated and used as cues for playful talk. 
These cues were creatively transformed (e. g. the use of nicknames in name-calling, see 
5.2.1- 5.2.2) in the local context of their peer group that had been formed in the primary 
school in question (cf. 3.2- 3.2.2). Sometimes, the use of certain cues was contested. Such 
contestations, however, were seen as part of the on-going process of constructing a mixed 
peer group small culture. This on-going process was characterised by both acceptance 
and rejection, which, as argued, was the outcome of underlying tensions between local 
and global contexts and discourses. 
In the concluding discussion, I present the major findings of this thesis, its contributions, 




Summary of research findings 
This research set out to explore, how through playful talk, the members of a linguistically 
and culturally mixed peer group (comprised of Greek-Turkish bilinguals and Greek- 
speaking monolinguals) construct play frames and social identities in a primary school in 
Athens. Taking as a point of departure the assumption that contact encounters at school 
provide fertile ground for the exchange of resources among members of mixed groups, 
the study examined the different resources employed as cues to construct play frames. In 
addition, it was assumed that the school as a social institution and the teachers as its 
representatives play an active role in shaping both these contact situations and the types 
of resources that become available. Drawing on a social constructive approach to identity, 
the study investigated, how through playful talk, the peer group members, their teachers 
and the researcher make salient multiple social identities and roles at school. This 
approach to identity was based on the premise that, through language, interactants 
perform different aspects of self, which are attuned to the local conditions of their 
interactions and occur within and across different school contexts (introductory chapter). 
The data in this study consisted of tape-recorded interactions among the 4th grade peer 
group members, their teachers and the researcher across settings at school. The tape- 
recorded data were supplemented by participant observations, semi-structured qualitative 
interviews, questionnaires, pupil profiles and a film on the school, where the research 
took place (chapter 2). The analytical framework drew on two discourse-based 
approaches, namely interactional sociolinguistics and conversation analysis. It was 
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further enhanced by insights from ethnography as a process of inquiry and its 
conceptualisation of culture as a system of practices (chapter 1). As argued (1.4), while 
interactional sociolinguistics and conversation analysis focus on talk-in-interaction, 
ethnography can foreground aspects of a particular community or group's practices, 
beliefs and ways of life in order to contextualise and interpret its members' talk (see 
chapter 3, for the ethnographies of the Greek Muslim community of Gazi, the primary 
school and the mixed peer group). 
In this thesis, playful talk was seen as a super-ordinate category that encompasses verbal 
activities, which set up play frames. These are the following activities, as they were 
identified in the data: (1) teasing; (2) name-calling; (3) joking; (4) language play and (5) 
performance-oriented activities, which include singing, reciting, crying out and role 
enactments. As shown (4.5), interactants exploit a range of contextualization cues to 
respond to playful talk and signal the initiation, development and conclusion of play 
frames in discourse. These contextualization cues are: (1) nicknames; (2) one-liners; (3) 
songs; (4) impersonations and code-switches; (5) cries and nonsense cries; (6) fragments 
of poems and speeches; (7) terms of verbal abuse and (8) extra-linguistic cues (chapter 
4). 
The examination of playful talk revealed that its emergence in discourse depends on four 
micro-interactional parameters (setting, participants, task and type of group) with the 
participant parameter being the most important one (especially the teacher figure) and 
their possible combinations along an institutionality-non-institutionality continuum 
continuum. This continuum was constructed on the basis of combinations of institutional 
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(i. e. school-imposed) features that impinge upon the participants' talk across six contexts 
at school, as they were identified in the data. These six contexts include the following: 
context 1 (whole-group instructional interactions); context 2 (small-group instructional 
interactions); context 3 (lunchtime interactions); context 4 (task-based interactions during 
free time in the classroom); context 5 (interactions during free time in the classroom) and 
context 6 (interactions during free time in the schoolyard) (chapter 4). 
The data analysis showed that there is an inverse relation between playful talk and the 
position of the aforementioned contexts along the institutionality-non-institutionality 
continuum: contexts towards the institutionality end of the continuum exhibit middle to 
low frequency of playful talk. Contexts towards its non-institutionality end demonstrate 
high frequency of playful talk. This means that combinations of institutional features can 
function as constraints on the emergence of playful talk across contexts, because they 
determine the structure of interactions and participants' roles, identities, rights and 
obligations. Simultaneously, combinations of these features can function as resources for 
generating playful talk and constructing play frames in discourse. According to their 
position along the institutionality-non-institutionality continuum, these six contexts have 
been classified as non-institutionally oriented contexts (contexts 4,5,6) and 
institutionally oriented contexts (contexts 1,2,3) (chapter 4). 
On the basis of the sequential analysis of playful talk enhanced by insights from 
ethnography, the most important finding of the thesis is that peer group members employ 
mixed resources as cues to build play frames (chapter 4). In particular, they make use of 
cues predominantly from the majority (Greek) language and culture. Simultaneously, 
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they employ a limited range of cues from the minority language and culture (Turkish) and 
foreign language (English) taught at school. As illustrated (4.5.1-4.5.6), a high proportion 
of cues draw on media and youth/popular cultures, practices and discourses, especially 
those associated with TV and music. Overall, it was clearly shown that peer group 
members import the majority of cues for playful talk from sources outside the school, 
thereby making use of only a limited set of cues that are related to the institutional 
discourses of the school and curriculum. 
More specifically, the investigation of playful talk among peers in non-institutionally 
oriented contexts (contexts 4,5,6) focused on the exploration of teasing and name- 
calling activities (chapter 5). As indicated (4.4.6), these emerged as two of the three most 
frequently occurring activities in playful talk. Four key findings emerged through the 
analysis of teasing and name-calling activities among peer group members. Firstly, peer 
group members have available a dynamic repertoire of contextualization cues to initiate 
and participate in playful talk. In other words, their repertoire of cues is not fixed, but it is 
under constant construction, through experimentation with new cues. 
Secondly, peer group members share, negotiate and renew a set of assumptions and 
associations, which helps them to understand the meaning of these cues, and, as a rule, to 
interpret them playfully. As discussed (5.3), these shared assumptions and associations 
draw on aspects of the peer group members' characteristics, traits, life histories and 
experiences, which they shared during the past four years of sustained daily interactions 
at school. As a result, it was illustrated that peer group members collaborate in creating a 
distinct 4 `h grade linguistically and culturally mixed peer group identity and its small 
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culture at school, by co-constructing the aforementioned repertoire of cues for playful 
talk and by sharing, negotiating and renewing common assumptions and associations 
regarding the meaning and interpretation of these cues. 
Thirdly, peer group members choose from a range of responses to instances of teasing 
and name-calling (chapter 5). These were identified as: (1) responding playfully; (2) 
keeping silent; (3) testing the boundaries of playful talk and (4) calling an adult third 
party to intervene. These four types of responses are not mutually exclusive and that 
interactants can exploit any combination of responses to address teasing and name-calling 
in discourse. In general, the most preferred option is responding playfully (option 2). In 
fact, as demonstrated (5.5.1), teasing and name-calling among peers do not trigger angry 
responses and only seldom are they taken as personal affronts by the target (see 5.5.3). 
Fourthly, while teasing and name-calling activities in non-institutionally oriented 
contexts (4,5,6) share similarities in terms cues and responses, they differ in terms of 
participation frameworks and frame development (chapter 5). In particular, multi-party 
participation emerges less frequently in context 6 (free time in the playground) than in 
contexts 4 and 5 (free time in the classroom), due to the setting parameter (e. g. the public 
space of the school yard) and the participant parameter (e. g. limited teacher supervision). 
In addition, play frames in context 4 are introduced and developed against a backdrop of 
tasks associated with language learning and language teaching. In other words, play 
frames occur when participants are engaged in these tasks, which set up task-oriented 
frames. The absence of the task parameter in the other two contexts (contexts 5- 6), 
however, means that play frames emerge as main frames in talk. 
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The examination of playful talk among peers, their teachers and the researcher in 
institutionally oriented contexts (contexts 1-3) revealed three significant findings (chapter 
6). Firstly, overall, peer group members rely upon and transport cues from non- 
institutionally oriented contexts to institutionally oriented ones in order to construct play 
frames. An exception to the rule is instances of frontstage playful talk during whole- 
group instruction (context 1). In context 1, peer group members selectively employ cues, 
which they and their teachers can readily recognise and interpret playfully. In other 
words, they avoid using cues that require common peer group background knowledge to 
understand, thereby signalling their sensitivity to the presence of teachers as ratified 
recipients of playful talk. Simultaneously, via this monitoring of cues, they control 
teacher access to aspects of their peer group small culture and exclude them from gaining 
insights into it. 
Secondly, as a rule, peer group members respond to both pupil- and teacher-initiated 
playful talk during whole-group instruction (in context 1) playfully, thereby opting to 
sustain the play frame. On their part, although teachers overall tolerate the emergence of 
playful talk in classroom discourse, they allocate a marginal position for it in classroom 
talk, by systematically avoiding participation (with the exception of the English foreign 
language teacher) (chapter 6). More specifically, it was shown that teachers marginalise 
playful talk in classroom discourse, by: (1) ignoring pupils' solicitations to intervene on 
their behalf in instances of backstage playful talk; (2) limiting their contributions of 
playful talk to a single turn and refusing to provide further uptakes during occurrences of 
frontstage playful talk; (3) consistently supporting instructional frames as main classroom 
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frames (4) bringing play frames to an end, via the initiation of frame shifts to instruction 
and (5) relying on a small set of cues to signal play frames. 
Thirdly, apart from the peer group members' monitoring of cues in fronstage playful talk 
(in context 1) institutionally oriented contexts differ in terms of participation frameworks 
and frame development. In particular, in backstage playful talk (in context 1), play frames 
are produced exclusively by pupils, in the margins of classroom discourse and occur in 
parallel with instructional frames, that occupy the centre of classroom discourse. In 
frontstage playful talk, however, participation in the construction of play frames is 
enlarged, as peer group members make a bid to transport playful talk to the very centre of 
classroom talk. On these occasions, play frames can occur either embedded in 
instructional frames or simultaneously with them. Such simultaneous occurrences of play 
frames with instructional frames may lead to a schism of the classroom floor and the 
development of forked frames. 
Moreover, play frames developed during small-group instruction (context 2) and 
lunchtime (context 3) share similarities with both backstage and frontstage playful talk. 
In particular, regarding small group instruction, play frames are limited to members of 
the small group and are embedded in instructional frames. Concerning lunchtime 
interactions, play frames are confined to those having lunch together and are developed 
against a backdrop of activities associated with having lunch. 
To interpret these findings, the relationship between playful talk, play frames and social 
identity construction was discussed in terms of three types of playful talk based on the 
participation frameworks identified in the data: (1) playful talk among peers; (2) pupil- 
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teacher playful talk and (3) peer group members-researcher playful talk (chapter 7). The 
investigation of these three types of playful talk provided a window into social identity 
construction, including the construction of a linguistically and culturally mixed peer 
group identity and its small culture. This latter discussion has revealed the interplay of 
two macro-processes (conversion and diversion) and six micro-processes (sharing, 
appropriating, transforming, localising, contesting and mixing) in constructing the mixed 
peer group identity and its small culture in question. 
Research contributions 
" This thesis was intended as an empirically-based investigation of playful talk, 
play frames and social identity construction among the members of a 
linguistically and culturally mixed peer group, their teachers and the researcher 
across six contexts in an Athenian primary school. In this respect, it provides 
grass-roots research to complement the limited sociolinguistics literature on 
linguistic minorities and (bi-)multilingual/cultural schools and classrooms in 
Greece (cf. Sella-Mazi 1997a, 1999a). 
" In this thesis, the research scope of playful talk was expanded to include verbal 
activities such as singing, crying out and role enactments, which have received 
limited attention, unlike teasing and joking that have traditionally dominated 
sociolinguistic and anthropological linguistic studies (e. g. Straehle 1993; Boxer & 
Cortes-Conde; Miller 1986; Schieffelin 1986). To probe into how the different 
verbal activities identified in the data set up play frames, this study explored the 
contextualization cues, participation frameworks and participant responses to 
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play, via the sequential analysis of playful talk coupled with insights from 
ethnography. In this context, the investigation of the emergence, development and 
closing of play frames provides a valuable contribution to the limited research on 
playful talk across contexts at school (e. g. Eder 1991,1993,1995; Rampton 1999; 
Tholander 2002). 
" The examination of the contextualization cues used to construct play frames 
highlighted the relationship between media sources and playful talk: the centrality 
of media and popular/youth cultures in providing one of the main sources for 
contextualization cues. The centrality of media sources in the peer group 
members' playful talk complements similar findings regarding school-based peer 
groups in different countries (e. g. in the UK school context, see Grugeon 2001a; 
Marsh 2001; Rampton 1995; in the US school context, see Minks 1999; Haas- 
Dyson 1997). 
9 The investigation of playful talk in classroom discourse and the identification of 
the two types of playful talk in whole-group instructional interactions (backstage 
and frontstage playful talk) illustrated the significance of widening the scope of 
study of classroom discourse to include the examination of: (1) both public and 
private pupil-pupil talk and (2) of structures other than the initiation-response- 
evaluation/follow-up genre. By shedding light to `marginalised' practices in 
classroom talk, this line of inquiry complements current research trends, which 
focus on exploring the heterogeneity of classroom talk (e. g. Candela 1999; Gee 
1996; Gutierrez et al. 1999; Kambanelis 2001; Rampton 1995,1999). 
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0 The investigation of playful talk and social identity construction illustrated the 
importance of viewing social identity construction as a dynamic process that is 
context-bound (Gumperz 1982a; Moreman 1974,1988; Norton 2000; Ochs 1993). 
Based on the premise that identities are discursively constructed, through playful 
talk, peer group members projected multiple identities, that were, at times, 
contradictory (identities associated with gender, youth/popular cultures, 
linguistic/cultural backgrounds, the peer group as well as the roles of the `pupil' 
and `second/foreign language learner'). Concerning the construction of a mixed 
peer group identity in particular, the examination of social identity construction 
revealed the inter-play of two macro-processes (conversion and diversion) and six 
micro-processes (sharing, appropriating, transforming, localising, contesting and 
mixing). 
" The discussion of the construction of a linguistically and culturally mixed peer 
group in particular demonstrated how national discourses influence the 
perceptions of the self and the `other' at the local levels of the community, the 
school and the peer group (cf. Chouliaraki [forthcoming]; Herzfeld 1987; Soysal 
& Antoniou 2001). Taking the reproduction of dominant national discourses as a 
point of departure, this study enhances our understanding of the contradictory 
perceptions and conflicting attitudes that dominate national and local discourses 
(in our case in Gazi) regarding majority (Greek) and minority (Turkish) languages 




" Methodologically, the integration of the two approaches to discourse 
(interactional sociolinguistics and conversation analysis) with ethnography as a 
method of enquiry proved useful for the investigation of playful talk and social 
identities at school. The integration of these approaches had the benefit of 
enhancing the investigation of talk-in-interaction with insights from ethnography 
in order to contextualise, understand and interpret the tape-recorded data (cf. 
Goodwin 1990; Heller 1999; Moreman 1988; Rampton 1995). 
" The process of ethnographic inquiry brought forth the significance of the 
relationship between the researcher and the researched. This issue highlighted 
how encounters between the researcher and the researched serve to increase our 
awareness of the ambiguities in the relationship between the two parties, enrich 
our understanding of this relationship and probe into ways it influences the 
research agenda and the data collected (cf see relevant articles in Cameron et al 
1992; also Fabian 1991,1995). 
The examination of playful talk during instruction foregrounded the importance of 
exploring the pedagogical implications of this study. Due to recent migration from abroad 
and population movements from the periphery to urban centres from the 1990s onwards, 
schools and classrooms in Greece have increasingly become more (bi-)multilingual and 
(bi-)multicultural (e. g. Birbili 1994; Katsikas & Politou 1999; see also relevant articles in 
Vafea 1996). This new educational reality in Greece requires that the teachers have a 
higher level of linguistic and cultural awareness than in the past. 
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Language awareness is defined as `a person's sensitivity to and conscious perception of 
the nature of language and its role in human life' (Candlin 1992, reported in 
Papaefthymiou-Lytra 1997: 105). According to Carter & McCarthy (1994), there are 
three broad parameters where language awareness raising can take place. These are 
related to form, function and socio-cultural meaning (ibid: 106). While focus on form and 
function deal with raising awareness regarding language as a system and language in use 
respectively, focus on socio-cultural meaning leads to cultural awareness raising. Given 
that culture permeates language use, cultural awareness is intricately linked to language 
awareness and includes (1) `awareness of participants' own cultural values and unstated 
cultural assumptions' and (2) `awareness of the problems that arise in communicating 
with people of other cultures and making use of appropriate communicating strategies to 
resolve possible problems' (ibid: 107). Following from the above, the ultimate aim of 
linguistic and cultural awareness is to develop critical awareness (cf. Fairclough 1992). 
Raising the teachers' linguistic and cultural awareness regarding their monolingual and 
bilingual pupils' languages and cultures and the foreign language taught at school can, in 
turn, aid them in increasing their pupils' awareness. In the context of this thesis, rather 
than regarding instances of playful talk as `marginal' phenomena, teachers can exploit 
them as valuable points of entry into understanding and appreciating different languages 
and cultures. In other words, rather than ignoring instances of playful talk, teachers need 
to be aware of their learning and teaching potential. More importantly, raising the 
teachers and pupils' linguistic and cultural awareness can reduce the development of 
what Holliday (1999) refers to as `otherisation process'. This is defined as `the process 
whereby the "foreign" (whether the minority language and culture or the foreign 
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language taught at school) is reduced to a simplistic, exotic or degrading stereotype' (: 
245). 
To successfully influence daily classroom practices and minimise the effects of 
`otherisation', the development of the teachers' overall critical awareness needs to be 
incorporated in teacher training and in-service training courses. In addition, developing 
the pupils' critical awareness (of majority and minority languages and cultures as well as 
of the foreign language taught at school) needs to become an important component of 
syllabus and curriculum design and of teaching and learning material. The purpose of 
such critical awareness development will be to address the (bi-)multi-lingual/cultural 
realities and opportunities for learning in present day schools and classrooms in Greece. 
As it has been shown in this study, playful talk can function as a significant resource 
towards that direction for both teachers and pupils alike. 
Directions for further research 
It is hoped that the present study will generate further grass-roots research regarding 
contact encounters between majority and minority members in (bi-) multilingual/cultural 
schools and classrooms in Greece. In particular, further sociolinguistic research in Greece 
should focus on (bi-)multilingual/cultural classrooms and examine more closely the role 
of schools as social institutions and of teachers as their representatives in disseminating 
and reproducing dominant national discourses (including a homogeneous Greek national 
identity) in contact situations (see relevant articles in Fragkoudaki & Dragona 1997). 
Taking the reproduction of dominant national discourses at schools and in Greek society 
at large as a point of departure, future sociolinguistic research should investigate 
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linguistic and cultural attitudes towards the majority and minority languages and cultures 
in contact encounters across ages. This line of research will further enhance our 
understanding of the macro-processes (conversion and diversion) and micro-processes 
(sharing, appropriating, transforming, localising, contesting and mixing) identified in the 
data and how they impinge upon contact situations. In this context, future research should 
probe into macro- and micro-processes across contact encounters in both schools and 
communities (e. g. in school-sponsored excursions to museums and exhibitions, 
playgrounds, the market) as well as explore interactions between adults. 
In addition, future research should investigate playful talk across different grades in order 
to illuminate potential variation in playful talk. While the focus of this thesis has been on 
a linguistically and culturally mixed 4th grade peer group, investigating playful talk across 
grades may reveal age-specific patterns of language use in playful talk. It may point to 
different processes of constructing a linguistically and culturally mixed peer group 
identity and its small culture at school and it may highlight the centrality of specific 
social identities (e. g. gender, peer group identities and so on) over others for particular 
age groups. 
Last but not least, it is worth examining further the role of English as the foreign 
language taught in primary schools in Greece and issues of trilingualism this may raise. 
In this context, future research should focus on how the foreign language and culture can 
help alleviate frictions between majority and minority languages and cultures as a new, 
commonly shared code among all pupils (cf. Kramsch 2000). 
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On the basis of the areas for further research discussed above, it is hoped that the present 
thesis will generate more research interest in these areas and serve as a stepping-stone for 
improving our understanding of contact encounters both inside and outside the school 
setting. 
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APPENDIX I. DATA COLLECTION METHODS 
A. PARTICIPANT OBSERVATIONS 
Table 1. Distribution of pupils in 4 `h, 5th and 6th grades 
Grades Total Greek monolinguals 149 Greek/Turkish 
Greek/Albanian bilinguals 
bilinguals 150 
4th 12 2F 4M 2F 3M IF OM 
5th 21 3F 6M 3F 151 5M OF 4M 
6th 20 5F 7M 4F 4M OF OM 




2. Tä I ............................. 
3. H? uda ..................... 
4. 'Exctc abE? Apovc : .................................. 
5. Ho o xpovchv EIvat; ................................... 
6. 'ExELS abEXc$ES : ....................................... 
7. HI o xpovchv Eivag; ................................ 
8. Ti 6ouXti Kcävc o µnaµV[äS ßov : ................................................................................. 
9. Ti bouXtä xävc 1] µaµä aov : ...................................................................................... 
10. ZE1S µaci µE iil yia7 ao1u : .................... 
11. ZciS µaýi µs to Raitoiu Gov; ................ 
B. 1. KävEtq K 1tOto ä9X%W : ...................... 
2. Hoto; 
...................................................... 
3. Hotoi Eivat of ayaitM t vot aov rlOoirotoi : .................................................................... 
4. Hotoi Eivat of ayaitfl t vot Gov ipayoubtß'rES : ............................................................. 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
5. Hotta Eivat of ayaiciµEvc; aov aEtpc; a'rqv TgXEopaarj: ............................................ 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
6. IIoi£S Mat of ayaýrjji vES ao1u 1ro60CF pD iptKES oµäöcS : ............................................. 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
7. IIotoi Eivag of ayatrl i vol Gov 7Eo6o6cpaipL6iES; ........................................................ 
149 The term `monolinguals' can be misleading since the majority of Greek-speaking monolinguals 
learned English, French and German as a foreign language outside school. Here the term 
`monolinguals' is used to distinguish them from children who had as their home language one other 
than Greek. 
150 Note that this group should not be treated as homogeneous. The girl in 4`' grade had just started 
school in Greece and, at the time of the fieldwork, could hardly speak any Greek. As for the boys in 5th 
grade, three were Albanians and one was an ethnic Greek from Albania. All four had had some 
schooling in Albania, prior to immigrating to Greece, and they could all speak Albanian fluently. 
151 In fact, one of the girls was a trilingual; her home language was Romany. She referred to it as 
`yioücpnxa', (`giouftika' i. e. the language spoken by the Gypsies). However, to my knowledge, she 
never used it at school. Instead, she tended to speak Turkish with the Greek/Turkish bilinguals and 
Greek with the Greek- speaking monolinguals (field-notes, 2/4/99). 
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8. Hotot Eivag of ayaurIµ vot 6ou µna6xu[tnoki6TES : .................................................... 
IF. l. FpäyE µE itotoi ; 1taiýEtg aio axoXio ..................................................................... 
......................................................................................................................................... 
2. Fpaxyc µE notoüS ltaIcEt; airy yEtiovtä 1 6'ro aniit ...................................................... 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
3. rlov iraiýEtg aril yEtrovta : ............................................................................................ 
4. FpäWE ipia irpäyµaia iron (You ap&GFt va K LVE öiav bEV Exot; 6täF3aaµa ............... 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
................................................................................................................................ 
5. Ti irpäyµaia 6ou apE6Et, Va KäVctq µaci µE irk µaä (701) (701) iµE TO µiraµitä 6ou; 
................................................................................................................................ 
................................................................................................................................ 6. IItS Bonn c irk µaµä il io µitapitä aou : ........................................................... 
7. Iloü itaq ELaKO1rES TO xakOKaipl : ................................................................................. 
8. Ms itoto g iraS öiaxo1£S : ............................................................................................ 
9. EE Rota Rokil Gov apeaci. va EELS; .................................... 10. Fiaii; .......................... 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
A. 1 flouuS yXthaacg . uXäS; .............................................................................................. 2. EE itoiES '2 th 6ES 4EpEtq va ypäcpEtq Kai va bia 3ä ct ; .............................................. 
3. HOLES ykcoa6ES aov ap£6ovv : ..................................................................................... 
4. Fun; 
........................................................................................................................ 
5. IIoiES ykw66ES 4Epct; xaXä : ...................................................................................... 
6. IlotEs yÄ, (ix EC 4Epctq Xlyo : ........................................................................................ 





3. Ti O W; va yivciS öiav pzyakcocya ; .......................................................................... 
4. Ftaii : ............................................................................................................................ 
5. EÖw ypäyrc o, 'n akko O 4t yla 'tov saviö aov ........................................................... 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
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C. THE FIVE-PART QUESTIONNAIRE (TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH) 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
A. 1. Name 
....................................... 
2. Grade 
............................. 3. Age ..................... 4. Do you have any brothers? ....................... 
5. How old are they? .............................. 6. Do you have any sisters? ......................... 
7. How old are they? ................................ 8. What does you father do? ......................................................................................... 
9. What does your mother do? ......................................................................................... 
10. Do you live with your grandmother? ..................... 11. Do you live with your 
grandfather? .................. 
B. I. Do you play any sports? ................ 
2. Which one? ................................................. 
3. Who are your favourite actors? ................................................................................ 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
4. Who are your favourite singers? ............................................................................ 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
5. Which are your favourite shows on TV? .............................................................. 
.......................................................................................................................................... 6. Which are your favourite football teams? .............................................................. 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
7. Who are your favourite football players? ................................................................. 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
8. Who are your favourite basketball players? ............................................................. 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
C. 1. Who do you play with at school? .......................................................................... 
......................................................................................................................................... 
2. Who do you play with in the neighbourhood or at home? ........................................ 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
3. Where do you play in the neighbourhood? ................................................................. 
......................................... 4. Write three things you like doing in your spare time. 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
........................................................................................... 
5. What things do you like doing with your mum or dad? 
........................................................................................... 
........................................................................................... 
6. How do you help your mum or dad? ........................... 
7. Where do you go on vacation in the summer? ............................................................ 
8. Who do you go on vacation with? ............................................................................... 
9. Where do you like living? .......................................... 
10. Why?.............................. 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
D. 1. Which languages do you speak? ............................................................................. 
2. In which languages do you know how to read and write? ......................................... 
3. Which languages do you like? ..................................................................................... 
4. Why? .......................................................................................................................... 
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5. Which languages do you know well? ......................................................................... 6. Which languages do you know little? ........................................................................ 
E. 1. Do you want to continue your studies in junior high school? ................ 2. Why? 
.......................................................................................................................................... 
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D. THE FOUR-PART PUPIL PROFILE FORMS (IN GREEK) 
A. BIOI'PADIKA ETOIXEIA 
1. Ovoµa 2. Eirthvvµo 
4. Hµ. F vvi aqS 
6. OLucyEvctan KaTäaiaa°q 
7. OprjaKEUµa 
8. Fk(oGGES 7tou [1l? o) at 6'ro 67L1'Ll 
9. IbuaiiEpa Cvbla(PEPOVZa µuolyclj 
10. E4o)GXO . IKES 6pa6irjpiÖu rcS µaOIJTIJ 
11. Ibuaii£pES bsýiö'rju; 
12. TaKTtKOTgia cpoiiflarlS 
13. EP7ätciat 
14. AXXa 6tOt Eia-1tapaT1P1 6EIc 
B. AEEIOTHTEL EHIKOINSZNIAE 
1. µE auµµaOi hh 
2. µE TO 6aGKako 
3. µE iouS äXXouS Exec/KOU - µE TO ßxo2 Io 
4. EKTOq Ta4ljS 
F. EIIIAOLH ANA MAOHMA 
1. µaOr µaitxä 
2. äXXa µaOrj taia 
3. opOoypacpia 
4. ipölroS YpaTil; 
A. FAA 
1. E7tlxotvcwvian bc4töu to 
2. AE4LXöyto 
3. ArjµtovpytKOTIjTa G'crJ YkCOGGa 
4. FpaµµaitKrj- YUVaKT1KO 
5. Ka-ravoilo-i- itapaycoytj KEtµuVOu 
6. Evvat691jµaitKrj EK(ppaaII J1 w yXch66aq 
7. M1j A£KT1K1I £1LUKOWVO)Vla 
8. AvayvcoGRK txavöirIia 
3. Th Xo 
5. HXlxia 
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E. THE FOUR-PART PUPIL PROFILE FORMS (TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH) 
A. BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 
1. Name 2. Surname 3. Sex 
4. Date of Birth 5. Age 
6. Family situation 
7. Religion 
8. Languages spoken at home 
9. Special interests the pupil has 
10. Extra-curricular activities in which the pupil participates 
11. Particular abilities the pupil has 
12. School attendance 
13. Work outside school 152 
14. Other relevant information- comments 
B. COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
1. with his fellow classmates 
2. with his form teacher 
3. with other teachers- with the school administration 
4. outside the classroom setting 
C. PERFORMANCE ACCORDING TO SUBJECT 
1. in maths 
2. in all other subjects 
3. in spelling 
4. in handwriting 
D. LANGUAGE 
1. Communicative competence 
2. Vocabulary 
3. Creativity with language 
4. Grammar- Syntax 
5. Writing skills 
6. Expressing one's feeling through language 
7. Non-verbal communication 
8. Reading skills 
152 A few years prior to my fieldwork, a few children from the Greek-Muslim community of Gazi, who 
attended the school in question, worked part-time as peddlers, thereby contributing to the family 
income. This resulted in high levels of absenteeism (survey interview 3,28/8/99). At the time of the 
fieldwork, however, none of the children worked. 
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APPENDIX II. TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS 
A. KEY TO TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS 
The following transcription conventions have been adapted from Tannen, D. (1984) 
Conversational Style: Analyzing Talk among Friends. Nowood, NJ: Albex. 
. sentence-final falling intonation 
noticeable pause or break in rhythm (less than 0.5 second) 
... half second pause 
an extra dot is added for each half second of pause 
full second pause 
second and a half pause 
[2.5 sec] numbers in brackets represent pauses, in seconds 
` marks high pitch on word 
? marks yes/no question rising intonation 
underline marks emphatic stress 
CAPS mark very emphatic stress 
- marks a glottal stop, or abrupt cutting off of sound, as in `uh-oh' 
indicates lengthened vowel sound (extra colons indicate greater lengthening) 
musical notation is used for amplitude: 
f spoken loudly 
ff spoken very loudly 
p spoken softly 
pp spoken very softly 
acc spoken quickly 
dec spoken slowly 
The above notations continue unless otherwise noted. 
Amendments: 
(( )) indicates transcriber's comments 
() indicates transcription impossible 
brackets ([) indicate overlapping speech and are employed where speakers A and B's 
utterances start simultaneously 
= indicates latching of speaker A's utterance onto speaker B's without perceptible pause 
bold indicates English translation 
italics indicates Turkish in the transcript 
B. ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS 
The following transcription conventions regarding the transcription of laughter have 
been taken from Norrick, N. (1993) Conversational Joking. Humor in Everyday Talk. 
Bloomington/Indianapolis: Indiana University Press. 
(h)word indicates laughter that occurs word-initially 
wo(hh)rd indicates laughter that occurs word-internally 
word(hh) indicates laughter that occurs word-finally 
To capture the quality of laughter (e. g. booming ha ha ha) normal orthographic 
conventions of Greek and English are used. 
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APPENDIX III. THE PEER GROUP 








153 Permission has been given by the 4`h graders to include these pictures in the thesis. 
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B. PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE 4TH GRADERS IN DIFFERENT SETTINGS AT 
SCHOOL 
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C. PEER GROUP FRIENDSHIP TIES: A VISUAL OVERVIEW 
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APPENDIX IV. TRANSCRIPTS (INTERACTIONS IN NON- 
INSTITUTIONALLY ORIENTED CONTEXTS) 
The trascription notations are in Appendix II/A-B 
Transcript 1 (context 5,17/3/99) 
((Exci XTIM11061 TO xovboüvi 7ia µWOTJµa Kai. is itai&tiä µaýEVOViai any(X M76 Env Ta4ij)) 
((The bell has rung and the peer group members are slowly coming back to the classroom 
after the break)) 
((ito? XES (p(ovES)) 
((background noise)) 
1Xoußsiv f acc KokXua KoXXi, a .... 1Husein Kollia Kollia 154 
((ito) , eS (po)VES)) ((background noise)) 
2ftävvrjS ((ßiß BäXXil)) xupia .. acc xoi'a xoi'a . Ka?, C-; 2Giannis ((to Vally)) Ms look look that's good right? 
((irokk cp(OvES)) 
((background noise)) 
3Xoußsiv Eka .f Kö2 Xla . Ko to acc Kokkta Kö?. Xta . 3Husein come Kollia Kollia Kollia Kollia 
4 £A, a .f &6LXXla . Kok to acc Kokkta Lf öo ýXXta 4 come Kollia Kollia Kollia [Kollia 
5Nthv'rag [acc KoWa Ko Xta= 
SNontas [Kollia Kollia= 
6Tou'rtät f? tECw= 
6Tuncay =1 say= 
7ftävvrjS =(h)apä- [(h)apä- 
7Giannis =mg- [mg- 155 
8Xou(YEiv f acc %ýookkta KoUta Kokkta.. 
8Husein [Kollia Kollia Kollia .. 9I'tävvic 61')o apa- ( ... [) apairt5QKta:: (hh) 9Giannis two nig- ( ... [) little niggers 
lOTou'rtäl [acc fq xupia 
1OTuncay [the teacher 
11 Mapia f acc il Kv pia= 
11Maria the teacher= 
12Xouaciv = acc E Eiaa ypTjyopa= 
12Husein =she's coming quick= 
13Tou'rýät = acc Koup&t[6'äv 
13Tuncay =Kurdi[stan 156 
14Xou6civ [Eka . KoUm. ff Kokkia. KoUta. Kok? a= 14Husein [come Kollia Kollia Kollia Kollia= 
15Ft6tvviig = acc äEäc Koup6t(Tiäv= 
15Giannis =long live Kurdistan= 
16Touicät f Ocalan . HKK= 
16Tuncay =Öcalan PKK= 
17N6)viag p Koup6t6iäv . ii Oct it t; .. 
154 `Kollia' (vocative of `Kollias') is Giannis' surmane/nickname (4.5.1). 
155 For the use of terms of verbal abuse as cues, see 4.5.7,7.2.5. 
156 `Kurdistan', ` long live Kurdistan' and `Öcalan PKK' are cries (4.5.4). 
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17Nontas Kurdistan what does it mean? 
18 Kovp&ißräv . Ti Oa it t; = 18 Kurdistan what does it mean? = 
19Bakkil =( [) 
19Vally =( ... [) 20Tov'rcäi acc K6XXta Kö? to Kokkta= 
20Tuncay [Kollia Kollia Kollia= 
21Xov6Eiv = acc Kokkta Kokkta.. 
21Husein =Kollia Kollia 
22Kth taq hhhhh .. 22Costas hhhhh 
23Xov6Eiv KoWa . Kokkta . acc Kö? is KoWa= 23Husein Kollia Kollia Kollia Kollia= 
24Tovicäl = acc Kokkta 2000 8paxµES.. 
24Tuncay =Kollia/kolya 157 2000 drachma 
25Xov6civ acc Kokkta io AEK Kai TO IIavaOfjvcllKÖ= 
25Husein Kollia AEK and Panathinaikos= 
26Mc? 'Eg =dec o Kok tag .. EIvai ß'ra K2 of 66nKä xpövua 26Meltem =Kollias/kolyas is in the cla[ssical period . 27Xovcsiv [acc 6' a'yaitth KoWa. (Y' ayang) 
27Husein [I love you Kollia/kolya I love you 
((6iptyxXiES)) 
((shrieks)) 
28MnaxpiE I iä::: vvrý I'iävvr1 
28Bahrye Gianni Gianni 
29Xov6siv acc Ftä:: vv1 Kö:: XXia. Kokkta. KöA, Xi. a. 
29Husein Gianni Kollia Kollia Kollia 
30M7raxptE I'tävv = 
30Bahrye Gianni= 
31Xou civ p I'iä:: vvi .. Ftä:: vvi .. Ftl :: vvi .. Fi. 
ä:: vvri .. 
31Husein =Gianni Gianni Gianni Gianni 
((7[OXXES cpwvES, ýutaiVFt 6 my al8oll6a 71 8a(MÖXa)) 
((background noise, the teacher enters the classroom)) 
32Tovität a::: Kvpia::.. EµEtq c& (... ) 
32Tuncay ah Ms we here (... ) 
33Mtt6tjnn g ax- irä:: X. q Kupia::: 
33Babis oh the teacher again 
Transcript 2 (context 5,15/3/99) 
((EXEL xiv7t1 YEI TO xoubovvi. Yta thOrlµa xai tia itaibi, ä µ(XýEÜovtcu. ßi7ä rn'yä (Tirly T471)) 
((The bell has rung and the peer group members are slowly coming back to the classroom 
after the break)) 
((itoX? eE cp(wvES)) 
((background noise)) 
%171o1)v 0 ovpavöS xai. 71 yrs. 1McXtEµ f YXuxoxapacc111 xapav .V 
1Meltem a new day is breaking the sky and the earth are shining 
2 Xäµuovv xai ßpov'roüv Tar18övi. a xai YXvxoXaXovv ia'9 vta= 
2 the nightingales are shining and the nightingales are singing= 
157 In lines 24-26, both possible translations of the word `Kollia' are provided (Giannis' 
surname/nickname and the homophonous word `kolya' meaning necklace in the local Turkish variety 
of Gazi), because it is not clear which of the two is being referred to (cf. 4.5.1). 
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3Xouc civ =ff aµnnaTO::: = 3Husein = abiato= 
4Ft vviic po XouaEiv Eivau ioü: pµiro 
4Giannis = Husein is dumb 
5MiraxpiE o I,. ävvfl Eivat-. (h)va-(hh)vät hh= 
5Bahrye Giannis is nanai 158= 
6Xou6Eiv fo Ftävviic Eivat acc (h)Kö(h)XXLa. (h)K6(hh)Uta. Kokkta. KoUta 
6Husein = Giannis is Kollia Kollia Kollia Kollia 
7 ((m tc'Exouv xai äX?. ol)) f Kö:: XAi. a Fta:: vv1::.. Ko:: X), ta Fta:: vvll:: 
7 ((others join in)) Kollia Gianni Kollia Gianni 
8 ((povo o Xoußciv)) f KöL. Ut. a I'ta:: vvrl .. (h)FtaW(hh)u1:: = 8 ((only Husein) Kollia Gianni Gianni 
9I'iävvic =p acc apanq XouaCI: v.. 
9Giannis = nigger Husein 
1OXouaciv hhhh . hhh= 1OHusein hhhh hhh= 
11 Mnaxptu =acc u ragaMaTC pe 
11Bahrye =stop (re) 159 
12FtävvrlS [p acc apäicrj Xouaci: v 
12Giannis [ nigger Husein 
13XoußEiv [p acc apoucmo ßa[kaTa 
13Husein [nigger salad 
14MnaxptE [acc xoiia KE. = 
14Bahrye [look there= 
15Xouociv p 11 MEA, tEµ swat a7Ea, t6a 
15Husein = Meltem is a cow 
16MitaxptE f ((apxicE. va a7EaYYE? ct TO iroi [Wt t S))Eiµa6'E a[oirXo. 
16Bahrye ((she starts reciting a poem)) we have no [guns 
17Nthviag [(hh) T 
17Nontas [(hh) 
18 MEX'Eµ (... )_ 
18 Meltem (... )_ 
19MiraxptE =6ta aaia= 
19Bahrye =stop= 
20Xou6Eiv =acc f a'ycXä&a MEX'rEµ= 
20Husein =Meltem is a cow lw= 
21 Kth tag =acc f I'iäv" KöXXla . 
I'Lävvq K6Xkia . Ftdvvi1 [K6XX. a 
21 Costas =Gianni Kollia Gianni Kollia Gianni [Kollia 
22Xou6Ely [accrtgvvrj 
22 [Gianni 
23 KO Xta= 
23 Kollia= 
24M7taxptE f acc notoq 4Ep-. 7rotoq 4EpEt TO itoI p. u 'rou; = 
24Bahrye =who kno- who knows his poem? = 
25M£X'teµ =_ 
25Meltem =1 ((do))= 
158 'Nanai' here could refer to the refrain of a song that goes `i nananai i naninanai'. As there is no 
video recording of the interaction, however, it is not possible to say if this word was accompanied by 
specific gestures that could aid in interpreting its meaning or why it was used in the name-calling 
activity. 
159 `Re' is an untranslatable particle. For this reason, it is henceforth been placed in single brackets. 
When used among friends, `re' and its variant `vre' denote familiarity and informality (Tannen & 
Kakava 1992). 
160 This is a reference to one of Meltem's nicknames (4.5.1). 
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26Miaxpu =it£S TO M£X[TEµ 
26Bahrye =say it Mel[tem 
27Kdx'tag Lf M£i? µ ay£[2ä6a= 
27Costas [Meltem is [a cow= 
28Mnaxpt a6'r 
28Bahrye [ssst 
29M£ktEµ =µavoi Xa µou 161 
29Meltem =oh my gosh 
((µMaiv£L 00a 71 6wnthXa- axoüyovial iroXXS (p(wvES)) 
((the teacher enters the classroom- a lot of background noise)) 
30M&iEµ (('rpEx£L 7cpog &« KxAa))) f xupi:: a::... 0 I'iävvilS µ£ cpwvä"£i 
30Meltem ((she runs towards the teacher)) Ms Giannis has been calling me 
31 .. ary£? ä: 8a= 31 a cow= 
32Aacm äXa =ii; 
32Teacher =what ((did you say))? 
33Xou6£iv äa'co Ei6L= 
33Husein leave it as is= 
34McX'E4t f Kokkia nou?, o .. £ß, 
ä'r£ 
.. 
34Meltem =I'm selling Kollia/kolya come ((and buy some)) 
((o Mir tins; biv£l. TO TO cpuXA. ä&io 6irJ 6a6Kaka)) 
((Babis hands his worksheet to the teacher)) 
35Mth iiniS xvpia . Oka XUOoS Oäval= 35Babis Ms it'll be full of mistakes= 
36AaaKä a =auiö TO (PlAkaöto 8£v Ex£L KaVFVa 'rövo .. 
36Teacher =this worksheet doesn't have a single stress 
37 äpa £Yw . 
b£v EX Q) va itäpw iihto'ra .. 
37 therefore I'm not taking it 
38( ) pp ii :: vvfl:: 
38 () Gianni 
39f' viS ff Kfl 'YKOpolb£Ü£L .. P Kav£iS aaq (... ) 
39Giannis no-one makes fun ((of me)) ( ... ) 
40AaaKä? a I'IAN[NH 
40Teacher Gia[nni 
41( ) [Fti :: vvq:: 
41( ) [Gianni 
42Xoua£iv f acc ii £ißaL m;.. apö£Spoc £i6an; .. 
42Husein who are you? are you the president? 
43Aa6KäXa Xoutöv.. 
43Teacher so 
161 Literally. 'µavovXa µov' means `my mummy'. Here it is used as an expression of surprise and it is 
translated as `oh my gosh'. 
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Transcript 3 (context 4,18/3/99) 
((Avii va ßyouv E4w aio Siä iµµa, is tai8W airocpäßiaav va µcivouv inhly iäýrl xat va 
xävouv TTjv E pyaßia nou rou; qct (36X il barncäXa i(ov AyyXix(hv)) 
((Instead of playing in the schoolyard during free time, peer group members chose to stay in 
the 4t' grade classroom and do a series of painting and writing tasks. The English language 
teacher had assigned these tasks for homework)) 
((0 Xouaciv Et aiouS 6uµ tuOrJtES iou on Ou EpOEI 11 8aathXa va iouS 
ilµwpijaei 671ct11 xävouv ito? cpaßapia. Ta nat&d öµwS xai0Cxal3aivouv on 
o Xo1)6Eiv itpo6ituOci va ioug Kopot% . Tö'rs o Touicäl (xpX'ýEt va µou 
c «'ropEi aX X; cpopE; Rou o XouccIv irpo6iräOrI(YE va Touq xopouB yet)) 
((Husein has tried to trick his peers into believing that the form teacher is 
about to come and discipline them because they were making too much noise. 
His lie is discovered and Tuncay starts telling me about other attempts 
Husein had made to con his peers)) 
lTouicäh acc ((ac µhva)) ö? o Vtgaia , ESL ..... ((o XOVxEiv)) Kai 0 (Dä- . 1Tuncay ((to me)) he ((Husein)) lies all the time and to Fa and to Fanis 
2 xat ai0 Mävin . nou ilpOc x'rcg .. 
fX ci Ö'Cn 
. il xopia 
7[ yc (Y' 6k), o axoX io . 2 who came ((back to school)) yesterday he said our teacher had 
3 (hh)O?, o (hh)yJEI (hh)TflS swat auiög.. 
3 gone to another school he's such a liar he is 
4riävvic o Xovßci:: v= 
4Giannis Husein= 
5Xov6Eiv =acc Mnpoüicivo Il ey, yäpt .. 
5Husein =Bronze Moon 162 
6Tou'rcat a- acc Kagaft rEc . 
Ka66Eýs noukacl au'röS . 
6Tuncay a- Cassettes 163 he sells Cassettes 
7Ft(xvvic O XO'U6EI:: v= 
7Giannis Husein= 
8Xovßsiv = acc Exst Mirpoü'rýivo (Dsyyapt rnjµEpa 
8Husein = there is a Bronze Moon tonight 
9Bä? X1 Exci, ntpoürCivo p 977 i. 
Wally there is a bronze moon? 
1 OKwaiaS vat.. [ ((ipayoubä)) Mitpoüicivo I cyyä:: pl 
1OCostas yes [((he sings)) Bronze Moon 
11Xoußsiv [xupia::.. acc Mnpoüicivo I cyyapi Eibai. Eav 
11Husein [Ms you are the Bronze Moon 
12BakX1 µRpoü[Tý1- 
12Vally bron[z- 
13Tou'rbäi [f xupia::. ýEps. S iov ArriXa; .. 'rpa'you& GTIjq 
[Siva. 
13Tuncay [Ms do you know Attila? he's a [singer 
14Bakkq [acc 6Xt 6Ev iov 
Wally [no I don't know 
15 4Fpc)= 4Ep(D .. 
SEV toy 
15 him I don't know him= 
16(D i= acc Kupia . Eyth 'toy diva ... wpaia ipayovöäci= 
16Fanis = Ms I told you about him he sings well= 
17Xovßsiv =f Mnpofrr wo (D cyä:: pt .. 
181-lusein =Bronze Moon 
162 Because 'Bronze Moon' refers to Tuncay's nickname (4.5.1), it has been capitalised throughout 
Transcirpt 3. 
163 Because `Kassettes' refers to Husein's nickname (4.5.1), it has also been capitalised. 
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18BäXa,, q ... ) p Ti, ipa-(ou&äßi; ( 18Vally ... ) what does he sing? ( 
19Xouaciv L ff a::::: .. 6EX(o Mapoi)-Qvo (DEyyäpt= 19Husein [ah I want Bronze Moon= 
20Bäa, ), lq =iivai [To- . u. npovrCivo cpEyyägn; .... 
20Vally =what does bronze moon mean? 
21liävvflS ff [a::: ayöpaaE TO . TO MRpoviýlvo (DEyyäpi (701) .... ä::: µa Ana:::.. 2lGiannis uh buy your your Bronze Moon you really got 
22( ) [( ... ) 23I'iävvi1S µaq E" : 7Cpi4c:: S= 
23Giannis on our nerves= 
24Mthnnic =yia va µu iou &x ct xai K% n twpia ((iou Xou6Eiv))11 xupia .. 
24Babis =so that the teacher doesn't punish him ((Husein)) 
25I'LävvrlS f ytaii voµiý£tq 6cv Exsi (päE. 
25Giannis why you think he hasn't been ((punished for lying)) 
26 xaxaxa. Kak6::: E::::; = 
26 hahaha that's a good one right 161? 
27Bdata - (... ) .. =mroXü Ka: X6 .. c::: 90-06 27Vasia very good a amazing (... ) 
28 ((ipayou&ä)) dec Mmtpoviýivo (DEyyä:: pt::.. Mnpoüiýivo 1 cryä:: pi,::.. 
28 ((she sings)) Bronze Moon Bronze Moon 
29 Eiaa KäVE1.. P Mitpovictvo t cyyä:: pi,::.. ff Mmcpoü'r, ivo'I yyä:: pt [3sec] 
29 that's how ((he)) sings ((it)) Bronze Moon Bronze Moon 
0wvk)) 
((background noise)) 
30Toui(ät f mtotoq Eir' auto; 
30Tuncay who said that? 
31Bäßia L; sYxcO; . mroiö; . Ti; ... io 
Mnpoviýivo (DFyy6tp 
31Vasia me? what? what ((did I say))? Bronze Moon? 
32Touicäi Wt. 
32Tuncay yes 
((o Touicät'S ipapdEi. 'ta µaß,,.. ä)) 
((Tuncay pulls her hair)) 
33Bä61a f a::::: .. ff Kupia:: toväcw: "= 
33Vasia ah Ms it hurts= 
34Xou6Eiv acc Mnpoü'rctvo (Dcyyäpi .. 
34Husein Bronze Moon 
35Bäcna acc Mmrpoüiclvo l cyyäpl ( ... ) IExyäpt 
Mmrpovi ivo 
35Vasia Bronze Moon ( ... ) Bronze Moon 
36Touciät acc "pia:: au'1 simrc ( ... 
) 
36Tuncay Ms she said ( ... ) 
56Touiýäi f auto ((o papxaböpog)) eivai xaXw hvo .. a- . acc nouavou 
`v' auT6; [2sec] 
56Tuncay this ((marker)) is broken oh whose is this? 
(((p(OvES)) 
((background noise)) 
57Mapia p (( ipa'youbä)) ` Micpoü'rcrvo 1yyä:: pt= 
57Maria ((she sings)) Bronze moon= 
58I iävv'9S =xa-ßßl TO cpEyyä:: pi= 
58Giannis =the moon like a boat= 
59Mapia =((ipaYoub('X)) ` xa:: pä:: (3t TO cpc)yä:: pi .. 
59Maria =((she sings)) the moon like a boat 
60MEX'r4t ((ip0Lyou8ä)) xa[pä::: t TO cpE[](yä:: pt . 
164See 4.5.2 regarding the use of one-liners from Greek TV sources. 
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60Meltem ((she sings) the [moon is like a [boat 
61 Mapia ((ipayou6a)) [` xa:: pa- Ina-, -. -. Pt . 61Maria ((she sings)) [moon [boat 
62Fi. avvllq acc Eka Tovvi(äi.. (... ) . 62Giannis come on Tuncay (... ) 
63Mapia ff ((nplyyXuq))= 
63Maria ((shrieks))= 
64M£X'r t =, ff a::::: . 64Meltem =aouch 
65riävvr]S (hhh)avi' fjiave .. auöc rjTavC PE .. 65Giannis it was she it was he (re) 
66Mapia ff ? outö::: v äou: " .. 66Maria right aouch 
Transcript 4 (context 4,18/3/99) 
((Avii va (3youv E4w a'ro biäa, ct t tu, is iraihi. ä airocpäßlßav va µcivouv (Fv iä411 xal va 
Kavouv ir1v c pyaßia 7tou ioug eXet (3ä? i q SaaKdka icov AyyA, tKthv)) 
((Instead of playing in the schoolyard during free time, peer group members chose to stay in 
the 4`h grade classroom and do a series of painting and writing tasks, which the English 
language teacher had assigned for homework)) 
1Tovicäl rtq npo rdactq (((Yia A'yyktKa)) 6ev ExavES; 
1Tuncay you haven't done the sentences ((in English))? 
2() a-. co-. w- 
2() 000 
3Bärna f (('rpayovbä (Y'o µuxpogxovo)) Ti xap&i :: pov x'r wtä:: = 
3Vasia ((sings in the mic)) my heart is throbbing= 
4Tovicäl = acc äv rc (püryc. Baut), on t'ra 999 [2 sec] 
4Tuncay =go away Vasipolita 999165 
5I'tävvrjS yta va 6oü tc pE Nthvia ((ii Exctq xävci)) 
5Giannis let's have a look (re) Nonta 
6MEXtE t av'rö ((o p apxa80po5)) sivai MA .. ltäpC .... Kt Eycw p' av'ö 
Exava 
.. xoiia .. 
6Meltem this ((marker)) is a good one take it I used the same one look 
7B6ß, ), 1 p (... ) µs µVRMKVO 
Wally (... ) with typ-ex 
8NthvtuS acc 8E ivy sial . T(opa 7tov ToXet KavC1 
Eibi= 
8Nontas it can't be done now ((this way)) he's done it that way= 
9MEXtE t =cwpaia rival Eibi ... 
9Meltem =it looks nice this way 
1ONcihv'raS TO 4avarypägxo . 
lONontas I'm re-writing it 
11Bduta (('rpayovSä)) f uu ovµsxE:: ii µCxE:: tn .. 
11Vasia ((she sings)) atsoumeketi meketi 166 
12Ft6vvrjS (('rpa'yov6ä)) ff acc tu: : papa- tu:: papgv . 
12Giannis ((he sings)) tarara tararan 
13M£X'Eµ f acc cinkil beli Kok ba. kari_: ji. 
13Meltem tsinkil beli shock bashkarishi tsiligil 
165 This is one of Vasia's nicknames (4.5.1). 
166 In lines 11- 18, peer group members sing songs that are made up of what appear to be nonsense 
words. The song they sing, however, has traces of the English Christmas carol `Jinggle Bells', which 
pupils had learned in the foreign language centres they attended to study English. 
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14 ciligil . ((rpayov&ä Kat i Baum)) ff acc beli Kok baýkari:: si . 14 tsiligil ((Vasia joins her)) beli shock bashkarishi 
15 ciligit beli Kok baykari:: si . ((ipayou86 µövo ii MEX'rEµ)) ff acc ciligil(hhh)= 15 tsiligit beli shock bashkarishi ((only Meltem sings)) tsiligil= 
16Bäana =f tc ouKOU%µ1tE:: = 
16Vasia =tsukulbe= 
17F vvic =vä io:: 
17Giannis =here [it is 
18Tov'rcäi [t6ovyKOUA. J! K L. [T6oU'YKou? yKE:: 
18Tuncay [tsugulge [tsugulge 
19f'Lävvq [ak, ftta 
. acc KaA, 
ä mac Mapia; .. 19Giannis [really are you with it Maria? 
20Mapia f Vat::; 
20Maria yes? 
21I'iävviic µövo mou xpei ä 'cat mpä vo c&cö ((6u cn ý µaia 7101) cW ypwpist))= 
21Giannis only it needs green here ((for the flag she is painting))= 
22Mapia =E:::. äaivo EXCO aCt. 
22Maria =huh I've used green 
Transcript 5 (context 4,15/3/99) 
((0 Mttäµmlc £ival iiµcoprlµEVOS airö 8a6K6Xa ytaii S£v EKavc nnS EpyaßicS iou yi, a io 
airiil Kai EXEC µ£ivEi, jth a oTo Si64t tu yia va Ttq KävFt. H MiraxpEE £xct µ£iv£. REßa yi(X va 
TEWO)CFE . Ttg £p'YaoIES tiic itou 
icV 7Lp6Xa4E to unfit. H BÖrnu (itou £xEt K(I, VEt Tng Ep'yacIE5 
tic) ßonOä iouq buo 6vµµaOri'rES rqS gE Ttq 6tKtES iouS)) 
((Babis has been grounded by the form teacher during the break for not having done his 
homework. He was thus forced to stay in to do it. Bahrye has chosen to stay in to complete 
the same homework, while Vasia (who has done her homework) is helping her two classmates 
with theirs)) 
((H Bäma, nou .t xpt ro u 
ýuypa pti c aiov ni'vaxa, 1n yaivE. xai aYEKEiat 
irävw aiö iov M7c6µUM Yta va SEL thy TFXFicu6s nS cpya6icg iou)) 
((Varia who has been doodling on the blackboard moves over to Babis to 
check on how he's progressing with his homework)) 
1Bä6La a:::: x.. T641GJ6£S PE; 
1Vasia oh have you finished (re)? 
2M2Iäµurflg 'r£k£lthv o .... TO irrjpa .. 2Babis I'm finishing I took it 
((&aßäý£L aura Rou Ex£i ypäyV£L)) 
((he is reading aloud what he has written)) 
3 £yw- 001- Kouvl£: µai . £66- 
Oct- KouvtE: ßai, = 
3I will be swinging you will be swinging= 
4B6tßla =ff va Sw 'n Ex£ic ypäyv£L ßp£ ... ((6taß*t)) *yciý: 
8a- KpaT tat . 
4Vasia =let me see (vre) 167 what you've written ((she reads)) I will be holding 
5 £ßv 9a- xpaiLE: 6ut . auiöS Oct xpailE: iat .. acc µ£ KaVEVa 'cövo .... 
5 you will be holding he will be holding with no stress 
6f £µ£IS. EMEI:::: E; .. acc ax- Oct Tov cxo'rchßw ax-= 
6 we we 168? ah- I'm going to kill him ah-= 
167 `Vre' is a variant of `re' and it's an untranslatable particle. When used among friends, `vre' denotes 
familiarity and informality (Tannen & Kakava 1992). 
168 Babis has misspelled the is` person plural personal pronoun `Eµciq' ('emeis'). Instead of [emeis], has 
written [emis]. 
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7Mt txgq =p acc ((6taß4ct ö, it 6xEt yp(XyiEl)) cych E0-6 Eµzig .. 713abis =((he reads what he has written)) I you we 
8Bäßia ax- ax- f Mirapth 9a TO ßxoicixac) .. ax- ax- .... 8Vasia uh uh Barhye I'm going to kill him uh uh 
9 acc EXa va Sctg ltc)S ExEi Ypayr£i TO `EREtq' ... 9 come and see how he spelled `we' 
10Micaxpu ff E:: MEI:: E; 
1OBahrye we? 
11Bauta c ciS; .p Eka . 11Vasia you? come 
12M7axpt f TO `EacIS' ;. 
12Bahrye ((how has he spelled)) `you'? 
Mama hakt ((to i5to ), Oog)) 
13Vasia again ((the same mistake)) 
14MitaxptE ff E::::; .. &v Eivat µs:::. E'rßi ((to ypäq ci utov itivaxa)) 14Bahrye uh? isn't it spelled like this ((she writes on the blackboard)) 
15M=äµu is E:: 1u/i oy LY w: Ta:: 
15Babis epsilon giota 169 
16Bärta `a- a- a-.. ['n;:: 
16Vasia aaa [what ((is this))? 
17MitaxptE ((ypäq ct ßiov lrivaxa)) [c:: uIc .... E:: Yci, .... av: ioi.... 
17Bahrye ((she writes on the blackboard)) [we you they 
18 [ax- pc- ... [iiitoia 6E 4EpciS ps Mitaµ7ivivo .. 18 [uh (re) [you don't know anything (re) Babinino 
20Bauta [acc xat xavEVa [iövo 3Eßai, a 
20Vasia [and no [stress of course 
21M7i%tnij Mnaµntvivo; 
. acc 
6E µE X &E Mnapittyiyo .. 
21Babis Babinino? I'm not called Babimno 170 
22MnaxpiE (SE N£ Vo1Ö Ct .. Mnapii, Xivo 6E , EVE . MnEY 7c No hhhh = 22Bahrye I don't care you're called Babilino Babylino hhhh= 
23Bäßia =((itpoS Mit(µiri))fff 'a ((Ttq a6x1'j6Etg))= 
23Vasia =((to Babis)) do ((your homework))= 
24Miräµ S =((npoq Bauta)) µutopcIS va TO xouvIja£tq aviö io 6aXruXo . 
24Babis =((to Vasia)) can you move this finger 
25 iron TO ExcLS E4w; .. 25 you have uncovered 171 
26Bauta vat. auto.. 
26Vasia yes this ((one I can)) 
169 'Epsilon giota' is spelled [ei], as in `emeis' ('we'), `eseis' ('you'), is` and 2'd person plural 
respectively. 
170 Indeed, Babis' nicknames were `Babilino' and `Babylino' (4.5.1). 
171 Vasia had had an accident and, at the time, her right arm was in a plaster. 
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Transcript 6 (context 6,17/3/99) 
((H MitaypiE xpaiä Eva µuxpö xaßß£iiöcpwvo ROD I ci cvawµa'rogvvo Eva .w pöcxwvo. TTlq To fo S(x c1. 'yla va µayvrlioc O)V fl6El is Rat6ta ßio &i Xclµµa)) 
((Bahrye is holding a small tape-recorder with an in-built microphone. I have given her the 
tape-recorder to record interactions during free time in the schoolyard)) 
((H Mitaxpuu xparä io Ku cYcTriöcpwvo µirpoßiä ßiov Tou'rcäi xai 'tov 2r(xpoipivsi va nXi ci)) ((Bahrye is holding the tape-recorder in front of Tuncay, urging him to talk)) 
1Miraxpth ff Tuncay 
. acc 
karat karic 172 
1 Eka Tou rat neq Kart 
lBahrye come on Tuncay say something 




((0 Tour th 7t? rnÖ c 7rEpl6(Y0'rcpo 'riiv Mir(xxptE)) 
((Tuncay moves closer to Bahrye who is holding the mic)) 
4Toviýät ((and MiaxpiE)) acc EXa E'ka ff [M7ta xi: hhhh 
4Tuncay ((to Bahrye)) come on come on [Babaki 173 (i. e. cotton) hhhh 
5Miraxpth [hhhhhhh 
5Bahyre [hhhhhhh 
6NCbviaq acc (h)Tov(hh)'rýa Mov(hh)'rýa . 6Nontas Tudza Mudza 174 
7Mnaxpth Tunca 
. a- . sen (... ) birakmayin ben birakmacayim= 7Bahrye Tudza a- you (... ) don't let me neither shall I= 
8Toutc h =Baµ [(3äxi. 
8Tuncay =Vam[vaki 
9Nchvraq acc [Toviýa Moviýa= 
9Nontas [Tudza Mudza= 
IOMicaxpth =hhhhhh 
1OBahrye =hhhhhh 
11Tovitäi Baµ[(hh) 3a(h)Kt 
11Tuncay Vam[vaki 
12( ) (... ) 
13MnaxpiE [hhhh. 
13Bahrye [hhhh 




((0 N(viaq aitoµaxpüvEiai arö Trlv Miiaxpi£ xat iov Toviýäi)) 
((Nontas moves away from Bahrye and Tuncay)) 
16Nwvraq pp Toüica Moüica . 16Nontas Tudza Mudza 
17Tov'rcat pp ((6io pi, xpöcp(Ovo)) o N(oviaq Eiva. ito? xaXö itathi 
172 The literal meaning of the verb `kart§mak' is `to mix'. In this context, it is used in the imperative 
form (second person) to elicit some contribution from Tuncay. That is why it has been translated into 
English as `come on say something'. 
173 `Babaki' and its variant `Vamvaki' are Nontas' nicknames and they mean `cotton' (4.5.1). Because 
both nicknames are used in Transcript 6, a phonetic transcription has been provided rather than an 
English translation in order to indicate the alternation between the two nicknames. 
174 This is one of Tuncay's nicknames (4.5.1). 
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17Tuncay ((directly in the mic) Nontas is a really nice kid 
18Mnaxpu f aa- . 4Epstq Ti Eirc; .. 
ff o Nc)viaS Mat iroXi xaXO malbi .. 18Bahrye aa- do you know what he said? ((he said)) Nontas is a really nice kid 
19Touitäi ((aiov Ntvca)) f 4Epciq it Eiira; 
19Tuncay ((to Nontas)) do you know what I said? 
((0 Toutcth airo taxpvvE'rw. arö ii Mit(XxplE)) 
((Tuncay moves away from Bahrye)) 
Transcript 7 (context 4,18/3/99) 
((Avii, va (3youv Eýcw 6io SiäXELµµa, 'ca tathu atocpärnc uv VOL µsivouv 6lv T6471 xat va 
xävouv iflv cpyaotu iron iouS Exot 064t fl 6WTK6 .a iev AyyXtKd v)) ((Instead of playing in the schoolyard during free time, peer group members chose to stay in 
the 40' grade classroom and do a series of painting and writing tasks, which the English 
language teacher had assigned for homework)) 
((axoüryoviat 7toXX g cp(0vES)) 
((a lot of background noise can be heard)) 
1Nüwv'ruS f acc ßirJ xupia cm xupia 71ou xävE'E TO" cpaßapia 
1Nontas I'll tell the teacher you are making so much noise 
2Mapia ff acc ii 6ES ps Nwvra &n iwpa::; = 
2Maria what do you want now (re) Nontas? = 
3Bäßla =ii 9cc pc Nthv'ra::; .. (hh)0E(hh)Xc S ii(hh)iro'ra; hhh= 3Vasia =what do you want now (re) Nontas? you want something? = 
4Tovität =acc aKdae ps Bä ma 
4Tuncay =shut up (re) Va[sia 
5NcihviaS Lf Scv Exot xävsl'. S Ep'yaGIES TOD . 71ou ioiuxci (3äA t 'q 
5Nontas [he ((Babis)) hasn't done the homework the teacher 
6 xvpla .. cviä: Et; = 6 told him to do ok? = 
7MEX'rEµ =xa. 6EVa VU IM 6c EvbtacgEpci.... p ipcA, o:: = 
7Meltem =and that's none of your business you nutty= 
8Mapia =avöc Oäpe a&iäßaaioS . 
8c OäpOE Eaü . 
Maria =it is he who hasn't done his homework not you 
9Tovität p ä: vis pc Cumbul= 
9Tuncay come off with it (re) Cumbul= 
1OMEa, 'rEµ =f ä6E µa; pc Tovvica Moüvita:: Movvica Moüvica: = 
10Meltem = leave us alone (re) Tunzda Mundza Mundza Munzda= 
11Tovi(ät =be: n mi suledim? 
11Tuncay =did I say that? . 
12Bäßla V E:: p. 6ov?, E.. µnsjýi ßov?; [4sec] 
12Vasia bem sule bemi sule? 
(((XxoüyovTat ROW; (pcwvEg)) 
((a lot of background noise can be heard)) 
13Tovicäl xoiia.. icoX O)paio "µaia Exava .. 
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Transcript 8 (context 5,18/3/99) 
((EXEt x uinjact TO xou801')vi 'ia &äAEiµµa xai u puxä irat&t rival axöµa ßßv 26411.0 
Xouc ctv 64EiäýEt TO nKpö xaac ETTO(P ovo Rou xpi t oitouih yia gay%MTOCpwvij6ciS)) 
((The bell has rung for the break and some peer group members are still lingering in the 
classroom. Husein is examining the small tape-recorder I have been using)) 
1r'tävvi g 614µcpa Oa RC'Wt ßö? to .. 
((1L), 1j61äýEt toV Xoucciv)) a::.. 
1Giannis ((s/he)) will go for walk today ((he approaches Husein)) ah 
2 ((to µa'yvriiöcp(0vo)) itaicEi... 
2 it's recording 
((0 I'1. ävviic Kai 0 Xou6Eiv E4Eiäýouv io µayvi ti q ovo. BpI(Kouv Eva Kouµti 
nou ypä(pE. `rec')) 
((Giannis and Husein examine the tape-recorder. They find a button that 
reads `rec' for record)) 
3Xou6Eiv f pEKÖpv'r .. NONE l; .... 
[pEK.. ipapaEi; 
3Husein record is it recording? [rec is it recording? 
417t vvil [pEK 
4 [rec 
5Xou6Eiv ((no µHKpö(wvo)) f Fi. i. Fi. avvä. Köa. X. a .. 
5Husein ((in the microphone)) Giachi Gianna Kollia 
6r. ävviig Xou6Ei: v . 6Giannis Husein 
7Xou6Eiv ((ßäýEi to uKou6ttKa)) a:: . 
7Husein ((he puts on the earphones)) ah 
81tavvilq X01) 
8Giannis Hus= 
9XOU6EiV =6:::.. 6::: 
9Husein =shsh shsh 
10I'. äwr)S 11 Ep µou TÖxcl 7LEl 6Erv KUpla XOUxEIV . Öt- [acc Ö'n ßpiýEig 
10Giannis my mother has told the teacher Husein tha- [that you insult 
11Xou6Eiv [a:: acc ltEpiµCVE 6: 
11Husein [shsh hold on shsh 
12]FLävvrlS io ERcövvµö µov= 
12Giannis my surname= 
13Xou6Eiv =((yi, a ioug 0op15(3ouS itou KävEt TO µa'yVrjtö(p(0vO)) cwPaio . 
13Husein =((comments on the noises the tape-recorder is making)) cool 
1417tavv7jS acc nEpiµEvc va 6ou itco .. Tl Kupi- acc. 1 ßa ,ä µou iöxct Mt 
14Giannis let me tell you something the tea- my mother has told 
15 (5tlV KUpla OTt you PPigFtS to Eitthvu . tO .. Kau 1i Kupia EIXE 1LEt . 
15 the teacher that you insult my name and the teacher had said 
16 6a tov oruyupI(co EYd = 
16 I'll take care of him= 
17 Xouasiv =iro? i5 wpaio . ((BivEi io 
Cvu aKou6tLKO 6tO Ft6CCvvi1 
17Husein =((this is)) very good ((Husein gives one of the earphones to Giannis and 
18 Kai KpaiäEi io äXXo)) 71äpio . a- 
18 holds on to the other one)) take it oh- 
19 6E ylvE'Lal auto; ... auto 
5E yivEtat ((ta aKou(tlK SEv µltopoÜV va 
19 can't we do this? we can't do this ((the earphones can not be 
20 )Cc0pi(Yio1, v)) 
20 separated)) 
21rlävvlIS f äKoUacg; .. 
äKOU va 5Et; . 
[7LOU 'rmpitEig. 
21Giannis did you hear ((what I said))? listen to me [instead of screaming 
22Xouasiv [Tivai auto; wpaio Eivat . 
2211usein [what's this? it's cool 
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23 acc xoiia va bstq .. Fiat KaM (('to µaYvi ti y(0vo)) .. 
23 look that's the noise it's making ((the tape-recorder)) 
((o Xou6Eiv µtµsiiai To Oöpußo Rcou xävst TO pavyr tT gxovo MOW; yp(XcgEt)) 
((Husein is imitating the noise the tape-recorder is making, while it is 
recording)) 
24 f aµnXa(hh)µinka utka(hhh)[tnkair t? a(hh).. (hhh)µnXa tnk%mXa(hh) . wpa-to 
24 abla(hh)blabla(hh)blabla(hh) (hhh)blablabla(hh) cool 
25Ftavv1S ävrc ( ... ) PE Xou6Eiv . 
25Giannis yeah right ( ... ) (re) Husein 
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APPENDIX V. TRANSCRIPTS (INTERACTIONS IN 
INSTITUTIONALLY ORIENTED CONTEXTS) 
The transcription notations are in Appendix II/A-B 
Transcript 1 (context 1,30/3/99; with the teacher for the class history project) "s 
Centre Periphery 
((i Ba(YKäXa 7päcpc1 GTOV lrivaKa)) 
((the teacher is writing on the blackboard)) 
1Tou'ýät ((EitavaXaµß(YvE. ö, 'ri. (Xv'rrypäcpE1)) 
1Tuncay ((he repeats what he is copying)) 
2 f a- o ä:: pxovias .... acc y%ta 2 ah the ruler the eraser Gianni 
2 Ftävvrj 
.... f 'yöpa .... 2 the eraser 
3 Xov Fiv ((6to ptKpogx)vo)) 
3Husein ((in the microphone)) 
4 pK6: Ua. KO: XXta.. 
4 Kollia Kollia 
4 K6: XXla(hh) . 5 Kollia 
6Tou'rýäi ((EIava?, aµ(3ävct)) fo äp; ov'rag .. 
6Tuncay ((he repeats)) the ruler 
7 (((Yrov Xou cIv)) acc (p 15 yc pE= 
7 ((to Husein)) go away (re)= 
8 XoußEiv =p Kokkta:: . 8Husein =Kollia 
9Tov r(at autöS EiiE . Ko a. 
9Tuncay he said Kollia 
1OMiräµrrig pp K6XX. a cpopäw . 10Babis Kollia I'm wearing 
11 KOkkta. 
11 Kollia/kolya 
12Xov6Eiv acc a:: au'r6q cite . 
12Husein a he said 
13 o apiOµög. PP () 
13 the number ( ... ) 
14 Kai E'yw Eypayya (... )_ 
14 and I wrote ( ... 15Tou'rýäh a'rtar6:::.. Kö:: XXta 
15Tuncay atiato [Kollia= 
16XouuEiv [p acc cici 
16Husein [tsitsi 
17 bana. cici bana(hh) 
17 bana tsitsi bana 176 
((ýa(Pvuth yivETat iIOXÜ (Pa6apia KaM ; of µaOr tT 
175 I use a parallel column format to capture more adequately the wa y backstage playful talk is 
produced during whole-group instruction (cf. Ribeiro 1993). 
176 ' ` ' This is a hybrid form of the two most commonly used on e-liners from cici meme Turkish: ( cute 
boobs') and `gel bana' (`come to me') (cf. 4.5,. 2). 
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avii-ypäcpovv aItö iov ltixaxa K(1t µt, ouv pziaEü ioug)) 
((suddenly there is a lot of commotion in the classroom, 
as the pupils continue copying what the teacher has been 
writing on the blackboard and start talking among themselves)) 
Transcript 2 (context 1, with the teacher for the class history project, 30/3/99) 
Centre Periphery 
IAaßxäA, a av bcv cI irokka xýpäcpia 
Macher if he didn't have enough food 
2 7ta va 'ta 6pEiy t .. µicopoii c 2 for his children 
3 is itau5iä iou va 'tu irov2 yci .. 3 he could sell them 
4Bärnu MxTaxa(3a .. 
4Vasia right 
5([... ) 5Mnot[t7 g 
5([... ) 5Babis 
6() 6Tovicäi 
6(... ) 6Tuncay 
7 
7 
[pF, 4 tat AµitviouXäy:: (hh) 
[I'm Abdullah 177 
((aio fli vvrl)) p h4E(hh)pstq 
((to Giannis)) do you know 
Ti Eiits; . 
AµirviouX(hh) . 
what he said? Abdullah 
8AaaKaka f dec ypägxo . Bleacher I'm writing 
9 öii, E[xoUN£ RFt..... 91 \äwiig [acc pä tir %uEE 
9 what [we said 9Giannis [long live 
((i 8aCM6k(X 'ypäcpei aiov icivaxa)) 10 Kovp& thv= 
((the teacher i s writing on the blackboard)) 10 Kurdistan= 
11Mith 
. ur S =acc p 
äµi¬ 
. 
11Babis =long live 
120aGKaka ((&apacE 0, T t EXFt YpaTFt)) ((ot µaO71TES av'r ypä(povv)) 
12Teacher ((reads what she has written)) ((the pupils are copying)) 
13 f icavrEpaS ... 13 father 
1417tavvrjg acc p xäiaE PE . 
14Giannis sit down (re) 
15Aa6KäXa f0 ira'Epac . itoUXäci. 
15Teacher the father sells 
16 is . irathiä tov . 
16 his children 
177 Here Babis is referring to Abdullah Öcalan (4.5.5). 
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Transcript 3 (context 1,18/3/99, with the English language teacher) 
((H 8aGKa), a E ci aiaµa'r1 I TO thOr1µa yia va ßo'nNEi [tm %m8a µaBitthv 7101) ypäcpEt TO 
BLay(0vißµa TTIq irEpaaµ£vr1S c oµä6ag)) 
((The English language teacher has put the lesson on hold to help a group of pupils who are 
taking an exam they had missed the previous week)) 




























((ipa'you6äci)) Yci-ä aag . gE Xvc HO-7M . Ga 'n yla-yta µov TTJv ((she raps)) hi there my name is Popi just like my granny 
KaXXto-n, q . ax va µE ), £-yavc Kv1E: Xi- .. Kalliopi oh how I wish my name were Kiveli 
f `pou iijpc ((o N(iwraq)) (... ) . he ((Nontas)) took my ( ... ) f pc- . E: ), a .. acc va 7räpsig TO Sixö 6ov= (re) come on take your own ((thing))= 
=6a 6E ßxoiw: a(O .. 
=I'm gonna kill you 
f OIXco va 4Epco 'yLa t, :. yuaii: 
I wanna know why why 
P(... ) 
acc ä6E µaq .. Eivan noXü µEydko . av 
O XELS va µd0Ftq .. 
leave us alone for your information it's very big 
f 6E, %co va 4Epw ytaii::.. 6EW va 4Epw ylaii= 
I wanna know why I wanna know why 
=acc EXa PE .q pio . (DEPTO 
McaiE:: p. 
=come on (re) give it back give it back ((to me)) Meltem 
f M&r4t O(3a? = 
Meltem Ovali = 
=p Týovµitoi X= 
=Cumbul 178= 
f ß'ro (h)tE,, oS 'i1S (hh)6T15 ... 
=((you'll get it back)) at the (h)end of (hh)6th grade 
(((Xxoüys'r(Xi cpaGapia)) 
((background noise)) 
Transcript 4 (context 1,30/3/99; with teacher for the history project) 
Centre 
((OL µaOrj ce aviiypa(povv an6 'rov lrivaxa 
ö, Tn E ct ypä ci il ba«ithXa. H baßxäXa xoith c 
TLS m jict(ih(Y£tq 'r ic)) 
((The pupils are copying from the blackboard 
what the teacher has written. The teacher is 
looking through her notes)) 
lrlävvr (((TTl b(xaäXa)) apltayij::; .. 
1Giannis ((to the teacher)) capture? 
2 iivat au'rö; . 
178 This is one of Meltem's nicknames, see 1.5.1. 
Periphery 
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2 what does that mean? 
3AaaKuka ap7tuyil; .. a 7tä w. 3Teacher capture? to capture 
4 öcv EiltaµE . 4 didn't we say 
5 OT ta itä avc avOpwirouS; .... 5 that they would capture people? 
6Xou6Eiv acc xupia va TO 7päyroupc; .. 6Husein should we write it down? 
7Au6 ?, a xai a ira ypaWTF, .. 7Teacher and write `capture' 
8Xouaciv p gei bana 
8Husein come to me 
9Bäaia ((ypäcpcl)) a[p:: na'yi 9Touicäi [(hh)avi6::: µa::: 
9Vasia ((she writes)) ca[pture 9Tuncay [mummy ma 
1OMitä ig pA nrvTouXä: x(hh) 
1OBabis Abdullah 
11Tou'rýäh f a::: acc xupia .. itßiou auiouvov .. 11Tuncay ah Miss tell him 
12 o?, o- . Aµiviov2, A, EEi .. 12 he is saying Abdullah all the time 
13 a- p Koup&Lß'räv hh 
13 ah Kurdistan 
1417tamIS TO McathI ((o Mthjnr S)) 66V sivw. xa2, = 
14Giannis the boy ((Babis)) is not well= 
150aaxäXa ff ii:: yivcia. Touicäl . EKEL axptßtc; 
15Teacher =exactly what's going on there Tuncay? 
l6Touicäh p hhhh 
16Tuncay hhhh 
Transcript 5 (context 1,30/3/99, with the teacher for the history project) 
Centre Periphery 
((OL µaO'qtES av'n'ypäcpouv aia TEipä&iä 'rouS 1Xoußsiv p anja_: µuvi:: = 
auiä Rou 7päcpci, q baßxäX(x c'rov 2rivaxa)) 1Husein anja mini 
179= 
((The pupils are copying what the teacher 2Touicäi =a- . 
is writing on the blackboard)) 2Tuncay =a 
3BäXa, q p'rival auiö; .. 
Wally what does this mean? 
4 µaµä µou; 
4 mummy? 
5Touicät p xupia . acc xoviä 6 
5Tuncay Miss he doesn't behave 
6 µaµä iou 8E xävE. vial= 
6 that way with his mum= 
7Xouasiv =` aßä::: . 
7Husein =mummy 
8Miräµ S p avE . 
8s ai taivEt µaµä; 
8Babis doesn't ane mean mum? 
9BäXXrl anne . 
179 `Anja' sounds like a playful rendition of `anne/anna' (meaning mother in Standard Modem Turkish) 
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15Ammocka =f yWa VOL 9uµöaactE xaA, . 15Teacher =so that you remember 
16 61'Rka 6iq ), F, 411 7rEi aria . 16 ((the connection)) I'm writing the word 









ö:: xt. [anne: 
[avyE 
no its [anne 






Transcript 6 (context 1,26/4/99, with the English language teacher) 
((H SaaxäO, a E411yci irIv airovaia 7t21ODvitxoü (XptOµov aia siri9Eia 
ma AyyXtxä)) 
((The English language teacher is explaining the absence of plural case- 
marking in adjectives in English)) 
1Aa6x(XA, a f SSV uropth va PdkO) G' Eva c7tIOsio `ES' . Kai va itc) .. `tails' Macher I can't add an `s' to an adjective and say `tails' 
2Xouaciv ((EitavaX(Xµßävct 0, T t EIRE 'q Sac ith2 u)) ion . 
2Husein ((repeats what the teacher said)) tols 
3E? 9-.. `smalls' 
3Eleni or `smalls' 
4Xou6Eiv ((c7tavaX0Cµ(3äcv6t ö, 'n, siirE 116aGKO a)) 'rc oi'r6S . 
4Husein ((repeats what the teacher said)) choichs 




5Eleni what would that be? [it would be a very silly mistake 
6Kth ta5 [, q Baum_ 
6Costas [Vasia 
7Touiýäl hhh ii:: (hh)Bäma .. (hh)Eiirc-= 
7Tuncay Vasia made-= 
8Xou6Eiv fcä:: X xoi66tva .. 
8Husein =a very silly mistake 
9( ) p hhhh 
9( ) hhhh 
1OAw Kx Xa f Xoutöv . 
180 In standard Modern Turkish, the double [n] in `anne' are stressed. In her turn (line 9), the researcher 
repeats the word `anne' by stressing the double [n]. 
181 In the following lines (11-14), Tuncay and Husein disagree whether the word is `anne' or `anna'. In 
fact, `anna' is a variant of `anne'. 
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lOTeacher so 
11 Tou'rcäi f Koißäva. 
11Tuncay a silly mistake 
12Aacm äXa aha Touicäi .. bcv µiropw VOL ßäm `eg' . a' Eva slri9Eio . 12Teacher therefore Tuncay I can't add an `s' to an adjective 
Transcript 7 (context 1,15/3/99, with the form teacher) 
((MOktq µ1t1KE rl bacxäXa ßtv T6411 ßX&Et nu .wO pay(%hvil TupöitTTa 7t61VO) 6E Kdnoto Opavio. Ei5p pcova tE TovS xavovt6µoüS Tflq iä4115, arayopEÜOiav is irathtä va 'rpwvc a'r11v 
atOov6(X KOR VOL acptjvovv is axov7(i&a iouS ßia Opavia)) 
((The teacher has just entered the classroom to find a half-eaten piece of cheese-pie on one of 
the pupils' desk. According to classroom rules, pupils were first forbidden to eat in the 
classroom and secondly leave their rubbish lying around)) 
10am &Lf auiö ((rj iupöiLiia)) .. ii Eivai. F, 
86) itävw; .. Macher what is this ((chese-pie)) doing here? 
2M£X'r iqq Bahryecismi . 
2Meltem it's Bahryedzizmi's 182 
3KcouTa; if QR µt; .. (hh)'n1S (hh)MnaxptE[, i µt; 
3Costas dzizmi 183? (hh) it's (hh) Bahrye dzismi's ? 
4flL vvrjS [f'ri1S 'n1S (h)Mnaxptc(h)i i u; . 
4Giannis [it belongs to (h)Bahrye(h)dzizmi's? 
5Kdx'tug pj u= 
5Costas dzizmi= 
6AaaxäO. a =acc f? ouröv .. va'c? cubvouµc .. ii sixaµc Yta c1 upa; 
6Teacher =so let's finish ((with this)) what homework did we have for today? 
Transcript 8 (context 1,19/3/99, with the English language teacher) 
((Of µaOr1'rES xävouv CRCORaä JLa äaicrl" 6io thOi a iwv AyyXlK(bv)) 
((The pupils are silently engaged in a pre-vocabulary task, during English language 
instruction)) 
1Miraxptt ((ßiov Xov6siv)) Eia- i::: ta .. 
lBahrye ((to Husein)) stop it 
2Xou6Eiv [ `6ia#a_:: ia 
2Husein [stop it 
3M7caxptE [f KU a.. iii.! nX EioXouasiv;. 
3Bahrye [Miss why is Husein talking? 
4Xoußsiv p acc baksana= 
41-lusein mind your own business= 
5Aa6xtXa = Xou6Eiy . acc 2räp'ro 
I3L3Xio Gov x' £Xa b(ýJ= 
5Teacher =Husein take your book and come ((and sit over)) here= 
6B6tßia = Xou6Ei:: v . iräpc TO 010kio (YOU K' EXaF, 
6(o:: hh= 
6Vasia =Husein take your book and come ((and sit over)) here= 
7Kch6'raS f To E E: Xoy6EI: V= 
7Costas =lucky you Husein= 
8Aa6xäXa =acc EAA AQ= 
182 Bahrye code-switches to Turkish in mid-turn. `Bahryecismi' appears to be a playful transformation 
of the term of endearment `Bahrye' cim' which means `my Bahrye'. 
183 Costas and Giannis `hellenise' the suffix `cismi', by repeating it with a Greek accent (lines 3-5). 
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Bleacher =come ((and sit over)) here= 
((0 Xova£iv 6rIxthvEiai xal 7ä£i va aXA, ä ct OEm )) 
((Husein gets up to change seats)) 
9Xovasiv =acc (hh) ROW; (hh)tolä; ((O ii)) 
9Husein =which one? which one? ((which seat)) 
10Mt ntic p iv pE [XovaEiv 
1OBabis lucky [you Husein 
11Toutý t [co- in- acc noiä irota; a:::. 
11Tuncay [oh oh which ((one)) which ((one))? ah 
12(Dävr1S Tonia . acc iromä noiä; . ((o Xouc eiv xävEi hing cv Kwvc'rat 12Fanis Tuca ((Tuncay)) which one which one? ((Husein pretends to stand up 
13 airö u OEcni tov)) CC-. f pe xvvrl'y(Xt xvpia .. 13 from his seat)) ah he's after me Miss 
((Einxpa'Ei 71avxia icaOtg of p. aOiJ'rES ovvcyIt ovv v ärnrnmý 
irov iovg Eiaa 064111 8a6xäXa)) 
((The pupils are silent as they resume the exercise the teacher 
has assigned)) 
Transcript 9 (context 1, with the form teacher, 15/3/99) 
((H ba6xäa, a Mapouaiatc1, TO ain µa iovix tov lrply irJv opOoypacpua µ£iapüOµr1aii 6'LS 
(xpxkq irlc SExaEiiag iou `80)) 
((The teacher has been talking about aspirations in Modem Greek that were in use until the 
spelling reform in the early `80s. These aspirations were called `nvciµaia' ('pneumata'). The 
use of the word `7rvs4taia' ('pnevmata') triggers an association with a homophonous Greek 
word that means spirits and super-natural beings)) 
1Aw 1thXa xan irö'E pitaivavc (XI)iä E66).. 
Macher then these things here were used 
2 71o1) is X kyavE irvEV taia .. 
2 which they called `pnevmata' ((aspirations)) 184 
3 8E is X yavE iövouS= 
3 they didn't call them `tonous' ((another type of stress))= 
3MEX'rEµ =acc ` µavovka [toi) irvEV taia= 
4Meltem =oh my gosh `pnevmata' ((spirits))= 
4AacKaka = acc Ssv Eivat auiö irov cpaviäcscal ... 
4Teacher =it's not what you imagine 
5riävvr1S f `vrc[vi.:::::::: 
5Giannis e:::::::::::::: de[de:::::::: 
6Ammaka [acc (((YnrI MEX'Eµ)) Kw 6iaµä'ra iwpa ... 
6Teacher [((to Meltem)) and stop now 
7Mnaxpit f Kupi: a: . 
7Bahrye Miss 
80a(waka (h)va Exovµc uv: -= 
Bleacher (h)we've got ((Meltem)) here- 185 
184 Because the ensuing play frame is based on the word play between the homophonous words 
`ivc tc ta' (pronounced `pnevmata' and meaning aspirations but also spirits and super-natural 
beings'), the words `pnevmata' have been retained in the English text and a translation has been 
provided in brackets, when it is clear which of the two meanings is being referred to. 
185 In both lines (6,8) the teacher is alluding to Meltem's notorious pre-occupation with and strong 
belief in ghosts and other supernatural beings. Although this pre-occupation was shared by many pupils 
regardless of cultural/linguistic background (informal discussions revealed that they were many avid 
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9MmaxpiE f xupi: a:.. Rv£vµa p [( ) 
9Bahrye Miss `pnevma' [( ... ) 1017tävvtlS 
10Giannis [e :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
11 vi£- . vT£- . vi£-. 11 [de de de 
12B äcta Lf µoua: """.. 
12Vasia [moua :::::::::::: 
13Aacm äXa f it oaE i£ ... rra 
E%1ki jviKC 6Ev Exou j1£ 7L£1 Ö'n 1)7LÖpxouV KÖl7IOiES 44Etg .. 13Teacher listen have we not said that in Greek there are words 
14Kw6iag f irv£vµaia:: = 
14Costas `pnevmata'= 
15Aa6KäXa =71ou a-qµaivouv£:. iroX?, itpäyµa'ra= 
15Teacher =that can have many meanings= 
16I'täwiic f `6pä:: KouXc£ = 
16Giannis draculas= 
17B66ta f acc Kat of aviw[vuµiES 
17Vasia =the pronouns [too ((are words that have many meanings)) 
1817tavviig Lf `ßaµ71ip:: = 
18Giannis [ vampires= 
19Aw icäXa =aviw[vuµi£cßuvIIO(O; argµaivouv cmi yp%tgCCRcý µövo . 19Teacher =pro[nouns are usually used only in grammar 
20KdJcrrag [p (hh)(3a(hh)µtip 
20Costas [vampires 
21AaaxäXa Evch irv£vµa £ivat airy YpaµµaitKij Kat au"rö 71ou XEEt 1 Mitaptu . 21Teacher ((the word)) `pnevma' is used in grammar and what Bahrye is saying 
22Mnaxpte acc Kupia [£ych- 
22Bahrye Miss [I- 
23Aa6K6XXa [Kat auiö tou Exouµ£ µEaa tag . 23Teacher [((it also means)) what we have inside us 
24Kdx'rag f äX? o irv£ü(µa 
24Costas that's another [kind of `pnevma' 
25Mnaxptu [acc Kupia= 
26Bahrye [Miss= 
26MEatEµ f tv£üµa= 
26Meltem = `pnevma'= 
27Ftavvig =1rv6 a= 
27Giannis = `pnev[ma'= 
28Xouc£ly [acc 'LEXEtww6E 1 KoußEVta= 
28Husein [end of discussion= 
29I'tävv l =to irv£üµa µaS= 
29Giannis =our `pnevma'= 
30MicaXptt =f n Kupia . ]t KUpia Eocpia ö? o XE£t ith:: a 8a K VOUJLE ( ... ) 30Bahrye = Ms Ms Sophia always says [now we'll do ( ... ) 31 Bdata [f M£), rE:: u. Koiia (hh) "ta 7rv£v(hh)µaTa 
31Vasia [Meltem look `pnevmata' 
32MiraxptE [(... )_ 
32Barhye [( ... )_ 
33Bduta [(hh)7rv£vµa 
33Vasia [`pnevma' 
34Aa6KäXa =67j%, a6Tj auto ((6Et'XVEt TO KE(p6LXt uic)) [0£%£t va 7IEl 
34Teacher = in other words this ((points to her head)) that's what [she means 
viewers of horror films among the 4`h graders), Greek-Turkish bilinguals in particular were keen on 
delving into these topics more than their Greek monolingual peers. 
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35KwßtuS [acc f EEpctc Ti 35Costas [do you know 
36 ypa(p£i F, 6(0; .. Eaiaväc yp( hhhhh= 36 what's written here? Satan is written ((here)= 
37I'iävvrIS f EaiaväS va ['toy (POLS 
37Giannis =Satan you [eat him 
38Xoußsiv [accf 11 xou(3Evia zEXzioßs 
38Husein [end of discussion 
390aßxäka EX(j) irc.. öi' aIM 71 0-4ý ark . Yla is 6u'ylExpt4EVa lrpäwcvra (XI)Tä . 39Teacher I have told you so many times that this sort of discussions 
40MF, Tqt acc f Eßü bsv 7rio'rc f; 
40Meltem don't you believe in them ((i. e. supernatural beings))? 
Transcript 10 (context 1,5/3/99, with the form teacher) 
((H 8aaKaka FXFt trl'r t ano iov Nthv'ra VOL EpOct YTOV 7tivaxa yin va Xü6Et 
µia äß"" ßia µaOi iu't xä. 0 N(ov'ruS öµ(oS 6i6iäýsl)) 
((The teacher has just allocated the next turn to Nontas, who seems 
hesitant to come to the blackboard to do the maths exercise)) 
1Aa6x6[Xa, f c::? a N(ovia .. 1Teacher come on Nontas 
Moa, raS f Nw:: -via . 2Costas Nonta 
3Tovicäi p Nth:: -via . 3Tuncay Nonta 
4NwviaS pp acc bEv Epco va TflV xävw . 4Nontas I don't know how to do it ((the exercise)) 
5Aaßxäka acc crIpc J. Kai. Oa (301) MO E^f(O .. 5Teacher come ((to the blackboard)) and I'll show you 
6 f Kw6ia Oa 6E 6Ei:: -PO) 
6 Costas you're in for a good smacking 
7( ) hhhh. hh 
7( ) hhh hh 
Transcript 11 (context 2,30/3/99) 
((0 Touiýäi, o Xou6Eiv, o M7mg7vgS xai 0 I'iävvgl Ypäcpouv gW Ex9E nl acv oiroia EKO 'roue 
'ta 7t? cOVEK'njµaia iou C WYXOXlxoü &C[P&Yµaioc xai ii µuopEI va K VE1 TO KpätouS va TO 
Evtuxll(7Et)) 
((Tuncay, Husein, Babis and Giannis have been assigned a writing task (an essay), which 
consists of arguing persuasively for the benefits of reading books and making suggestions 
about what the state could do to improve reading practices among school-age children)) 
((0 f' vvrlS swat o yp%tµWTFaS TTJ; ojth a; Kal of Tovicäi, XovßEIv KU MiräµiS ? vE LhEEg 
71ou . t7opol v va m)1 EpL. ä(3ouv (Tifv EKOE n ioug)) 
((Giannis is the group secretary. Tuncay, Husein and Babis are brainstorming for ideas to 
include in the essay)) 
1 Tov'rcäl E:: µF, ' . Tä s amö Tqv ioXitEia .. 
1Tuncay we are asking the state for 
2Mndä tmic acc Xcprä . 
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2Babis money 
3f'iäwrlg (('ypä(pct ouXAapt'ý0Viac)) E- }tct: ý µE 
3Giannis ((he reads aloud as he writes)) we are [asking 
4Touicäi [acc ytaii Eiµac rc 
4Tuncay [because we are 
5 Tävot . yla'CI Elµa6TE 
ýfl'ltdvo 
.äE.. 
c71 'rage Xcgrrä . 
5 beggars because we are beggars write ((this down)) we are asking 
6 yurtI Eiµac rE rliiävot Kai. yi piot . hhhh 6 for money because we are beggars and gypsies hhh 186 
7Miräµ c hhhh 
7Babis hhhh 
8Ftävvtic hhhh Koup6t(hhh)6iäv hhhh hhh 
8Giannis hhhh Kurdi(hhh)stan hhhh hhh 
9Touicät acc f xvpia . äKou6Ec 
ti Ei1LE; 
9Tuncay Ms did you hear what he just said? 
((H Bakkil Eivag a'rqv 6kkil äKpll ir1S atOoi)CuS µE Tqv ä), X il %W'6a)) 
((Vally is at the other side of the classroom working with the other group)) 
1OBä? Xrl P 6EV äxouaa. Kai. oütE 9E-'kw vaxoi co 
1OVally 187 I didn't hear and I don't want to hear ((what he said)) 
11Ftavvgq f icu iu::. (hh)µou (hh)XEEt o Tou(hh)icäl va ypä(hhh)yic)= 
11Giannis Ms Tuncay tells me to write that= 
12Tovicäi, f xupia . acc 7ta, äxa Exava= 13Tuncay Miss I was only joking= 
((H Bakkil EpXvrai. (Yirly oga6a)) 
((Vally comes over to the group)) 
13I iäwrlS =µov EEL µou SEL va [ ypäyrc0- 
13Giannis =he says to [write- 
14Toutcat E::: - acc EµEVa ? ci. Koup& 'ri v. 
'Tut %£Et= 
14Tuncay he keeps calling me Kurdistan that's what he says= 
15I'LävvrlS µou Ei . [µov 
kEEý va ypäyýouµE öii acc (hhh)EI tu tE ýrliiävoi xai cpiot h 
15Giannis he tells [he tells me to write that we are beggars and gypsies 
16Tou'rýäi [f aurog a, EEt. o Mi gMg .. acc Kupia o Miräµirnc 
? Ei. = 
16Tuncay [he says Babis ((says)) Ms Babis says= 
17BäX? 1 f iru hlä= 
17Vally =children= 
18Tovicäi, =acc f ött atö irly iro2xrcia ýrl'räµc 2 piä .. 
£'rrn ? c, . 
18Tuncay =that we should ask money from the state that's what he says 
19Bä? ) 1 acc f xat E7tEt8ll TO XEE,, o MR%t"q Eivai. MOGTö; = 
19Vally and because Babis says it is that so? = 
20Toucth p ox. = 
20Tuncay =no= 
21FtävvrlS fc LEIS ýrtiäµE alto v RO)UTEia . 
21Giannis =we are asking from the state 
22Touicät p yta'ri Eiµa6tE yi ptol hhh 
22Tuncay because we are gypsies hhh= 
23Mitäµ S f xävE [Kaµtä itapäypacpo . [riäw 
23Babis start [a new paragraph [Gianni 
24Touicäl [p yi ptol . yll(pTot hhh 
24Tuncay [gypsies gypsies 
25Xo1)6Eiv [f MiEµittXivo::: [hhhh 
186 In Modern Greek, the word `yücptoS' (`jiftos') is employed as an ethnic/cultural label for gypsies. At 
the same time, it is used as a pejorative term. 
187 In Transcript 11, the teacher has stepped out of the classroom for a few minutes and had asked me to 
supervise the pupils. This explains my participation in this exchange. 
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25Husein [Bebilino [hhhh 
26MthjrniS [acc Eiaat= 
26Babis [you are= 
27Xovociv =acc f Miniinn , ivo Eifiat 6u hhhh= 27Husein =you are Bebilino hhh= 
28Toviýäl f hhhhh hh .... 28 Tuncay =hhhhh hh 
((H BäX? EpxCial KOVtä 6EO ipMEEýt 7101) KäOETat 71 op ha)) 
((Vally comes over to table where the small group is sitting)) 
29Bakk, q Yta:: 0-0t 11TIJ6'LE TO . ii tiiätc airö v ltoXi. 'rEia; .. 29Vally discuss it among yourselves what are you asking the state for? 
30XovaEiv p 014i tc [to 
30Husein discuss [it 
31 Tout th Lf cp ci:: c((c1ta tc)) .. va 
ßyaý61 [DLO 71O OtoXia . 31Tuncay [we ((ask from the state)) to produce [more books 
32Xov6Eiv [hhhhhh .. hhh 32Husein [hhhhhh hhh 
33Tovicät [Kai vEa . Kai. - xo- Kawv6p71a . xovoüpYta . xovoup . 33Tuncay [and new and ne new new new new ((ones)) 
34Xov6Eiv [hhhhhh hhh 
34Husein [hhhhhh hhh 
35I'iävvrýS acc ii SrlkaS71; 
35Giannis like what? 
36Tovicät f OXI 




. ff r Koxxlvoßxovcpiißa . 36Tuncay not like write this not like Little Red Riding Hood 
37 Ta Tpia Foupovv&Kta 
. Hc? cKävoc xai, o- . in A? c7tov .. 37 The Three Little Pigs The Pelican and the Fox 
38 Ot IIEpßixoi HI AEµoi 
.H 
YSpöycia 
.... 38 The Persian Wars The Earth 188 
39 ö7tc)S= 
39 not like= 
40Xov6Eiv pioi of 7CEXaxävoi= =acc f of Yu 
40Husein =the gypsies the pelicans= 
41Toviýät =avid hhh [hhh 
41Tuncay =that's all hhh [hhh 
42Xov6Eiv [hhhh hhh . acc 
f atato ge:: . 
42Husein [hhhh hhh atato ge:: 189 
43M=äµ"q apäypwpo (((Y'ro FtävvTl)) f KäVC mtapäypq o .. xävc 71 
43Babis ((to Gannis)) start a new paragraph . start a new paragraph 
44Xouc civ f xäv. E mrapäyKpacpO= 
44Husein shtart a njew paragraph 190 
43MmräµmflS f xävc lrapäxpwpo pE FtUvvi 
43Babis =start a new paragraph (re) Gianni= 
44FiävvgS ff wpoü K6(VQ) .. 
44Giannis =I'm starting ((a new paragraph)) 
71Mmrä4mqS ((6to Ftävvrj)) Ti Eypayrcq ESth; ... 
71Babis ((to Giannis)) what did you write here? 
72Tou'rcäl ((npog Mn6µtz q)) acc EXa pE ... ii xorräS 
(hh)Exsi(hh); ... 
188 Tuncay refers to different children's books they had read at school or they had borrowed to read at 
home in earlier grades. 
189 This is a hybrid cry comprised of the nonsense cry `atato' and part of the one-liner `gee bana' 
(4.5.5). 
190 Through the palatalisations and fronting of consonants, Husein shifts to baby talk. 
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72Tuncay ((to Babis)) come on (re) what at you staring (hh)at(hh)?. 
73M tä tirr1S ((irpoq Tov'rcäi)) p gee bana . 73Babis ((to Tuncay)) gee bana (i. e. come to me) 
74Toviýäi (x- f (((Yte B(X? Xi)) xvpia . av röS öA. o XEi- gee bana . av roq . 74Tuncay a ((to Vally)) Ms he's saying gee bana all the time he ((is)) 
75 ((npoq Mth titre)) p gtv1'E(hhh) 
75 ((to Babis)) go away(hhh) 
76BäXX1 Mitäµin 6c irapaxakw . Kä'r6E Im oS . 76Vally Babis keep quiet please 
Transcript 12 (context 3,15/3/99) 
((H Bä(Yta,, q MEXr4t Kai il Miaxpth ip(hvs tali)) 
((Vasia, Meltem and Bahrye are having lunch together)) 
Mama f"11:: 
--ff 
(('rpayovbä)) E1: crrE Xacä . Ei: a'CE xatä Kai. tpEX' . 
1Vasia yes ((she sings)) you are stupid you are stupid and crazy 
2Mc? 'Ep. µaµä::: = 
2Meltem oh my gosh= 
Mama ='ct:: 'ci tc:: µE= 
3Vasia =tsitsi meme 
191= 
4MEXtE t =µaµä::: = 
4Meltem =oh my gosh= 
5Bä6La =hhh . Eiaal ict:: 'rýi. µu:: µE . tct:: 'ýt tc:: µs . 'rct:: 'ýi µE:: gE .. 
SVasia =hhh you are tsitsi meme tsitsi meme tsitsi meme 
6 f ), oitöv . itot6q Eivat- . acc rct:: iti µw:: µh; .. 
6 so who is tsitsi meme? 
7 ff YKO YKO YKO . 6l 61 61 . TO you-POI')-Vt El-cat 
`M 
. 
7 inie minie mine mow you're `it' 
8 äpa Em' `ßai, hhh hhh 
8 so you are `it' hhh hhh 
9Mc? 'rE t acc (37a1va `7w . au Eivat . 
8Meltem I'm out she's `it' 
Mama äpa Ea-U, Eiaal. 
9Vasia so you're `it' 
10 YKO YKO 7KO . 6l 6l 6l . TO you-POI')-Vt El-cal `av . hhhh 
10 inie minie minie mow you're `it' hhh 
11 Eaü PY KES'cbpa .. 
ff a:: ß7aivctS a:::::::::::: p Firn. KäVWW ... 
11 you're out now uh you're out uh that's what I do 
12MEa, 'Eµ acc tavoi a tov 
12Meltem oh my gosh 
130äaxakoq ff Bauta tcX tcx cg; 
13Teacher Vasia have you finished ((lunch)) 
14Bä6La p vat 
14Vasia yes 
15A6 KaXoq ff E4w .. 1Epäc r. 
UkEi(bVETE 
. 
HO i thpa .. 
15Teacher ((all)) out come on finish up it's 2 o'clock 192 
((H Bäßta, 71 MEA, TEµ Kat r MiaxpuE a-qK(bvoviat (Xirö TO Tpair ct ROu 
KäOov'av Kai 7taipvo1)v is 1tiä'ra TouS)) 
191 Vasia is repeating a one-liner from Turkish TV (`cici meme', tsitsi meme' is loosely translated as 
`cute boobs' (5.5.2). 
192 Lunchtime for ls` to 3`d graders was from 12.30pm until 1.20pm and for 4th to 6`h graders was from 
13.30pm until 2 . 00pm. 
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((Vasia, Meltem and Bahrye get up taking their plates with them and slowly 
making their way to the exit of the dining hall)) 
Transcript 13 (context 5,15/3/99) 
((H Mc? 'Eµ, 'q MiaxptE Kai Tj Baum 8oxtµäýouv To µtxpögx vo tou yjnimµoirotw 'yta 
µayvfl'to xoVT1aEt; jE6a at11v M471.0 Mitä nric Kat E'yth ElµacTE Mt"; GT7jv aiOouaa. 0 
MMäµirr1S, 71o1) Eiva Ttµo)pia Kai. SEV µitopci VOL ß'yct va Rat4Et a'ro &(XaZtµµa µE Ta äX. Xa 
natSta, 1Cpo611a8Ei Va 6mýtpzTÖ6xct GTgV 60ý1ýTTl6Tj T(OV Tpt 'V KoptTCF '. E'ych 7r' t K' Ooµat 
ßE µta Ywvta Tr1S Tä 11S at KuO(XpoYpago) Ttg arlµEtwaEtS µou. 
((Meltem, Bahrye and Vasia are trying out the microphone I have been using to record 
classroom interactions during the break. Babis and I, who are also present in the classroom, 
witness the exchange that ensues. While the following role enactment activity chiefly 
develops among the three girls, Babis, who is supposed to be doing some homework he had 
missed that day, attempts to contribute to it. I avoid participating in the exchange, as I am 
sitting at a far corner of the classroom, copying my field-notes)) 
1Miaxpiu f mpthia 11 MEX'Eµ iparyou&äci.. Eka 
lBahrye first Meltem sings come on= 
((Bivci TO µixpöq ovo ßr MEX'Eµ)) 
((Bahrye hands the microphone over to Meltem)) 
2Bä? Xrl =cvtä ci:; . tc mpoßo 
' icyäXII OEkw 
2Vally =ok? I want you to be very careful ((with the microphone)) 
3Miräµitrlc ((ipa7om5t ith)) f iaxapi. papi[poup. 
3Babis ((he sings)) talarirari[roum 
4( ) [6:: 
4( ) [sh 
5MnaxpiE f Ev- a:: 8ü: o Via::. acc c iEig [' ßXirouµc 
5Bahrye one two three we [are looking at her 
6ME? 'Eµ [f `a::: t::: (((Yte Bakkq)) Eo-v Oa cpv: yc c; 
6Meltem [ai ((to Vally)) will you leave? 
7B(Mil Oa cpfyw va µ7)v aicovcO .. 
0£? i, S va µsivco; .. 
Wally I'll leave so that I don't hear do you want me to stay? 
8Miraxpuu FV:: -(I:: bv:: o jia:: 21 äL£= 
8Bahrye one two three go= 
9M . 
X'uEµ =acc ((6' Miaxpth))'a:: - äc µaq .. 
9Meltem =((to Bahrye)) a leave us alone 
10Mitaxpuu p Eka 
1OBahrye come on 
11Mc? 'uEµ ((ip(Xyoubä)) ff 6io a6av6Ep Rou 6uvavT th:: µa6tE 
11Meltem ((she sings)) whenever we meet in the lift 
12 cpavia[ ö_: µa6'rc va auµ[ßaivouv 
12 we ima[gine all sorts of wild [things happening between us 
13MicaxptE [p cikaram [p cikaram 
13Bahrye [ let me present you [let me present you 
((itaipvEt TO µtxpögxovo a710 ' MEX'Eµ)) 
((she takes the microphone from Meltem)) 
14ME?, T4t f 'a:: Oa µE ftyäX i. (... [) 
14Meltem a she's going to present me ( ... [) 
15MiraxptE [p acc XTÜna XEpta . XTvmi6TE XEpta 
15Bahrye [clap ((your)) hands clap hands 
((xcipoxpoT1jpaTa)) 
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((clapping can be heard)) 
16Mnaxp>£ ff Etä ßa .. ii K(X:: vc're; . KaX(OS WE:: aarc .. 16Bahrye hello everybody how are you today? welcome ((to our show)) 
17 f rnjµspa ExouµE µia Tpayou6i6Tpia you Eivat iroA. ü:: copai:: a µ:: = 
17 today we have with us a singer who is very beautiful mm= 
18MnaRmjq =p rj WkTFµ TcouµiroüX . 18Babis =Meltem Cumbul 
19Miaxpu E:: ff acc uj X &F. Meltem Cumbul Kai Oct µaq ipayovbý6Et- 
19Bahrye e her name is Meltem Cumbul and she will sing for us 
20 ((ipayou6 )) to aaava6p itov ruvaviio):: µaßrc hhh 
20 ((she sings)) whenever we meet in the lift hhh 
((XEipoxpoTT aia)) 
((clapping)) 
21M0 TEµ at:: hhh [f `ßiajäia 
21Meltem ai hhh [stop 
((itaipvsl TO µixp6cpWvo aitö irly MnaxptE)) 
((she takes the microphone from Bahrye)) 
22( ) [hhhh 
22( ) [hhhh 
23Mc? tEµ ((ipayou8a)) f cio aßav6Ep 71o1) auvaviuh:: µa6'cs 
23Meltem ((she sings)) whenever we meet in the lift 
24 [(pavia ö:: µaGTc va o qt[(3ai- hhh 
24 [we imagine all sorts of [wild- hhh 
25( ) [hhh hh [hhh 
25( ) [hhh hh [hhh 
26Mc? tEµ f `xiviäis 6kTUa 
26Meltem clap your hands 
((XEtpoxpott taia)) 
((clapping can be heard)) 
27Mc? tE i ((Kavsi uj g(ovt tic 71. o ßaOvä)) f ßio a6av6Ep nou 
27Meltem ((she makes her voice sound deeper)) whenever we meet 
28 [avvaviiw:: µacrc (pavTaC& MIME 
28 [in the lift we imagine all sorts of wild 
29( ) [hhh hhh 
29 [hhh hhh 
30MEXTFT ((KävEi irk cp(0vij ' is DLO ? ci )) f va 6uµ ai:: vovv [ia 711o 
30Meltem ((in a high pitch voice)) things [happening 
31Mnaxptt [ ff eu ap. 6roüµE u 
31Bahrye [thank you 
32Mnaxptt Meltem Cumbul= 
32Bahrye Meltem Cumbel= 
((naipvcl TO µtxpö(pcovo amrö t MEXtEp)) 
((she takes the microphone from Meltem)) 
32MF, Wg f `ä6E tuS KuX-- 
32Meltem leave us alone 
((81)vaiä xetpoxpo'njµaia xaO(bg r Mc? 'rE t a7oµaxpvvcrat aRö 'rfl ` vii)) 
((loud clapping can be heard as Meltem retires from the 'stage')) 
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Transcript 14 (context 4,15/3/99) 
((H Bäma myoipa'youbä tcpiraicövTaS ßuv zäE11 xaOtS cX yxci Tic (Xrnc cIq Troy Miräµmi)) 
((Vasia can be heard singing to herself, as she is moving around the classroom checking on 
how Babis is doing with his homework)) 
1Bä6La ((atEKEiat iräv(O tpoS Mitäµmj)) raVE- vTOU= 
1Vasia ((standing over Babis)) do ntou= 
2M7c%t7 r =f 01) ... µavovXa viouýoü 2Babis =ou manoula ntourou 193 
3Bäßia viou p pov vioujov .w pc µia go2, u 
3a:: pa hhh 
3Vasia dourourou dourou oh what a huge pencil hhh 
4 acc (ha)Mtäµ (ha)Mn6[tnfl . cu- . pc- , gia- . µoXußäpa hhh 4 (ha)Babi (ha)Babi oh (re) what a HUGE pencil hhh 
5 avro `Kath Mäpxov Evayy* to' ... 'rö cs SEL; .... E; 5 in `The Gospel according to St. Mark' have you seen it? have you? 
Wn%uM; itoiö; 
6Babis what? 
7Bäana o'ro `Kath Mäpxov Euay $a, i, o'= 
7Vasia in `The Gospel according to St. Mark'= 
8M7E i acc 8E io 3? tcw pE 6u . &v 7rpöA, aßa va TO 80 TO tc(Yr Ept= 8Babis I don't watch it (re) I missed it ((yesterday)) afternoon= 
9Bäßta =m? Ka EC hhh .. 9Vasia =it's a lot of fun hhh 
10Mitä t71 p TO EEpw .. 1OBabis I know 
9Mitaxpu f KaA, ä .e iEvu µov apE6Ei, EK£i irE:: a 9Bahrye you know I liked that bit [where 
10Bäata [acc svth ct cvth ei. EcEva 
1OVasia [yeah alright you like 
11 ßou apEoovv 'tu tävra E2 a= 
11 everything come on= 
12Mnaxpth =(hh)evth et (hh)ichpa s hhh .. 12Bahrye =(hh)fine (hh)alright um hhh 
Transcript 15 (context 5,15/3/99) 
((MO?, IS E ci. XT)719'ßsi TO xoubovvt Yia µä9µa KW. is itai&ä E7La'cpECpo9v ßßv Ta4. q. Hpiv 
aitö TO irapaxätcw wtörraßµa., o Xouaciv xat 1 B66La ipayouboiußav aio µixpö(p(Ovo)) 
((The bell has just rung and peer group members are slowly coming back to the classroom. 
Prior to this excerpt, Husein and Vasia are singing and talking nonsense in the microphone)) 
1 Bäala 
1 Vasia e mama 
2MiräµmlS f acc Xou6Eiva EaXiva. 
2Babis Huseina Salina 194 
3( ) [hhh 
3( ) [hhh 
193 In lines 1-2, Vasia and Babis seem to be engaging in language play, based on the repetition of the 
vowel [ou]. The word `manoula' (literally `mummy') can also be used as to express admiration or 
wonder. 
194 `Huseina Salina' is another of Husein's nicknames. Note that by adding the vowel [a] at the end of 
Husein's first and last names, they are transformed into female names (4.5.1). 
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4Xovßciv [accf Bäcna HoXvxa8piTq Ko: a, Xia Ko: XA, ta. Ko: XXla 
4Husein [ Vasia Polukadriti 195 Kollia Kollia Kollia 
5 Ko: Uta Ko: Uta Ko: aa, ia ((trparyou&taiä)) K6 . Uta Ko: Uta 5 Kollia Kollia Kollia ((singing)) Kollia Kollia 
6 = ff Kö::? Ata:: KO:: Uta:: 
6 Kollia Kollia = 
7B0X1 =((icpog Xou6Eiv)) ii Oct iL auiij 71 411; 
Wally =((to Husein)) what does this word mean? 
8Xoußsiv Kokkta. auto cpopäg. 
8Husein Kollia/kolya 196 you are wearing it 
91361 as ii; , twat auiö; Wally huh what? what's that? 
lOXou(Yciv ((auoµapic vciai cpwväýoviag)) ff Ko: a, Xia Ko: X), ia [KO: Uta 
1OHusein ((he moves away from me calling out)) Kollia Kollia [Kollia 
11Bakk [((ßtov 
11Vally [((to Babis)) 
12 Mtäµir'q)) 'rival auto; 
12 what is it? ((what does it mean))? 
13Mn%urilS kE4, q . 
(hh)va yopäw Kokkta. xu pia cpopä o KoWa/kolya= 
13Babis it's a word look I'm wearing Kollia/kolya Ms I'm wearing Kollia/kolya= 
1413ak =auiö ((i µtnkovýa)) [rival Kö? ia; 
Wally =is this ((the blouse)) [called Kollia/kolya? 
15ftävvig Lf acc Xoußciva EaXiva [Xou6Eiva EaA, iva' 
15Giannis [Huseina Salina [Huseina Salina 
16Mäµ c [f cpo ä:: Co Kö:: XXta= 
16Babis [I'm wearing Kollia/kolya= 
17Xouasiv ff Ko: XXta. Ko: kXia 
17Husein = Kollia Kollia 
195 `Polukadriti' is Vasia's last name. 
196 The word `kolya', which means `necklace' in the local Turkish variety of Gazi, is homophonous 
with Giannis' nickname/surname. During the name-calling activity, Husein has been using `Kollia' to 
refer to Giannis' nickname/surname. From this point onwards, Husein introduces the homophonous 
Turkish word `kolya' in discourse. For this reason, whenever Husein or Babis refer to something Ior 
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